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ABSTRACT 
The wholesale restructuring of the higher nobility, 
which was largely effected between the mid-points of the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. left Scotland with a body 
of secular magnates whose regional spheres of influence were 
not as obvious or clearly defined as hitherto - either 
territorially or in terms of the men upon whom they depended 
and through whom they acted. The exercise of local power - 
the magnates' chief governmental function - was made still less 
easy by the fall in revenues and decay of feudal ties which 
afflicted landlords throughout western Europe during the later 
middle ages. With a view to assessing how swiftly the magnates 
contrived to come to terms with these difficultiesp an examination 
of the affinities - the networks of clients and servants .. and 
the financial resources of three great lords of the later fifteenth 
century has been undertaken. This deals with the fifth earl of 
Crawford (1461-1495)p the first earl of Morton (1458-1493) and 
James III's brotherg the duke of Albany (1467-83). and involves 
the identification and classification of the men who served and 
associated with themp and an estimate of each magnate's gross 
income* Some confirmation emerges for the view that lord-man 
relationships were no longer based chiefly upon tenancy* 
Financial constraints ensured that relationships wherein the 
man was provided with any sort of material reward for his service 
involved only a small proportion of the affinity - generally 
that part in most reg4lar association with the lord. There is 
less certain indication in the case of these three magnates that 
non-feudal contracts between lords and men (bonds of manrent and 
vi. 
maintenance) or the agnatic kinship group - which were to 
become the principal instruments through which regional 
authority was exercised - were yet of great significance. 
The three affinities seem somewhat narrowly-based, and 
there is little to suggest that these magnates enjoyed 
comprehensive power within their several localities. 
V. L. L * 
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Scotland in the fifteenth century was governed with'the 
assistance of, consensus between the crown and the magnates. 
This was not merely a principle, common to the kingdoms of 
medieval Europe; it was alsog allowing for the occasional 
upsetting of the belancep the practice. From the magnates' 
point of view the essence of the consensus lay not so much 
in the part they played in central government, even though 
it is perfectly true that a few of the nobility would serve 
regularly on the royal council and take up-governmental 
office, 
1 
and all would attend parliaments, if only for their 
opening stages. 
2 The essence lay rather in the delqgation 
of regional authority to the magnates. This was seldom formal 
in character: the sheriffs were more often lairds than lords, 
the concept of the tleading of the men" of an earldom was , 
obsolescent 
3 
and the office of royal lieutenant in the'north 
created in favour of the earls of Huntly 
4 bears comparison 
only with the longer-established wardenships of the march 
5- 
three in numberg but rarely in the hands of three individuals. 
In generali. the delegation of authority was achieved tacitly - 
the transmission of royal authority to the regions simply fell 
to the magnates: 'in the locality who better - indeed, who other - 
to maintain royal authority than the nobles with--their pre-eminent 
position. ' 
1. A. L. Browng 'The Scottish "Establishment" in the Later 15th 
Centyry'. 3R (1978)v 95-97. 
2, Grant, Incfeependence and Nationhood, 168-9. ' 
3, Ibid. 9 1369 155, 4. RMS9 ii, no. 2036. 
5. Grantl Independence and Nationhood, 155. 
6,3. M, Browng 'Taming the Magnates? ' in The Scottish Nation, 
ad. G. Menzies (London, 1972). 57. 
2. 
As agents of royal authority in the locality, the magnates 
carried out an a more restr'Actod geographical scale the functions 
vested in the monarchy. The chieft and arguably. the only crucial 
task of medieval government, barring the necessity to defend the 
realm, was to maintain order. This meentg in effect,. the 
affording of protection and the administering of justice, and 
at a local level man naturally looked in the first instance 
to, a given lord for the provision of these intangible but. 
indispensable commodities. When the kingdom did require- 
defending it was the magnates who, provided the king with the 
greater-part of his hosty each assembling from his. own sphere 
of influence those men who, sawýhim as their lard. 
7, In- 11 
parliament and the court - the points of contact between the 
centre and the regions - the magnates were practically the 
only representatives of the localityp and it was through, them 
that local concerns were aire 'P 
a 
-The fundamental, importance 
oVthe, higher nobility, in governing Scatland, has, been made 
clear enough in recent writings an the subject. . The,, 
explanation of their importance is, no lsssýapparent; the 
observation made in respect of Scotland's nearest-neighbour, 
that fa-monarchyýwith no standing army, no-police. forcel-only 
the most exiguousof bureaucracies and with only limited,, rigi&, 
financial resources .. could not govern without the local 
influence and authority of the aristocracy' might well,, be taken 
as having wider, application, 
9 
79 Wormald, Court, Kirk and Community, 15 
a. Ibido'q 19; Grantq Indsoendence and Nationhood, 167-8. 
9., J. R. Landerg Crown and Nobility 1450-1509 (London, 1976)p 
56, 'Rigid'# it should be said, is not an adjective 
particularly appropriate to the financial resources of 
James IV, at least. 
3. 
None-'of this is to'suggest that the Stewart monarchy was 
in any significant regard weak; it was expected and accepted 
that the king should be master in his own kingdom. The 
arguments which lie behind this statement need not be rehearsed 
here--, n-'full,, - 
10, but it is worth painting out whither magnatial 
power did not extend* The-magnates' opportunities to exercise 
control over the-king were sporadic, and were confined to 
periods of royal minarity., ''Their ability to prevent an adult 
king from being master in his kingdom was matched by their 
interest in'attempting to do any such thing - both were 
negligible. Any member of the higher nobility wouldq no 
doubt,, merit-being addressed as thie and mychtyl but the gulf 
between, such a description and the existence of that bogeymang 
the overmighty subject# is demonstrably huge, The need to 
leave'local power in-the. -hands of the magnates did not create 
difficulties for the crown. 'Once thought of as posing some 
11 
sort of threat to"the Stewart monarchy in the later middle ages, 
the magnatesq it-has; baen shown, were normally happy to co-operate 
with the king and were neither equal to the task of defying him 
nor enthusiastic about engaging. in open rebellion. it would 
be easier to justifyýa view of the magnates-as subject to the 
powers of manipulation-and''exploitation enjoyed by the fifteenth- 
century Stewart kings. 
In their most extreme'form-these powers extended to 
destruction with impunity,, -'- For James I and James II to 
perceive a threat in the concentration of estates and titles 
10. They can be found in Browng 'Taming the Magnates? '; J*Mo 
Brown, 'The Exercise of Power' in SSFC, 33-51; Wormaldl Courtv 
Kirk and CoMmunityl 3-26; Grantv Independence and Nationhoodv 147-70, 
11. 'The Scottish story is thus a long catalogue of unruly subjects and kings who never quite succeeded in making their authority accepted' is a statement representative of the older view: 0. Hay9 Europe in th Fourteenth and-Elfteenth Centuries (Londong 1966), 136. 
I 
4. 
in the hands of single magnate families - which is not to say 
that such a threat existed - meant the removal of the said magnate 
families. The Stewart cadets and the house of Douglas of that 
ilk were liquidated with remarkable efficiencyp and without 
provoking notable opposition from the political community as 
a whole, James III's assault upon his brothersq the duke of 
Albany and the sarl of Marg. eventually rebounded an himtbut at 
the time must have seemed yet another example of the Stewart 
kings' capacity for ruthless and swift enforcement of their own 
will. Attended by still less fusag but, nonatheless impressive 
in their demonstration of thp. geographical extent of royal power, 
were the separation of the Sipciairs. from their earldom of Orkney, 
12 
the denial of the Erskine claim to, the, earldom of Mart-and the 
stripping of their earldom of Ross and later, their lordship of 
the Isles from the Macdonalds ofý, Islay. Forfeitures, coupled 
with eacheats of a less dramaticýsortq served-tq hasten-the 
complation, of a long-drawn-out-progess which saw, the creation of 
" peerage and the wholesale restructuring of the high9r. nobility 
" comprehensive change in titles, estates and personnel whose 
long-term significance for the, administration of the localities 
is hardly to be over-estimated. To these expressions of the - 
crown's ability to manipylate, may be added the increasingly, 
vigorous assertion of royal rights which is to be observed during 
the second, half of the fifteenth century. Thisq to a large 
extent based upon the strict application, of, feudal law - which 
in the case of James III drifted into the breaking of, feudal law - 
represented a determination to improve the crown's financial 
12. S. E. Crawford, 'The Earls of Orkney-Caithness'and their 
Relations with Norway and Scotland: 1158-14701 (Sto Andrews 
University Ph, D. thesisq 1971). ppo xviii, 343, 
5. 
position. Its main products were the act of revocation and the 
scrupulous identificationýof alienations which permitted the king 
to exercise his right of recognition and of periods of non-entry, 
13 
Thereby were the magnates prevented from exploiting the minorities 
to which the Stewarts were habitually subjectv punished for 
attempting to evade payment of relief by failing to obtain 
infeftment in all or part of their inheritancei and deterred 
from raising cash by the sale ot more than half of a given f ief 
without first obtaining - and paying for - royal confirmation of 
the conveyance. Landlords' freedom of action was further 
restricted by an act Of Parliament preventing them from 
distraining their tenants in order to repay debts. 
14 
There is no causeq howeverg, to replace the myth of the 
overmighty subject with an equally insupportable tale of 
unrestrained and tyrannical kings. Had the Stewarts generally 
failed to provide good government they would not have obtained 
the widespread support and cco-operation which they undoubtedly 
enjoyed, Only James III threatened to upset the balancet and 
even he was not allowed an entirely free hand; parliament was 
able to manoeuvre him away from his intended military enterprise 
an the continent in 1474 and deny him the forfeiture of a scare 
of Berwickshire freeholders after the expulsion of Albany in 
1479. More significant is the fact that his defeat-and death 
at the hands of the rebels in 1488 was followed not by-the ruin 
of his house but by the coronation of his son. That the 
governmental consensus involved a measure of either co-operation 
13. Wormaldt Court. Kirk and Community, 10-11. 
14. AP& iiv 96. 
6. 
or acquiescence on the part of the magnates in assaults upon 
the persons and property of members of their peer group reflects 
the individual ability of three of the first four Jameses and 
the general great esteem in which the monarchy was held. 'It 
also reflects a belief that the financial well-being of the crown 
is- 
assisted the financial well-being of the country at a time 
of economic contraction it ensured that the king had no need to 
ask forý, taxation andl-more especiallyg improved the-king's capacity 
to provide material patronage, Whereas in England it appears to 
have been possible to build up support for a challenge to the 
reigning monarch with the lure of'reward in the'event of successq 
the attitude in'Scotland was oriented more towarda'supporting the 
king with a view to gaining, reward once a, given, tvictim of Stewart 
aggressiont 
16 had been dealt with*' The Stewarts certainly did 
not retain: all thatýthey accumulated -, to, have done so would'have 
risked the creation of power vacuums by, the over-stretching of 
direct royal authority, This was generally-avaided--by ensuring 
that the'localities remained'locally administered. Thus were 
the earls. of Argyll and Huntly built up upon the-ruins of the 
lordship of the Islesq, the earldom of Ross and the northern 
Douglas sarldoms. - The reign of James'III neatly expresses how 
difficult it was, for, a monarchýof-the house of Stewart to 
engineer his own. downfall. 'Twenty-years of capricious and'high- 
handed'rule produced a response from - fractions of the 
political community an just two, occasions. ýJames managed to 
extricate himself with a display of considerable political skill 
15. Ibid., 42. 
16. Wormaldq Court. Kirk and Community, 11. 
7. 
- 
from the earliert and, perhaps more - serious crisis of 1482. 
The 'rebelhoev which'James :, faced in 1488, I-Lacl C(:. s'succe-ýss a-ssLc&-vcl 06-L, 3 -bj 
, 
qktr, wZt a cit J: keý ýqtx -(--x - L4pL-a_g of 
pat-ce., i-ce, &o 1-tave- 
ýreat-ee/. Its original significantly enougho lay-in, part in 3ames's 
interference in the exercise-of local power - his failure to leave 
Lords Home and Hailes to. fill the vacuum, lef t in the south-roast 
by the forfaitumof the duke of Albany* -, 
The-focus, of each; magnate' s, power should therefore-, be taken 
as the locality in which each was based. ., Even. those few members 
of the-higher nobility who habitually played a"part in central 
government. spent most, -of-their., time away from the capital and 
were chiefly concerned with'the exercise of power within, their- 
17, 
regional sphere of. -influence, There was normally no direct - 
interference from, the contra-in the administration ofýthe locality 
and the magnates were'left to perform, their allotted. role.. - This 
is not to-sayg-howeverg-, that no doubt attaches to the capacity 
of-the, fifteenth-contury magnate for carrying, out the task of 
transmitting central, authority to, the-regions. , Local magnatial 
power Oases may be summed up quite simply as'land and men; ýfrom 
the former they draw their, rovenue and'through the latter-their 
estates were administered, and their influence and authority were 
maintained. -Howevert this-simple-statement-, disguises a situation 
of complexity andýchange. ý In general neither estates nor the 
means by which men were tied to lords retained at the end of the 
fifteenth, century the characteristics displaye&at the, century's 
beginning. -, II. I., , 111--. '. "I", ýýý 
17. Ibid. # 14. 
8. 
-Though changes were underway before 1400, it was the case 
that at the start of the fifteenth century the bulk of Scotland's 
earldoms were still of a provincial type. That is to say, 
the historical earldome which corresponded to a clearly-defined 
geographical region still preponderated. By 1460 this was no, 
longer. so. Most had been swept away, or were annexed to the crown, 
and in their, place stood a body of mainly honorific earldoms,, ý 
which consisted of scattered estates,, unified by seemingly randomly 
chosen titles. -If visitors to, late-medieval England could be , 
impressed with, the irrelevance of the styles of many lords, 
is 
it is-plain that there would have been similar cause for comment. 
in Scotland* A-policy of conscious symbolism might even be read 
into the allocation of misleading names like Crawford, Huntly and 
Morton-to late-medieval peerage creations. ý For the most part 
provincial earldoma survived in-little more than style - the 
earldoms of Angusq Buchan and Mar'had only a tenuous connexion with 
the provinces from-which they took their, names. - After 1401ýthe - 
baronies held as subtanancies of sarldoms and lordshipsýwhich 
fe"t-I to. the crown wereýto be held in chief of the, crownt even 
though theýearldom or lordship were later granted to one of-the 
liages. 19 ýý At 
I least one:,, survivingt true provincial earldom - 
March - was significantlyýaltsred aa, a resultt with. large chunks 
of tenendryp including even non-baronial-tenements, being 
20 
withdrawn therefrom, 
The demise of the provincial lordship was accompanied by 
the creation of a peerage during the late fourteenth and early 
18. Hay, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries, 99, 
19. Grant, 'Earls and Earldomsl; ýIndependence and Nationhood, 
122-4. 
20* Ibid. v 123; RMS, ii, nos. 512-13,525v 529,5859 5889 596. 
9.1 
fifteenth centuries. The earls were once distinguished by 
wealth-as well as title-from the two thousand or so freeholders 
whoo at its broadest'definitionp could be consideredýto have 
made up the Scots nobility. The earls of, the'later'fifteenth 
century were merely the higher tiart or second-higheat'if occasional 
dukes were"taken into accountg, of, a structured, pearage which'- 
included a new category, of 'lards of parliament' and which, in 
terms of wealthq covered a fairly narrow spectrum, The 
honorific earls and the lords, of parliament had been-'raised'out of the 
amorphous baronage and given. rank withoutýadditional wealth, With 
titles Vested in persons and, families, rather thanýaccompanying the 
tenure of the historic, provincial lordships. ''a, given-peer's- 
relative wealth depended upon whatýhe-already, 'possessed. Since 
a large'degraB of homogensity, -,. in-landed, rescurces prevailed 
among-the members of the now peerage there was no clear - 
distinction in wealth between earls and-lords. ' There'was not 
even a-clear distinctionýof this"sOrt between peersýand those who 
remained among the lairds and'outside the peerage., Thera were 
lairde with little less, and in some-cases more wealth than other 
individualep formerly their social equalsq, upon whom a title had 
been'bestowed. 
21 For the members'of'ýthe now nobility--'men 
whose rank indicated a, responsibility for'the leadership of 
local society - there Was, thereforet, a need to, find: a means of 
asserting practicalrather than-titular superiority. 
-ý These-matters tended to exacerbate the effects of, the 
pandemic-disintegration of tenurial tiss observable throughout 
21. A, Grantp 'The Developmentýof the*Scottish Peerage', SHR, 




western Europe in the later, middle ages. 'A fundamental 
tenet-of faudal'tanure was-that land was given in return 
for service. A lord who gave a part of, his estate to a' -' 
second party in Ifee'and heritage#, whereby the grantee and, 
his heirs were thereafter to be the'tenants and'vassals 
of, the lord and his heirs'and'hold the'conveyed lands 'off the* 
lard as superior, did. so in the 8Xp8Ctation that the tenantwould 
render service - above and beyond the definable'feudal dues -- in 
return for his tenancy. This was the ideal state of affairs, 
but it is evident that in the later middle ages service was-not 
automatically to be extracted from the'tonant,., 'To'begin with, 
there was the simple probability that gratitude for"Ithe original 
infeftment would wane as succeeding generationsýpassedq with the 
automatic heritability of-the fief ensuring tfiat-the'tenant 
remained in occupation irrespective of whetherrhe felt any 
obligation to serve his superior. 'There wao'basides nothing 
toýprevent the accumulation of fiefs held of 'Various superiorsp", " 
and a-consequent and inevitable di4ision of 1 oyalty'. Perhaps 
abOV8'all there was anIncreasing tendency to regard land as 
a, marketable commodity - more especially as the late-m edieval 
population decline made it difficult to'maintain the rental - 
value of lands. Now tenanciea, were bsingýcreatad where the only, 
service rendered was the payment of the purchase pricep and, existing 
fiifs were being soldp thus bringing in now tenants who could 
scargely perceive their tenancy as a'reward for service. The 
system of feudal tenure clearly remained intact, albeit with 
modificationsv but the connexion between feudal tenancy and the 
obligation to serve became seriously weakened, 
22 
. 
The essential instrument of magnatial power was, to use an 
22. Browng 'Bonds of Manrentf, 59; Wormald, Court. Kirk and 
Community, 28; Grant, Independence and NaLionhood, 133-5, 
ii. 
appropriately nebulous expressiong the'magnatial affinity. 
'Retinue', -lentouragetv tfollowingljýlclientslq 'household$ 
and even, perhapsp, -Iadherents' and 'supporters' have connotations 
rather too specific to, be employed, suitably inýwhat followse All 
of these terms can be'used to describe someýaspect of the affinity, 
but-'affinity' is used herefrom to-denote the entire network of 
persons wha'associated with'tand served a lard - there existed 
23 
affinity between the lord and these men. Without dwelling 
upon the function and operation. of the. affinity-- this is 
touched upon below 
24_ 
and isgiven definitive treatmentýelsewhere 
25 
- it goes without'saying that the magnates of, any era can wield 
authority only through the agency of othersq who both marshal- 
and-form-part of their resources. - The weightiest-and most 
telling element of the magnatial affinity in late-medieval, 
scotland was that drawn from the lairds - the man immediately 
below the nobility in rankt who were of: substance and influence 
in their, own right and who could bringýas adjuncts to the magnate's 
affinity their own circles of parttakers. These meng, for Whom 
no better means of identification than the characteristic style 
'A. B. (name) of C. (a place)t has been sought or employed, 
26 
saw 
themselvesq it-has been saidg as, "natural counsellors, of the magnates 
just as magnates saw themselves as 'natural codnsellars' of the king. 
27 
It is probably -I. by, lts1airdly, element-that aýmagnatial 
23. Familia is probably synonymous with taffinitylpbut its 
use had been avoided. For the individuals within an affinity 
the term 'parttakersl, is employed, in spite of the probability 
that it stands for a particular element of the affinity: Brown, 
'Bonds of Manrentlt 182, 
24* See chapter 2 below* 
25.0. Wormald, Lards and Men in Scotland: Bonds of Manrent, 
1442-1603 (Edinburghq 1985). 
26. This style indicates nothing more precise than a freeholder 
outwith the peerageo It need not even denote a baron. 
27, Wormaldq Court. Kirk and Community, 33. 
12. 
affinity should be judged; the lesser functionariesq clerks 
and-servants attached to a lord cannot reasonably be taken 
as representing a power-base, and in number at least they 
are unlikely to have-varied greatly, from lord to lord. , 
_Studies of particular late-medieval magnatial affinities 
in Scotland do not abound - to date three such studies are 
known to have been completed, and they can be found in one 
28ý 
place* , Theseq, concerning affinitieslof, the early., Stewart 
period (1371-1424) - namely of the fourth earl of Douglas, the, , 
first lord of Dalkeith and Alexander Stewart, - eaxl Of Mar - show that, at 
that time lord-man relationships based-upon-land tenure were. 
the norm* 
29 This seems toýhave been true of all three magnates, 
even though it is, clear that the lord of. Dalkeith, and the earl 
of Douglas held, hoporific lordships - the, latterqý-admittedly, 
being of a hybrid provincial cum honorific type. 
30 Notwith- 
standing the appearance during this period of the bond of'retinue - 
a document whereby a man, conveyed a promise of service to a lord, 
generally, for life and usually in return for, a money fee rather 
than land 
31 
_ it appears that tenurial, not, to say classically 
feudal ties still retained their importance. 
32 Feudal ties 
even managed to attach, to affinities, lairds who, were not chiefly., 
33 
based-within the magnates' lordships. This, compares with - 
the situation in Englandq where relgtionships-Passo upon 
indentures and fees had become a virtual necessity after the 
28. Grentl 'The Higher Scottish Nobilitytj 329-40. 
29, Ibid. t 340. 
30, Grant, Independence and Nationhood, 123., Dalkeith was not 
at this time a peerage lordshipq although the lord of 
DalkeitH was using a distinctive, non-lairdly style: Grant, 
'Development of the Scottish Peerage', 16. 
31* Browng 'Bonds of ManrentIt 135-42; Grant, 'The Higher Scottish 
NobilityIq 321-5. 
32. Ibid. 9 340, 
33. Ibid, q 331-2. 
13. 
statute of Quia Emetores (1290) had been passed. 
34 imited 
though use of the bond of retinue may have been, the mere existence 
of such a writ doesl neverthelessq indicate an initial response 
to-the developments affecting the higher nobilityq which were in 
train, though not completed during the early Stewart period. 
A-more lasting-responseTis the concern of a-. general survey 
of the nature of lordship covering the-period c,, 1442-16031, 
but, drawing much the greater part of its source material from the 
35 
sixteenth-century. This deals mainly with the bond of manrent, 
a document which typically expressed a promise of service by a 
mang who would'almost'always have the rank of laird, to a lord 
in return'for nothing more than a reciprocal promise of 
maintenance, 
36 
, It was in, widespread and frequent use in Scotland 
from the later fifteenth centuryv and contrived tordeal with all 
the problems consequent upon the reorganization of the'nobilityp 
economic contraction. 'andý the atrophy of feudal ties. Aside 
from simply taking the, place of the tenurial islationship, it 
forged ties which cut across tenurial boundari'eag so facilitating 
the development of -a"lord's'"regional authority9 and it effected 
an admission of'the superior status of a member of the new peerage. 
37 
In addition the bond'of manrent normally avoided placing'too precise 
a 'definition-- upon servicep and'lef t -the responsibilities of both 
lard and man'open to, the-widest possible-interpretation. 
38 That 
a fee'. orýany, tangible'-reward for the manis servicep should rarely 
be a-consideration-. helped to-avoid placing-a atrain upon the 
34. G. A. 'Holmes", -The,, Estates of the Hiqher Nobil Century England (Cambridge, 1957). 83. 
35. Brown, 'Bonds, of- Manrent'. 
36* Ibid, j 54't 93-99,201. 37. Ibid, q 182-39 189-909 194-5. - 38, Ibid. j 112-14,119-21t 145-60 
14. 
lard's resources during a period of relative hardship for 
the. landowning class. A tangible reward mai-not normally 
have been seen as necessary, -but, it does appear-likely that 
Scats nobles of the fifteenth century were incapable of 
committing as large a proportion of their income5to retaining 
39 fees as, their English counterparts. 
A-second more lasting response --ý or if not, a response,. at' 
least a suitably timed development - was the move towards a more 
clearly defined concept of kinship. ýTheý. tie7of kinship - the 
idea-that the fpmily-should be loyal to ftslheadý---sxisted afmare 
from and pro-dated any artificially created bonds., It was, 
in factv the ideal form of tie which formal contracts between 
lords and meng whether tenurial or not, sought. to reproduce. ' 
The obligations created by-formal contracts were the sameýas- 
those which existed by virtue of kinship, and any affinity would 
draw some part of its membershipt and indeed, be built around 
the focus of the lordts family. - It has been considered that 
the provincial lordshipsl as definable land units, madeýit possible 
for large and ramshackle kin-groups-to exist around the lard and 
have, some meaning. 'Remote kinship produced by intermarriage among 
the lairds of a region could be made, to have, someýmeaning within 
a geographically, unified lordship, and the endowment of cadet-. 
branches within-a province did not involve, their physical ,- 
separation from theLmain line of, the, family. Within honorific 
and scattered lordships there was less possibilityýof the"practical 
I maintenance of large networks of mostly cognatic kinship ties; 
kinship of, this type could allow variou s-individuals'to regard, 
39, Landery Crown and Nobilit 0 31; T. B. Pughp 'The Magnates,, Knights 
and Gentry' in Fifteenth Century England 1399-1509, add, S, B. 
Chrimes, C. D, Ross, R. A. Griffiths (Manchester, 1972)l 97-109. 
15. 
themselves as head of the family, and'only the automatic 
pre-eminence of the holder of a provincial lordship ensured 
that the loyalty 'of the wider kin-group was directed towards 
one man. The trend during the'fifteenth century is taken'to 
have been towards the refinement of the'definition of effective 
kinshipq more emphasis being placed upon 11 lines of male descent 
agnatic kinship. -- and lass upon complex ramifications'pro'duced 
by marriagO and'female desc'ent. Thisq made possible by the 
genetic resilience of the new nobility once they were in place 
in the middle of the fifteenth century, did not have the effect 
of eliminating*linear distance as a'cause of attenuation in 
kinship ties; it did, however, tend to make the kih-group 
identifiable by surname and eventually led to-an assumption that' 
40 
a common surname implied'kinship, The truth of all this'has 
so far been a, matter of argument rather*mo're'than'of comprehensive 
proof',, but it is evident-that bonds of manrent were normally 
given by individuals outside'the surname group I that I is, if 
the bond-makers were I kinsmen at all, 'their relationship'to 
the'lord was of a sufficiently distant degree'to be in-itself 
-41 an i6adequate tie. i 
In the sixteenth century, thereforet, the magnati'al affinity 
wasg, **. at its lairdly level, likely to consist largely of agnatic 
kinsmen and bond makers. It was also-bound to be centred upon 
a particular part of the magnate's estate - upon his chief 
residence or the area where his'l'ands' were most concentrate I dq 
the two'of'which usually coincided. His affinity,, drawn to 
him in various wayst provided him*with power and'authority within 
40. Grantp Independen66 and Nitionhoodp 136-71 138-40; Brown, 'The 
Exercise of Powerlq 58-60. 
41, Browng tBonds of Manrent'. 154-67. 
lb, 
a more or less topographically delimitable sphere of influence 
a, region which matched the bounds of neither province nor 
estate, but was superimposed upon a background. of ineffable 
tenurial complexity. The upheavals within the nobility had 
not-left a pattern of sphereslof influence where the boundaries 
were clear-cut; rivalries between magnates could existv but 
these were more often resolved amicably bonds made between 
pears are one manifestatign, of this - than maintained in the, fornr- 
of feu . 
42 
A simple deduction will produce the, conclusion, that between 
the early Stewart, period and 1500 there, was a period of transition 
in the form and content of magnatial affinities. The boundaries 
of this period are-not subject to precise definition a response 
to, changed circumstances among a body of disparate individuals 
is rarely uniformg immediate or simultaneous., To date the 
successful and universal operation of the revised variety of 
regional lordship from any obvious mid-fifteenth century 
milestones the earliest known bond of manrent (1442). or the 
effective completion of the upheavals in thelform and personnel 
of the higher nobility and the emergence of a group of 
demographically vital and firmly entrenched magnate families 
(c. 1460) - is probably over-optimistic. 
Three affinities from the second half of the fifteenth 
century have been examined in detail with a view ta gleaning 
some concrete information concerning, the fabric and exercise 
of lordship in the later fifteenth century, Consideration is 
42. Grantl Independence and Nationhood,, 142. 
17. 
that LO, ike retativa i"IF'Of-ta"Ce Of 
given to the composition ýý, -, 
6instneN tenants 9 bond-makers,,, AAV4V "-0 4c-rtAift OrMAL t-ia with tfie4- too. & - of f ice7be, &rey-s. ancl Wej. % those and the geographical distribution 
and size of the array ofýassociates and servants which a"lord 
might enjoy. In addition some attention is give6, to'these 
magnates' incomesp with a view to discerning whether"any relation- 
ship'between their financial condition and theform an'd'size of 
their affinities is at all'likely, Making US iipally of '6 piinc 
documents issued by them and in their presence, most'of'those 
examined being in print. 'or preserved among the Gifts'and Deý6sits 
in the Scottish'ýRecord Office, it has proved possible , to gain 
some idea of the iang6'of*`paritakers of 'David Lindsay III (c. 
1440-95)v fifth earl of Crawford (from 1461); James Douglas IV 
(c. 1437-. 93)p first earl"of Morton (from 1458); and Alexander 
Stewart (c. 1454-14851' thirdv. 'if in' the case"of this title a serial 
number'is-appropriateý'duke of Albany, 
Thb'choice'of'magnates is''not ideal, being'datermined to a 
large'-extGnt by'the nature and quantity of"the available evidence. 
Writs'pertaining to the earls of Crawford'and Morton have enjoyed 
what seems to be a fair rste, of'surýivalq'although a Judgement 
upon the'relative-copioijaness ofýthsir`acta awaits further 
attempts at collecting the writs of*individual-magnate's, 
43 In 
the case of the former it'is certain, and in the case of the" 
latter likely that writs of theirs-have been overlooked. ' Choice 
of the earl of Morton also owed a great deal to the unusual 
survival of rentals covering parts of his, estates-whichl, ' though 
not composed'during his lifetimeg'are-cE3riai'nly"6ermans to an 
43, Thirty-five attested charters of the fourth earl of bouglas 
were used * 
in the assessment of this particularly wealthy 
magnate's affinity: Grant, 'The Higher Scottish Nobilitylt 
335. 
LB. 
examination of his landed weelto. Writs,, concepning the-, 
duke of Albany-are not as pleptifulg although sufficient to 
be useful. _. In. his casev howeverv evidence for his affinity 
is substantially augmented in parliamentary recordy, whers 
the names of-those implicated in his, actual or alleged 
treasonslare to be found. For Albany too there is detailed, 
information available concerning his landed resourcess. in the 
form-of accounts-of his estates rendered to the pxcoequer. 
before. qnd, aftsrýhis period inýpossession. Basing salpction,,. 
upon the survival of evidence inevitably produces an, arbitrary 
choice of. subjectep, and-in some, respects, the examinees are _ 
fairly, unhelpful. All-three. affinitiss are being Viewdd, in 
a partial or total vacuum - this is particularly-true oVthe 
duke of, Albanyt, who was the-only holder of an.. ephemeral. 
apanage., whilst the fifth earl of'Crawford succeeded, after. -, 
an eight-year minarityl, and the earl ofýMorton-succeeded a, 
father whose mental illness caused the. Dalkeith estates to be 
in, tutory for perhaps fifteen years. The important matter of, 
the: heritability of affinities - something which would surely 
have., given regional authority added stability - is thus not 
given sufficient consideration. Worset none of the three 
magnates appear to have obtained more than a handful of bonds 
of manrent - or at least evidence of no more than a handful 
survives* 
The careers of the three magnates dog however, show as 
wide a variation as could reasonably be expected: Crawford was 
a devoted servant of James III during most of his adult lifel 
Morton was,, 1-Pnot q"Cfe apoliticaljýand Albany engaged in open 
1 191, 
rebellion. This diversityp whilst helping to dater a thematic 
treatment of these affinities, ought to assist in the-extraction 
of general truths; there should be less danger of drawing 
conclusions applicable to just one section of the higher 
nobility* These three magnates cannot be taken as typical 
of the magnates at large, but it might well be asked where the 
typical magnate is to be found. It would appear from the 
affinities of Crawford and Morton that cognatic kinship retained 
an importance and that the surname group barely existed. From 
all three affinities it would seem that tenurial ties were of 
slight relevance, that bond-making was yet without a standard 
I 
motivet that material patronage was limited and that regional 
authority had still to be fully achieved. Examination of, for 
examplev the affinities of the earls of Huntly and Argyll would 
quite likely produce different results on some of these counts, 
but this is scarcely the point. What has to be avoided is the 
attitude that helped to produce the myth of, a century of violence 
and-conflict - the tendency to treat 'the nobility# as a coherent 
unitv the aims and aspirations of whose members were largely 
uniform* 
44 
44, Grantv 'Earls and Earldoms'. 24; Browng 'Taming the 
Magnates? ', 46. 
20., 
CHAPTER'TWO 
-THE MAGNATIAL AFFINITY t FUNCTION AND IDENTIFICATION 
In order, to examine the composition and size of magnatial 
affinities it is necessary to determine what means can be used 
to identify those whom they included. Tenancy, kinship and 
geographical proximity cannot'in themselves beýassumsd to have 
produCed-ties boiween lords and meng and, since there survive 
from the later fifteenth century relatively few documents 
namely bonds of manrent and maintenance whose pu I rpose was 
specifically to show that'a'iie existed'or was to exist between 
lord and a man, 
1 Lt is Clear'snough at'the outset th Ia, t the 
identification of parttakers has largely to be a matter of 
inference. This means in practice that evidenco'has to be 
found which implies service by man to lords and vice versa'.. 
for it is difficult to believe that servicaq in'whatever form 
it tookq was not the raison dle"tre of the affinity. -This in 
turn requires some attention to be paid to the function of the 
affinityt given that it is unreasonable to expect to isolate 
instances of service or to distinguish 'different circles of 
clients' 
2 
without same idea of what I that'service entailed. . 
Having recourse to this speciously logical approach cannot, in 
all honestyp disguise the fact that the study'of magnatial 
affinities in the fifteenth century has to be, -based upon substantially 
the same kind of evidence as studies of magnatial affinities in the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries; they are founded alike upon the 
With few discerniole exceptions the surviving bonds of manrent 
and maintenance and references to those which no longer exist 
are summarized in Brownt 'Bonds of Manrent'. App. A. 
2. Dunhamp Lord Hastings' Retainers, 27. 
21. 
3 
analysis of charter witnass-lists. There is-'some difference, 
nonethelessq and this lies chiefly in the greater scale-and 
veriety' of*available documentation. This patently has much to' 
do with the greater chance of survival which a fifteenth century 
document enjoys over its counterparts of, two and'three'hundred 
years earlier, but it'alsQ owes something to certain institutional 
and documentary developments.. So far as they have a ýearing upon 
identifying magnatial affinities the most importantýof these'are 
probably thi adaptations undergone by the'royal council and- - 
parliament manifest in the records of the judicial deliberations of 
4 
the lards of council and the'lords auditors; the increased 
tendency to commit all manner of transactions'to parchment in 
the form of notarial instruments; 
5 
and the, development,, from'its 
ill-representedv immediate antecedent, the bond of retinue, of the 
6, 
bond of manrent. The opportunity seems thus to be afforded of 
defining-fifteanth-contury, magnatial'affinities with a slightly' 
greater-degree of, precision than, thoSe of earlier centuriesq and 
it is as'well to review how the sources might be employed to this 
effect. 
With almost nothing known of'tha'contents of the oath of 
3. Simpson, 9-IThe*Familia of Roger de Quincy$, 105; Stringeri 
Earl David of Huntinqdont 153, 
4. Webster, Sources: Eleventh Century to 16039' 159-60; G. Donaldson, 
The Sources of Scottish History (Edinburghl 1978)9 16, 
S. Ibid. 9 20; 3.3. Robertsong 'The Development of thetawl, in 
.a 
FC9 148-9. Notarial instruments can be a useful source of SS 
additional witness-listsv although the type most frequently 
encountered - that of sasins - was rarely drawn up in the 
grantor's presenceg and its value is reduced in-this respect. 
on the other hand,, the instrument of sasine does provide, the 
names of bailies appointed to give sasine. 
6. Browng 'Bonds of Manrent'. 112-51. Bonds of manrent also 
happen to be providers of witness-listat ibid,,, 51. 
22., 
j, as used in Scotland and besides a strong suspicion that 
ana ait cc#vmoay of ho#"Aqe At wisich it "as 
_qivem 7 the oathkhad fallen into desuetude by the fifteenth century 
there are, perhaps-two forms, of, documentary source which provide 
any'sort of general indication of what aýlardýexpected from his 
associates by way of service. 
P- The less helpful'of these is 
the charterv whichq'in the form ofýprefatoryýremarksq quite 
frequently eppears-to give'-some reason-for the infeftment-in 
hand. - More often thanýnot'this consists of only the vaguest, 
reference to Iservice., done and to-be don0p with-any extensions of 
this. 'phrass being normally restricted to"the use. of adjectives - 
such as Ifaithfullp 'gratuitausl,, Ilaudablet and lgoodlýreferring 
to service, and of adverbsýsuch as.,! freely'. Imanifoldly!,, 
$faithfully' and laft$-referring to the mannarýin, which it had 
bean or was to be rendered. However, some chartars, make 
slightly more specific reference-to the giving of, counsel and 
aid 
9 
and, lose usefullyq-to the doing of favours. Some, albeit 
a mersýhandfulq go further and come close, to spelling apt the , 
10 
service which prompted infeftment. Rather more satisfactory.. 
and certainly more relevant to an age in which service'based upon 
tenure-is believed to have been of waning significancev is'the bond 
of-menrent. 
" 
.A detailed discussion of ths-elemente of service - 
7, Ibid. 115-16. 
a., The associates in this instance'are those of the social rank" 
who might give a bond of manrent or hold land in fee and heritage. 
9. The specific connotations acquired by laid' in its feudal sense, 
the relationship of both laid' and 'counseV to the feudal 
contract and their incorporation into the terms of the band'of", 
menrent are discussed in Browng 'Bonds of Manrentf, 120-8. 
10. RMS, ii. -nos. 7869 1938; SR09 GD 121/39 bundle 4. These three 
examples are all charters of the-fifth earl of Crawford. 
11.3. M. Brown, 'The Exercise of Power', inaSFC, 54-55 and 'Bonds 
of Manrent', 599 121-2. That service became divorced from feudal 
tenure is the premise behind everything that has been written an 
the subject of 'bastard feudalism'-in England - whether proposing 
the concept art following K. B. McFarlane's pioneering leadq revising 
it. A list of most of the earlier writings hereanent may be found 
in Dunhamv Lord Hastings' Retainers,, 1-2. n, l, 
1 23. 
which came to be associated with the bond of manrent, can be ,, 
found I elsewhere, 
12 but there is some value in reciting here the 
four promises of service which have, been, identified as most 
typical of the bond: these arsto give and keep counsel, to 
warn the lord of and defend him from harm, to assist in the 
lord's actionag and to ride and gang-with him. 
13 The bond of 
manrent was never to acquire a-standard-formv and all these promises 
did not necessarily appear in any one bond- reference-to counsel 
and warning wasq it appears,. a good deal more common in fifteenth- 
century bonds than was mention of assistance in actions and riding 
and ganging,, 
14 Howevert taken as a whole these promises are, 
of, assistance to the extent that they probably cover sverything, ý, 
except for the duties connected with the bearing-of particular'- 
15 
officep , which service by a man to his lord might involve. They 
achieve thisp howevert with, a degree of -ImpFacision whichi whilst 
no doubt benefiting the recipient of the bond by ensuring that 
restrictions upon service-were kept to aýminimumq 
16 
prevents*them 
from-clarifying or, augmenting., the evidence for service by more -; 
than a little. 
Documentary evidence which can be related specifically to the 
individual promises is, not abundant, and muchiof it relates, to the 
giving of courrsel.. Neverthelessq-that counsel should big so, 
favoured is perhaps no bad*thing;, since it, receives mention, by name 
in both, bonds of menrent and as a reason for infeftment in charters 
there is probably some reason for believing that it was highly valued. 
12. Browng 'Bonds of Manrent'. 123-33. 
13. Ibid., 112. 
14. Ibid. p 93-99. 
15. See belciAdt pp. 46-54-, 
16, 
ý 
Browng 'Bonds of Manrentl,,, 117-121. 
24. 
The matter of keeping counsel isq'of course, bY itsvery nature 
incapable of"investigation, although th8re iii'-atleast'one 
available eXample Of a failure to keep counsel: Alexander Home 
of that ilk'was evidently responsible in Oanuery 1482/3 for 
revealing thwintentione of the duke of Albanyt to'whom he had 
earlier given some sort of bond, to James III and there is 
17 - no mistaking Albany's resentment of this. The mbris'Positive 
side of the promise - that of giviin6 counsel - does manifest 
itself in recordt although only in the possibly restricted sense 
of the lard's council. 
"No doubt the giving of'counsel was to a-"large extent informal-q'S 
and'perhaps would'have to be'so unless"a given council'was-'capable 
of'accommodating all those whoae: charterS'and bonds indicate that 
their advice was welcomed; lists of'those, who made up, or were to 
make up'a-council generally give less'then'ten names. ' However, 
except in so far as the council-itself had-an''informal, sideiýthis 
aspect of counsel must remain a closed book, ý without doubt 'council' 
in'the. middle ages chiefly implied, a. it implies nowq a body which 
would"mest in circumstanc8i of some formility, "comi6ig'to its 
decisions according'to some'fo of procedure. '-- 
Easily the best documented magnatial'council is'that of'the 
lords of the Isles. Three accounts of this apparently closely 
structured body exist-, and although the first of'these was written 
mare'than'fifty years after the f6rfaiturelof the last'Mabdonald 
lard of the Isles the, contemparary eviden6e'iSý-n6t. notably- 
contradictoýy. and does in"fact Off8r, some positive support. The 
17. Macdougall, James 1119 1789 186* 
18. Brownp 'Bonds of ManrentIq 129. 
most Interesting feature of the council of the Islas in that 
membership some to have been laid down by custom an the heritable 
right or certain principal tenants and cadets or Macdonald or 
Islay and or the two principal churchmen or the Islas. In Donald 
Rwro's account - the earliest of the three 
19 
- the councillors 
are divided Into rour groupst the first consisted of 'the four 
greatest or the Nobles call. Lt lordall the second was, mads up or 
1rour Then** or lea living and estate@; Irour great men or living 
or their royall blude of Clandonald lineally descandit, formed 
the thirdl and In the lost there were the bishop or the Islas and 
the abbot of Ions. 
20 The names of the chief& %dio made up each 
of the first throe groups are given, and only one is unidentified* 
The later account by Macdonald gives a largely similar picture, 
differing somewhat in terminology and more particularly giving a 
not increase or two to the total membership by omitting the 
ecclesiastics and inserting as a bottom tier a group of lesser 
freeholders -; ý but the Idea persists that there was a formula 
for ammbership. 
21 
An attempt to find corroboration for these accounts proved 
more or less successful in monrolo case at least. Though there 
were never as many as fourteen councillors of any description 
present at known council mostingst ton or the fourteen namond by 
Mwro did witness charters of the lards of the Islas issued with 
the advice of the council and another two attested charters for 
%#%ich the council's deliberations were not evidently required. 
22 
19. Monro's account was written following a journey through the 
Hebrides in 1549. The accounts of Martin Martin - essentially 
an edition of Monro's work - and Hugh Macdonald date f rcm 
the seventeenth centurys Monro# Weetern Toles, 16-170 56-7,, 
95-110. 
20, jp_W. r 102. 21. Jbid., 102-3, 
22. Jbid.. 104,140-4. 
26. 
It wasalso demonstrated that although most of the known council 
meetings took place during the period 1435-75, when the lards of 
the Islas held the earldom, of, Ross and were hold at Oingwall or 
Invernessv a large majority of the councillors were from the 
Hebrides and the west coast, whether or not their names were to 
be found in Monro's list. 23 The schemes for the council of the 
Isles appeared thus to have a basis in factq even though there 
was evidently a larger pool of possible councillors available,. to 
the fifteenth-century lards of the Isles than they would. suggest, 
Howeverg-it seems virtually impossible to relate councils elsewhere 
in the. realm to these formulaes The available evidence suggests 
that. the only generally applicable truth likely to be extracted 
herefrom is that not all those who, were a-magnatele councillors 
would be present at any given meeting of his council. 
Where compoeition is, concerned the only unifying factor in 
the various lards' councils for which there is evidence would. seem, 
to be variety - there is little that can be welded into a coherent 
model for the fifteenth-century magnatial, council. Ind8ed,. variety 
in membership seems to have been expected and even arranged for 
in some cases. The members of the council, of Archibald, fifth 
earl of Angusq. which was to be convened according, -to a writ of 
July 1482 or 1483 to dealq if requiredg with rival, claims to 
certain lands in the regality of Kirriemuir, clearly were selected 
ad hoc* 
24 Similarly nine persons were named in 1435 as councillors 
of Sir Robert Erskinev self-styled earl of Mar, and his son and 
apparent heir,, in order specifically to settle outstanding differences 
with Sir Alexander Forbes of that ilk; their names were preceded by 
23, Monrov Western Islesq 140-3. 
24. Fraserp Oouqlast iii, 436, 
I 
27.. 
the words Ithir ar the persdnys sal be"consallowrris to my 
Lorde of Marrin al thir material. The total in the end was 
probably teng'for a postscript to the writ adds Qhon of 
HI aýyngtoun ii cummyne and we of cunssle'thingkis'thai we wil 
hafa hyme witht ws of consale'. Later, ong upon the fulfilment" 
of an earlier indenture between the pariiest"'Erskinews council 
was"to shad all but four o'f'iti mimbers'and'th6se remaining'were 
to join with a further four named, persons to'form a'council to 
ensure that everything agreed-would be carried out. 
25, 
-Variety 
in membership is also expressed in the lists of councillors of 
the. f if th earl of Crawf ord, dating f roni 1466/7 and 1491.26 - There 
is; most obviouslyg'not a single name coMMon-t6 both-listaq although 
27 
part of the explanation for this can be'discerned fairly readily. 
The'same is not tru6-'of the major'change in chera'cter 'of'the'earl. 's 
council between its two meatihgsg' which involved th8'replacement. 
of the eight Angus lairds found in the earlier list by a group of men 
who' wars mostly of considerabl'y: g'reater socialýsýanding, The 
council of''Alexander, duke of Albany exhibited a sim ''rly'radical 
`28 change in members during 1467 and between that year and 1482/3, 
although there is good reason for'susp'ecting that the choice'of 
29 
council was not the duke's own'at the earlier date. 
In part'this tendency towards yariation in'm8mbiiship can, -be 
explained by the circuMStarices of the council meeting - in other 
worday that those who were best suited to deal'with the matter 
25. SR03, GO 52t no. 1079. 
26, RMS ii, no. 1038; Rylands,, Crawford, box B. no. 77, 
27. See below, pp, 132-4. 
28, SRO, GO 1560 no, 35; GO 266/1219 bundle 1; COS 
.,, 
iv, no. 1486. 
29. Sbe-belowg pp. 234-7. 
28. 
underýdiscussion, would,, be selected as-councillors. This 
seems, to, be-manifest in onerespect in the appearance as councillors 
of persons who assuredly, were not members of the lard's affinity. 
One, indication'of this is found in a charter given in August 1440 
byý-Alexandsr Satan of Gordon, later first earl of Huntly. This 
writý was,, issued'-following 'the advice and deliberation of his 
councilg'and with. the,. consent of his kinsmen and close friendst 
specially asked-for, ýthis purpose'. It is unclear whether 
I specially- asked' -applied to all three classes involvedt and it is 
difficult to know, how"much weight to attach to the separation of 
advice'-from consent by their allocation to two different graupsq 
but whatever., the case a-distinction was being drawn between 
Seton's council and his., kinamen, and friends. While'it seems-. .ý 
improbable that neith8r-kinsmen nor friends would be represented 
on Seton's council, on other occasions of its, convening,, if not 
particularly-true-of this'onaqýit seems clear that the council 
was not, to be confused with, certain elements of his wider affinity, 
30 
This distinction,, vhich finds some support in the witness-lists of 
31 
other Gordon writst ý was plainlyjustified in the, case. ofýJames 
Douglas,?, sarl of*Avondalej and, soon to become-earl of Douglasq who 
could not-by anyýstretch of the imagination be classed'as Seton's-, 
man. A number of other occurrences of councillors of little or 
30- RMS, 'iiq no' 370. 
31: A selection*of writs issued and received by Seton in print 
and dating from before and after his change, of surname and 
his elevation to the peerage - reveal the name of only one of 
the councillors - Alexander Dunbar - as a witness: RMS* iiv 
nos. 240y 2789 1550, iii, no, 2100; A. S. Ill., 'iv, 340-2; 
Familie of Innes, App., 77-8 (witnessed by Sir AleX2nder 
Dunbar of Westfield); The Records of Aboyne 1230-1681 (New 
Spalding Clubp 1894)9 12-13, 
32* RMS, 
_ 
ii, no, 370* 
29. 
no'less rank, than'the lords upon whose council they sat give 
the impression that, Avandale was not especially remarkable'in 
this regard. Trom the-early 1480s there are David, earl of 
Crawfordq'and Laurencog-Lard Ollphantl-who wers: to serve-onýths 
council-of-Archibaldg earl of-Angusq 
33,. 
and, the same-earl of, 
Angust. who was termed a councillor of-the duke, of Albany* 
34 
Andrewq . Lord Grayq, ýanother, of Albany's councillorsp also 
served on the council of the earl, of Crawford in-1491t. and-' 
was, accompanied in this duty by another lord of parliament 
Thomas, -L. ord Innermeath - the bishop ofýBrschin and the-prior 
35 
of St Andrews. The earl of Avandaleg, in his, earlier guise 
of 3ames Douglas of Balveniev had'also, been, a councillor of his 
nephewt the, fifth earl of Douglas, in 1432'"and one of*his colleagues 
on that occasion had been the abbot, of'Kelso. 
36 
, -The council of the 
eighth earl of, Douglas-i', and his mother, which convened in 1447, 
appears, to have included'Alexanderqýfourth earl of Crawford and- 
37 
at-least three lords of parliament. In addition'thers-seem to 
have been occasions'when man-of-significantly'lower rank than the 
lord, might be drafted in from outwith his own affinity to serve on 
his council. , Almostýcertainly the laird of Forbes-nominated some 
of his own-associaties to serve on. the Erskines' council 
38 
and--, t is 
33.. Fraserl Douglas 111,436. 
... 
iv, no. 1486. 34, - CDS - 
. 
35, -Rylandsp Crawfordq box By no. 77. 
36, HMC, R8P. xiv, App. iiit 22, no. 41. 
37. RMS, ii, no., 301, 
38. The witness-lists of six Erskine writs in print exhibit the 
names of John Haddington and three Of the original nine 
councillors - John Drummandq William Murray''and Alan Erskine- 
and none of the additional councillors: A. B. Ill., ivy 48-49, 
190-1 (Cockburn and Haddington)v 452-4 (6rummand), 734-5 (Erskine); 
Abdn. Req. g iq 258-9; HMO Rep. Mar and Kellie, App. 17. Another 3f the original nine - Patrick Galbraith - had received what 
amounted to a intin bond of maintenance from Týomas Erskinet. 
ibid, - One of the additional councillors bare the name Forbes: 
A*B* 1111*9 ivy 189-90, 
30., 
clear that the earl of Crawford-was to bring members of his own 
affinity with him to act as councillors of the earl of Angus. 
39 
In some cases the need for this class of'apparently ad hoc 
councillor-is relatively easy to understand., "The dispute over 
landsýin the regality of Kirriemuir between Walter Ogilvy of 
Inverquharity and-William Strachan might well, be construed as' 
thaýbusinsss. of-the earl, of Crawford and his, men; 
40 Crawford 
was, at least-based in Angus whereas the sarl of that name was 
not. Likewise can the dispute between, John Erskine of Dun and 
the, burgh, of Montrose-over fishing rights on the North Esk be 
seen as something upon which locally-baeedý, andýnotable figures 
like the bishop, of Brechin and Lord Gray would be, capable of-- 
41 
offering a useful opiniarv. The, rather different circumstances 
of the crisis faced, alike by the,,, duke of-Albany-and his councillors 
the'sarl of Angus and Lord'Gray in 3anuary 1482/3 facilitateýan-, 
understanding'of why these two-lordsýshould have been, commissioned 
42 
to, treat 4ith the king of, England. Ths'potentially 'massive 
importance'of 'clarifying which, of the earl of Douglasts, twin, - 
younger brothers-was, his apparent heir-similarly. places the 
presenceýofýa number, of' magnates among his and his mother's 
councillors in 1447 within the bounds'ofýcomprehension. 
43 
Sir 
Alexander Forbes's, concern--to ansure, a fair hearing for hisýdifferences 
39. Fraserg Douglas 111, 
.1 436. Alexander Scott and George 
I Carmichaslq elect of Glasgow, had some connexion with Crawford: - 
see belowp pp. 1169 119-20. 
40, ' Friserg Douqlasq 111,, 436. - 
41., Rylandsp Crawfordlbox B. no. 77. It is less clear that this 
would apply in the case of the prior of St Andrews, and there 
is in fact reason to believe that Crawford. was not wholly- 
free to choose the members of. his council in 1491: S89 below, 
pp. 133-4. 
42, Macdougallq James 111 178-80. 
43, RMS9 iit no, 301* 
31. 
I 
with the Erskines shows why such pains were taken over the- 
construction of the latters' council. 
44 
Howevers all this poses the question as to whether lords' 
councils, were normally bodies of entirely ad hoc cbmposition. 1 
which were'convened to deal"with specific matters and which need 
not give a particularly good'indication of. whom the principal 
associates ofýa lard might be. Certainly on many of theý 
occasions when'the-word 'council$ is used it-is connected, with 
the sort of matters whichg arguablyp were encountered with no 
great frequency. In, addition, to the disputes in Angus, the 
Erskine-Forbes agreement, -, the decision anent the Douglas twins 
and Albany's negotiations with Edward-IV theraýare references 
to the council of the fifth earl of Douglas in connexion with 
a meeting with theýearl of Salisbury, English-warden of, the, West 
March, in 1430; 
45 to-the council-of 3ames, third earl of Angus, 
which by 16 January 1443/4 had passed judgement on the amounts 
owed by Sir Alexander Home-of, that ilk-to'David Home of Wedderburn; 
46 
to the council of Archibald Douglas, earl of, "Morayv which met in 
1450 to determine whether a minor should be admitted as a tenant; 
47 
to the council of the earl of Crawford-in, 1466/7g', which-'appears to 
have advised the earl to withdrew a'claiwtc the superiority of, 
the lands-of Affleck; 
48 
and to the appointment of a joint council 
of Nicholas, Hayq earl of Erroll and George, Gordont master of Huntly 
to meet if necessary to resolve, differences arising after the-making 
of a bond, ip 1465/6. Lists of members are available for only two 
44. SR09 GD 52, no. 1079, 
45, C. Macrae$ tThe English Council and Scotland in 14301týLfflf 
liv (1939), 419,426, 
46, HMC Rep, Milne HomeýL App. 9 21, no, 8, 
.::, g 
ii, no. 1038. 47, RMS 
48, Spaldinq Misc., 11,251, 
32. 
of these councils - those of-thq earls of Moray and Crawford - 
and these are made up entirely of the names of individuals 
who by their apparent status at least-could be considered, the 
man of the lards in question. 
49 This might be taken as quite 
appropriatet for the matters upon which, their deliberations were 
required were not obviously of, far-reaching significance. - Never- -., 
theless, whilst record evidence concerning Archibald, first and 
only Douglas earl of Moray is too scarce to. -allow, it to be said- 
how many of his seven, councillors were among his regular 
associatesp there is fairly clear indication that half of 
Crawford's eight-strong counýil did not have regular dealings 
with the earl, and may-not even have been any part of his wider 
50 
af f inity. ,i 
On the other, handq some councils seem- to have, deliberated 
upon matters which have at least-the appearance of, being mundane. 
Regarding the lordship of-the Islas lit, is not easy to discern 
in what circumstances the. CounciVs consent was deemed necessary 
51 
or, desirable'; apparently unremarkable4nfeftments were made, both 
with and without the assistance of the council.. The same sort 
of thing is illustrated by-the councils of the earl of-Douglasý 
in 14329 Slaton of Gordon in 14409 the-earl of Morton in-1466. and 
the, duke, of Albany in, 14679 all of which devoted their attention 
to, feudal conveyances whose, only salient feature,, in, every case, 
52 
is banality. This particularly puzzling'aspqct of the magnatial 
49. None of Moray's councillors were accorded a lairdly, style: 
Fraserp Douqlasy 111,75-76. All of Crawford's councillors 
were Angus lairds: see below, pp. 74-5.779 789 
50. See belowq ppo 74-759 77. 
51, Monrog Western Islesp 107-8. It is pointed outq--by.. way- 
of contrastO that 'there is no mention among the papers connected 
with the treaty ("of Ardtornish") of the consent of the council 
of the Islas having been sought or obtained$: ibid. 
52, HMC Rep., xiv,, App, part iii, 22, no. 41;. LMS, ii, no. 370; SR09 
GD 158, no. 35; GD 266/121, bundle 1; GD 184, nos. 13,15.. 
33. 
council may be explicable: it is possible that some of these 
conveyances merely happened to be in'hand'at a"time'when the lard's 
council was sitting*; it is also'poe'sibis that the presence. in one 
place of a given'number of councillors might-'COnsiituts a council 
meeting,, no. -matter what b6siness' was before them. 'To-sei against 
these Possibilities is the fact that almost all Mor-tonts councillors, 
unlike'those of the other three lordsi are regularly named in the 
witness lists of the earlIs other writs, and it seenis likely that 
other conveyances would be comipleted-in the presence of - groups of 
men who had as' . much iight to the designation 'council' as those who 
53- 
were assembled in May 1466. 
The role of'thB council-and its relationship to the broader 
affinity'seeM thuS to be obsc6red by-inconsistenci-is and'contra- 
dictio6s in'the'evidaiice, It would I be - convenient tmsee the lard's 
coUncil'as , -a body akin . ''to the'-king's councilq being made up of a 
restricted group of individuals - bearers Of housetiold'affic ,8 
for'the m6st part - and meeting with some regularity to deal 
with various recurring or continuing concerns of the, ldid 
ý4ý Their 
hamesv like those ofroyal councillors'might'thus regularly appear 
in the witness lists of writs issued'by the lard. ' Howeverp with 
the infrequent appearances of thi"'word"cauncill being regularlY' ' 
a8sociated'with ad hoc gathi I 3rings whose purpose was to solve 
particularg pressing problems'and among w'hos, e-'m, 6mbers there werb''' 
often persons wtiose place in the lard's affinity is-'open'to doubt, 
53, See TableIII belowt p. 370. The use of 'council! in this instance 
cannot be explained as the personal choice of a particular scribe; 
Robert Halliwell. 9 the notary who draw up the writq was employed 
by the earl of Morton during most of the 1460s-and 1470s: see 
belowg pp. 178-9. Morton's council is referred to in an instrument 
ýof resignationg but this indicates thatthe subsequent infeftment 
was'given with the advice of the councii. Accordingly the 
witnesses of the accompanying charter are taken to be the 
councillors: SR09 GD 184, nos. 139 15. The dating of-thq two 
write appears to be awry* 
54* A. L. Brownp 'The Scottish 'Establishment in the Later 15th Century', 
JR, (1978)9 92-93, indicates that the royal council was not simply 7judicial body. 
34. 
there remains. little-concrete evidence to show thatýscaled-down 
versions of the royal councilýwere scattered throughout the 
55 
realm. Testimony to theýexistence of suchýcouncils_can 
I- 
be found as -f or example in, a, ref arence, f rom . 1444, to 
Master James Lindsay,, qf Clovington, whot in, the manner of a 
description. of his profession rather, thanýof an-immediate 
function, was termed counsellar, of the earl of Douglas;, 
56, 
Perhaps more importantp howeverv then this fairly unusual 
identification; is the, fact that Lindsay appears as, a, witness 
of at, least ten writs issued by or. in-, the presence of the 
57 
seventh and eighth earls of Douglas. It, mayýbsv,. paradoxically... 
that the maggatial council in its basicq ynaugmentedjorm is best 
sought whore it, goes unannouncedg, for there. is, cause-to--suspect 
that where the word 'council' appears it-, often indicates something 
more then the, lord's usual advisory body. 
Nonethelesst it is inappropriat8-ta., dismiss the, evidence 
offered, by, identified council meetings; they, cE! rtainly have 
something toýimpart anent relations between magnatesp, and hint 
that there were lesser individuals whose, place in the lard's 
affinityv if-within it, at all#. was in its-outer circleg, yet, whose 
opinions were welcomed.., It is certainly,, qonceivable that, where 
the seemingly judicial aspect, cf., its activities,. was-concerned, 
the magnatial council wouldýberthe better, regarded for, its inclusion 
of disinterested parties. The approval, of a special privilege 
granted to a minor by Moray's councilv the quasi-inquest undertaken 
by Crawford'sq.. and the authority to settle disputes given to 
Angus'sq, the Erskine's and the Joint Gordon-Hay council can all 
55, A different perspective an the matter"can be found in Browng 
'Bonds of Manrent', 129, 
56. CSSR,, iv, no. 1071. 
57, RMS, iiq nos, 301,3839 557; FraS8rt Douglas, iiiq 426; HMC 
Rep. xi, App. part vi, 212-13, no. 131; Rep. xivv App. part ijit 
24-25, nos. 499 51; Laing Chrs, no. 122; Melr. Li-b. iiq 572-3. 
35. 
N 
be interpreted as showing the council as some kind-of court. 
This would be parallelled by the judicial,, function evidently 
vested in contemporary English magnatest councils 
58 
and albeit 
less-closely, by the powers. of the council of-the Isles, which, 
according to the three authorities for that, bodyg was--. the-high 
59 
court of the lordsh p. Monro remarks that the council sat, 
whether or not-the Lord of-the Isles, was himself presentv and 
Idecernit, decretit and gave suits furth upon all debaitable 
matters according to the laws of-Renald McSomharlele19 while, 
Macdonald and Martin agres. that the-counci1was-the court of appeal 
for the Isles. 
60 
ý This Suggests somewhat further-reaching authority 
than that possessed by lords' councils, elsewhereýin Scotland,,, - 
which probably restricted'themsalves for theýmost-part-to -, 
arbitrating in disputes between members of an affinity. 'For 
this it was probably perfectly adequate, for although the magnatial 
council was not strictly-speaking a-court of-law, it took no more 
than a-notarial instrument to ensure that-the,, law embraced its 
decisioneg and'it is evident that parties submitting to its-judgment 
-not least the lord whose council it, was- had-every intention of 
i 
abiding by its rulings. 
61 There-is., howeverg some indication 
that lords' councils might,., compate with the normal channels of 
justice - Crawford's council's arbitration between the laird of- 
Dun and-the burgh of Montrose in 1491 is-probably an example of 
this - and this would seem to'domonstrate'the esteem in which their 
deliberations'could be helds 
62 
58. Dunham, Lord Hastings' Retain8r3,43. 
59. Monrov Western Isles, 108-9. 
60. Ibid., 108-9. 
61. The wording of indentures concerning submission to conciliar 
deliberation makes it clear that councils were not to be 
gainsaid: Fraserv Douqlasv 111,436; SR09 GD 52, no. 1079; 
Spalding Misc. 9 11,251. 
62, Rylands, Crawfordl box B. no. 77. 
36. 
Precisely how a council would-arrive at its decisions must 
almost entirely be -lef t to the imagination. There is 
no impLication that voting rather than consensus was the 
method to be employed by the earl of Angua! s council in 
determining which. of two rival claimants should-have possession 
'even tko"#t 
of certain lands in the regality of Kirrismuir, 
ýi he earl would 
lot the -lands to Walter Ogilvy of Inverquharity FwovidiftS that atLe. &st 
-FiVe_cOunciLLOCS gLdVesecl SLmk a course ., . 
63 
, The only other hint 
at. council organisation is the description of Donald-Ballach,, 
lord of Dunivaig and the Glens, as 'first and principal councillor 
of Johng earl of Ross! in 1475,. 
64 Cartainlyp when in attendance 
at meetings of the council of the Isles Donald Balloch is named 
at the head of the list of witnesses, 
65 but the role of a 'principal 
councillorIg if at all differentfrom that of rank and file 
councillopsg remains obscure. 
The remaining aspects of service as given in the bond of 
manrent are, less easy to illustrate than counsel; -there,, 
is -- 
limited evidence as to how they were put into practice. Examples 
of warning or prevention of harm in particular - not withstanding 
the fifth earl of Crawford's charter referring-to-his rescue--from the 
clutches of the-earl of-Douglas in 1463 by Herbert 3ohnstans of. - 
66 
Dalebank - can hardly be hoped for outside narrative sourcest and 
even here they are hard to, come by, A rare instance is, Adam 
Abellts rather dubious tale of the, duke of Albanyls escape from ý 
the wrath of Edward IV of England with the help, of John Liddell. 
67 
63, Fraserv Douglas, iii,, 436. 
a quorum. 
64, HMC Rep. vi Appaq 614* 
65. ýWnrq, q Western Islest 141-2. 
66. RMS# ii, no. 786. 
67. - Macdougallg James 111 314. 
Five iý L'L'keLg to have been 
370 
This gap in the evidence'isg however, not a cause for concern; 
it is unlikely that this clause would regularly'need to be 
invoked, and in any'6as8 there could hardly hive existed an 
established practice in'the'field of keeping herm'at"bay, 
The triding"and ganging"clause'ihdicates servici"'in the 
lordIs entourage during his itinerations - ýhich Tq'jt may be 
. supposedq wire journeys chiefly between'his prin6ipal"'residence6, 
less often between these and court or parliamentt and --Aess 
. 68 frequently still abroad. Charter witness lists should, in 
theory, offer'svidence as to the respective mo'bility'af a'lord's 
f ollowers and upOn'theýiridividuals'who would attend a lor d when 
he arrived at a given destination, thus allowing some informed specu- 
lation upon the location of the'dividing lineýbeitweeh-inner and outer 
circles of the affinity. For entourages taken outside Scotland 
there are English safe-conducts, which frequently provide the' 
names of " persons who weie to accompany the lard, ' In'the-cass of 
those issued to the eighth and ninth earlsof Douglas in 1450 and 
1453 they are the sources which come the 610'sest 'of - 'any' to 'providing 
comorsho6sive lists of magnates' adherents. 
69 
-, Except in so fir 
as the size and quality of a retiriue 18nt prestige to a magnate 
and made clear his status' in a status4consciouý society, 
70, 
riding 
and ganging"were not'ends in themselves; , ý''thiiy "were likely to be 
followed in, most cases by counsel or aid ielating I to whatever action 
or cause in which the lor&was engaged, and in this sense three of 
the'four typical'promises have some common'inte6t, ' 
, 44 
ng and ganging' clause was also concerned with service 68. ý T6hTe` 
I'l
r 
Md I F- 
in time of war; Brawny 'Bonds of Manrent', 96. 
69. Rat. Scot. * ii, 343y 346,362. 
70. Browny 'Bonds of Manrentty 183-4, 
1 38. 
A close relationship may besides have existed between 
counsel and, aid; it. is quite pipabable that aý'lord would not- 
normally expect a man, to lend assistance in any. cause unless 
he had first, the, qpportupity to.. give counsel thereanent. 
71 
*Aid! isq howavert the least definable of-the promises of, 
servicep paing, of these the least specific and, most 
comprehensive; the later. middle, ages saw it, losing the 
#technical overtones' associated with its feudal use,, and.,,, - 
coming to mean something more general.. 
72 Much,, of. the evidence. 
for aid in a lard's causes concerns violent and illegal actions. 
Thisýis-, to be expectadq not because. such actions. were commonplace 
but because they were more-likely, to, find, a place, in. record;.,, - 
unlawful actions could result in court proceedings,, andq so far 
as these took place before the. lords of council ýnd, the lards_ 
auditors-, -, they can be found in record in the second half-of the- 
fifteenth century* Though the, actions in. which a lard, -could 
ask a man's, aid would be described, ap Ilefull' if, they were 
qualified at allp 
73 it is, clear from cases brought-before the 
central courts that in some instances much; depended-upon a lard's 
own, interpretation, of what was just. 
Týq greatar, mpber of acc4pptigns faced jointly by lords 
and parties of their associates, befqre the, lords of, council and 
the lords auditors related to. Actions, involving spuil3ie of one 
sort, or another. A perceptive observation to, the affect that 
spuil3ie -a blanket term which could, describe virtually-any, - 
offence involving intromission with or seizure of revenuesq goods 
71. There may be some hint of this in'the habitual pairing of 
auxilium ind concilium in the prefatory remarks found in some 
charters indicating why an infaftment was being made. 
72, Browng 'Bonds of Manrentl,, 125,, 
73* ibideq 97. 
39. 
or land - could be-an effective, if cynicalg, meane-of forcing 
a given property dispute to a lawful, resolution 
14 
This. cannot, 
howevert be taken to mean that examples of the sort which 
follow. are representative of aidq althoUgh in-the light, of, ' , 
economic trends in the fifteenth century they. -may indicate a 
facet of aid which was at the peak, of its, importance. 
75 On 
5 November 1479 the lords of council heard a complaint from 
the countess of Angus against six named many two of whom held 
office as serjeant and bailie-from Jameag Lord Hamiltong-Ifor the 
wrangwis.. spoliacioun of, ' vili 
xx 
of, ald scheip out, of the 
landig of Quhelphill'. The procurators for Andrew Jack, one, - 
of the sixg, assarted that the, sheep had been, taken as mails owed 
to Lord Hamilton* 76 
Davido Lord Lindsay of the Byres and - _, 
four named others were 
accused on 21 3anuary, 1484/5 by one 3ohn Barclay. of the sPuil3i8 
of-his goods. , Barclay had been put to the horn at some time 
prior to the hearingg and it was apparently with regard to this, -ý - 
that Lindsay and his followers had acted; they believed their 
opportunism, to have been justifiedg but they misunderstood the* 
letters putting'Sarclay to the hornq'which were, findarsit in to*sa,, 
generals termez that it, cane nocht-be understand'. 
7T, 
A-summons issued by the king upon Johnq'earl of Atholl-and 
thirteen others was heikrd by the lords an 13'April'1485. Atholl 
and his party wers to answer a charge 'anent the distruccioun 
and hewyng. of the akis and waddis belangand-, the kirk of Dunkeld... 1,78 
74.. Grantq IndeRendence and Nationhood, 160, 
75. See below, chapter 6, 
76.,, -A. D. C. 9-41,64. 
77* Ibid. 9 96*-7*t 109*. 
78. Ibid. 9 115*-16*. 
40. 
Alexander Lindsay, master of Crawford, and eight others 
were, according to a decision of 22 April 1479, to place themselves 
in ward until the charge against them was heard: they-were accused 
of Idampnage-done to the Abbot and convent of Cowpir in-the 
taking and halding of twa-, monkis of the said abbey and spuil. ýeing 
of there horsis parking at there place and chasing of there- ' 
79 
servandisooot* 
A rather more distinctive case marksýa stage in the long 
drawn out dispute between'3ames III and the Homes over'the 
revenues of the suppressed priory'af Coldingham. On 8 February 
1484/5 Alexanders L. ard Home was summoned to compeer for violently 
taking earlier letters of summons from the king's M8ssengert John 
Scott. 'and thereby preventing'its execution. Most likely Home 
did not personally waylay the messenger and seize the lettersq and 
in addition the original summons was not to be delivered solely 
upon himv but also upon his'accomplices 'in the'wrangwis Withholding 
of the teindis and froits of eoldingham partening to ours souverane .. I 
lordis chappell... 1. 
so 
No'doubt the physical burden of hewing-treesq seizing gear 
1 181 and"kindred deeds fell, -largely to a-lord's Iservandis and dependaris 
but it is clear from lists. of names given that men of the social 
rank from which bonds of manrent emanated - that isq- in principle, 
lairds 82 _ did ride to, ard play a part in such-actions. The 
master of Crawford's company included the lairds of Auchterless 
and Saikiepand that of Lindsay of the Byres included the laird of 
Tarvitq while the laird of Stukis and two sons of thejaird of 
Auchtergavin were among thoee acting in concert with the earl 
79. Ibid. p 29. 
so. Ibid. v 113*. 
81. Brown, 'Bonds of Manrentlp 181-2. 
82. Ibid. t 175-69 180. 
41. 
-, 83 of Atholl. 
A rather less typical aspect of unlawful aid may be indicated in 
an, appeal 'made''by Sir Jokn Swinton' of that ýilk` and heard by 'the 
84 
lords'auditors in 1476. Conspiracy is seldoM easy to prove, 
but there is some-circumstantial evidence to4uggest that Swi nton 
had been'the viciim of jury-packing. The'Obligation to'render 
suit of'court wasp in'common'with other services associated . with 
feudal tenureq something which could be'delegated ta'an-other- 
competent'person. 
85 tvan the obligation to render suit and 
presence was probably'not something which'Had 't ,6 be taken'"' 
literally, 
86 
and it is not difficult-'to see h6ui an'unscrupulaus 
lard might arrange for-4 jury to contain'i sufficient number of 
his man in order to obtain the verdict which he desireds" 'In 
this particular case it appears' that it was to'the advent - age, of 
the' duke of Albany'- whose ragalian . powers meant that his courts 
were competent to act upon brieves of, inquest concerning lands 
in the'sarldom'of, Mar-ch -'that'Lord'Oliphentis'c 111 aim to the lands 
of Cranshaws should be preferred to'that of Sir'john Swinton'. 
Oliphant was duly served heir to. the lands'--'in"allegedly 
irregular circumstances and by a jury of inquest which appears 
to have been something other than a-randoffiassemblage of fifteen 
freeholders of the'earldom of March. 
87 
83. - ADC 
29 9 96*9 115*-161ýo 
84. ADA4,51; see below pp. 253-6, 
85. Craigg Ius Feudaleg 3. lo4., 
86o I. D. Willockt The Origins and Development of the Jury in 
Scotland (Stair Society$ 1966). 759 84, 
87. See belowg p. 254, n, 258. 
42. 
On the other handq lawful assistance in obtaining formal 
justice was most certainly part of aid in a lord's causes. 
In the first place it is perfectly possible that the expression 
I 
Ilefull actiounal in the bond of manrant could be, taken literally 
to mean legal actions in, the sense of litigation., That lactiounist, 
and IcaussisIt with, their connotation of legal proceedingsq should 
be the terms used and-then described as 1ýefulll-may well be 
significant. 
as Secondlyq there is clear evidence of men acting 
an behalf, cf, their larOs in court hearings. 
Thomas, Fotheringham of Powris was bound to the fifth earl 
of. Crawfordq though in retinue rather than, manrentB9 and was a 
man of some legal experience. - He regularly appeared before the, 
Lards of Council between 1478 and 1485, albeit mostly in his 
own defencep 
90 
and', came regularly to sit as one of the lords 
auditors during the 1480s. 
91 His abilities were such that', he 
was appointed one. of the 'Ouge, s arbituris' in a case between 
the brothers, HOM8. George of Wedderburn and Patrick. of Palwarth, 
and the laird of Herdmanston in 1479/80t 
92 
and. acted on, 
'behalf 
of the king in a case, of 1482/3,93 David, parl of Crawford., 
was no doubt fortunate to be., able to call on his servicest as prom- 
curator in the lacciouns causia, and summondis movit ... again, _ 
James Lord Hamiltoun and be James Lord Hammiltoun again the said 
David' in 14789 
94 
and again in 1480 to assure. the Lords of Council 
that he had infafted the countess of Ross in the lands of Callender* 
95 
88. Brown, 'Bonds of Manrent'j, 97-8. 
89, SRO, GD 121/2/3, bundle 4. 
90. ADC't 14-105*9 passim, 
91, ADA. 9 110t 115*t 122*9 136*v 138*. 
92, ADC 46, 
93, ADA: 110, 
94. ADCL, 18. 
95, Ibid, 9 79* 
43. 
Procurators were not uncommonly sent by lordst and 
indeed by those outside the peerageg to compeer in court 
and testify in their staed - other examples are the compearance 
of James Innes of that ilk on the earl of Huntlyfs behalf on 
10 March 1478/99 
96 
and of David Balfour of Carriston for the 
earl ofýAtholl an IS February 1483/4, both before the lords 
97 
auditors. There doesq however, seem to have been some 
restriction upon procuratory; whether the restriction would apply 
to the circumstances of the case or to the-standing or legal 
knowledge of the intended procurator is uncertaing but in May 
1471 the earl of Rothesp after summoning eight persons before 
the auditorsq sent as his representative only a servitor 'without 
powers to'excuse him' and he was not acceptable as a procurator. 
98 
Legal'assistance was not. confined to procurstory - the examples 
of two individuals who were actually described as juriseeriti, 
namely John St Michael of Whitchester and OSM88 Parklsy of that' 
ilk, show, that the services of man with some breadth of legal 
knowledge would be found useful by a lard. Both men-had ties 
with, the earls-of Douglass St Michael was a tenant in the Douglas 
barony of Hawick, 
99 
and ultimately forfeited with the Douglases, 
100 
whilSt Parkleyv- though not apparently f atf aiting, in spite of' the 
suspicious-timing of his deathq 
; 01 did find his way out of, 
Linlithgowy for'which burgh he served as. -a commissioner to , 
parliaments and general'councils, and'in which he probably dwelt, 
102 
96* ADA. 9 70, 
97, Ibid,, t' 129** 
98. Ibidv 12, 
99. RMSQv Ug 'no. 772; iv, no., 91. Nat. grid ref, (Whitchesters) 
., NT 4721109 
100. APS9 iiq 42, 
101, Between 12 July 1454 and 14 July 1455: ER v. 648; vi, 92. 
102. APSS iit S5,569 599 61; Binns Papers$ no: 7 and n. 
44. 
on at least two occasions to witness charters involving the 
seventh and'eighth earls 
'103 "For the most part their careers 
104 
ran independent'courseag but on two occasions when their 
services were called upon by the D6uglases they, appear to 
have worked in concert. The first occasion was at an-ad hoc 
court held in the vestibule of the Dominican friary in Perth 
at a-date which is difficult to place-more exactly than between 
105 
1424 and 1437*- There the two lurisperiti'helped the fifth 
earl of Douglas'to secure a"moral, if not a material victoryý 
over the earl of Atholl in a dispute over lands in the lordship 
of Methv'eno - Athollg'the lord'superiarv seems quite legitimately 
to have regarded the lands a's escheat, when Douglas's father 
disposed of them without his consent, and Yet a'compromiss'-'"the 
delivery of the lands to the kingv was agreed upon* The second 
occasion concerned'the clarification of the 'seniority of the 
eighth earl's twin brotherst which took place in Edinburgh 'on 25 
and 26 1 August 1447,106 'Both men put, their ssalS'to the 
indenture between Archibeldq eirl'of Moray''and'Jamee Douglas, 
although only St Michael witnessed''the subsequent decision'in 
favour of the latter, There can be little'doubt that their 
legal knowledge was put'toýgoo , d'use, in the-matter, and-if, as 
is possiblaq'in spite of the'equivocal wording of'the'indenture, 
. 'Parkley and St"Michael were councillors of the earl of Douglas, 
it probably was on account of their expertise* 
103. RMS, iiq no. 246; Fraserl Douglas, iii, 429. 
104. - Cou ar Anous 
Chrs. 9 419 43;. aPSt iiq 57,60; Dunf. Req., 
285; RMS, ii, nos. 203,397; HMC Rep. ý. ii Appo part viii, 
107, no* 53* 
105, ER, vig 245-6* The dates are the deaths respectively 
7 the fourth earl of Douglas and James Io 
106o LMS9 ii, no. 301o 
450 
3ames Gifford of Sheriffhall, was evidently another with 
some legal experienceg,. for though never termed jurisperitus. 
107 
he was justiciar to the, earl of, Mortonp and the bond of'manrent 
which he, gave to Morton on, 10 May 1482 made, specific reference 
to the rendering of assistance in-courtv bothýto theýearl, and 
to the, earl's men - assistance which-was valuable enough for 
Gifford's expenses in giving thereof to-be reimbursed: 
I .. * gef he has-ony-summondis or acciounis befor our souerane 
lard andýhis consell quhavauer: thai happyn to be, for, the. tymo 
or Pit till all Justicis ayris'orýchawmerlane ayris quhar his 
men sal happyn to be endyttit or, arrestyt till replegis my - 
forsaide lordis men to his fredome and to, ansuer tharfor hym. 
and thaim after the wit and knawlege that gode leuys to me for 
the tyme my forsaide lords arle makandeýto me-, tymous warnyng 
thersponne together wyth myne ordiner'expensis... % 
IDS 
Falling under the general heading of aid in-legal mattersq 
though not, related to litigation, is assistance I rendered in 
certain aapects of conveyancing for which the, presence of, the 
lord was not essential. -Procurators could be appointed to 
effect a resignationqýattorneys to receive-sasine and, bai lies 
to give sasine. Neither the lord of Dalkeithýncr the earl 
of, Douglas was present when the former's, sasine of Buittle was 
broken-in favour of the latter in 1441,109 
The bond ofýmanrent - used in the foregoing to give 
guidance as to how service of a general sort might manifest 
107. Mort. Re-qq-, 11,, 224-26, 
108, Ibid. 9 245-7, 
log. Ibid. 9 210-11, 
4b. 
itself - was infrequently given in connexion with the more., 
specific service involve&in, bearing office. Being chiefly 
a M8ans, whereby a lard could extend his network of'parttakers, 
among men who were themselves, of some substance, the bond of 
manrent, was not designed,, to furnish a-lord-with his household 
officerst most of whom were likely to'reside at or close to his 
principal dwelling and be in frequent attendance upon-him. 
lip 
On the rare-occasions when office and menrent were linked it 
would seem to have been the administration of a lard's, further- 
flung properties which was-involvqd -asýfor, examplewith-the 
appointments by Georgep, second earl of Huntly, of Alexander'Home, 
of that ilk as, his bailie-of Gordon, and Fogoýin-Berwickshire, 
ill 
and by David, fifth earl of Crawford of 3ohn Lindsay-of Covington 
and, his son and apparent heir as beilies of, Crawford and keepers 
of Crawford Castle. 
112 More regularly was the bond of manrent- 
unconnected with any tangible reward, 
113 
andg, -since-office was 
plainly, a source of, ramuneration, or profit. -it is evident-, that material 
for an examination of the affinity's role in the managament, of a- 
lord's estates has to be sought*elsewhere. 
Letters conferring household office are not to be found with 
any. ease - providing, any survive at all - but references, to 
individuals as holders of what may be presumed to have been 
household bffice are comparatively copious. This is not to say 
that any given officer will invariably be identified in-record 
by his office - indeed, there are almost certainly officers whom 
110., Brown, 'Bonds of Manrent'j, 175-82, 
111, HMC Rep. xii, App, part viii, 139, no. 169. 
112. NLS, Acc. 54749 bundle 58. 
113. Brown, 'Bonds of ManrentIq 54-55,92-93. 
47, 
no surviving writ, identifies as such - but there is at least 
s. sufficient body of information to-give an ideaq despite'some 
confusing variations'in nomenclature, of'the principal office-m 
bearers which a magnatial household might contain* 
The, two household officers most frequently identified are 
the secretary and the chamberlain. More often*then not these 
offices were given over to graduates and those in holy orders. 
ThuSI Master William Foulisq person of Cambuslan§; -Master 3ohn 
Ralstong parson of Douglasj'and Master 3ohn MacIlhauChý'p6rscn 
of'Kirkandrews# were respectively secretaries-to'. -the-fourth' 
and fifth, earls and the dowager countess'of Douglas'. 
;; 4- Similarlyt 
the chamberlain'of 3chnqýearlof Ross'-and--lord of'the Isles was 
Thomes'Dingwall' subdean of Rossq 
115, 
and'the three known chamberlains 9 
of the fifth-earl of Crawford were all graduates or clergymen. 
116 
Exceptions, can be foundo nonetheless: Mark-Haliburtong secretary- 
of-the last earl of Douglaag-and'Thomas Harvis, chamberlain'of the 
fiist, earl of Morton, 
117 
were neither priests nor graduatesý 
Master James Lindsay of Covington'is, identified in-particular 
lie 
as first secretary to the eighth earl'of Douglas, , and this 
, perhaps gives some clue 
as to the funptio; of the secretary, 
suggesting'that he would'have presid6d'over other clerks. ' 
In the absence of a significant'number of references*to magnates' 
114, RMSP iiv nos. 13,86; HMC. Rep. 2Li_vl App. t part iiiv, 22t 
no. 41; Bryce, Grey Friers, 'ii,, 101-2. ' 
115, Cawdor Sk,, 49-50, 
116, See below, pp. 121-2. 
117, SRO, GO 25, no. 55; see below, -, p. 
177. ' 
118. CSSR, iv, no. 1071* 
v 
48. 
,. chancellors ý 
it seems quite likely, that -the -secretary was'in 
charge- of, the lprd! s seaI-and of the body of clerks responsible 
119 for-the- issue of writs. . Where regalian powers'were vested 
,ý in a lordship this. body would be termed the lord's chapel or 
chancery, and with- the greater responsibility attached 'thereto 
120 
-might, well have comprised a significantly larger collection of 
clerks -than that, connected with a lordship of merely baronial 
status, -A comparison of the charter witness-lists -of the f if th 
earl of,, Crawford, and the first earl of Morton may indicate that, 
121 this,. was soe, Those styled four clerk' in witness-lists and 
possibly even vourýchaplainl can--be treated as members of the- 
secretarial staff . --although in the 'case -of 'the latter it is rather 
, more, -likely that responsibilities were-oriented towards the lord's 
spiritual well-bsing. 
,. No doubt the, sscretarialýstaffvould also be required to assist 
the chamberlain, - whose main function in lordships both regalian 
and-baronial. would be to receive and disburse the lard's revenues, 
122 
In large or scattered-lordships the role of a centrally-based 
chamberlain would involve 'less a personal responsibility for ths- 
119, The master of the Islesýevidently-hsd a chancellor in 1485, 
but it seems doubtful whether such an officer had a truly 
separate identity in a magnatial context; Michael Ramsay 
was appointed chancellor and chamOerlain of the lordship of 
Annandale by the fourth earl of Douglas in 1423, and Master 
John MacIlhauch was not only secretary to the dowager countess 
of Douglas but, according to a charter of 1426, her chancellor 
as well: SR09, RHp no. 5i7; RMSj, iip nos. 87,143; see above,, ' 
no, 114. 
120, Lards of regality-had powers elsewhere restricted to the 
king, to deal with the service of heirs and to hold courts 
with jurisdiction over the king's pleas. 
121, See Tables I and III belowt ppo 36ý-39370. The earls of 
Crawford held very little land in regality, whereas the 
lords of Dalkeith possessed little or no land that was not 
held in regality* It has to be admittedv however, that the 
theory does not hold good for the regalities of March and 
Annandale as held by the duke of Albany: see TableIV below, p. 374. - 
122, Sandersong Rural Society.. 26-27. 
49. 
task than a responsibility for accounting for revenues collected 
by sundry locally-based officers. 
123 In regalities the, 
chamberlain would also haveg -in theory at leastj a judicial 
function. It is not improbable that this would have been thsý- 
cassýin lordships that were Judicially baronial, with the 
chamberlain presiding over a single central court, resulting from 
the unificationg as a royal favour. -of a lordship's various 
124 
constituent baronies. Howevert. -it is ths, chamberlain,, ayres,, 
that lards of-regality were empowered to hold whichý-havs the-most-, 
obvious connexion with theýoffice, of'chambsrlainq- and some difficulty 
arises" here in dealing with the terminology employed., Chamberlain 
ayres as they pertained to the king's justice. were-hold, in and dealt 
with matters arising, in burghs** 
125 
ý The regality-of Dalkeith could 
126 
apparently-have chamberlain ayreev but'in the fifteenth century 
there, was not a; single burgh to bs, found'withinýits boundaries. 
127 
Th8 first earl"of Morton'certainly had a justiciarg distinct from 
his chamberlaing whose presidency over the regality! s-justice ayre 
is, unequivocally, attestedo 
128, 
, Quite-how this'court. couldýhave 
differed from the chamberlain ayre-is not immediately obviousg and it 
is possible that the administration of justice--bayand'the competence 
of barony, courts was undertaken, by,. the earl throughonly, one sort of 
ayre. If this waa-so it may not have been, especially unusual, 
123. Ibid. 9 27. 
124. The usual''presiding officer of*the court'of a single barony was 
the bailis of that baronyx Sandersont Rural Society, 11; see 
belowq p*55. 
125, Nicholson, The Later Middle Aqes, p 17. 
126, Mort* Req. 9 iiq 208, 
127. Dalkeith hadq in theoryp been erected ipto'a'burgh of barony 
in 14019 but is only ever referred to as a toun in the 15th 
century. It was not erected into a burgh of regality until 
1540. Aberdour was a burgh no-earlier than the 16th century: 
G. S. Prydeq The Burqhs of Scotland. a Critical List (Glasgow# 
1965). nos. 133,177,216. 
128. Mort. Req*t 11,225. 
50, 
Michael Ramsayq appointed chamberlain of Annandale by the fourth 
earl of Douglas in 14239 was empowered to hold chamberlain ayres, 
129 
and yet royal accounts of the lordship, from the 1450a refer only 
to the holding of Justice aYrss- 
130,. Likewise-are jus . tice ayres 
the only courts recorded as having, -been hold in the regality of 
131 
March around the same tims., and it is notable that no chamberlain 
for, either of the lordships can be found for the period during which 
they were held by the duke of Albanj. It would appear, in fact, 
thatýthe presiding officers of the duke's head courts of March and 
Annandale were the respsctivsýstawards of these lordships, 
132 
Thus named, the office of steward may have been, restricted 
to-certain large southern regalities.. These, being large components 
of yet larger lordships,, can be, treated'as being, administered 
by officers whog as a class# fall somewhere between household andi 
local., ýStewardl as used by the duke of"Albany to denote his 
principal agents in March and Annandale may be more or less 
synonymous with *chamberlain' even though, thess officers were both- 
lairds 133. and, any financial responsibilities of theirs go unrecorded, 
The use of the term by the Douglases is more clear-cut: Michael 
Ramsay may have been called 'chamberlain of Annandale' but a 
predecessor in-what may be presumed to have been the same office 
134 
was called-'steward'; Alexander Muir and Mark Haliburtan, 
at different times the, agents in charge of,,, Galloway above the Crest 
were-called 'steward of Kirkcudbright' -a style apparently synonymous 
129. RMS9 iiq no. 143. 
130o R., v. 521; vi, 62# 274p 333,444, 
.L 131., ER, v. 4899 580; vi, 94,1849 624; vii, 97,564. 
132, LDA9 47; SR09 GO 129 nos. 51-52; Laq Chrs. 9 no, 16. 
133, George Cunningham of Belton and William Douglas of Drumlanrig: 
see below-, pp. 252-39 259. 
134. RMS7 ii, no. 242. 
51, 
with lbaiiist. 
135 Elsewhere the office of staward'was probably 
more firmly based in the' households Ewen 'Macdonald'in 1463 arU: F 
Lachlan Macl8anq 'maater" of Duart, in 1467 are ne I med'aa stewards' 
136 
specifically of the house of the lard of the Islas, and it is 
clear that an officer of a similar type was employed by'the duke 
of Al I banyv although designed 'master of the'6ouseholdly 
137 
no doubt 
to avoid confusion. These are isolated examples, I but it is likely 
that bearers of kindred office existed and go unidentifis , d*, 
Information an other officers who might be seen as being 
based'in the household is hard to come by. It is likely that 
a notary public would be attached to some magnatial households 
in much the same way that they were attached to burghs; not in a 
manner excluding private practices but enjoying a principal source 
of regular commissions. 
138 Two magnates. cariainly'amplay'ad heraldav 
and they are unlikely to have been the only ones, Thomas Grayq called 
Slains pursuivantv is found attesting a'charter of the earl of Erroll 
in 14569 
139 
and the heraid'of the fourih'and fifth earls of Crawford 
- knownp to the exclusion of any reference to his real'name, as 
'Endure# and later fUndsayl pursuivant - was in the remarkable 
140 
position of being supported by pensions authorized by the king. 
Yet more picturesque is the Office of chief post to the lord of 
141 
the Islas held by Lachlan MacMurrich. 
Few of those responsible for keeping castles - men known, 
apparently interchangeablyp as consta, blesq captains or keepers 
135* LMS, iiv nos* 87t 133; HMC Rep. Li6j App. part vi, 179 no, 18, 
136, RMS9 ii, no. 801; Cawdor Bk. 9 50. 
137* SR09 GO 158, no. 42; Lag. Chrs, q no, 18; HMC Rep. xiv, 
App. part iiit 66, no* 7. 
138. -Prutý-! Bk. Young,, p. -vii; 3, Ourkan., 'The Early Scottish Notary, 
in The Renaissance and Reformation in Scotland'q ads. I, B. Cowan 
and 0, Shawq 34. 
139. HMC Rep. v, Appo, 625. 
140* See belowg pp. 125-6. 
141. SR09 RH9 no. 517. 
M 
5241' 
might be classed as household officers. A given magnate 
could well possess a number of castles as the chief messuagea. 
of various scattered properties, but would be unlikely to reside 
regularly at more then one of these, and need not even have 
stayed in any other then an brief visits. The constable, of 
Dalksith under the first earl of Morton and the captain of Dunbar 
under the duke of Albany can be regarded as household officials 
and wereq it is worth noting, both lairds. 
142 Many others 
could obviously not be of the household - the fifth earl of 
Crawford evidently spent most of his time in the burghs of Dundee 
and Edinburgh in preference to dwelling at his caput of Finavon, 
lot alone his castles of Crawfordq U3811 and Strathnairn; 
143 the 
first two earls of Huntly and the last two earls of Douglas seem 
to have been regularly an the move, issuing writs at various of 
their me 
. 
ssuages and in different burghs. 
144 In contrast constables 
wouldv by. virtue of their office - to which might. also be added-'. the 
bailiary of the property on which the castle stood 
145 
_ be obliged 
to remain most of the time in the vicinity of their charges. 
142. James Gifford of Sheriffhall and John Ellam of Butterdasn: 
see below, pp. 150-19 220-1, 
143, See Table I below, Fp. 364-6,, 
144. Ton venues saw the issue of seventeen write by the ath and 9th 
earls of Douglas: Fraser# Douglas, 111,4229 4269 4299 431; 
HMC Rep. xi, lApp* part vi, 
17; Rep. xii, App, part viii, 127, 
146; Rep. xiv App. part iiiq 24-25; Bryce, Grey Friars, ii, 
102-3; Melr. Lib. iiq 572-3; SRO, GO 25/1, nos. 33,55; GO 1849 ===9-9 
no. 5. Thirty writs given by Alexander Seton/Gordonj later Ist' 
owl of Huntly and his heir were given at a total of thirteen 
venueas A. B, -Ill. v 
iiq 131-2,271n; ivq 341-!. 2; Familie of Innes, App. p 7ý776t 77-78,79, a7#91n; HMC Rep. xii App. part viii, 135,1389 
139; RMS9 iiq nos. 240,2789 370,10659 12609 14389 15509 1985t 2289p 
23129 2389v 2811; 111, no, 2100; The Records of Aboyne 123CI-1681 
(Now Spalding Club, 1894). 6-79 12-139 22-24& 
145, As in the case of John Turnbullq the 5th earl of Douglas's 
bailie of Sprouston and constable of Newark in the late 1430st 
and air Alexander Forbes of that ilkq appointed keeper of the 
lands and castle of Strathnairn by the 2nd earl of Crawford in 
1432: HMC Rep* xive App. part iii, 9f 22, nos. 49 41; A. S. Ill,,, 
iv, 393n. 
53. 
Beyond the household too were'. the'ýlocal'officers -in charge 
jof the individual components of a lard's estate. " Chief among 
these- was the of f icer normally, styled I bailie I ,, who in general Is 
to be found as the agent looking after the lord! s interests in a 
-: ingle barony* 
ý46 His'rols is, well enough documented in surviving 
examples of the letters by which bailies were-appointeds-ý 
I ... to-sett fsrmya mslis, annusll rentis ande, uthir 
rentis commoditeis and profictis to lyft ands raise 
til oure proffit courtis to'hald trespassouris to 
punys amerciamentis ends unlawis to lyf t ends raise ends 
gif mystir be to distron38, tharefoire'the tennandis and, - 
inhabitantis (of) the landis of the said lordschip ... 
theirs catell ends uthir gudis before quhatsumsuir 
jugis thai be attaichit or srrestit to replege borow 
to the priuslege and fredome of the, said court, and al, - 
and sindra uthir thingis to do exerce ends use the 
quhilk of law or custume to the office of b'3138ry 
ar knawin to pertene.. '. 147 
Howeverg the identity of beilies is frequently not easy to discern. 
Excepting letters of bailiaryt the main source for the names of 
bailies are precepts and instruments of sasineg which reveal 
respectively'. the names of bailies empowered to give a particular 
sasins and those who actually carried out the task. It would 
appear from these writs that the majority of persons nominated to 
give sasine were in fact bailies appointed ad, hoc;, precepts normally 
describe bailies as 'specially deputedt or in hac parts 
148 
or both, 
and their ad hoc status is emphasized by the fact that most precepts 
were directed to two or more persons entitled to act 'jointly and 
severally' --ýpresumably in the hope that one of those named would be 
146o Sanderson, Rural SdCiGtV, vllt. 25.; Grantp 'The Higher Scottish 
Nobility1g, 113. 
147e This passage is taken from letters of beiliary given by Oavid, 
earl-of Crawford an 29 July 1465 to John Lindsay of Covington 
and John his son and apparent heir, The lordship'involved 
was the barony of Crawford-Lindsay: NLS, Acco 5474, bundle 58, 
1484, Doneldsomp The Sources of Scottish History 21. * 
. 54. 
available to carry out the task. 
149, Exactly why, ad, hoc 
bailiary was the norm remainer to b8-explainodv although it 
is, possible that a, permanent bailia's name will appear among those 
of a group, of nominees., - The description"specially deputed$ will, 
however# be applied, to all. In additioný-it, ýia-fair'to, sayýthat 
instruments-of sasine survive in greater numbers than their 
preceding preceptsp and an instrument'an its own which fails to 
narrate the text of the-precept gives no indication of whether or 
not the bailie in question was ad hoc, *- 'Precisely how appointments 
to bailiary should be interpreted is unclear.. - No doubt, all-those 
named in a precept would be sufficiently well-thought-of'by the 
grantor to be entrusted, with the task, but'it is'possible that 
associates of the grantee rather than the, grantor, wbuld be 
nominated. Whsreýit appears that'an individual was repeatedly 
nominated to give sesine it might be inferred that he did hold 
permanent office, This need not specifically have, been that of 
bailie -a nominee might have been one of the permanent bailie's 
subordinatsev the most commonly encountered of*which is the 
serjeant of a barony, 
150 
As in England, where 'a lard's control over county government 
by nominating the local officers was ... a foremost objective of 
retaining1p office-bearing outside the, lord's own administrative 
organization could be an expression of service. This sort of 
Icontrolt could be achieved most easily where a lard was himself 
an agent of the crown and was able to appoint deputies and 
149. Laq Chrseq, no. 17p shows a precept directed to seven ballies, 
150. Te'rjaants need notq however, have been personally appointed 
by the lord: SR09 GO 243/23/3, no, 2, Other lesser officers are 
noted in Grantl 'The Higher Scottish Nobility', 114* 
151, IYOnham,: Lord'- Has tirmirlý-Rertai'marri,, 290- 37-39-,,.,, '-, 
55.1 
subordinates. - It might also be achieved by petitioning the- 
king on behalf-of parttakers, so that royal courtaq castles and- 
lands, could fall within a lard! s sphere of influence. The fifth 
earlýof Crawfordl as--a prominent member of the governmsnt, ofý 
James III, undoubtedly had the opportunity to attempt-this sort 
ofýpatronageq, and it would seem that. the opportunity was taken 
and the attempt attended, with some success,, 
152 
Evidence-from, the fifteenth century of-the extension of, 
magnatial influence into burghs, is, rarely so, satisfactory-as the, 
bond of manrent given by the, burgh of Aberdeen to the earl of 
153 
Huntly in 3anuary 1462/3, , and besides many, dealings with 
burgesses may merit treating as being, founded upon financial, - 
expediency rather-than affinity. 
154 It isp nevertheleesq 
worth bearing in mind thstv short of forging alliances with 
prelates-and other peeraq the only means for lards to,,, extend 
their-, influence in parliament was to have parttakers serving 
as-burgh-reprosentatives. 
155 
The function of the affinity from the point of view of those 
whom it included has been convincingly demonstrated at least 
with regard to the class of men who gave bonds of manrent. 
Manrent was usually offered in return for a promise of maintenance 
what in England was termed 'good lordship' - which seldom included 
any tangible consideration and was defined in terms no-more precise 
156 
than those found iri the bond of manrent. Promises found in surviving 
152. See belowt pp., 869 910 119, n. 293,, 
153, Aberdeen Council Register, 1.22. 
154, See belowq pp. 103-4. 
155. The situation was rather different in England; Dunham, 
Lord Hastinqsl Retainers,, 3G-36. 
156, Brown, 'Bonds of Menrent's 549 92-939 107t 201, 
56, 
examples of the bonds which were give6'bý'lords-in'return for 
man'rent'- if -not invariablyp' at least in most cases '- cover much 
the same sort of ground as those of-their counterparts. 
157 The 
absence'of'a #riding and gangingl clause is plainly essential, 
but there are promises of counsel in some'bandsp and'for the 
remaining clausss'it"6an be seen that the" promise" to Imsyntsins 
suple, and defend' a-mants Ipersone men and"enherdence and all 
158ý typical his actionis causis and quarelys"leveful, and honeatt , 
of bonds of'mainti3nance,, containe the same fileme6ts of assistance 
and protection featured in the-'bond of, menrent. '"-This. it would 
aposer, "sums up the available information concerning the theory 
of maintenance. Whether it is possible to discern many magnates# 
parttakers from evidence'of the theoryýbeing p'ut''into practice is, 
howeverl another matter. 
There are instances'of great mon, witneSsing the writs, of 
lesser men 
159 
something which hintS-'8t the rendering ofýcounsel - 
and there-ars indeed a few specific acknowledgments of counsel 
and aid, chiefly mentiO'ned-by way of prei3mble-in'the'small, body 
160 - of charters given by lesser man to jreater. There are instances 
of lordiacting as procurators on bshalf'of men-, both for the" , 
161 
purpose of feudal conveyancing and in litigation, and playihgý" 
162 
a part in matters of executory. Thesel howevert amount to very 
little. 
157. Ibid. 1079 201. 
158, Rylandsl Crawfordt box El (Oavid Lindsay of Beaufort, 9 May 1486). 
159. A, B. 111.9 iiq 328-32; RMSp ii, no. 1427, 
160. Ibid., nos. 146,246t 2719 355; HMC Rep. iv, App., 496; 
Rep. ix, App. 9 188-9; Rep. xiiq App. part viii, 113,136-7. 
161, Ibid. $ 176; Rep. ' vi App., 608; ADA. 39t 92. 
162, HMC Rep. xii, App. part viii, 87-88, -109. -_, - 
57. - 
,,, Much legal assistance was probably provided. outside the 
courts of-law - asq, for examplev in the settlement of disputes 
among, parttakers'before the lord! s council or, arbitratots nominated 
16ý 
by the, lordg and, in the procurement of out-of-.; 'court, settlements. 
Thus, would this, aspect, of maintenance be prevented from manifesting 
itself in court records'even1fýthsse were available on-a-large 
scale. 
164,. In any casel, assistance need not, be found bein4' 
rendered personally by lords - as the bond. of man rent given'by 
James Gifford of Sheriffhall to the first earl of Morton suggests, 
maintenance could be, administered through-other, members of the, 
165 
affinity* 
No doubt assistance-in legal matters, could extend-to illegal 
assistance in legal matters. ' but evidence of this-is extremely 
limited* Lawful-assistance quite literally extended to unlawful 
assistance when the ninth earl of Douglesq, cautionar for one David 
Dunsqýindicted at, a justice-ayre at Dunbarq took Ouns: away-with 
him without paying his, ten-pound fine. 
166_'' However, belief. -in 
the chimera of 'maintenance* in its, English sense that is to 
say the perversion of justice through intimidationg, briberyv jury 
packing and the abuse of Judicial powers -1s generally encouraged 
only by circumstantial evidence. 
167 It is easy enough to imagine 
that actual instances. of lords securing for their adherents 
acquittal in criminal cases or favourable results in civil actions 
prompted the parliamentary pronouncements anent conduct in 
163. A, B. Ill 9 iiig 40 4-5; HMC Rep* iv. App. 9 495; See above# 
164, Brown, 'Bonds of Manrently 211-12,217-20. 
165., " 
Mort. Reg., iiv 245-7. 
166. ER, v. 582. 
167. -ri; holsong The Later Mi-ddle Ages_. 3129 384,428-9. 
sell 
168 
attending court andýperjury. , It is rather more difficult 
to,, cite specific-examples of the same. - There-is, cartainly a, 
dearth of sherifft baron or regality court records surviving 
169 
from the, period,, before 15009 , but it is a little surprisingg 
if the-perversion of justice-were taking place to any 
significant extent, that complaints-about proceedings under - 
judges-ordinary should be so hard to, find in ths: records of - 
the, central-courts of justice. The identification by-William 
Sinclair of-Herdmanstan, -pursuerp-of-the earl-of Angus, as-, a' - 
judge ordinary-partial-to the Homes of Wadderburn-and, Polwarth, 
defendersp in an action'concerning possesaion of the lands"of- 
Kimmerghame in Berwickshire in 14719 is, far, from typical-9 170 
Prospects for exercising illegal maintenance before the lards 
of-council and the lords, auditorsq'-for their, partv, sasm. toýhavs 
been slight. - The same dispute between Sinclair ofýHerdmanston 
an&'the Homes shows both, pursuar'and defenders naming certain 
auditors as partial and having them excluded from sitting on the 
casse 
171 Asida. from all thisq it-seems that theýmain thrust of 
complaints about-the, state of'Justice in-the realmýwas directed, against 
the number of remissions granted by-the crowng 
172- 
and"it-mayýbe 
that efforts by lards to secure freedom for parttakers, guilty of, 
168. -, APS9 iiq 169'51,, 177. 
169. Donaldson, The Sources of Scottish History, 
25. 
170. ýLQ& 13t 17. 171o ADA 13'. ' 
-9 172., Macdougallt James IIIp 999 1209 201-39 299, 
59. 
lawbreaking. was orientated more towards Petitioning and paying 
for. remissions and respites than-towards preventing conviction 
in the first place. 
Evidencsýof protection, of parttakers is yet scantiorp but 
this could be -taken to show how off actively protected men were; 
the more knowledge that an individual's person and property were 
under the watchful eye-of a-mighty patron could be sufficient to 
ward, off would-be assailants., 
173 It would be interesting in this 
respect to discover how many of those who raised actions before 
the suditorsýand the lards of, council, were men, who, lacked the 
patronage of a lord. Responses akin to that of the eighth earl 
of Douglas followingAhe murder of his associate the laird of 
174 Auchinleck in 1449 Were 'plainly a last r88ort, , and it-is likely 
that protection seldom involved violent retribution. Where 
remedy wasýrsquirsd it is far more likely-,, that, a financial 
settlement-'would be sought by a lord before he picked, up the 
sward. 
ý75 
The essentially, intangible character of-maintenance does not, 
howeverv rule out the possibility of identifying-parttakers through 
evidence of. material reward for service. This isýtheoretically 
straightforward in the case of, clericaq whom the lord might reward 
through powers of patronage. It, is by no, means possible to identify 
those with-theýright of presentation in every instancel but, it seems 
doubtful whether a great proportion of perachial'bansficas remained 
in-the hands, of lay patrons in the, fifteenth century. Lay patronage 
173, Brown, 'Bonds of Manrent'. 210,, -, 174. Chron., Auchinleck 
'p 
41, 
175, Browng 'Bonds of Menrentf, 211-13,217-19, 
60. 
wasq howeverp, extending into new areas by virtue of the late- 
medieval fashion, for the endowment of'chaplainries and the - 
foundation of-secular colleges, I11. . 
Where reward for'lay associates is concerned, the flaws, in 
the-feudal contract- chiefly that divided loyalties were possible 
and that the personal relationship-between superior and, vassal 
implied by the creation. of, a fief ceased to exist once the fief 
had'. -been inheritedg with this being, followed by a, natural 
evaporation of, gratitude for, the initial'infaftment over succeeding 
generations - is clear enough, 
176 Neverthelesso, this-does'not', 
mean to., say that infeftment could not be used, to, roward: in-the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries 'straightforward grants, of 
land in return for service were still being made#. 
177 
-That this 
remained so owed somethinggrif notýa great dealq; -to the absence 
of a, 'statute coinparable to that ofýQuia, Emptorss, (1290) in England,, 
which sought to restrict'the proliferation'of subtenancies. 
178 
- 
In, prectice the creation of subtanancies was not taking place, on 
a large scale in late-medieval Scotland; genuine alienations of land 
were few. The-amount of land'in tonsndia, tended, to remain roughly 
the. ssme,, '-wiWmost new tenancies being created out ofýfiefs which 
ha&fallen toýa superior as escheatq or., by substitution -, when land 
was resigned to a superior in favourýof another individual. 
179 
Providing the text of a charter includes, as most from the fifteenth 
century dog the clause commencing Quequidam which deals with,, the 
immediate past, ýhistory of the fiefg-it can be determined whether 
176, BrowN tBonds of Manrentfo 58-609 where the failing-is also. - 
observed that a lord might receive homage from a man who was 
-more powerful and wealthy than he, 
177, Grant, Independence and Nationhood, 135. 
178* ibid*s 134. 
179. Grantf 'The Higher Scottish Nobility', 197-8. 
61. 
the inf ef tment- concerned the, simple inheritance of the f ief I 
the replacement of one tenant with anottrart' - or, an, alienation. 
Alienations and gifts of lands rbcantly fallen: -, to the superior 
may, withýsome caution, be given consideration-asýa'reward for 
service - particularly if there is nothing to suggest that, the 
-land'-was being sold. Gifts of any sort to burgesses invite- 
the-suspicion thst; a commercial transaction'was, involved; unlike 
lords, burgesses were creators of'wealth, and in'an era-wh8n rents 
were lagging far behind-the rate, ofýinflation there was some 
incentive for lords to exchange land-for the, proceeds,, of mercantile 
, 18d Inheritance has no implications-, unless coupled ac-tivi ty 0 
with a change-in the terms of tenure. _, Substitution is, rather 
more dif f icult, to interpret: It might- be considered -that'the - 
superior was rendering a service to'sither the individual resigning 
the land orýthe'person'in whose favour-it was resigned; it"may be 
more-likely that any affinity involved in the'traneaction lay between 
the outgoing tenant and'his replacement; if A payment was involved, 
then-the entire-business, can'be, taken as purely commercialt with 
theýsupsrior merely playing the, part'required,, of-him. - '- 
One form: of infaftment that gained in'popularity-in late- 
181 
medieval Scotland, andrwhich'has been'seen"-in, part as an- 
182 
indication that service was being rawardedg' , is that conveying 
land to be hold in blench form, The-terms of orthOdox-foudal 
tenureq to the-extent that they were'subject to definitiong, were 
that military service should be rendered by the vassal* thatýths 
superior had a right to casualty - principally ward (the use-of a 
fief left to a minor heir) and relief (a payment due upon inheritance) - 
. 180. 
Ibid. 9 259; Nicholsong 'Feudal DevelopmentsIg 9-10. 
lBl, Grant, 'The Higher Scottish Nobility', 18&-9. Kellayt 
Me Douglas Earls of Angustv 175. 
182; Rodgerv Feudal Forms, 28. 
62. 
and that, the'vassal owed suit -(Jury, service) at the superior's 
183 
courts. The orthodoxy of thess, terms is summed up in-the 
phrass - Iservice, ussd and wont', by' which-their application-, to a 
fief, was-frequently expressed in charters, and retours. Blench 
ferm tenure normally involved the waiving of'all-thess terms 
except for the obligation to rsnderýsuit of court. ý 
184'ý InAheir 
place'stood a, token reddendo,. a yearly, paymenti- and only-if asked 
for. -at a given place and-on a given day afg-most commonly, a 
penny or a'roseq or sometimes items of more obvious. use or realizable 
valuag like a pair'of gloves or spursý'pepperq-cumin'or a,,, greyhound. 
Superficiallyýa gift of lands in blanch form, or'a conversion to 
blench farm from more onerous'tenuis? would appear to be a major 
concession by-the grantorj'a6d might-in itself be taken-to represent 
a reward for service* -, Further encouragement for a-balief-that 
affinity-can often be indicated by blench ferm, tenure is, the- 
apparent regularity with which charters conveying land to, beýhsld 
in this way contain prefatory remarks referring, for exampleg, to 
the, -grantee's 'faithful-servicag-ofttimes, ýrendered and-to, be ý, 
renderedIt and using the possessive pronoun., and adjectives like 
185 
'beloved' in addressing the grantee,. Although none, of. thess is 
actuallyýsxclusive'to blench-form-charters. -and might all. -be 
treated'as common elements cif-charter-diplamaticg such, -an 
interpretation is not altogether unreasonable-. Lt is obvious 
that land already hold in fee and heritage could only be're-used as a 
reward for service if the terms of tenure were lightenedt, an&. quits 
plausible that. a gift of lands not formerly held by the grantee would 
183. Ibid, q 26-34. 
184. Ibid, 29; Grant, Me Higher Scottish Nobility', 191. Suit 
of court seems to have been regarded as a blench farm reddendo 
in some cases:. EMS, iiq nos. 153,169,275. 
185. Rodgerg Feudal Forms, 28; Grant, Independence and Nationhood 
135. 
63. 
be made in blench farm 'as a reward for some signal service, 
so important as-to merit exemption from all future service'. 
186 
On the other, hand, it is evident that, the-laignal servicat 
might merely be the payment necessary to purchase the land; many 
blench form charters refer to the payment beforshand, of a. sum of 
moneyo and it is possible that others involved sales without 
making reference toýthe fact. 
187 
_ No affinity-between grantor 
and grantee neednbe inforred, from a-sale, and it is also worth;, 
considering how much can be inferred from any gift of land in- 
blench farmv irrespective of-whether the $gift' was aýpurchases- 
how much was, the waiving of military service, ward and relief, ý 
worth? - By-theý, fiftesnth ceptury, lords had, ceased to create. 
fiefs which were to be hold forfthe provision of-knights-or, men- 
at-armsq, and it is doubtful whether military servics,. retained much 
188 
relevance for existing fisfa either,, -It seems highly probable 
*49 
that the magnates'-contribution'tokhost ofýthe, kingdom-consistsd 
largely of'their personal followings and, ha&very-. little to do 
with, definits military obligations;, Iservice used and wants pointed 
tolthe traditional forms of terms of tenureq but implied that whatever 
had emerged as acceptable was to be applied, -As for casualty, if 
doubt can be, cast upon the-care, with which thsýcrown managed its 
"from' this sourcss''it might also be ask-od'whather th Ia- income tenants- 
189, 
in-chief were any more prudent. In any event, it is plain that 
to'hol: d-a fief'in'blenc'h"form was no more sffsctivB a safeguard 
against non-entry than to hold by ward - non-entry left the issues 
186, Rodger, Feudal Forms, 28. 
187. Grantt Independence and Nationhood, 135. 
188, Ibid,; Grantf 'The Higher ScottFs-h Nobility', 187-8; 196. 
The crown was still creating a small number of military holdings: 
Nicholsong 'Feudal Developments's 6. 
189. Nicholsong The Later Middle Ages, 567, 
64. 
of the-fief in'the superior's hands no matter what the terms 
of, tonure weres 
190, The net concession inijolved in's gift of 
land in ble6ch'form can thus, beýseen"as-igamewhat restricteds- ' 
191. 
it-amo6nted to a'waiving of relief. 
Reservations as to how far they-can be treated as representing 
reward must also be expressed with'regard-to other forms of- 
convoyance, which were becoming comm6n, in the later middle ages., 
Gifts in fou fermv which differed from blench, form to-the'extent 
that the reddendo was related to'the actual value of the lands, 
192 
and by wedset, a-sale whereby-the, land could, revert`to. ýthe grantorg 
usually after the expiry'of a given period. - upon'the payment of a 
fixed sum to tho'grantse in refund of, the-purchase price -ýarq more 
easily attributed to economic considerations-, thanýta'aýdesire to 
reward service. The same-is true of tackal'- in, effect the-aame- 
asýgifts in fou fermg, 'except that they operated-untilý'the-expiryý, 
of,. a, given number, -of years* It may be that'the, form-of'infeftment 
most, closely associated with'reward for service is, 'that'wfiich 
conveyed land to be hold until the deathlof the grantee* -This 
relatively uncommon type of infeftment 
193 had the merit'of 
ensuring'that the chances of the evaporation of'gratitude for 
gift an account of its heritability were kept, to a minimumý 
Evidence of-reward may be restricted largelyto evidence, of 
infaf. tmentg but recognition of service in, a tangible manner could, 
190. Grantq 'The Higher Scottish Nobility', 192. Rodgerg 
Feudal Formlp 11. 
191. This is to ignore Imarriage29 but it seems less than clear 
that this casualty was widely applied in fifteenth-century 
Scotland. It wast in any case, avoidable with a minimum of 
good fortune: Rodger, Feudal Forms, 30-31. 
192. The distinction was not invariably quit8 so, straightforward 
as this: Grant, 'The Higher Scottish Nobility', 189; ADC9 
117*, 
193, Browng 'Bonds of Manrent'.. 119. 
65,. 
take, some other, forms. Pensionsv whether or not drawn from a 
specified source of the lordIs incomeg. such as-a piece of land, 
were. awarded in the later fifteenth century, albeit infrequentlye 
194 
Identification of thopsysceiving heritable pensionsg howeverg need 
be no. more useful in-distinguishing parttakers than. the identifi- 
cation of those holding land in. fee and heritabe.! Single payments 
or, the allocation of items of casualty shouldp on-the other hand, 
be fairly reliable forIndicating t; hat, service was being-rewarded, 
195 
More incidental reward, came from., ssrving,, with a lard in,. time 
of war., A successful campaign, could. yie! ld, boaty,, i! nd, rartiomable 
prisonersq and the. p: Factice. of. ýhird4ng-onsured that., thpse who- 
participated in the seizure of men and goods received their share 
196 
of the profit. ýHoweysrq; open, war with, Engla'ndv and more 
particularly open war which, involved a, major invasion of English 
territory and provided all members of, the host with. an opportunity 
for profit,,, was not, a notable feature of Scotland's political 
historyin the fifteenth century. Ransoms and booty could, it 
seemat lawfully be obtained in civil war, 
197 
and no doubt were 
also unlawful by-products of feud and sPuil3isv but they were 
of,, greatest significance to those attached to lards residing in 
the vicinity of the border., For the denizens of, the borders the 
profits of war probably retained continuous relevance, with their 
importance diminished but not wholly denied by the periods of peace 
and truce which rendered their acquisition unlawful. References 
198 
to this sort of remuneration are not numerousq but the 
I 
4 
194, Nicholsong 'Feudal Developments', 20. 
195, Grant, 'The Higher Scottish Nobility', 1949 197. 
196. D. Hayt 'Booty in Border Warfare#, TDGAS 3rd ser. xxxi (1954). 
162; ADA# 112*. 
19% Prot, Bk. Young, no, 156, 
198. The lards auditors dealt with disputes over the division of 
ransoms in 1478/9 and 1483: ADA9 729 112*. Both involved 
3ohnq Lord Carlyle. 
66. 
profitability of raiding does at least seem to shed light 
upon the nature of the relationship between the duke of Albany 
and various persons accused of complicity in, his alleged 
treasons in 1479 and others who rods with him in 1482.199 
The most basic form of reward was that given to the men 
who as individuals were the least important, but in number 
formed the greater part of the lard's affinity% those Ifamiliarist, 
200 
'portarisp waichment, 
201 Janitors, gaolers,, 
202 tservandis and 
dependaris' 
203 
who resided with the lord and made up the bulk of 
his housshold and retinue. Their service was probably rewarded 
purely with their keep - supplied, it has been suggested, out of 
the lard's victual rents. 
204 Some - mainly those to be classed 
as unbensficed clerks and 'household squires' 
205 
_ may be identifiable, 
but the majority are nott with their names most likely being 
concealed behind the words at multis. aliia, used at the end of 
charter witness lists. 
Identification of the members of a magnatial affinity is notq 
howeverg dependent wholly or even primarily upon evidence of service 
199. APS, iiq 128;. aDC, iiq 305; see belowg pp. 224-33,278-80. For 
borderers maintenance might also be held to have included 
the opposing of attempts to secure lasting peace with 
England. 
200. - APS9 iit 51* 
201. NLS, Acc. 5474, bundle 58. 
202. HMC Rep. Milne Home,, 1829 no. 380. 
A. S. Ill., iiiq 525; iv, 72, 
203. Brownp 'Bonds of Manrentl,, 182. 
204. G. Donaldson, Scotland: James V-VII (Edinburgh, 1965). 7. 
205, These are men who were of sufficient status to witness a 
lord's writ, but are not known to have enjoyed independent 
means. 'Squire' seems to have been applicable to quite a 
wide range of laymen below the rank of knight. For the 
present purpose it is used to donate laymen who were not 
burgesses and who bare no lairdly style butg whether landed 
or unlandedg were not apparently tillers of the soil. 
67, 
and maintenance. - As noted a6ove, '-ýths staple source of. 
information for identifying a Lord's'associates remains the 
witnes&-list. This source isp in principleg neutral; it 
betokens''no service rendered'to'or by those whose names it 
includes'q but simply indicates their'willingness to have'their 
names used in attestation of a write and, in all likelihoodv 
their presence. Nonetheless, it is undoubtedly useful to know*' 
who"would be in attendance upon a 10rdg'and access, to 'such 
knowledge is barely to be gained through'any other source than 
I the witness-lists of his I writs and of writs which the - lard 
himself attested or for whose confection the lard's presence 
is otherwise known. More positivelyt where a comparis I on, ." 
between witness-lists and more' unified and substantial*'evidence 
ýas'bsen possible as in the case of Oames' Douglas (J)'of 
Dalkeith (1353-1420), wk688 two willsýgive the names of i3 quantity 
of bensficiariesp and Archibald, fourth earl of Douglas (1400-24), 
for whom there are lists of hostages who served in England an his 
behalf - some justification has emerged for the use of biitness- 
lists*in judginb'the composiiion of'affiniti I as. . 
206, - 
Certain well-known problems are, ''on the other'hand'. -prosented 
by wiiness-lists. In'the first place their accuracy can 'be' 
questioned: were those named actually present at the place and 
time when the writ was drawn up? There'is, of course, no 
answer'to this,, but the matter ofýaccuracy can at least be Put 
into perspective. The practice of completing a document with 
the nam8sýof witnesses who were not present is more readily 
attributable to clerks of the royal chanceryg from which issued 
206. Grant, 'The Higher Scottish Nobility', 332-ýý 
68. 
a more or less constant stream of writs whose literal 
attestation may have been neither practicable nor necessary, , 
than to magnates' clerkst who issued writs more intermittently, 
and who were likely to draw up charters at least an something 
207 
of a formal occaition. There is besidea-sufficient-variation 
to be found in the witness-lists of magnatial writs - even among 
those issued at the same place - to suggest that they are in large 
measure truthful. In addition, whether a given witness was 
present or not is hardly a matter of great importance in a 
magnatial context - and probably of limited significance where 
royal writs are concerned. If a clerk filled in names of persons 
without knowing that they literally were witnessesq he chose, the 
names of persons whom he would expect to have been present., Such 
names would be the least likely to have been barns by individuals 
of peripheral significance to the lord. 
The other principal problem in the interpretation of witness- 
lists is rather more significantv and would scarcely arise, if they 
were not in some degree truthful. This concerns the inordinate 
number of incidental names which they contain - above, all, the 
names of persons who witnessed one known writ and never reappear, 
Gaining some idea of the composition of the linnert and foutert 
circles of a lard's affinity is not a particular problem; all. 
those who witnessed three or more writs might be considered for 
allocation to one or other of these groups, and a further division 
at a certain number of attestations should allow a distinction to 
be drawn between those in regular and those in intermittent- - 
attendance upon a lord. 
2138 Determining the relationship to a 
207. Websterl Sources: Eleventh Cant. to 1603 9 86. 
208* Simpson, 'The Familia of Roger de Quincylt 106-7, 
69. 
lord of those attesting just one or two of his writs is rather 
more difficult - how far-can they, be taken to represent a circle 
beyond, -the touter circle$?, 
The documentary advantages, which-the fifteenth, century. enjoys 
over its predecessors permits in many cases. a. plausible idantifi- 
cation of those incidental witnesses whose ties lay with, say, 
the grantee of a charter orýthe, person affecting, -a-resignation. 
It also allows the plausible-identificationg, through-, evidence of 
service, of certain other incidental witnesses-as the lord's 
parttakers.. -, Howevert deducting interested parties and giving 
credit to parttakersq, though, reducing the scale, of the problem, 
fails to eliminate it. - Those remaining, canýbe, excluded-ýfrom 
I 
209 
consideration and treated as 'birds of PaS88g8l ý but this may 
notbe altogether-reasonable. The, occasions when-the names of 
men who were not of the lordta affinity would find their way into 
the witness-lists of his writs, can hardly have been numerous; 
attestation by members of an ad hoc council of a writ given 
following their deliberations would produce names untypical 
of the wider body of witness-listsq and it is possible that the 
names of individuals of*some importance encountered by a lard at 
court or who happened to be passing his residence might be 
included to give a writ-, some--added prestige. Beyond this it 
is difficult to see what function the attestation of a 'bird 
of passage' might serve. Those who were with a lord were 
likely to be there for good reason - if they were not members 
of his household or office-bearers they were probably present to 
seek or give counsel or aid. In consequence it can be argued 
209. Stringer, Earl David of Huntinqdon,, 150, 
1 70. 
that a complete series of the acts of a given lord would 
produce a complete list of his wider affinity: witness- 
lists can rarely have omitted the names of persons-present 
who were'of greater importance than those who were recorded, 
ýýand all who saw themselves as bound'to render'counsel and 
aid to a lord would surely have been in his presence on 
several occasions during'their lives and have ijitnessed 
a handful of his1writs. 'Ift-by a miraculous discovery, all a 
"lord's missing acts could be added'to those previously known 
'to form a complete seriesy it would probably*bs found that the 
-number of inexplicable incidental witnesses would fall somewhat 
in number and fall dramatically in-proportion to the number of 
writs available.. The only real problem, therefore, is that- 
complete series do not existv, and could-not be recognized as 
such even'if they did.,,, There is no means of knowing-how 
representative of the whole'the-available, witness-lists-ars, 
71. 
CHAPTER THREE 
THE COMPOSITION OF THE MAGNATIAL AFFINITYJ 
I: THE FIFTH EARL OF CRAWFORD 
The salient characteristic of the career of, David 
Lindsay (III)j fifth earl of Crawford 
1 is without doubt its 
politicality. His devoted service to James III duringýthe 
1470s and 1480a is amply demonstrated by hi a record, of council 
attandancaq his'attestation-of royal writsp-his bearing office 
as royal chamberlain and mastar of the household., and by the 
rewards-which the king - not noted as the fairest of patrons 
bestowed upon him* 
2 In consequence a great'deal'of his time 
was . spent in Edinburghq away both from his chief residence in 
Dundee and the comital caput of'Finavon'Castle'. Disc7erning a 
reflexion of"his'political'career in the make-up of-his affinity 
is not at all easy; there seems to have been''no Particular effort 
on the aailts part to develop a ran go of contacts beyond his, chief' 
sphere of*-inherited Influencev which lay-in Ang us'and eastern ' 
Perthshirep and it is not even clear thatthaýgood offices of his 
royal master placed the earl in s'positi'on to emulate his father, 
who was said to have held 'all"Angus in his bandoun'. 
3 There 
doeaq however,, seem-to have, been a significant, alteration"in the 
composition oVhis body of associates around the, time at'which , 
James III began his personal rule, and the earl embarked in earnest 
upon his political career, -Of some thirty-nine persons who 
witnessed two or-more of the writs examined, which were issued 
1. Though created duke of Montrose an IS May 1488 (RMS9 ii, no. 
1175)9 hh isp for clarity's askag referred to here as earl of 
Crawford throughout. 
2* Macdougallq 3ames N!, 82-3. 
3, Chron, Auchinleckq 17,51. 
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by -or -drawn up in the presence of the -earl, a x9ctly, one-third 
are found in the earl's company before and after theýend-of 
1470. - Of these thirteenýthere are eight who are not found 
in'the'earl's company before 1468.4 On the'other hand this 
may be-no-more then coincidence. It might have taken the best 
part of the decade 1461-71 for Crawford to resolve any-difficulties 
created by his eight; -. year minority 
5_a 
period which can*be taken 
to have-restricted the extent to'which he could inherit'his 
father's associatesq BV8n though a dearth of attested'-writs, of 
the fourth earl of Crawford makes this difficult to,, Judge,, " 
precisely. '' Thelearl was besides left, with the-conS8quences.., 
of csrtainýsvents in the, carsers of his grandfather and father: 
parts. of the Ogilvy kindred had been, alienated as, a, consequence- 
of*a, deadly feud in the mid 144099 and'thsýprestige-of-the Lindsays 
of Gleneek, had suffered from a-military rsvsrseýat.. the-, hands of the 
earl of Huntly in 1452, and from the fourth earl's'subsequent, if 
6 
short-livedg-forfeiture. It seems probable that ground-lost 
through these setbackb, had not been fully recovered'by the time 
of the: fourth earl's deathp 
7 
and inherited difficulties would have 
faced the fifth earl-even if he had been-of sufficient age to take 
possession of his inheritance in 1453. -His minority can only have 
delayed any attempt to reassert or extend the family's regional 
authority. -Assembling a body of parttakers could have beenýno- 
4. See Tables Is and bq Ut belowq pp. 362-31 367. 
S. His father'diad in Sept. 1453: ER, vip pec, n. Earl David, although 
apparently taking sasine of 
- 
the barony of Finavon in 1454, was 
retoured heir to the lordship of Crawford on 29 Nov. 1461: ER, ix, 
663,668;. Rylandeq Crawford, Box B. no. 63. 
6,, ' Nicholsong The Later Middle Aqes,, 344-59 3649 366. 
7, Aside from the laird of Clove, no bearers of the surname Ogilvy 
are prominent in the fifth sarlts company.. s. see Tables Ia and b. 
II pp. 362-3t 367. Relations with at least one lairdly family - 
the Carnegies of Kinnaird - appear to have been strained after 
1452: see belowq p. 95, 
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easier given that his affairs were not under his personal 
direction at-various times, during the, 1460s; he was out of 
the country an perhaps three occasions 
8 
and was also, for an 
indeterminate period in 14639 a, c4ptive of the exiled ninth 
and-laat earl of Douglas? 
The witness-lists of Crawford's writs issued up to and 
including ýhq year 1470 are populated, with the names of a variety 
of individuals whose importance, to the earl can be treated as 
fleetingt 10 limitedýor indirect. SOM8, witnesses merely reflect, 
the initialt brief phase of the earl's interest in politics: - 
witnesses of. writs givenýin, Edinburgh in February 1463/4, include 
Bishop-Kennedy of St Andrewst Lord-Kennedy-and Andrew-Kennedy, 
who, were, members of one factionýholding-sway for-a part of James 
III's minority; Sir Alexander Boyd of Drumcollt with whom, -the-, 
earl concluded a bond before "shing his hands of the Boyd-lsd-ý- 
administration of 1466-9; 
11 
and-the earl of Argyll and Lord 
Avondaleq whoq1ike Crawford himselft were of more long-term 
12 
significance to the government-during the reign-of James III. - 
Three other witnesses of the charters issued in 3anuary, and 
February 1463/4 can be disregarded-as adherents of the earl-- 
on. the grounds-of sheer imprqoability: -two were. 
knights-from-., 
south, of the Forth - Sir Alexander Forrester of Corstorphine-, 
and Sir Walter S. cott of Kirkurd - whilst the thirdq Master George-, 
Abernethyp was provost of., the collegiate kirk of Dumbarton. The 
8. Macdougallt james iiij. 82-3; SRO GD, 121/39. bundle 4. 
9. RMS, iig. no. 786. 
10. See Tables Iq II below, pp. 362-3v 367. 
I. I. Macdougallq James III 70-1ý 82-3. 
12* Ibid*l 469 54. 
74. 
Y) 
last-named did witness both chartersq but this hardlý, represents 
a, lengthy spell of'association with the earl of Crawford., Mere 
mention can be made'of Patrick Col3bouryn-and Richard Clark, - 
incidental witnesses of'charters issued by-th6earl"in, Edinburgh 
in'1468 and 14709 and though membership of the-earl's affinity 
might be-more likely in'the case of. -Alexander Baldowie, -- 
Master Andrew BellqýJamea Cairncross and John'Moncur " variously 
With-Cr8wford"at venues in Forfarshire'in 1465 and 1467 - there is 
no evidencs beyond their'several'solitary attestationsýto suggest 
this* An Angus laird - Alexander Lovell of Sallumbis, who was 
with the'sarl in Dundee in, March"1469/70-- and-three probable- 
13 
kinsmen of the earl " Walter, W Iliam andRobert Lindsayl who 
witnessed Crawford writs respectivelylin-Edinburgh-in, Ouly 1465, in 
Dundee-in January 1464/5'and at Meigle in 1467 - can be treated no 
more fully. William Auchterlonie--of that ilk and David'Dempster 
of Carestong two other Angus'lairds who are known, to have, witnessed only 
one-cf-the earl's writs- a'charter given'-in Dundee an 31-'March'1466 - 
14 
were atleast nominated as bailies to'give sasine following thereupon. 
To be added to the list of apparently incidental early 
associates of the earl are three of the members of hissight-strong 
councilq summoned to"assist at Affl: eck in the conclusion of an 
agreement between Crawford and the-laird of'Affleck on-16 March 
15 
1466/7. Indeedq' of, Michael Durham*of the'Grange (of Monifieth), 
John,. Balbirnia of Invereighty and Ochn -'Lour of 
that ilk there is 
13. Walter Lindsay - who was almost certainly not the Sth earl's 
uncle and sometime tutor - was, probably an ageing former associate 
of previous earls of Crawford: SRO, GD 150, no. 102; Rylandsq 
Crawfordq box 8, no. 38. 
14. NLS, Ch. 5848. 
is. RMS9 #9 no. 1038. 
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alrýoat nothing to be said at all, let alonq, * arty further evidence 
of a connexion with the earl of Crawford. All were Angus lairds 
but none'are known to have been Crawford tenants; 'the Grange and 
Invereighty were held of the drowng 
16 
whilst Lour was probably 
hold of the earl of Rothes until October 1464 and thereafter of 
the Guthries of'that ilk'. 
17 - Durham,, the 'On . ly one of'-the three 
to witness the agreement, took sasine of theGrange in 1437 and 
is 
had been succeeded by 14869 whilstýBalbirnia appears to'have 
died between 1483 and 1494.19 ý No record consults&has yielded 
any further reference to'3ohn Lour. 
Rather more significant than'the-appearance andýdisappsarance 
of, a quantity of fbirds of passage' is the fact that's number of 
individuals of undoubted importance, to the earl during the 1460s 
wete-apparently no longOr-'within his orbit after, the end ofýthat 
decade. Master-Nicholas Graham,, 'notary public and vicar of 
Kirkpatrickp'was'with the earl an no'fewer than six'recorded,. - 
occasions between'January 1463/4 and September 1466 
20 
-and was, also 
named in: English safe.; -conducts of 11 March'1465/6 a'nd, 28 November--' 
1468 as one of'these-entitled to travel; in the earl's company. 
21 
The abrupt'and to thi's fairly concentrated record of, association 
with the earl suggests'that he died at'some time-, in-the, late'1460s. 
If Graham was the earl's secretaryp his shortý-lived successor, 
described as the bearer 'af, this"officep would'have, been Master Andrew 
I- 11 111t 
16. ER, ix, 657, 770; RSS9 i. no. 1986. 
17. RMSp ii, no. 814. 
18. 
., 
Lft ix,, 657; Arb. Lib., iiq 247. * 
19. HMC Rep. vii, App. , 721; ER, x# 770. 
20. See Tables Is, II belowp pp. 3629 267. 
21, CDS, iv, no. 1366, 1382. 
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Lyle, who witnessed a, single writ of the-earits given on 4 
October 1468.22 
Inference-of, death is not required in the cases. of three 
others. - Master, Ogmes 
Lindsayg chanter of. Moray and a, possible 
23 kinsman , of the ý earl, - died on 11 April 1468, " having been named 
in the English safe-canduct, of March 1465/6 
24 
and witnessedfour 
writs drawn up in the'earlis, presence-, between January 1464/5 and 
25 
April 1467. One ofýthe, writs shows, -that 
he was withýthe comital 
council at Affleck in March 1466/7t: althoughi, 
6eema 
not to have 
been a councillor himself. 
26 krather-bettsr-knownýMasts'r 3ames 
Lindsayq laird ofýCovington and-at the time of his-association 
with,, the fifth earl of Crawford the keeper of-the privy, seal and 
27 
provost of, Lincludenj, was dead by. June 14699, having been with 
the earl as a witness of writa dated in Edinburgh,. ýn, February 
28 1463/4 and at Hamilton Castle, in, October 1465. An, undoubted 
kinsman of the earll-he was, slso, his ksspsr, qf-Crswford Castlet 
bailia-of Crawford-Lindsay and a tenant in the same lordship, - 
allýpy, gift of the fourth earl of_Crawford. 
29 This seems sufficient 
to distinguish Lindsay from other-ggyarnment fig4res, who attested 
the earl's earlier-writag even though it is doubtful whather, Master 
3ames's career was ever much. oriented-towards perving,, the earls 
of Crawford;, his first patrons, had been, th8 seventh and eighth earls 
of. Douglas 
30 
and he spent most, of-the 1460s. in royal, emoloy. 
31 
22. ' See Tablb'II below, " p. 367. 
23. Wattq Fastil 224, 
24. CDS, no. 1366. 
25. See Tables Iaq II belowq pp. 3629 367. 
26. RMSP ii, no. 1038. 
27. Macdougallq James 111,819 86. 
28, Sao Tables Iaq II belowt pp. 362p 367. 
29, NLS, Acc, 54749 bundle 58. 
30. See above, p. 34. 
31, Macdougallq James-II-I 52. He wasp nevertheless, with the 4th earl 
of Crawford in June 1449, and it is possible, given the convenient 
hiatus in his bearing of royal office as keeper of the privy seal, 
that he lent assistance to the young fifth earl of Crawford during 
the later 1450s: RMS, ii, no. 1705. 
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Another of those named in the safe-conduct of March 1465/6 
was, David Hay of Naughton,,, 
32 
who was one of three persons 
granted pensions by, the fourth earl of Crawford to be paid 
out of his own, annuity, of-100 marks drawn upon the customs 
of Dundee. , After the earl's death in September 1453, these 
pensioners. were paid directly by the custumarsq and the sums 
are thus noted in their accounts. ",, Hay dr8Wýa pension of 
twenty marks yearlyt.,, continuing to, be paid'directly until-- 
theýWhitsunday term of 1467,33 between which date'and 3 July-, 
1469,. he died., leaving a minor heir. , The poned: on wasýevidently 
heritablep for, James Hay of Naughton took sesine*., thersof by, the 
earl's, precept on, A March 147V2,34_ ý No contact between this-- 
laird of Naughton and Crawford seeme, to be recorded. - " 
It-is probably reasonable to suppbse, that'Patrick Gardyhe 
35 
of &at ilk --one of CraWford's councillors-in March 1466/7 , 
and known, to have accompanied the earl on, ons further'occasion 
inýSeptsmber, 1465 36_, and Gavin Graham "a witness of charters 
given at Maigle, in, Auguat 1467'and in, Edinburgh'in November- 
1468 37_ were genuine, parttakers of-the aarlgalthough'it is 
difficult, to say why theLr connexion with him should have spanned 
such brief-periods. - . Gardyne, an, AngLis laird whQLhsld., Gardyne 
38 39, in. chief of-theýcrownj , was, evidently'still,.. alive in, 1468,, 
and may not have died until more-than. -ten years later. 
40- 
-- 
32. CDSq ivp no. 1366. 




of Charters and Other Deeds belonging to the Earl of 
Erroll (photostat copy held by NRAS)# no. 87. 
35. RMS9 ii, no. 1038. 
36, See Table II below, p. 367. 
37. See Table Is belowp p. 362. 
38. ER, vi, 179, 
39. Arb. Lib., iij 158. 
40,, &MS# ii, no. 1377; ADC9 106. 
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Notwithstanding this evidence of instability, it transpires 
that earl David's affinity was not in a wholly fluid'state around 
1470* There were, in particularg six Angus lairds - ars more 
correctlys four lairds and the heirs to two of them - who were 
inherited as parttakers by the earl, and whose cpnnexion with him 
can in all cases be traced into the 1480s. Four of these men - 
Thomas Ogilvy of Clovaq David Fatheringham of Powrie and Thomasq 
his son and heirt and Philip Lindsay of the Haugh - formed half 
41 
of the earl's council as listed in March 1466/7 and can be 
treated as the core of Crawford's non-clerical affinity during 
at least the first two decades of his adult life. ---The other 
two Angus lairds - Master Oavid Guthrie of that ilk and his son 
and heir Sir Alexander - were of importance to the earl - 
respectively during the first and third decades of his adult 
life. With the addition of the earl's. brother Sir'Alexander, 
Lindsay of Auchtermoonzie - who# though not an inherited 
parttaker was in some degree ready-maday and is found in 
the earl's company chiefly during the 1470s and 1480s - the 
essential lairdly elements of Crawford's affinity have been 
summed up. 
42 
Thomas OgilvY of Clove is said to haye sided with the 
Lindsays against his own surname at the battle of Arbroath in 
1445/69 as a result being rewarded with the lands whereby he-was, 
Styl8d. 
43 Be that as it may, a plain 'Thomas Ogilvy' was with 
David (II)q third earl of Crawford in 1442,44 Clove was certainly 
41* RMS9 iiq no. 1038. 
42. Rylandsq Crawfordq box 89 no. 779. -shows service an the earl's 
council by sir Alexander Guthrie and the earl's brother in 1491. 
43. Lindsayq Lives of the Lindsays, 1.131. 
44. SROy GO 150t no. 102. 
79,. 
45 
a Crawford lordship and Ogilvy was styled lof'Clovat'from at 
least 1451f 
46 though it is clear that at no stage was he in 
possession of the whole barony* Parts of Clove were-grainted 
by the second earl of Crawford to Sir 3ohn Ramsay of Carnack 
in 1421 47 and remained with his'family until 14701, 'wh'en"an 
heiressp 3anet Ramsay, spouse of one David Lindsay, resigned 
48-ý 
them to the fifth earl. The following year the earl granted 
49 
these lands to Ogilvyq but there remained part's of the barony 
hold by Lindsay of Leth'not,,, 
50 , and - probably oth'er', parts retained 
as the earl's property. 
51- ý Ogilvy's tenancy within'the Crawford 
inheiitance was extended on 20 April 1453 when', the fourth earl 
granted himg for his'homag Ia and service"aiid'in conjunct infaftment 
with his spouse Elizabeth Dodglast the lands of Balloch and' 
52 
Pitnecree in the barony of Alyth. Thereafter Ogilvy'i: i found 
named in the English 'Safe-ýcanduct of 11 March'1465/6 
53 
-'granted 
to the fifth earl and'between 1466 and 1478' as's witness' of 'eight 
of the earl' a charters and three -other writs drawn' Op`in his 
presence - mostly at Iocations 'in Anguig but-atýleast o6c'e'in 
L. dinburgh. 
54 He is also knownto'hive'been appointed bailie 
55,, 
by the earl to give sasine an four'occasi6ni. On 11 August 
1468 OgilvyIsIcounselq aid and goodoffices'-were'recognized 
when earl David feued to him the whole toun'of 
Alyth for forty 
marks yearly. 
56 The'feu-charter terms Ogilvy th'e'earlI6, -kihsman, 
45. SR02 GO 121/3, bundle 2. 
46. Spalding Misc. t iu, 4. 
47. SRO, GO 16/2, no. 1. 
48. NRA. Survey, no. 145., 
49. Ibid 
50. SR09 GD 16/13, no. 5; 'RMSqTiiq no. 1420. 
51. See belowq pp* 3209 325. 
no. 769. 52. ibid. 
53, CEDLE, iv, no. 1366.. 
54. See Tables Is and b. II below, pp. - 
55. NLS9 Ch. 5848; SRO, GD 16/13, no. 6; GD 121/39 bundle 16; 
Rylands, Crawford, box t. 
56. SRO. 9 , 
GD 16/129 nos. 5 and 6-. (two slightly different copies)- 
RMISD iii,, no. 693. 
80. 
I 
probably because his first cousin, Marjoryp was the earlts 
57 
grandmot er. 
Ogilvy's last known contact with the, earl comes with a charter 
of 6 3uly 1482# whereby-he was confirmad'in his lands, of-Clova 
'for his service and great labours'. 
58 By this date Ogilvy 
was probably advanced in yearst and may well have been, too infirm 
to attend the earl with any regularity. He was dead by 23 August 
14909 when his grandson Thomas was seized in the Alyth lands, 
59 
his son and apparent heir Alexander being presumed to have 
predeceased him. 
60 Aside from the lands in Clove and Alyth, 
Ogilvy hold lands in the barony of Cortachy from-1473 and the 
lands of Inshewan from 1484 - both of the king. 
61 
David Fatheringham of Powrisq though taking his lairdly 
style from lands hold of the Ogilvies of that ilkv 
62 
seems to 
have enjoyed a lengthy association with the earls of Crawford. He 
is probably to be identified with, the David Fotheringhamt squirst 
who witnessed a charter of Alexandsrý(I), the second earlp in Dundee 
an 24 August 1438.63 Given that the son and apparent heir of the 
laird of Powris was of sufficient age to take part, in-the 
perambulation of Auchterlownie, in, 1465p this would not seem 
impossible* 
64 Thisq howeverg. is-Of smaýl importance. -,. It 
was clearly the councillor of March 1466/7 who was granted -, 
Wester Brighty by Alexander (II)p fourth earl of Crawfordq for-, ' 
his 'homage and service I on, 15 'January 1449/50,65 and who 
reciprocated an the same. day with a parchment of considerable 
57. sp, 1.109-11 and 111,18; Lindsayp Lives of the LindsaYS, i. 133n. 
58. RMSt iit no. 1522; NRA, Survey no, 145* 
59, SR09 GD 16/129 no* lle 
60, Alexander Ogilvy was alive an 14 May 1482; Lainq Chrse, no. 379(3)o 
61. RMS9 iiq nos. 1123,15519 1§01. 
62, SR09 GD 121/3, bundle 47. Powris or Pouria is Nat* Grid ref. NO 
421346. 
63. RMS, iiq no. 768. 
64. Arb. Lib I iiq 146. David Fatheringham's apparent predecessor, 
Thomas, was alive on 20 February 1434/5: RMS9 ii, no. 1550. 
65. jbid. 9 no. 393. Middle Brighty is Nat. G--rTd' ref, NO 444388. 
al. 
significance for both his own heir and his lord's. This writ, 
a late example of 4 bond of retinueg committed Fotheringham's 
son and heir tquhasumevir he be? to be man 'in speciale-retinew 
and duelling' to the son and heir of the earl of Crawford. It 
is, doubtful whether many bonds existq whether of retinue or 
manrentv whose successful operation is so. comprehensively 
attested* 
66 
David Fatheringham's own period of association with the 
fifth earl was not great; he witnessed three of Crawfordts 
charters in 1466 and 1467 -!, two in Dundee and,, the other at, 
Arbroath --as, well as the writ issueo following the 
deliberations of the comital council in March 1466/7.67 
He was dead, by 21 May 14689 when his, son Thomas was retoured 
as his heiro 
68 By this time Thomas had already begun his 
career in the earl's service; he waal, most likely, the Thomas 
Fatheringham who witnessed a charter of the earlts given in 
Edinburgh on, 22 3anuary 1463/4p and he was certainly with the 
earl at the perambulation of Auchterlownie in,. September, 1465 
69 
and when serving as, a councillor at Affleck in March 1466/7.70 
He is subsequently found as a witness. of twenty of the earlts 
chartersq of which ton were certainly dated in Edinburghv six-, 
in Dundee and two at Brechin. _The last of, the twenty was given 
an 6 March 1489/90,71 He, witnessed a. further. six writs issued 
72 in the presence of the earl, twice acted as his procurator before 
66, SR09 GO 121/2/3t bundle 4, 
67, See Tables Iav II below, pp.. 362,, 367. 
68* SRO, GO 121/39 bundle 26. 
69. See Tables Iaq 119 belowt pp. 362,367. 
70, RMSt iit no* 1038,1 1- 
71* See Tables Is and b *below, pp. 362-3. 




the lards of council, was appointed the earl's bailie to 
I1 74'- 
give sasine on occasions in 1468,1472 and 1475, and also 
conveyed a charter to the exchequer audit of 1487 on the 
earl's behalf in order to show that a payment of ten marks 
yearly should be made out of the burgh forms of Forfar to 
75 
support a chaplain at the earlts chapel of Finavon. He 
died between 14 July and 30 October 1490.76 
All this seems a fair reflexion of lengthy and loyal 
servicov and the impression is reinforced by the prefatory 
remarks to be found in three writs whereby the earl conveyed 
lands to Fother-inghod- and, indeed, by the conveyances 
themselves. L8tters of 4 Octoberý1468 conferring various 
pieces of land in Angus upon Fotheringhom saw the earl refer 
to him as his flovit famyliare squyars' andq more interestingly, 
mention his service done or to be done 'till us in ours passage 
to the court of Rom , 819 
77 Reference to the 'faithful service 
and gratuitous and continuous labours freely given by the same 
Thomas to the said earl from his youth and for a long time past' 
is made in a charter of 16 July 1481. By this writ the earl 
VI 
confirmed to his 'kinsman and familiar squire# the lands of 
Wester Brighty and gave in addition the lands of Happas in the 
barony of Inverarity* 
78 Another charter, of 9 July 1486, 
conveyed to the earlts 'servant' half of the lands of Muirhouse 
79 in the same barony in blench form. The apparent basis for 
73. ADC, 18,79. 
74. SR09 GO 16/13,, nos. 6 V; Kirk6uddo Inventory, 139, no. 
Rylandsj, Crawfordq box E. 
75. ER, ix, 554. 
76. ER9 xg 215; SRO, GO 121/3, bundle 27. 
77* Ibid *. bundle 4. 
78. RMSt ii, no. 1497. N. 9 S11, E. 9, & W. Happas lie inýNat. Grid ref. aqq. 
No 44/41t 44/40, 
79, RMSY iiiq no. 1489. Muirhouse may now be represented at Nat. 
Gri , refo NO 392566 or 440362, neither of which is within the 
modern parish of Inverarity. 
1 83. 
Fotheringhem's kinship to the earl is the marriage between 
the laird's daughter Katherine and Sir David Lindsay of 
Seaufortq Crawford's first cousin. 
80 
Philip Lindsay of the Haugh'is known to have witnessed a 
total of eight writs issued by or in the presence of the first 
earl of. Crawford between 1465 and 1474, 
al 
and appears to have been 
the earl's cautioner for various tacks of the'lordship of Brachin 
. 
in 1480 and 1484.82 He was probably one of 
. the bailies, appointed 
83 by the earl to infeft Ogilvy of Clove in 1468. The instrument 
upon the perambulation of Auchterlownie in September 1465 describes 
Lindsay as constable of Finavon 
84 
and probably. explains, thereby 
why. Lindsay seems to have accompanied the earl in Edinburgh on 
only, one occasion. This was an hereditary officey statements to 
this effect by two nineteenth-century writers being barns out by 
evidence-from 1532. 
as The-same, two writers asemp, however, to be 
wide of the mark in both-expanding the name of his chief messuage to 
$the Haugh of Tannadical and offering, týe alternative 'Barnyards'. 
The Barnyards were indeed part of the Haugh of Tannadicat but 
they pertained to the regality of St Andrews, 
86, 
and it is clear 
that in. 1494 at least,, toe Lindsays of. the Haugh did not, aven hold 
the lands-, in tackv let alone in freehold. On, 18 June of that 
year Philip's successor Alexander and the latter's brother John 
were found to be wrongfully occupying the Barnyards, which had 6een 
set in tack to one John Shivas of Dempstertoun by the archbishop of 
80. H igh Inventoryq 11,90 18, 
al. S: e Tables la and bq II below, pp. 362-31 367'e, 
82. ER, ixg 576; Brach. Re Up 425-7. 
83, TR69 GD 16/12j, no. 7. One. of the bailies to whom the earl's 
precept was directed was a Philip Lindsay whose locational style 
is now illegible. This some Philip Lindsay did not in the event 
give sasines ibid., no. S. 
84. A- rb. Lib. 9 iiq 146. 
85. Jerviset Land of the Lindsays, 208; Warden,, Anque or Forfershire, 
v. 186; RSSI ii, no. 1234. 




' The Haugh as a whole lay, not merely in Tannadice 
but bestrode the South Eskq with part in the Forest of Plater 
and part in the barony of Finavon -both Crawford lordships. 88 
It is clear that the Lindsays of the Haugh held the Haugh, lin 
Finavontp 89 and although there is, a confusing indication that 
the-Haugh 
-of 
Finavonýlay in Plater (with the possible, alias of 
toath. lawt)990 this isýprobably to be taken literally. -, At any 
rate it, is plain that Philip Lindsay was a tenant of the earl of 
Crawford, in the Hought and in addition, it is likely that he-held 
91 lands within the Crawford lordship of, Glenesk. I There is no, 
mention at this time, of kinshipq however distant, between Lindsay 
I 
of the Haugh and Crawfordp, though it would seem highly, likely. 
92 
Crawford was csrtainlyýrelated to the Guthries, of that ilk, 
though procisely'how-is not readily-apparent; -the evidence comes 
from, unspecific references, to Master Divid Guthrie of that, ilk-- 
and his. 'son Alexander as the earl's kinsman. 
93 
: Nevertheless, 
the ties between the families were undoubtedly of some strength. 
Strictlyýspeakingt Master David Guthrie, like Master Oames 
Lindsayg, provost of Lincludeng was more a servant of, the crown 
than of the earl of Crawford. His career in government was 
both lengthy and variedq lasting fromý1461 until his death-in 
87. ADC9 328, 
ea. Retoursp iv Forfar, nos. 20,49,230; RMS9 ii, no. 1191. 
89, RSSp iiq no* 1234, 
go*. RetoursV ig-Forfarp nos. 2bg 2ý0, Barnyardst Tannadice and 
Dathlaw are Nat Grid, ref., NO 4785779.475581 and 475563. 
91. A gift of lands in Glenesk was made by the third earl of 
Crawford to a Philip Lindsay an 6 September 1442: Rylands, 
Crawfordv box B. no. 40. The family certainly held lands 
in Glenesk in 1532s RSS9 iiv no. 1234. 
92. The Philip Lindsay of 1442 was described by the earl as his 
tbeloved kinsman and squire': Rylandsp Crawford, box B. no. 
40* ý 
93, ' RMSt iir nos. 10789 17959 1940, 
85, 
the summer of 14749 
94 
and taking in the offices of treasurer, 
clerk registerv comptroller and captain of the guardqý service as 
one of the lards of the --, articles and membership of the royal 
council. 
95 On the other handg-Crawford being himself, one of 
the, principal royal servants of the reign of James 1119 spent 
sufficient time at court to retain contact with Guthrie, Moreover, 
it id"entirely possible that Guthrie's career owed something to 
Crawford's assistance. 
Guthrie, -was active in Angus*during the mid-and-lata. -1450s, 
96 
serving as sheriff of Forfar and, chamberlain of the-bishopric 
97 
of Brechin, and'acquiring the lands'and style of Kincaldrum- 
98 
, at some-time between December 1455 and November 1457 - inherited, 
it'can be presumady-from Master Alexander Guthrie of Kincaldrum, 
ijfio'was alive in"'14509 
99 
and who was'probably'an associate of David 
L. indsay'-(II)p third earl of Crawford, 
100 
Guthrie, witnessed four 
of'tho, 'fifth earl's charters - between 1466 and 1470-- two-iný 
Oundeev'one, at Arbroath and one in Edinburgh. 
ý01:, 
-ý He was also 
named in'the English safe-conduct'cfý28 November"1468 as one of 
those permitted to travel-through, England, to-France with, the" 
earl. 
102 In, March 1465, he-acquired tho'barony of Guthrieýfrcm 
Crawfordq though not inýa manner which left the earl, as lard 
103 
auperior, *for the'tranafer was, achieved-through substitution. 
94* ' The p'recept for , 
his son's 'sasine of I Guth , rie 
" 
was , issued an 8 
Aug. 1474: SROp GD 188/l/l. no. 7.. Master . 
Davido by then knighted, was still alive an 7 July 1474: ER9 
viiiq 225. 
95. Macdougallp 3ames 1119.100. 
96, Arb. Lib, q iiq 97, 
97. Brech. Regep it 189*, 
98. Arb. Lib, q'iiq 889 93,, ', 
99. RMS. iiq no. -494. 
100" Ibid*9 no. 768. 
101, See Table la below, p. 362. 
102, CDS, ivt no. 1382. 
103. The earl resigned Guthrie at Doune Castle an 22 March-1464/5 
and the king, granted the barony to Guthrie three days later: 
SRDP'GD 188/l/3p no,, I. - 188/l/l. no. 4. 
86, 
When at len4th Guthrie did become a tenant of the earl it was 
not. on a grand scale: an 2, September 1472 Crawford granted him 
Ifor, his, faithful servical, the patronage of the kirk of Kirkbuddo 
al. ang with six acres next to the kirk and pasturage for six 
104 
COWS* 
Sir Alexander Guthrie of that ilkq who took sasine of Guthrie 
in succession to his father, on 23 August 1474,105 is a more clear-cut 
example of a, magnatial parttakar. , 
Though receiving neitherýgifts 
nor bonds from the earl. of Crawford he witnessed six of his charters 
between 1486 and 1490 - three in Edinburgh, two in Dundee--andýone, - 
at Brachin 
106_ 
and accompanied the then duke at the-burgh-. court,. --, 
of, Montrose an 10. Octaber 1490.107 - He, is named, asýaýmember of 
108 
the earl's council. an S. July 1491, % and,, his record'of'service 
hints that he had enjoyed this status forýsome-yesrsý'beforehand. 
His seeming, absepce from, the earl's company prior to-this ,, 
four-year period may partly be explained by his tenure of office 
nort1h. of, the Tay at, a time when the earl'Iwas often based-in Edinburgh; 
he-was-the kingIs bailie of the thanageýof Kincardine, in succession 
to his father from 1474 until 14809 
109, 
and, moreýsignificantlyq- the 
earl of'Crawford's depute as sheriff, of Forfar during a period. 
which spenned at leasý, the years 1478-1483,110 - Crawford's power 
of patranage, may, here have-been exercised indirectlyq throughýthe 
promotiop, pf his, capdiýate for a royal bailiery, as well as 
directly. through the, appointment of his own sheriff-rdeputs. It 
104. RMS9- ii,, no. 1078* 
105, SR09 GD 188/1/19 no. 7, 
106, See Table Ib below, p. 363. 
107. Brech. Req. p iij 136. 
108, Rylandsq Crawford, box B. no. 77, 
109, ER, viiiq 2769 357t 424p 516; 591; ix, ll* His father held 7hý office for the last two or three years of his life: 
ER, viiiý 185t 225. 
110. ADCt 7t 119 38; ADAt 95v 1009 114*. The earl of Crawford was 
sheriff of Forfar 1466-88: RMS, ii, no. 886; Lindsayq Lives of 
the Lindsaypj iq 456-7# 1 
87t 
may even have extended later to helping Guthrie to avoid the 
consequences of his lack of integrity in carrying out the duties 
of office* Manias improperly appropriated by Guthrie as 
sheriff-depute'of Forfar may have been recovered by distraint, 
ill 
but'he seems to have ascaped'paying off accumulated arrears-from 
his time as bailie of Kincardine until 1501.112 If he was indeed guilty 
of packing a jury of inquest with, men of tconsanguinite"and affinitel 
to Thomas Fotheringham of Powris, - as was alleged in-October 1479,113 
it is difficult to believe that the earl wholly disapproved of his 
action. , Guthrie, ralinquished both, offices,, but neither Crawford's 
authority north of the Tay nor his ability to shield him were much 
diminished. Fotheringham of Powrie'took over as bailie, of 
Kincardine in 1483,114 and he contrived to-delay until the 
exchequer audit of Ouly 1487 before declaring thatý,. ths, lack of 
any lands-or'goods belonging to Guthrie within his bailiery made 
distraint therein, for his arrears impossible. 
115 - Whilat this, 
necessitated the-sending of letters to the sheriff of Forfar to see 
whether'he could da'any better# Fotheringham would-have, known', - 
perfectly well'that-the sheriff, was his and Guthrials'mutusl lordq 
and he probably judged that the chances of'successful diitraint 
were small. ' Bearing-Guthrie's case in mind, the earl's resentment 






59 lppV 114*., 
- 112. LR9 ixt 131-2.1759 274-5,316-17t 397f 480-1; x. 111-12, 
215-16,, 289-909 33&-91 413-14,497-89*547-8? xi, 3-4,170t 
- 283-4. , 
113. ADC? 38. - 
114. ER, ix, 274. 
115. Ibid. f 480. 
116. Lindsayy Lives of the Lindsaysq 1.456-7. 
88. 
Sir Alexander Lindsay of Auchtermoonzie, the earl's 
brotheri who was to become the seventh earl of Crawford after 
the death of-his younger nephew John at Flodden, 
117 
was named 
among the members of the comital council to be convened ,, 
following aýwrit of 8 July 1491. 
lie 
Prior to-this he was a 
witness to six of the earl's charters between"1469170 and, 1489"- 
three in Edinburgh and thres, in Dundee. 
119 He also acted as 
procurator for his brother before the lords of council in a case 
against the-late master of Crawford's-widow an B'March 1491/2 and 
4 February 1492/39 
120 
and was appointed procurator on 1-November 
resign the office-of sheriff of Forfar an the earl's 
behalfo 
121 Evidence of his good offices goes no further, but 
the glowing'terms of's charter which he received from his brother 
an 6 March 1489/90'suggest more than has survived on-recordi the 
'gift was for 'his'services oo and his manifold costs and expenses 
an the said-duke's behalf in the king's servicev, (and)-for. keeping 
the honour of the-said duke... 1.122 , It is possible-that'this 
refers to services rendered ati, or"during the weeks leading up to 
the battle of Sauchisburn in June 1488 - Lindsay certainly- 
witnessed the 'nine Aberdeen articles' as one of James III's 
'Commissioners in negotiations, with, the king's opponents in, May 
1488.123 
This charter conveyed to Sir Alexander the whole baronies . 
of Fern and Inverarity' albeit reserving free tenement to Crawford, 9 
Excluded from thisýcandition were certain portions of Fern already 
1179 SP9 iiip 24. - 
lie. Rylanday Crawford, box B. no. 77. 
119, See Tables Is and b. -, below, pp, ' 362-3*,, 
120, ADC, 2279 271* 
121, Rylandsp Crawfordq box B. no, 69, 
122, RMS9 ii, no, 1938, 
123, Macdougallp James 111,248, 
89. 
granted to Sir Alexander in blench farm by charters of 22'June 
1486 and'31 July 1487, with the earlier of1the two referrin .g 
124 to-'brotherly love$ and Iservice"as having prompted the gift. 
The lands of. Auchtermoonzis inTife werat for their part, not held 
of'the earl, although they were resigned by Crawford-in favour of 
his brother 
125_ 
apparently before 9 March 1469/70, on which date 
an'unknighted Alexander Lindsay first appears as 'of Auchtermoonziet 
126 
Margaret Dunbart dowager countess-of Crawford and mother of David 
and'Alexander Lindsayq had brou6ht the lands, which lay in the- 
regality of St Andrewsq into the Crawford patrimony as heiress 
127 
to Sir David Dunbar of Cockburn, 
The gifts which Crawford'bestowed, upon, his brother wereq 
however, ' not-a, matter-simply''of'tangible reward for tangible 
service. ''' Sir Alexander's value'to his brother'seems in part to 
-forý: the laird'of Auchtarmoonzie have been ofýa*financial'natureP 
evidently had-accessv for reasons which are not'obviousq'ýto 
considerable quantities of cash. Behind the charter of 31 July 
1467 was Sir Alexander's redemption on, his brotherla behalf of 
the'lands of Dunbog in Fife, held under, raversion, by Alexander' 
Inglisýof-Tarvit. ' It appears that Dunbagg together'with 
Countryhills, both--being, in-the batony'ýof'Ballinbreich, were 
128 
redeemable from wadset'for a total of L570 13s 4d. Theýlgiftl 
of Fern and-Inverarity, in spite of the services, mentionedv* was-'- 
in fact's sale for an unsoacified sum. 
129ý-. Sir Alexander's resources 
were, also put to use in an attempt to resolve a dispute between 
124, RmS. iiq nos'. 16919 1938. 
125. Haigh InV8ntoryv it 91-2. - 
126, Rylandsq Crawfordt box E. 
127, Haigh Inventoryq it 91-2; Dunlop, Kennedy, 144, 
128. *RMS9 iiv no. 1691; ADC9 102*. 
129. RMS, iiq no., 1938. 
90. 
James III on the one part and the earl of Angus and Thomas 
Fotheringham of Powrie on the other. concerning the lands of 
Balmuir in Angus. 
13G.. -, An indenture, between Lindsay and 
Fotheringham, sh, ows that Sir Alexander was prepared to pay 
out, a total in excess of L380 to the king, and the earl of, 
Angus. -in order to, obtain Balmuir and then offer the lands to 
131 Fotheringham at something, of a discount. 
The degree of stability in the outer reaches of Crawford's 
affinity is rather more, difficult to judge.., There were certainly 
some-persons whose more intermittent association with the earl 
of Crawford spanned many yearst' but-the evidenceýfor most of 
the earlts touter circle' of parttakers - excepting those whose 
ties-can be dated from a bond of, manrent or from one of, the earl's 
two marriages - is, rather too restricted to admit a complets, ý-- 
distinction between men having, ties with the earl from the early 
years of his adult life and men whom the earl draw into'his-- 
affinity later an* 
Of those who give the impression of a--long-term connexion 
with the earl the highest-ranking are the first and second Lords 
132 Innermeath - Walter Stewart and his son and heir Thomas. Walterg 
the husbandv auspiciouslyt of one Margaret, Lindsayp 
133 
was with the 
sari as a witness of two charters given, in Edinburgh in-November,, 
1468 and March 1470/1 
134 
and was serving as the earl's sheriff-depute 
of Forfar in 14789 
135 
no doubt preceding Sir Alexander Guthrie of 
130. Macdougall 9 James 111 200. 
l3l. '"SR09' GD 121/39 bundleO19. The indenture failed to bring the 
matter immediately to a successful conclusion: Og., 1199 
350;. ADA9 1509 189-90. 
132. SP, vq 4, 
133. RMS, ii, no. 1481. 
134. See Tables Is and b belowq pp. 362-3. 
135. ADA9 64. 
911, 
that ilk in the office. The credibility of Thomasq Lord 
Innermeath, as an ally of the earl of Crawford'is enhanced 
by the fact that he shared the sarVs political,. alignment,, 
for he is known to have supported James III during the crisis 
of 1488.136 This and his father's service to the earl seems 
sufficient to distinguish himt along with the lairds of 
Auchtermoonzis and Guthrie, as one of the genuine adherents 
of the earl named to serve an the comitallcouncil in-1491.137 
Another who is fairly convincing as a long-term adherent of 
the earl is. -John Dempster of Auchterlessv whov in doing homage 
to the-bishop of Brechin on 4 May 1468, specifically excluded 
not only his allegiance to the king but also his service to"' 
the earl of Crawford. 
138 Precisely why he owed service-. to the 
earl is unclear; he seems neither to. have given Crawford, ýa bond 
nor. to have hold land of him, in fee and heritage, although he- 
did apparently hold Gleneffock in the earl! s lordship of-Glenesk 
in tack. 
139 His connexion with the earl-seemsy nevertheless,, to 
have been real enough: he witnessed charters given-by Crawford in 
Dundee in March 1469/70 and at Brechin in-April 1472,140 and-acted 
as the earl's procurator before the lords'-auditors an 17 May 1491.141 
Whether or not Crawford had a hand in'securing for Dempster the 
chamberlainry of the royal lordship of Brechin and Never, it seems 
likely that the appointment-of the laird of Auchterless to the 
office in 1470 was of some eventual benefit to the earl. 
142 
Crawford held the loidship of Brechin and Navar by gift of James III 
136. Macdougallp James 111,2479 2529 256;. IA9 il 92. 
137. Rylandsq Crawfordq box B. no. 77. 
138, Brech. Req., iiq 110, 
139* ADA. 1759 180. Gleneffock is Nat. Grid ref. NO 454787, 
140. See Tables Is and b below, pp. 362-3. 
141. AD& 154. 
viii, 74. 142. ER 
92. 
from 1473 until 1477, and it seems highly likely that Dempster, 
who reappears as royal chamberlain in the latter year, would have 
been kept in office by the earl during this five-year period. 
143 
More than this, it appears that Crawford persisted in raising mails 
of the lordship for some years after his infeftment had been 
revokedq and D"pater proved unable - or perhaps unwilling - to 
recover these issues. 
144 Contact between members'af an affinity 
is exemplified by an exchange of lands between the laird of 
Auchterless, and the first Lord Innermeath on 27 March 14789 with 
Dempster's charter of excambium being witnessed by Thomas 
Fatheringhem of Pawrie, and three others who can be shown to 
have had linkag albeit-tenuous'g with'the earl of Crawford. 
145 
Of, any, connexionýbetween Henry Ramsay of Newtibber and the 
earl thereAs nothing to be said other than that he witnessed 
a Crawford charter given at Arbroath in September 1466 and lent 
his assistance along with a body of more clear-cut parttakers of 
the earl at an examinationýof the boundaries of Camustans undertaken 
for the benefit of Sir, Thomas Maule of Penmure in November 1481,146 
The laird of Panmure might himself be taken as-the earl's man, for 
he wawCrawford's tonant'in*the lands of Camustans in the barony- 
147 
of Downie and, witnessed a resignation, in-the earl's'hands at 
, 148 the latterls, lgreatýhousel in Dundee in, January 1464/5, The 
perambulation of Camustane might be construed as'an expression of 
paternal concern an the earl's partq if not merely an example of 
143. -. RMS,, ii, no. 1111; ER, vii,, p7., lxv; viii, 440. 
144. Ibid., 440,4849 617; ixp S6.132t 173;. LoAq 123, 
3.45, RM§.,, iig no. 1377. The others were Patrick Gardyne of that 
ilk, James Rhind of Broxmouth and Master William Meldrum, 
vicarg and later bishop of Brechin: see Table II below,, p. 367; 
Rylandsq Crawfordq box B. no. 77. The exchange was notv 
however# entirely successful: ADA9 69-70. 
146. See Table II below, p. 367, NewkOIre is two.. Naobjýjiotj Zo jVawkVj& rarish 
147. Panm. Req. p 11,251-2. 
148* See Table II below, P. 367, 
93. 
a superior carrying out his lawful responsibilities. On the 
otherýhandq it is'noteworthy that two*more certain adherents 
of the earl - Walterp Lord Innermeathq'and Sir Alexander Guthrie 
of'that ilk. -ý appear to have connived at the wrongful service of 
a brieve of prodigali . ty upon the laird of Penmure, and that Sir 
Thomas sought remedy not from Crawford's justice, but from the 
kihgls. 149 
The names of some long-standing members of the 'outer circle? 
of the earl's affinity may have been overlooked, but it would be 
unrsas 
i onsble to a- ttempt further to wring out the , available evidence 
of service , and attendance. The rest of the earl's wider affinity 
has to be treated'as having been'built around th . ase'stable elements 
which already existed in the mid-1460s, Superficially the most 
promising evi'dence for the extension of the earl's affinity comes 
with'the four bonds of manrdnt which the earl is'known to have 
received. Howevert' the bonds turn out to be isss than satisfactory 
on' two counts: all were given by'the earl's kinsmsn, ýand ought 
therefore to have been unnece'ssaryland all were givenýfor tangible 
considerations. The motivesýbehind the bonds can thus be called 
into-question; something other than the prospect of mutual"service 
might well have'inspiied týemq-and it does transpire that evidence 
for'the'bondst creation of-successful lord-man relationships"ii 
extremely meagre* 
of three bonds concerning Angus lairds the earliest-is that 
given by th8, manýfor whose benefit the comital council was assembled 
149, ADA9 64. 
94. 
in 1466/7: John Affleck of that ilk. 
150 
- His bond is lost, 
but the renewal of the bounds of Affleck was done taking into 
account $his service and manrent made and to be made til us 
for all the dais of his life'. Given that the same, document 
states specifically that Affleck was not hold of the earl of 
Crawfordq but of the king, it is clear that Afflack's manrent- 
cannot be confused with homage. Some form of written bond 
seemsq thereforeq extremely likelyo even though, it could be 
considered limited in its aims. There is a strong hint, of 
earlier, acrimony between the, contracting parties, for both,. 
Affleck and his father are. said to have suffered because of 
the delay in demarking the bounds - theLe ranewaL had originall. 4 
4ýsn pmmi'sed b! l the tkircl earL - and 4esidesp earl David undertook 
not to troublo, Affleck in his possession of th8 landsp nor to 
claim-superiority. On, -, the other hand Affleck is called the ,, 
earVs Ilovit causing and squiere' (though, the basis, for kinship 
is unknown) and. it has been alleged that the Afflecks, -of that ilk 
151 
were hereditary armour-bearers to the earls of CrawfordO 
There is-only scanty further material available for Affleck's 
biography, and what there is does little to emphasize a-connexion. 
with the earl of Crawford. He was retoured heir to-his father 
in. Afflock'., on 1 February 1453/4152 and took sasine of-another 
possession - qella in the barony of Cortachy. 
153, 





Ogilvy of Cloval54_ around the same time. Along with 
4 
his son and apparent heir he was nominated as an ad hoc bailie by 
150. RMSv ii, no. 1038. Afflock is Nat. Grid ref. NO 494388. 
151. Jervisep Land of the Lindsays, 207, 
152. RMS, ii, no. 1038. 
153. ER, vil 181; RMS9 ii, no, 598. Gella is Nat. Grid ref. 'RO 375656* 
154. SR09 GO 16/13, no. a. 
951, 
155 
the earl an 16 July 1481 and he was one of those who gave 
their advice in the agreement between Crawford and Thomas Mauls 
of Panmure on 25 November 1481.156 This represents the sum 
total of his known service, He had been succeeded by 30 October 
157- 1490, when his son Hugh is found as laird of Affleck. I 
Of the two bonds for which there is mors'positive evidence 
the earlier was made by John Carnegie of Kinnaird on 4 November 
1480. This bond too is lostv but canýsafely be assumed from 
a, bond of, maintenance 
158 159 
and's charter for 'service and manrentlp 
both issued to Carnegie at Brechin on 4 Nosýember 1480'by the earl 
of'CraWford. The gift was of the lands of Tillybardine in the 
lordship of Gleneskv 
160 
and was to', last only during the earlts 
lifetime - it was'thus tailored to the personal relationship 
implied'in an exchange of bondso ýCarnegie is called tricht usl 
belufit, cusing' by the earll but the nature of the relationship-' 
161 
is unknown. The bond is of interest in that it'seems to 
indicate an attempt, by-the earl'of Crawford to improve'relations 
with the Carnegies of Kinnaird. ' In 1452 John Carnegie's father 
Walter had'sided withýthe earl of Huntly against the fourth earl 
of Craivford, in spite of the apparent kinship between the familiesq 
162 
and the latter's response was to burn'Kinneird-Castlee Any 
reconciliation between the families may have been difficult until 
both, protagonists were dead# and though Alexander Lindsay'died ,' 
155. SR09 GO 121/3, bundle 27. ' 
156. See Table II belowq p. 367, 
, 157,, 
SRO,, GO 121/3, bundle 27. 
158. Fraser, Southeskv 11,251. 
159. Ibid.; HMC Rep. vii, App., 720. 
160. 'Tulyberin' is taken to be Tillybardine Nat. Grid ref. 
NO 489731. 
161. A plausible suggestion that it was because Walter, father 
of John Carnegie, married a, Lindsay has been offered: 
Fraserv Southesk, ip 199 21. 
162, HMC Rep. vii, App., 720; Fraserp Southesk, 1.18. 
96. 
in 14539 Walter Carnegie was not succeeded until May 1479, 
when 3ohn took sasine of his inheritance. 
163 Thus would the 
timing-of the bond seem appropriate. Nevertheless, the success 
of the bond is impossible to judge; Crawford and Carnegie are 
not otherwise unequivocally recorded as having been in the same 
place at the same time. Crawford was among the auditors sitting 
in judgement on 3 March 1478/9 upon a case of sPuil3i8 involving 
a 3ohn Carnegieg but the verdi'c't'was not favourable. 
164 This'was, 
of coursev before both the bond and Carnegie's succeeding to 
Kinnairdv but it is worth noting that Carnegiels'accomplice 
was Ochn Dempster of Auchterless. 
Third of the known bond-makers is Sir David Lindsay of Beaufort, 
He too was a kinsman of the earl, but in this case the relationship 
is Clear: the two men were first cousins. 
indeed David's father, 
Walter Lindsay of Kinblethmont was not merely uncle to earl David 
165 
but also tutor during his minority. The'absence of their names 
from the witness lists of Crawford charters suggests that neither 
Walter nor 6is son spent much time in the 
I earl's . company. Nonetheleasq 
the tie's between the two branches of the Lindsay family are difficult 
to ignore* 
Walter Lindsayt who was styled $of Beaufort' following his 
acquisition in 1458 of part of Beaufort-and the Aird in the sheriffdom 
166 
of Inverness from a co-heiress of the line of Fenton, of Beaufort, 
received a string of charters from his nephew between 1465 and 1471* 
Through these chartersq in which, the earl referred to the service 
163, HMC Rep. vii, App*v 720o 
164. -ADAV 68. 
165. Haigh Inventary-p iip 3. 
166, Jbid,; RMSt ii, no. 645. ' 
97, 
frendered and to be rendered' by his 'beloved uncleIq Walter 
Lindsay gained possession of the lordship of Strathnairn and 
fractions of the lands and mill. -of Inveriscandys and all of the 
lands of Ed3sll and KnokhoY, t all in the lordship of Glanesk. 
167 
From an unknown date he also held the davoch of Cairncross within 
the same lordshipq 
168 
and in January 1469/70 he inherited Leckaway in 
the Crawford barony of Fern from his late brother William. 
169 
His status as laird of Kinblethmont is less clear; the barony, 
though not included in the Crawford entail of 1421 
170 had 
evidently been incorporated into the inheritance by 1470.171 
Walter Lindsay was dead by 1 September 1475, an which date 
his son and heir Sir David was granted the whole barony of Fern 
by the earl of Crawford in security for the lands of Strathneirn 
in the sheriffdom of Invernesep in case he were unable to enjoy 
the latter. 
172 Later that year he was confirmed as heir in 
his father's Glenesk propert ea. 
173 As Sir David Lindsay of 
Beaufort -a style he adopted more than thirteen years before being 
* 
retoured heir to his father's horthern possessions 
174 
_ he seems 
to have been helped by the, earl, in May 1482 to secure under 
175 
reversion a further portion of the mill and lands of Inveriscandye* 
167. See key to Table let p, ý364. 
Inveriscandys. is Nat. grid 
ref. NO 621671* Knakhay appears to be lost. - 
168. Rylandsq Crawfordq box E (David Lindsay of Beauforts 25 
(recta 24)9 Sept. 1475). 
169. Haigh Inventaryv iiq 5. North Leckaway-is Nat. grid, 
- ref. NO 430491. 
170. Haigh Inventoryp iv. 24-ý5; SRO,,, GD, 121/3, bundle-, 2. 
171. RMS9 iiq no. 3575. 
172. Rylandsv Crawfordq box E. This proved unnecessary, for the 
earl'-was able to grant Fern to his brother in Mar. 1489/90: RMS9 
ii, no, 1938., 
173. Rylandsv Crawfordq box E (David Lindsay of Beaufort: 25 Sept. * 
1475; 30, Dct., 1475). 
174. He appears as 'of Beaufartf on 13 Mar. 1480/1 and was retoured 
heir to his father in tthe chief and principal quarter part of 
Beaufort' on 31 Oct. 1494: ZMSI ii, no. 1469; Haigh Inventaryp 
iiq 7. 
175. Ibid. # 9-10- 
98, 
. 
On 7 3uly 1484 the master of Crawford gave him a seven year 
tack of the'landa'af Balmyle in the barony of Meigle, to 
176 
commence upon the earl's death, and at lengthq an 9 May 
1486 the earl gave his cousin a bond-of maintenance. 
177 In 
return for Lindsay's manrent the earl bound himself not only 
to Imayntens suple and defend' his Ilovit cusing and man# but 
alsov in an interesting br6adening of the promise, his 'man 
and enheredencel. Beside his'maintenance the earl was to give 
Sir David half of the lands of Pitpullox in the lordship of 
Brichin and 46s 8d of the*mails of-the other half. Lindsay 
178 
duly took sasine of the same'on the following day. 
It could be argued that the earl's "promise was fulfilled an 
at least'ane'accasionl'with his right4and man Thomas Fotheringhem 
aa bef of Potýrie acting'as'forspeaker for Lindsay in a-C S are-the 
lords auditors on 18 February 1489/90.179 It is'trud that by this 
time Fatheringham was Sir David's father-in-law, 
lEIO bu4 given 
some'earlier wrangling over the marriage contract, his assistance 
before-the'auditars'may have been in spite-of their relationship 
rather than'because of it* Fotheringham's'defenc8' of*his 
son'in-law an what might nowadays betermed'atechnicality was, 
howevert unavailingg coming'after Li6dsiyts admission of'guilt, 
J82 If, and*'deliver6d with a'degree of's-elf-int6rested cautiono 
the e8rlýhad a hand in persuading Fotheýingham'to act for Sir 
Da, jid Lindsay it is the one instance of either maintenance or 
176. RylandstCrawfordq box'E. Balmyle is Nat' Grid--ref. NO 273447. 
177. Rylandst Crawfordt box E (David Lindsay a; Beaufort). 
178. Ibid. Pitpullox is Nat. Grid ref, NO 568608. 
179* ADAv 141. . 180. Haigh Inventoryp iit 99 18ý' Fatheringham was assigned Sir 
David's marriage by Isabelle Livingston, widow of Walter 
Linds6yt on 5 Dec. 1475. 
181, ADCv 76-77, 
182. ADA, 1399 141* 
99. 
manrent, being put into practice. Indeed, it may be, possible to 
go further and assemble enough circumstantial-evidence to suggest 
actual imperfections in their relationship. - 
In the first place the kinship, of, the, earl and his cousin - 
was sufficiently close - probably a good deal closer than that 
between the earl and the lairds of Affleck-and Kinnaird - to*make 
the need for a bond seem doubtful. - Secondlyq'ý'it is possible that 
relations between earl David and his uncle had undergone some 
strain; those enjoying, power during a-minority seldom-like to 
relinquish itv and while there is no suggestion that the earl 
prompted his sheriff-depute-of Aberdeen, Alexander Irvine of 
Drumv to lead, on some occasion-during, the winter of 1471-29 
sixty armed men on a midnight-ýsearch for ths, house in which 
Walter, Lindsay of Beaufort was sleepingg it'is, clear that he 
could not prevent its 
183 Anent Sir David Lindsay, there are 
no obvious answers as to why he received a bond some eleven 
years after his father's deathi or why a further eight years 
passed before he was eventually retoured heir to his father 
in Beaufort. 
184 This'would certainly not indicate that the 
earl was at that time vigorously defending-his cousin's . - 
inheritanceq in contrast with his earlier efforts to. ýextend 
both-Walter's and Sir David's possessions*' However, -'this 
particular discussion only gains-substance when it'is seen 
that theýbond iignally failed, to ensure good relations among 
183. ýLD-Aq 
20. The earls of Crawford were hereditary sheriffs 
of Aberdeen: RMSv ii, nos*1191,3537. Walter Lindsay had hold 
the office during the fifth earl's minorityp and later became 
sheriff-deputeg probably in succession to Irvine of Drum: 
HMC Repo v,, App-9 630. 
184. Haigh Inventoryy iit 7, The retour states that eighteen years 
had passed since his father's death apparently a slight 
underestimate. 
100, 
the Lindsays. Alexander, master of Crawford, who had shown 
signsýof developing a personal relationship with Sir David, 
185 
had fallen into dispute with-his father-by February 1489/ r 909 
186 
187 
and was later killed by Johng his younger brother. Thereafter 
began a feud between Sir David and the new master of, Crawford which 
persisted long after the latter had succeeded to the earldom; as 
late as'September 1511 an effort was being made to end their 
Idedlie f8id unkyndnes and dedlie inmite baith of ald and new'. 
188 
The remaining bond is the only'one'of the four for which there 
is n6'suspicion that an intsntion'to settle differences was involved. 
This was the bond given to the'sarl by his kinsman - of undefined 
relationship - 3ohn Lindsay of Covington and 3ohn his son and apparent 
heir. , The bond seems to, be lost, but letters of bailiary and captaincy 
were given by Crawford to the laird of Covington-and his. son an 26 
Ouly 1465 because ýhsy 
ar- becummyn man til we for al,. the dais of, thaire 
liffis before and againes al thaime that liff or 
des may theirs allegiance alanerly outetaken as is 
mare plansly contenit in theirs lettres of menrent 
made to we thareapone. 189 
Their, manrený is thus inseparable from the. offices .!, of bailie of 
the barony of Crawford and captain of Crawford Castle - which they 
were to holdq along with a collection ofýlands in Crawford to, be 
enjoyed, mail-free as their fee during thsirýlives. , 
The Lindsays 
of Covington were natural choices as overseers of this, from the 
earl's point, of viewt somewhat remote. barony; not only were they 
kinsmen who were, based conveniently close to their chargel9gut 
their appointment ensured continuity in the administration of the 
185. See above. - p. 98, 
186. ADAV 143. 
187. Tho, master of Crawford died 29 July 1490 x8 Mar. 1491/2: Haigh 
Inventoryp ij 39pe. 8DC, 227. The evidence for the murder may be 
suspectt for it dates from twenty years after the event: Rylands, 
Ctawfordq box B. no. 125. 
188. RSS, ij no. 2307. 
189, NLS, Acc. 54749 bundle 58. 
l9a. -Covington is some twelve miles north of Crawford. 
1011, 
lordship. The same letters of 26 July 1465 show that the 
fourth earl of Crawford had appointed conjunctly Master James 
Lindsay of Covington and John his brother and h. eir as-bailies 
and captains of Crawford, The fifth earl's, letters ensured that 
this appointment remained, in force, whilst, apparently making 
provision betimes for the demise of Master Jamesq or else , 
recognizing that John Lindsay, Inow of Colvpntouns' in 1465, 
had. become laird and, that Master James's commitments as provost 
of Lincluden and keeper of, the privy seal left little time for 
- dealing with. 
the barony of Crawford. 
To this, extent, the Lindsays of Covington. were, inherited 
members of the earl's affinityq -and remained part of the same 
for the rest of-their liveso,. ', 'Nonethelessl,, circumstances where 
kinship and office were involved and where the senior bond-maker 
was'already a holder of the office for which his manrent was' 
given'suggest that a bond of manrent-ought to have been 
superfluous. 'The need for the earl's immediate journey from 
Edinburgh to Crawford Castle and his issue there an 29'July 
1465 of letters which did no more than restate the appointment 
in a little more detail might also'be w1ondered at. 
191 Even so, 
whether or not the bond of manrent ie int6rp'reted es representing 
an extension of the earl's affinityv' tfiere must be some doubt as 
to, whether its' terms can have remained I wholly in force until the 
death of"3ohn Lindsay of Covington'senio'r in 1494.192 it's 
initial'success"is not'in question; there is evidence from 1468, 
showing that the laird of Covington was one of four attorneys 
191. NLS, Acc. 5474, bundle 58, 
192. NLS, Acc. 59769 box 6. bundle 55.3ohn Lindsay younger 
appears to have predeceased his father. , 
1112., 
given power to act on the-earl's behalf in all mannerof 
businessp 193 and from 1474 showing the two bellies acting as 
such. 
194 In 1481, howeverv 3ohn Lindsay gave the keeping of 
Crawford Castle, along with some of the land hold as his fesq 
to John Carmichael of Meadowflat, 
195 Whether Lindsay and his 
son remained bailies of Crawford is not cartaing but itýis , 
clear that none of the remaining lands given as their fee 
remained in their hands in 1490.196 ;, 
"It may thua-be doubted whether all these bonds signify 
the existence of a successful lard-man relationship - or even 
whether something as positive as the creation'of suchý-a 
relationship was%truly the guiding principle in'every case* 
of yet more dubious-significance are most of, the gifts known to 
have been mado'by-the-earl, 'Eight individuals can be identified 
- other than any already-discussed hitherto and another# William 
carmichaelv discussed below in connexion with his daughter! s 
marriage, to the, fifth earll97_ who received-, -from Crawfordýsomething 
tangible which was not theirs by patrimony: --land alone in-five. 
cases, with land and a pension, -land and-office, and a, concession 
in terms, -of tenure accounting for-the remaining threei- Doubt 
arisesýchiefly from the fact., that at'least-two, fiefs, were created 
by selev another was a wadset and another-was to-bwheld, -in feu- 
fermp whilst the pension was irregularly'paid. ý'Thers aref'on the 
other handp some, possible indications of affinity- the invocation- 
193, NLS9 Acce 54749 bundle 59., 
194, HMC Rep. xv, App. 9 pert viii, 64-65. 
195, NLS, Acc. 54749 bundle 59. The lands given as fee, -for the offices 
were the mains of Crawfordy Midlock (Nat. Grid. ref, NS 958212)9 
Crookedstone (NS 966161) and Little Clyde (NS 994160)3 ibid. 9 bundle 58. The manis of (? Crawford and) Mudlak were the lands 
relinquished in 1481.1 
196. RMSv iiv nos. 14482 3389 show that Little Clyde and Crookedstone 
came to be at the disposal of the earl of Crawford. All the 
lands given as'fee were still in the hands of the laird of 
Covington in 1479: ADA 89. 
197. See belowy pp. 111-12. 
103. 
of kinshipv a reference to a grantee as four squire# and even 
some limited evidence of service or-attendance - which mean that 
none-of the grantees can be disregarded entirely, 
Two burgesses of Edinburgh -Walter Bertram and James 
Crichton of Ruthven, both of whom enjoyed terms as provost of 
the burgh 
198 
- took advantage of Crawford's apparent enthusiasm 
for shedding parts of his property within the-baronyýof Crawford- 
Lindsay* Bertram was initially granted the--lands of Normangill 
an 29 January 1476/7 
199 
and to these were added the lands of 
Southwood and Raggengill on the followingý4-November. 
ý00 Both 
gifts Were made, by sale, were to be hold in. blench-form and, 
were subject to an undertaking given by the earl, on 7 November 
1477, whereby Bertram's possession of the lands was to be, 
201 
, defended'onýpain of 6,000 marks., , While this sum could hardly 
hava, representad the purchase price of the*lands, it does suggest 
that Bertramteýoutlay was'considerable, and that neither party to 
the contract had anything other than pecuniary-considerations in 
mind. BertramAidq nonothelesag attend the earl on two occasions 
in-Edinburgh - as a witness-of charters given on 11 July-1480 and 
25 February 1489/90.202 , On th4, earlier date there were two 
charters givem, by the earl to 3ames--Crichton of Ruthven -'the 
first conveying Blakehouse in Crawford-Lindsay and the secondq in 
case he should be unable to enjoy these lands, offering Littleý-- 
Clyde in the same baranylas awalternative, 
203 This arrangement - 
198. Edin. Recs.. 1403-1528,262-3t 264,270. 
199. RMS, iit no. 1391; Nato Grid ref. NS 972226. 
200. RMS. 9 iiv no. 1391, Southwood is Nato Grid ref, NS 936233, and 
Raggengill runs through sq. 94/23, 
201, RMS9 iit no. 1391, 
202, See Table Ib below, p, 363, 
203. RMS. 9 iit no. 1448. Blakehouse Burn runs through Nat, Grid 
sq. NS 96/14; Little Clyde is Nat. Grid refo NS 994160. 
104. 
perhaps-a more realistic alternative to a massive suý in lawburrows 
ý_ and the fact'*that, the lands were sold'leave the contract itself 
without any connotations of affinity. ''No greater significance 
need be seen in the attestation by Crichton. ýof two of the earl's 
writs; ýthese were the self-same charters given'by Crawford to 
Walter Bertramig and the then provost Crichton was accompanied 
in witnessing, them-not, by, any recognizable associates''of'the 
earl but by the rest of the town council of'Edinburgh, 
204 On 
the other hand it is of interest that the'earl should have ., 
205 
addressed, Crichtan as his-kinsman - though, -on unknown grounds'- 
and it appears besides that Crichtorý who took, his style from , 
certaim, lands in Anguag hald*of-, the king, -, and lying within-thsý, 
lordshipýof Brechint 
206 
served, with Crawford-as an arbitsrýin: 
a dispute concerning lands in the earl's'lordship of Kirkmichael 
207 
in October 1477s 
A third burgess to receive infeftment:, from the'earl is. "' 
barely more convincing as a, parttaker,. Steven Lockhart of 'ý 
Cleghorn was# it is-true# granted the lands of Todrig in 
Berwickshire $for his service' w30 August 14869 to'be'held 
of the king, and he was-'also deadribed'by the earl as his- 
208 
'faithful squire', ý ýQuite 
how-Crawford, could apply this 
propristorial description to a man, who was a , familiarisquire 
of james III's guard' 
209 
and what merited an alienation which left 
the earl withoutthe superiority of the lands remaing however, ýobscure, 
204, RMSp iiq no. 1391. 
205. Ibidq no. 1448. 
206. Ibid. t no. 551; ER, v,, 525', 
'602. 
- 
207. SROO GO 97/2, no. 29, 
208, RMS9 iit no. 1711. 
209, Ibid., no. 1283. 
- 10511 
Although, like Crawford, a loyal supporter of, James 111,2113 
Lockhart is not known to have maintained contact with the 
earl - something which is perhaps not wholly surprising 
given that he wasq in addition to being a Lanarkshire laird, 
211 
a burgess of Lanark and a man with a keen interest in the ferry 
across the Clyde at Crossford, 
212 Suspicion that Crawford's 
gift to, Lockhart was - in fact a sale may well be justified. 
Financial considerations were more clearly a part of two 
other infeftments made by the earl. Dunbog and Countryhills 
in Fife were given under reversion to Alexander Inglis of Tervit 
at an unknown date befors'January 1484/5 
213 
whilst the mains of 
Kinblethmont in the barony of the same name in Angus was given 
to William-Guthrie an 2 October 1470 to be held in feu farm for 
ton pounds yearly. 
214 No evidence of contact between these 
men and Crawford is apparentt although the earl did regard Guthrie 
as a kinsman - probably because he was a cadet of the Guthries 
of that ilk - and his gift of the mains of Kinblethmont was, made 
'for service rendered". 
The four remaining gifts-known to, have been made by the ý 
earl might be taken more seriously as indicating affinityp for 
there is no hint that the earl's finances were directly to -- 
benefit therebyo This does not mean that all of these. gifts, 
are exempt from reservations as to their significance, concrete 
manifestations of affinity that may be associated with them are 
not abundantq and in the case of a gift to Sir James Ogilvy of 
210, Macdougall* James 111,2519 256. 
211. Cleghorn is 2 miles N. E, of Lanark. 
212. ADA, 11B*v 133*9 134*9 144*1 158t 1699 183. 
213* ADC9 102*. 
214. RMS, iiq no. 3575. 
106. 
Findlater there seems to be good reason to doubt whether 
mutual goodwill could have been maintained - but one at 
least was plainly a reward for a particular and most welcome 
service* 
At an unknown date before 13 October 1474 the earl gave 
to Sir 3ames Ogilvy of Findlaterv later of Deskfcrdqýhis lands 
of Sauchlawv south-west of Banffq and his annuity of nineteen ' 
merks from the terms of the river Deveron in the burgh of 
Banff. 
215 Ogilvy's possession of Sauchlaw is not'known to 
have been obstructed in any way, but his receipt of the pension 
seems to have been subject to inordinate delay. Assuming 
Ogilvy was not the earl's herald, to whom the Banff annuity was 
assigned in the exchequer year 1472-39 
216 he should have'been 
paid the nineteen marks commencing no earlier then the year of 
account 1473-4 andq given that the earl's gift was confirmed- 
by the king before Martinmas 1474,217 no later than the year of 
account 1474-5, Howeverp Crawford raised the annuity himself 
until 14779 
218 
and though he may have paid Ogilvy personally 
during that time it is clear that arrangements for the latter's 
collection of his yearly entitlement broke down thereafter. 
Crawford's inability or unwillingness to look after his grantee's 
interests resulted in a lapse in payment until the exchequer year 
1495-6, during which the earl died and Ogilvy was at last able to 
obtain a lump sum of L240 13s 4d as his due for that year and the 
preceding eighteen. 
219 
215. Ibid., no* 1184. 
216. ER, viiig 204. 
217, RMS, iit na* 1184. 
218, ER, viii, 475. 
219, ERj xv 458. 
107. 
ý, * One gift whose bestowal-has-to be inferred from'differences 
between two charters rather than understood from a single writ 
is that which came the way of the earl's kinsman - of unknown 
relationship -'David Lindsay of'Saikie on 28'November-146B, tey 
a-charter of this date the earl granted, to Lindsays as, son and 
apparent heir'*of David-Lindsay*of Lethnoty, following the lattarts 
resignationg certain lands, including Lethnot, in the barony of 
220 
Clove which were to, be hold in blench farm. , This contrasts 
with an earlier charter whereby the earl'granted the same, lands 
to Lindsay of Beikie, ', but specified tenure'by wardq reliefq suit 
of, court'and service used and wont. 
221, Evidence'as to what might 
have-'lain behind this"piece of generosity is somewhat-meagre, - 
and what there is has rather more to do with David Lindsay'of 
Lethnot than his'son. Lindsay'of Lothnot'was'appointed bailie 
by the earl in August'1467 to give sasine of Ed3ell to4altsr, - 
Lindsay of Beaufort. 
222 In-additiong on 4 January 1468/9-he 
offered to'arbitrate in a disputeýbetween-. the*ýsame Walter Lindsay 
and Walter Ogilvy of Uras, and since the lairds"of Beaufort and 
Ursa were both kinsmen and tenants-ofýCrawford-it is possible that 
the, earl-was responsible for putting forward another of his , 
kinsmen and tenants"as an impartial judge. 
223, On the-other, hand, 
220o SRO9 GO 16/13, no. 5. 'Lethnottas in the modern parish of 
Lethnot & Never and the mill of Lethnot. lay in'the lordship of 
Glenesk: RMSp ii, no* 3627, Over and Nether Lethnot, held by 
the Lindsays of Lethnot in the barony of Clove, are tosb, EP--C^9 
now represented onlý4 
by the Craigs of 
Lethnot, Ix Gt"L Cc"-i, NSk--Gr4cL- 51q. 'W. U/65. 
221* RMS, iiq no. 1420; see below, pp. 3649 366* 
222, Rylandst Crawfordy box E. 
223, Haigh Inventoryp iit 4, Ogilvy was a nephew of the earl's 
grandmothery and held land of the earl ifi Cairnbaddie in 
eastern Perthshire: SP, ij 109-11;, Rylandsl Crawford, box-B. 
no. 46/1; SRO, RH/6, n; s. 441cg 466e. The dispute concerned 
a portion of the lands of Baikie, but not, it seems, that 
quarter which Margaret Fenton, wife of Lindsay of Lethnot, 
had given to their son. 
108. 
the fact that the laird of Lethnot was at pains to give his 
offer credibility by declaring not his impartiality"but rather 
Ithat'he was na man to Wet Lindesay in the tym"sOggests'that 
there was a-suspicion of his attachment to the laird of Beaufort. 
So. far as David-Lindsay of Baikis is concerned, evidence, of 
association with the Crawford Lindsays-is confined, to'his being 
accusedbefore the lards of council, on'22 April 1479 of' -- 
committing various outrages. at Coupar Abbey in company with 
Alexander Lindsayp' master, of Crawfordl and others. 
224 
ý The 
younger David Lindsayp who took his style'from the quarter of 
the lands of Saikie'in western Angus resigned in his-favour by 
225 
his motherp Margaret Fenton, was dead by 13 May 14889'16aving 
no lawful heir, and seems to have been outlived by his father. 
226 - 
The remaining gift - that expressed in a charter given by 
the earl on 26 Februapy 1463/4 explains itself. The capture of 
the earl of Crawford by the exiled earl of Douglas in March 1462/3 
is sketchily documented the length of Crawford's captivity and 
the manner of his release remain unknown 
227_ but it i. a apparent 
that the man responsible for freeing him was Herbert Johnstone 
of Dalebankq an Annandale laird whose services prompted the gift 
of a total. of fifteen merklands in the regality of Kirkmichael in 
Dumfriesshire to be held in blench fermv along with the office of 
bailie I of the same barony, 
228 There is some indication that. the 
bailiary of Kirkmichael was already in the hands of the Johnstone 
229 but it seems-'likely that at least. part of the gift familyv 
224. ADC9 29, 
225, RMSp ilg no. 631. 
226, Ibi 0. no. 1764; Haigh Inventory, i. 38; SR09 GD 16/12, no. 12. 
227s. The ources for the event seem to be restricted to a short 
English chronicle and this Crawford charter: Three Fifteenth- 
Century Chroniclesp ad. 3. Gairdner (Camden Society, 1880), -159; 
RMSp iit no. 786. - 
228* Ibid, 
229o ER, vip 1699 
109. 
if not the bailiaryq then perhaps the lands or the terms of 
Ily tenure. - was new. With regard to the collection, of rents 
the office was probably a sinecure, for it is, doubtful whether 
the earl retained any property in Kirkmichael once Johnstone-had 
been-infeft in his fifteen marklands. With regard to the other 
'issues, profits andýescheats of the said barony and fines for 
, ýýn i. El it may be-presumed, that Johnstone responded satisfactorily 
until his deathp which occurred at some time, befors-9 July 1484, 
or until the regality passed out of the Crawford patrimony - 
whichever was the earlier. 
230 Johnstone's connexionýwith- 
the earl seems not to have been restricted to-carrying-out 
the ýuties of office in a remote lordshipqýfor he is found as, 
a witness of one of Crawford's-charters given in Edinburgh-in 
March 1470/le 
231 
Some limited further extension of Crewford*s outer circle 
of lay associates can be observed in connexion with his marriages, 
Earl David married twice: firstly Elizabeth Hamiltont daughter of 
James, Lord Hamiltony and secondly Margaret Carmichaelp grand- 
daughter of John Carmichael of Meadowflat, Lord Hamilton was 
granted the marriage of the minor earl of Crawford an 27 February 
232 233 
1458/99 and the wadding probably took place soon afterwardsq 
although no notice earlier than 21 March 1465/6 has been found 
showing that Crawford and Elizabeth Hamilton were marriede 
234 
230o The whole-lordshipq including SUp8riOriti8S9 seems to have 
found its way, by stages into the hands of Lord Crichton: RMS, 
ii, nos. 2269 361; SR09 GD 97/29 no, 29; ADA9 54, Crichton's 
forfeiture in 1484 made no practical difference; Herbert 
Johnstone's son and heir was to hold his inheritance within 
the lordship in chief of the king: -RMS. ii, no, 1588. 
231, See Table Ib belowq p. 363. 
232, RMS9 ii, no. 682. 
233, This may be judged from the fact that the earl was able to 
entail lands to his elder son in 1474: ibid. 9 no, 1191, 
234, CPL. xiiq 816* 
110. 
235 
Since'Elizabeth outlived, the2earl it Would appear that the 
marriage was dissolved at some time after 6 December 1474236_ 
probably on grounds of consanguinityqýgivsn that Lord Hamilton's 
brother 3ohn was termed kinsman of the fourth"earl of Crawford 
in 1449* 237 Crawford was certainly married to Margaret 
Carmichael by 27 September 1484,238 but the rather earlier 
appearance Of bearers of the name Carmichael in the earl's" 
writs'suggiBsts that the period between the sarl's-marriages'was 
brief and did not extend into-the 1480s. 
239 
The tiee-between'Crawford and some bearers of the surname 
Hamilton may not have been insignificant for the duration of 
the earl's first marriage. The orthographically wayward 'Lord 
DomdlynIq who may cOncelvably'have been Lord Hamilton and 'Antrys 
hys brother of Hemyldontg' along with the more positively 
identifiable Sir Robert Hamilton of Prestong were amongýthose 
who rode with Crawford to the 'Esthyll in March 1462/3 where 
they 'were captured by - the exiled ninth earl of 0ouglas. 
240 
Thereafter the earl is'found"in attendance upon Lord Hamiltont, 
witnessing a'charter given at Hamilton Castle on 13 October 
14659 241 and Lord Hamil: ton and Sir RoberfHamilton, of'Prs6ton 
are found in attendance upon the earl, ''witnessing a charter given 
in Edinburgh an 2 actober'1470.242 Lord Hamilton 'and Sir 
Robertwere also two 'of the four men whým', James III accepted an 
3 August 1468 as the, earlis attorneyep having general authority, 
, 235* ... Rylandsg Crawfordt, -75/l/6. 236, RMS,, iiq no. 1191. 
237. Ibi p no, 1075. 
238, Ibid. 9 no, 1599, 
239* See Tables Ib and II below, pp. 363,367. 
240* Three Chroniclesq ad. Gairdnert 159. 
241, SRO, RH 6/385, 
242. See Table Is below, p. 362. 
ill, 
to-act ? in all business and discussions, causes-and quarrels 
moved or to be moved touching the same David'. 
243 Ties may 
have been reinforced by the marriageýbatween one Elizabeth 
Lindsay-and James Hamiltong nephew and heir of Ochn, Hamilton, 
of Shawfieldq 
244 the. -latter beingýa brother of Lord Hamilton and 
a tenant of the earls of Crawford in certain lands in Crawford- 
Lindsay since-1449.245 , However, the association between Crawford 
and the Hamiltons was probably brought to an abrupt'and, by the 
dissolution'of. the earl's marriage@ 
I- Crawford's, socand marriage no doubt had more'to do with 
personal choice than his first#-and may not have, been unrelated 
to his connexion with the Lindsays of Covingtong whose tenants in 
Covington the Carmirhaels of Meadowflat were. 
246 3ohn Carmichael 
of. Meadowflat may have come into the earlts orbit as early as- 
April-14749 and was, -certainly with-Crawford in Edinburgh an 11 
Julyý1480.247,, He became keeper of Crawford Castle in, May-1481 
by gift of Lindsay of Covingtong at the same time being given 
Midlock and the mains of Crawford - some of the lands held-by the 
laird of Covington and his son as fee for their, dual office as 
keepers and bellies of Crawford. 
248 
ýBy 25 February., 1489/90 
Carmichael had evidently acquired further lands in the barony, 
forv an or before that dateýhe resigned these to the earlv, along 
with Midlock and the'mainev, in favourof. William Carmichael't his 
son and apparent heir, to whom Crawford gave them $for his service$ 
to be held in blench ferm. 
249 On 16 June next after this: , 
243. NLS# Acco 5474, bundle 59, 
244. HMC Rep. 
- xv, 
App., part viii, 64-65. 
245, Ibid, # 63-64; 1IMS, ii, no. 1705. 
246, Ibidsq no, 3631; NLS, Acc. 59769 box 6. bundle 55. 
247* See table lb below, p. 363. The 3ohn Carmichael of 1474 was 
given no lairdly style: RMS, iiq no* 1169, 
248, NLSI Acc, 5474t bundle 59. 
249. RMS9 ii, no. 1940. 
112. 
conveyance Williamp who was the father of Margaret Carmichael 
and was called the earl's 'familiar servant', received more 
land in Crawford-Lindsay from-, his son-ý-in-lawq these to be held 
for suitvf court. 
250 
, William,: appears to-have, witnessed just 
one of the earlts charters- in Edinburgh an 6 March 1489/90.251 
252 
Both he and his father were dead by 20 Ouly 1496. 
.- This seems to beý, the limit, of, the use to whichýmanrent 
and marriage can be, put to explain jejune evidence of service 
and"attendance by laymen of independent means and,,, conversely,, of 
the use to which,, such, evidence can be-put to, 'explain, gifts made by 
the earl* Amalgamating the products of this approach with the 
products of the scattered'evidence"of long-termýassociation, it 
may--be said that thus far considered'the earl! s. outer circle of 
lay clients, and associates around 14809ýcomprehended, some or all 
of the followings in, his, chief'sphere of influence the, lairds 
of-Affleckp Beaufort and Kinnaird, who, were-bound in menrent to 
himp along-with the lairdsýof-'Lethnoti''-Newtibber. and Panmure, 
and William Guthrial fauar of Kinblethmont; further, afield there 
were the lairds of Covingtong Dalebank and Meadowflat,, who 
held office of'the earl, Lord Innermeath, the laird, of Auchterless 
and James Crichtons-burgess of Edinburgh. ,, Whilst bearing in mind 
that this body of thirteen men, is in-some degree arbitrarily 
selected from those hitherto'discussed, it-is-worth notingýtwo 
features of the group: that'identified inherited tenants number 
only fours, and-that those whom-the earl, is known to have regarded 
as kinsman number eight. 
'2513* Ibid.,, no. 3389. 
251, See Table Ib. below, p. 363. 
252. ER,., xv 611-12. 
4 
113. 
Iii'Crawfordis writs of the 1470s and 1480s there remain 
a quantitý of'incidentally occurring lairds' names which cannot 
be linked to bonds, gifts or the earl'6"marriag6s, and whose 
bearers"recorded service to or attendance upon the sarl"did not 
commence in the-1460S. Not all of these can'be excluded fromý 
consideration, quite'as easily, as Sir Alexander D6nbar of'Westfield 
and Oames Innes of that ilkg-'witnesses in Edinbu'rgh-in March 
1482/3 in company with the earl of Huntlyl of'Crawford's 
confirmation of a charter conveying land to Patrick Gordon- 
of Metfilick. 
253- 
Among, the more, convincirig as'Crawford's parttakers are - 
Master John Lyon'of Courtestown and'David'Ogilvy of that"ilkq 
both-of whom were in the earl's presence'an more than"one 
occasion. Lyon' brother of-Alexandery secand, Lard' 9 Glamis" 
254, -. and in, 1484 his, successor as third Lord Glamis, witnessed' 
a'chatter of the'earl of Crawfora given in Edinburgh-in'November 
1474., 
255, Five ýears laterg in spite of his brother's feud with 
, 256 : the master of Crawfordq he lent his"advice to the earl at 
25T. -* tfie perambulation of Camuetene. Ogilvy'to*o wee at thie 
perambulationt having earlier,, ' on 28 September 1477, acted'' 
jointly with Thomas Fatheringham-of Pawrie' is'procurator to 
resign lands to the earl of Crawford an behalf of the widow' 
258 
of'Hugh Arbuthnott* Laterp an 2 May'1482, he was with the 
earl as a witness of an agreement between-David Lindsay of 
a 259 e8aufortland John Annandale, 
253. SR09 GD 33/30ý-no. 5, 
254o ADAy 71; SP, viii, 273-4. - 
255* See Table Ib below, p. 363o 
256. APS9 iiq 122. 
257* See Table, II below, p. 367. 
258* SPv iv 280.1 
259* See Table II below, p. 367. 
114. 
No others are known to have been in the earl's presence 
more than onceq although the tie of tenancy can be noted in one 
case and kinship guessed at in others. James Rhind of Broxmouth 
was among those at Camustane in 1481 and it is clear that he 
was the earl's tenant in certain lands in the forest of Plater. 
it is of some interest that the earl's charter of 31 March 1466 
to Rhind's sonp Alexander, which reveals this tenancyt refers 
to the grantee's #service' as prompýing its issuey although 
no trace of such can be found. 
260 , Significance mig ht be 
attached to the fact that a royal charter given to James Rhind 
an 29 August 1475 was attested by Thomas Fotheringham of Powrie. 
261 
David Lindsay of Lackaway and Alexander Lindsay of Ounrod might 
ressonablyp by virtue of their surname, be taken as the earl's 
kinsmen. The laird of Leckaway was probably in the earl's 
company along with various better-attested of his parttakers 
in November 1478 when witnessing a charter given in Dundee by 
Crawford's grandmotherv Marjory Ogilvy, dowager countess of 
Crawford. 
262 It is apparentý howeverg that'-the superior of his 
lands of Lackaway in the barony of Fern was at, that time the 
same, dowager countessq to whom liferent of, the barony was 
reserved. 
263 Lindsay's attestation of a writ, given by theý 
master of Crawford in 3uly 1484 is no easier to translate into 
264 
a sign of affinity with the, earl . The laird of Ounrod was plainly 
based far beyond any of Crawford! s territorial spheres of influence, 
great or small; -his lands, held in-chief of--the, king,, lay in 
Renfrewshire and Cowal, 
265 
and it is no particular surprise that 
260* RMS9 iiq no. 1028, Whether or not his was the Broxmouth east of 
Dunbarp Rhind seems to have been Angus-based3 RMS, ii, no. 
1036; ADAy 60; LRI, xt 771. 
261. Ibid., no. 1254. 
262. See Table 119 below, p. 367. 
263. Haigh Inventoryg iiq 1. 
264. Rylandsp Crawfordp box E. 
265. ER, viiv 3869 551; ix, 663. Dunrad is Nat. Grid ref. NS 223731. 
U5 11 
the one Crawford. charter which he is known to, haye witnessed 
was given in Edinburgh. 
266 
Crawford's known appointments to bailiary are neither 
numerous nor particularly revealing; those nominated to. give 
sasine were normally lairds of Crawford's 'inner circlet. There 
is, howevert one precept which fails to adhere to the usual 
pattern and may be of some, assistance in. broadening the picture 
of the, earl's wider affinity. Malcolm Guthrie of Kingenniev, an 
Angus laird and a burgess and sometime provost of-Dundee, 
267 
was-addressed by the earl as his kinsman when nominated as a 
bailie ad hoc in 1472.268 That he may, have seen himself as 
the, earl's man is further suggested by the fact, that he held 
office as sheriff-depute of Forfar'for an, indaterminate period, 
in the early 1480s - probably until-his-death an 24 November 
1482.269 , Guthrie's spouse was one Marjory Strachan, 
270 
and 
it is-likely that this union entitled the earl to describe 
James Strachang appointed bailis an the'same occasion in 1472.. 
as his kinsman. The same-status was probably also accorded- 
Alexander Strachan of Brigton whog, though not specifically. - 
appointed to the taskv gave sasine following the precsptý 
271 
If, -Brigton was the toun of that name in the barony of, Ruthven, 
272 it, would, follow that Alexander was also, the-earl! s tenant. 
One further member of an 'outer circle' is suggested-not, 
by. his service to or attendance upon the earlp but-rather by: - 
attention paid to him, - In granting land to his son and ý 
266., See Table Ib below, p. 363, 
267. M,, vii, -513; viii, 120,2059 313t 381t 396t 460t 543t 624; 
ixp 749 1499 1989 222, 
268. Kirkbuddo Inventoryp 13, no. 2. 
269* ADA, 97; ERp ix, 222, 
270* ADA, 141*, 
27le Kirkbuddo Inventory, 13, no. 2. 
ii, no. 1191. 272. RMS 
us. - 
daughter-in-law in Dundee on 16'April 1478'9 Silý6ster Rattray 
of that ilk'was hanoured with'the-presence of the earl and'six 
of his men as the only named witnesses of'his'charter. 
273 
The lands involved,, being in'the barqny of Kynballoch in 
Parthshireq seem to-have been no concern of the earl of 
Crawford and if the purely coincidental presence of the earl 
and his'entourage in, Dundes at the same time"as'-Rattray is- 
ruled outq there does remain as an explanation the possibility 
of-paternal interest an the earl's part in the affairs ofýone 
of*his parttakers. 
Few. -clergymen can be classed as, belonging to the-outer ,- 
reache6 of-the earl's affinity, Crawford-is not known to-have 
had any say in the, major OccIesiastical appointmentsýwithin-his 
chief sphere of influence and seems to have had, -little enough 
contact with such as the bishops of Breching the, abbots of 
Arbroath and Coupar andýthe priors of-Restennethq or with any 
of their subordinates. - The only kirkman-of any-substance whose 
record of attendance upon the earl attracts attention is Master 
George Carmichaelp treasurer of Glasgowq who is known to have been 
with Crawford in Edinburgh--on f"our occasions between 1474. and 1480 
and was one of those nominated in 1482 to, serve with him, ow, the" 
council of:, the'earl of Anguirý 
274 
Carmichaelv 'who died in-the 
summer of 14859 
275 
was a kinsman of the earlp, being-thus styled 
beforev so for as can be gatheredp Crawford's marriage to Margaret 
Carmichael 
I 
could, have taken place 
? 76 
Less evidence of attendance 
is found in the case of Master James Lindsay, dean of Glasgow, 
Z73. Ibid.,, no. 1427. 
274. See Tables Ib and II below,, pp. 363l 367. 
275. Watt, Fastit 165-6. 
276. HMC Rep. xv, App. part viii, 64-5. 
1 117, 
another whom the., earl regarded, as his kinsman-and who attested 
a Crawford charter given in Edinburgh in 1474,277 having previously 
been, n, amed as one of those entitled to accompany the earl in the 
278 
English-safe-conduct of, 28 November 1468. 
Th's earl's rights, of, parochial patronage were-not extensive, 
being restricted after 1472 to the. parsonages of Finavonq Inverarity 
and Lethnot in Angus, and Ounlichity in Strathnairn. 
279 Some 
use was probably made of these rights to provide kinsman with 
benefices, for the parson of Finavan in 1486 was one Master Henry 
280 
Carmichael and the parson of Dunlichity in 1488 was a sir 
281 1, I 
Alexander Guthrieq each of whom is found in the earl's company 
282' 
on one occasion. Only one other incumbent of a parsonage in 
Crawford's gift sir George Jackson'., - is known either to have 
attended him or to have been presented to the benefice by the 
fifth earl himself. Jackson was with the earl as a witness of 
a charter given at Brechin in June 1490, at which time he was 
parson of Finavan perhaps as the immediate successor of 
283 
Master Henry Carmichael. 
Previous earls of Crawford had not sought to secure their 
sternal bliss by founding a secular college, and the fifth earl 
did not alter the situation. He didq however* have a number of 
chaplainries, at his disposal: five in the parish kirk of Dundee, 
one at Dunbog in the parish of Lethnot, and probably others in 
277. - 
Ibid, 
278. CDS, ivt no. 1382. 
279., Cowant Parishest 539 669 879 131. Crawford gave, th 
,e 
petrqnage 
of Kirkbuddo to Master David Guthrie in 1472: RMSj iit no. 1078. 
The parsonage of Inverarityl which was in the earlts gift by 
turns. with the bishop of St Andrewsp Was given by Crawford to 
his brother in March 1489/90& ibid., no. 1938. 
280. RMS. 9 iii, no. 1489. The fifth earl may later have presented 
Carmichael to the parsonage of Lethnot: RMS, ii, no. 2874. 
281. Lindsayj Lives of the Lindsays, it 456-7. 
282. See Tables Ib and II below, pp. 3639 367. 
283. See Table Ib belowp p. 363* Parsons of Finavong Inverarity and 
Lethnot who were the earl's contemporaries but are not found in 
his 
. 
company can be identified: RMS, iit nos. 1221,1238; Brech. 
Reg*q iv 196. 
lie. 
Brechin'Cathadralt Finavon Castle and the parish kirk Of'"' 
IIý 284 msigie,, -'which'are known to have'bee6'endowed by him. 
No - occupants of any Of these chaplainries can positively be 
identifiedt and it is'in''any'case more likely that'this 'iort of 
minor benefice would be hold by clerks of the earlts household 
than by-members of an"outer circle'* 
The available evidence requires placing under relatively 
'picture 
of the little strain in order to produce a plausible 
earl's household during the 1470s and 1480s. Witness-lists,, 
alone provide sufficient material for the identification of on 
the one hand a group of clerks who probably formed the substance 
of the earlIs central administrationt and an the other a body of 
laymen wh_o can be treated as household squires. 
One aspect of the household is nevertheless ill-served: 
bearers of particular office tend not to be identified, and this 
is nowhere better exemplified than in the case of Master Gilbert 
Tyriet various, lY, parso 
I 
n, of Lyne, vicar of Cargill 
, 
and master of 
the hospital of Montrose. Tyrie was clearly the least dispensable 
of the clerks who attended the earl; his record as a witness of 
writs issued by and in the presence of the earl of Crawford is 
bettered -'and only Just - by that of one other individual: 
Thomas Fotheringham OFPowrie. Tyrie is found with the earl 
as a witness of some twenty-seven writst-variously issued in 
Edinburgh and at a number of venues in Forfarshire between 
285 
November 1468 and March 1489/90. He was not without means, 
284. SR09 GO 121/39 bundle 2; Brach. Req., iiq 14-15; ýLRq ixg 554-,, ' 
RMS9 ii, no. 1169. 
285. See Tables Is and b belowv pp. 362-3. 
119. 
but it is n9tewo: pthy that he seems not to have obtained any of 
his sourcesýof income through the, agencyof the earl. _ Tound as 
286 
parson of Lyne in Peeblesshire from 14§8 , and first described- 
as vicar of Cargill in, eastern Perthshire. ten-years later, 
287 
Tyris appears,, in, recard thereafter styled-as, the incumbent of one 
or other of these-curesp but never as, bothp-making it difficult1to 
tell whether he hold the benefices in, plurelity or did not I- 
successfully enter the second. Neither of-these benefices nor, 
the mastership of the hospital of Montrose - Tyriels,, tenurla of 
which is known from one reference dating from, March 1472/3 
288_ 
appears to have been in the patronage of the earl-of Crawford. 
289 
Tyria looks more likely to have been Crawford! s secretary then 
anyone else - particularly as his association, with the. earl 
commences soon after the solitary instance of writýattestation 
by. Master. Andrew Lyleg. who is the only person to have-been called, 
in so many wordsp 'the earl's secretary'. 
290 However# Tyrie's 
status is not more precisely defined than by the description 
$duke's clsrkIq applied to him in, a, charter of February 1489/90.29L 
Nor was-he alone in being thus distinguished; the appellation 
applied also to, sir Alexander Scott, parson of Wigtown, 
292 
whose 
aasociation, with the earl began in earnest only in the late-1480a. 
0 ,,, 
Although-acting with Crawford as an arbiter in a. dispu, te 
concerning lands in Kirkmichael in 1477 and witnessing a charter 
given by the earl at'Finavon in 1485,293 Scott's career at that. 
286. SR09 GO 16/139 no. 5. 
287. RMS9 iii, no. 1572n. 
288. RMS9 ii# no. 1113. 
289. Cowang Parishes, 27,141-2; MRHS, 185-6. 
290. SR09 GO 121/39 bundle 4. The English safe-conduct of 28 Nov. 
1468, which included Lyle, the treasurer of Abordeeng Among those 
entitled to accompany Crawfordq may have been issued in respect 
of an application made when Lyle was still in the earl's employ: 
COS. iv, no. 1382. 
291. RMS9 iiq no. 1940. 
292. Ibid. ^ 
293. See Tables Ib and I! belowq pp. 3639-_367. In 1477 Scott was fermour 
of Powriet0t, 
, 04, swc - 
120. 
time, cartainly lay in the service of James III. He had, 
become clerk of council by Whitsunday-1471,294 and. was, paid 
a fee out of the woollen cloth custom of Edinburgh until-1479,295 
iýhireafter he Ovidently'found-a benefice of comm9nsurats value - 
probably the parsonage of Philorth*- 
296 By 17, -June 1483 he had 
became parson of Wigtown, and had additionally acquired the Office 
of'clerk register. 
297 He retained both his royal-offices until 
being ousted'from the-government by, James IV - Scott's. successor 
was appointod*on. the day after the battle-of Sauchieburn, 
298 
That Scott should at this point have entered the service of-a 
magnate who shared his'political sympathies and whom he-certainly 
knew seems entirely reasonable, The shortageýof documentary 
material for the last five yaar&of0the, earlIs life makes it 
difficult to judge the length Of Scott's servicev, -but it is clear, 
that he witnessed three of the last four Crawford charters, for 
which witnesses"are given. 
299 
'Duke's clerk' may be no indication of. formal officep but the 
same is obviously not-true of 'earl's chamberlain', a position-for 
3oo 
which the names of three holders are-certainly known. Curiouslyo 
these three - Master Henry Lindsayt notary public, who is not 
definitely known to-have been a kinsman of the ssrlg sir-James 
Dicksong canon, of Brachin Cathedral and Master Henry Barry, notary 
public and parson'-of*Collace,, '-, appear to have been chamberlain in 
quick succession, each being'so described in charters of the years- 
294. Ibid. # 135-6. ý 
'295. Ibidot 1359' 1921-2549 3159ý3919 4659 5489 630; ix,, 80. 
296. -ýLDA-j -113*, 
297. 
_ER, 
ix,, 209. - 
298. RMS9 ii, no. 1731. 
299. See Table Ib below, p. 363. 
300. A holder of the office in 1478 may; be, identified in ER. viii,, 
558. The warding of the relevant passagev though equivocal, 
does not support the apparent assumption that the earl's chamber- 
lain was William Shivas, elect of St Andrews: ibid., 725. Saa 
jpal, 060ý, 01,314. 
121, 
301 
, 14859 1486 and 1487 respectively- Whilst this may indicate. 
moread hoc quality than would normally be associated with 
the office, lacking further evidence it-is probably, safer to, 
infer nothing from the information other than,, that, l-, there was 
for a brief period an extraordinary-turnover of chamberlains. 
Master Henry Lindsayj who witnesse&, a, charter as-the earl's 
chamberlain, at Finavon on 12 May 1485, had previously-been the 
sarllsýcautioner for tacks in the lordship. -of Brechin and-Navar 
in 1480 and 14849 
302 
and had witnessed charters issued by the 
earl-in Dundee in July, -1482 and Edinburgh inýMarch 1482/3, as well 
303 
as a precept-given in-February 1460/1, It: was not'death whichý. 
304 
ended his period in office, but in ceasing to, hold the chemberlainry 
he seems also to have ceased contact with the earl. The two -- 
later chamberlains-had-enjoyed a lengthy association with'th8 earl 
before taking up the officaq and'in the case of Lindsay's apparent 
successarg air James Dickaon,, -it seems quite likely that death 
accountsýfor his brief tenure of the chamberlainry. Dickson 
makes his sole appearance, as chamberlain as a witness of a charter 
given by the earl in Dundee on-22 June 1486, having attested four 
earlier writs of the earl's. -the first dated in August 1467, and 
305 
none known to have been given in Edinburgh. In 1470 he appears 
as the earl's chaplain 
306 
_ perhaps signifying that he hold a, 
chaplainry endowed by and in the-gift of, the earls of, Crawford. 
By April, 1472 he was parson, of Kirkbuddo -a psrish. whose patron was 
then-the earl of Crawfordp, although he remained, so for only another 
301' Brach. Req. 9 1.210-12; RMSy iit -no. 1691. 
302: ER, ixg 576; Brach. Reo, 11,425-7. 
303. Fee Tables Ib and II below, pp, 363v'367. 
304* LMS9 ii, no. 1966. 
305. See Tables Is and by II belowy, pp. 362-3,367. 
306. SRO, GD 121/3, bundle 16. 
122. 
307, 
, five months. Dickson had vacated the personage by 18 September 
'i479,308- and had become a canon of Brechin by September 1475.309 
Master Henry Barry first appears in connexion with the earl 
310 
of Crawford in an4Enblish safe-conduct of 28 November 1468. 
There isg''-ho0ever, a gap of nearly ten years before his name once 
more appears with the earl's. Subsequently he witnessed a precept 
given'by the barl'in February 1480/19 was notary of the agreement 
between Crawford and Mauls of Penmure in November 1481 and had 
becOM8'chamberlain by 31 361y. 1487 when he witnessed a charter 
of-the-earl'i in Dundee. Fifteen months-later he'was notary of 
the"66rIts"protest anent his enforced resignation of the shrievalty 
P 311 of Forlar. The parsonage of'Collace, of which he was already 
in'p'ossession-whsn given the safe-conduct, was in the patronage 
of-. thb'bishops, -of-'St Andrews. 
312 Barry''later acquired office within 
t6'bishopricq'becoming dean of Angus by 5 July 14889 
313 but it is 
not known whether this necessitated his leaving the office of cham- 
berliin'to iheý'earl of Crawford. The archbishop of St Andrews at 
314-ý this,, timS was William'Shives., a man who sharedg as a protege of 
315 3ames 1119 the political sympathies of Crawfordq and there is thus 
a'possibility that Barry obtained the deanery with Crawfordta 
assistanceo 
Thiid'are"few other clerical witnesses of note to be found 
in thi"earl's writs, and certainly no others identified as bearers 
of offiCS. ' There'is"a handful of priests described as chaplainsq 
bUt no'others-besides 3ames-Dick6on were accorded-the possessive 
- q, j 
iiq 114-15; RMS,, 'ii, no. 1078. 307. Brach. Re 
308. By that date air John Nicholson had entered the parsonage: 
Kirkbuddo Inventoryq 15-16, no. 6. 
309. Rylandsp Crawfordv box E (Sir David Lindsay of Beaufarto 
1 Sept. 1475). 
310, CDS, iv, noo 1382. 
311. See Tables Ib and II below, , pp. 363,367o 
312o Cowan, Parishesq 33. 
313o Watt, Fastil 318. 
bid. 7his sMt, 0ý3,, 4ho 00A t 63 314.1 &0 A"O*-14 60itth tht PK*06f 
_315. 
Macdougallq James 111,, 126-, L*b*jvaO pýj*, 
122. 
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five months. . Dickson had vacated the parsonage by 18 September 
14799 308ý and had become a canon of Brachin''by September 1475.309 
Master Henry"Barry first appears in connexi'On, with the earl 
of Crawford in an'English safe-conduct of'28 November 1468.310 
There isq"'however, a gap of nearly, ten y6ars"before his name once 
more appears with the earl's. '''Subsequently he witnessid"i precept 
divan by the sar1in February"1480/19"Wais''6otary of ifia'agisement 
between Crawford and Maule of Penmure in November'1481'and had- 
become chamberlain by, 31'July. 1487 when he wiinessed'a charter 
ortýe earl's in Dundee. Fifteen months"later he'wai'notary of 
thS"-Sarl's'*protest anent his enforced resignatibn'of the shrievilty 
311 
of Forfar. The parsonage of Colls6e# of which-he wap*already 
in POSS888ion'when given the safe-conduct, was in the patronage 
312 
of thb-bishops of St Andrews. Barry'later acquired office within 
the bishopricv'becoming dean'of Angus by 5 July 1488,313 but it-is 
not known whether this necessitated his leaving the"6ffice of cham- 
berlain to the earl of Crawford. The archbishop'of St'An'drews at 
this, time was William I Shivas, 
314, * 
a man who shared., as a protege"' of 
315 .I James 1119 the political sympathies of Crawford, and there is thus 
a'possibility that Barry obtained the deanery with Crawford's 
assistance. 
There are'few'other clarical'witnesses of note to be found 
in the earlts write, and certainly no others identified asýbearers 
of office. ' There-is-a'handful of"priests described as chaplains; 
but no others besides James Dickson wers'accords'd-the-possessive 
307. Brach. Req., 11, 114-15; RMS. "iiv'no. 1078. 
308. By that date sir John Nicholson had entered the parsonage: 
Kirkbuddo Inventoryq 15-16, no. 6. 
309. Rylandsg Crawfordq box E (Sir David Lindsay of Beaufort, 
1 Sept. 1475). 
310* CDSj iv, no. 1382. 
311. See Tables Ib and II below, pp. 3639 367. 
312. Cowang Parishesp 33. 
313. Watt, Fastip 318. 






pronoun-by the earl. - Sirs David Colstani-William Innes, 
Henry Scott and'Thomas Shorthouse are notably, obscure, 
316 
although the last-named seems to have-remained an-associate 
317 
of Margaret Carmichael after the-fifth earl's death. , _Sir 
David Guthriep an the other hand, mightýbe identified-as a, brother 
of'Sir Alexander Guthrie of that-ilkq 
318 
and is at least found with 
the earlýon two occasions -, iin May 14861'and OctoberI4889,, both in 
319 Dundee., Master David Fotheringham, with the earl in. Edinburgh 
in April 1474; 'was probably a kinsman of the laird of Powrie. 
320 
Crawford seems to have favoured no particylar, notary public- or, 
rather there isýno notaryp-other than theýtwo of his chamberlains 
who were so qualified, whom the earl employed at more than one 
place. In Edinburgh Crawford-seems to have used the services of 
air David, Lauderdelog, vicar of Tarvesq, twice in the-early 1470s, 
of sir Henry Strachan once in February 1489/go,, -and of 3ohn, Waugh 
over. -a possibly, lengthy period.. In Dundee he employed air 
Alexander Forfar during the 1460s. and on aýfurther occasion in 
321 
1482,. and Robert Shirras in the 1480s. 
The-laymen other than his. inner circle of lairds who might 
be considered as having rendered household service to, the earl 
can with two exceptions be classed, as squires* John Langlands 
is the-member of-this category found earliest in regular 
attendance. upon the earlp witnessing five, writs drawn up; in 
Crawford's presence. between-1468 and 1474.322 Langlandav who, was 
related to the earl by his marriage to Elizabeth Lindsay, daughter 
316. S88 Tables Ib and II belowq pp. 363p 367. 
317. RMSp ii, no. 2874. 
318. Kirkbuddo Inventoryq 15-16,. no. 6. 
319. See Table II below, p. 367, - 
320. See Table Ib belows p. 363. 
321. See Tables Is and b. II below, pp. 362-3,367. 
322. See Tables Is and b, below pp. 362-3, 
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of, David Lindsay of Lethnot. - 
323 ýprobably left the sarl's' , 
household around'the time that he acquired a, quarter,. of the lands 
of Collace in eastern Perthshire and other properties-by way of 
tocher. - - From 1474, unti 1 his death inýaround 1488, it-seems 
rsasonableýto regardýLanglands-as a member of the earllsýwider 
affinity - particuiar'ly in view of the fact that Thomas 
Fotheringham of Powrial Master Gilbert Tyrie, and Robert Shirras, 
notary publicv attested his widow's disposal of his lands to their 
324.,. 
son. -and heir. - Later an the earl seems, to'have been regularly 
accompanied by George Carmichael, and George Mercer - witnesses, -of 
eight and six writs respectively - and a little less frequently 
by David Fotheringhamg Gavid Affleck and Patrick Lumsdon - witnesses 
of four, three and two writs respectively. 
325 Carmichaelv - 
Fatheringhem and'Affleck - probably cadets of the lairdly houses of 
Meadowflat, ''Powrie-and Affleck - May well have beenýregardsd as 
kinsman by the earl. All of, this group, and Langlands as well, 
witnessed writs given in both Edinburgh and Forfarshire, and might 
thus, be taken as having served-in Crawford's-entouraqe,. This is 
not obviously the case; with Oavid Glen,, who witnessed a single 
writ given at Finavan in 1485, but who in doing-so was described 
as four squirslýby the earl -a distinction which-Glan"shared with 
326 
only George Mercer. 
The earl may also have enjoyed the company, of a household , 
knight -Is Sir. James Douglas, who seemsq unusually for a man of 
323. RMS, iiv no. 630o 
324o Ibid. p-noso 1674v 1816o 
325. See Tables Ib and II belowv pp. 3631,367. James. Marcer 
- might. 
be included-in this group. Afflack'rode with, 
the Master of Crawford to Coupýr Abbey in 1479: ADC9 29. 
326. Brech. Req. p iv 212.1 
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his rank, not to have been, a-laird, although, he did receive 
a substantial pension-from the king. 
327 Adventurously and 
incorrectly identified by one-commentator as the, erstwhile 
ninth earl of Douglas, 
328 Sir James witnessed, charters given 
by theýearl of Crawford, in Dundee in 1479 and'1486 and in, 
329 
Edinburgh'in 1481. 
In'being supported out of royal revenues Sir James Douglas 
had something in common with one remaining probable member of 
the earl's household an officer of the earl's whose existence 
is known"ev6n if his name 1: s not. He was the earl's pursuivent, 
until 1464 when he became more prosaically known called 16dure 
330 
as 'Lindsay Herald$* Originally the fourth earl's herald, he 
comes to light in a series of payments made to him out of the 
customs and burgh mails of Aberdeeng and dating from"the'Martinmes 
,II- 331 term of 14S3. These payments9 of L10 yearly from the customs 
332, 
and five marks yearly from the mails, were allthorized by the 
king and lasted until 146S when, for one year I only, they were 
replaced by a single payment of L13 6s 8d from the customs of 
- 333 Dundee* Thereafter the king seems to have given no further 
mandate for this annuityq and paýment ceased u ntil the year 
preceding the exchequer audit of July 1473 when an isolated sum 
of L12 13s 4d was paid to the herald out of the burgh mails of 
334 
eanýf . The initial serie's of payments lacks an'explanation. 
327. RMS9 iit no. 1776. 
328. ER9 xp p. 1xvii... Douglas was not captured. until 1484. - 
_Mholsont The Later MiddleAqes, 516-17, 
329. See Table Ib below, p. 363., 
330. ER, vii, 305. 
331. 
'ER, 
vt 630; vi, 23,1299 304,3979 SOlt 593; viij 31,142,2149 79'ý 
9 37 1. 
332. LR9 V9 639; vi, 42,1359 320v 4049 5109 602; viit 43,222t 3059 
377, 
333. ER, viiq 427* 
334. ER, viiiq 204. - 
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Crawford'himself received substantial annuities from burgh 
revenues, 
335 
and in, turn paid pensions to others out of-these, 
336 
but the payments, to 'Endure' seem to have been entirely separate. 
The payment from the-BanMmailsq, on the other handýseems, to 01 
correspond to, an old and heritable annuity paid to the earls of 
Crawford from the reign of R'Obsrt-II9 
337 
and which earl David took up 
from 1473.338 , 
The available evidence suggests that the fifth earl of Crawford 
come to be a focus for. what might be taken as a substantial body of 
men.,, Half-a-dozen lairdly families were evidently very close to 
him and perhaps upwards of a1dozen others saw himll, as itheir, lord. 
Such a bald numerical assessment has, of course, no intrinsic 
meaning#, although it is fairly safe,, to assume that few of these-- 
individuals were actually essential to the administration of 
Crawford's estatesp and that most were, in the position of clients 
rather. than functionaries. Placing, some sort of interpretation 
upon this assessment,, is neither a matter. of great precision nor of 
conclusive proofq but it is worth attempting, to show in general 
terms what Crawford's affinity did and did not contain. 
Kinsmen are,, to be found aplenty among the earl's associates, 
but much of this can be attributed to the earl's own definition 
of kinship. . 
So far as Fotheringham of Powrial agilvy of Clovat 
Guthrie of that ilk and Ruthven of Crichton are concerned it 
ssems liksly that rsmote kinshipt, possibly involving no blood 
relationshipg, was being, invoked where affinity, existed. Given 
the likely level of intermarriage among the denizens of Angusq 
the earl could probably have found some reason for addressing a 
335. ' Sea below, pp. 337-8. 
336. See above, p'. 77. 
337. ER9 x. 619. 
338. ER, viii, 475. 
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large proportion of the lairds-from his chief sphere of 
influence as his kinsmen had he so wishedv and it'is unlikely 
that affinity was the automatic product of, kinship in these 
instances. ' -It is still less likely in the cases-of Lindsay 
oflBesufort. p Lindsay of Covingtong Affleck of that ilk and 
Carnegie of Kinnaird, from whom the earl needed to obtain' 
bonds of manrento 
-With the exception of the laird'of Auchtermoonzie,, the earl's 
brotherg no close blood relatives can be--found serving, or attending 
Crawford; those of the earl*s surname wers-not, 'invariably called 
kinsman and# except, for Lindsay of the Haugh - whose hereditary 
office might be, deemed as significant as kinship - Lindsay of, 
Covingtong-Master James Lindsayq chanter of Moray., and Master 
Henry Lindsayq they seem. to have been absent from*or, extremely 
peripheral to, theýearlls. affinity. , If the Lindsays of Beaufort 
and Lethnot had a natural right to give the earl, counsel it. is 
not clear that it was ever exercised. Any connexion between 
Crawford and the Lindsays of Leckaway and Dunrod'is ill- ý ý- 
attested; ties between Crawford and other Lindsay lairds and 
cadets of the line of Lindsayt. ' earl of Crawfordq, are not'attested 
a-t all. Most notable is the lack of, ahy observable affinity, ý 
between the earl and his two sonsl Alexander and John, neither of 
whom is known to have witnessed a single writ issued by or in the 
presence of the earl or to have served, their father in any way. 
Affinity did follow an from the earl's two marriages. - but the 
marriages which the earl secured for his children cannot be shown 
to have had any impact upon his body of associates. 
The earl's established tenantry probably yielded yet fewer 
128. 
associates. The, lairds of Pawrie, Cloval- the, Hgugh, Covington, 
panmurev Broxmouth and Beaufort are all identifiable as tenants 
inherited by the'earll- and allq with varying degrees of certainty,, 
might be classed'as his'parttakers. Andr9wq Lord Gray, William, 
Lord Crichton, David Annand of Auchterellong'-3ohn Mortimsrýof'`' 
Flemingtont Walter Ogilvy of Urast and 3ames Blair and'Hobert 
Rollot burgesses of Dundee are also, identifiable as established 
tenants and probably'represent aýsmall proportionofýthose holding 
339 , in fee*and heritage of the earl. There-is no'reas'on to believe 
that they or their heirs and successors were any part-of the'earlts- 
affinity. Some others holding of, the earl -, Finlay Ramsay of -- 
Banffj, David-Hey of Naughton and Alexander'Lovell of Ballumbie- 
show some sign of a connexion with'the'earl', in'the 1460sqýbut'thera 
are no grounds for supposing that such-a tie survived the-passage 
of time, or was passed on to their heirs. 
340 
If it is true , that neither kinship nor tenancy were'on their - '' 
own normally sufficient to draw aýman into the"orbit of the earl - 
of Crawford, it can reasonably be asked, what determining factors did 
operate. ý' With the, inner circle of'lairds attached to the earl 
there was probably something oVa'n'inherited tradition of family 
association with the earls of Crawford. Added'to this-theý--' 
enjoyed a degree of material patronage - those-closest to-the 
earl were actually rewarded for their services. Outside'the 
inner circle only the laird of Findlater- who had-difficulty 
raising his pension - and, the Lindsays of Beaufort received 
sutistantial, and genuine gifts. The scale of Crawford's 
339. SP, iv, 276; RMS9 ii, nos, 361,1922; SR09 GD 33/30, no,, 'l; TD 121/3, bundle 13 (3 Ouly 1470); RH 69 nos, 3798,441C. 
340. ' Bamff Chrs., 24,28; SR02 GD 16/12, noso 7.8; ýLDS, iv, no. - 
1366; ER, vii, 140; RMS9 iit no, 768; see Table Is below, 
pe 36 2. 
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concessions to-the Lindsays of Beaufort .w in particular, the 
gift of Strathnairnq which, came, out of the, earldom's property 
341 
and that they were not reciprocated with any discernible, service, 
want a satisfactory explanation. 
Ths, earl's ability to, reward hisýadherents plainly, had its. 
limits, howeverv and more generally-his patronage could not take, 
a, tangible form. 'His-affinity hadýa sulistantially,, regional-,. -,, -- 
character, cutting across, boundaries of kinship, -and tenancy within 
his chief sphere of influenceg and this-no doubt rsflects, the--, 
principal element of-his lordshipi his-ability-to protect and-. 
support, men-within an area bounded1by the-Mounthq. the Tay'and the 
Ericht*, Some expression of this can be found in the fact that 
the earl of'Angus was obliged, to concede to. Crawford,, some',, say in 
a dispute., over lands in the former's-regality of Kirrismuir.: between 
individuals who-were, notq so far as-, can, be judged, Devid1indsay's 
34? - men. , Even sag some, doubts have to be expressed anent, theýextent 
of Crawford's authority within thie'region andq more particularly, 
how far auch'autharity-was truly-the earl's-own. - 
The earl's regional affinity may have had greater depth than 
the evidence allowag butýwithout embarking an a comprehensive 
investigation, of the freeholders of Forfarshire, it is perfectly 
easy to produce the names of various lairds with whom. the earl had 
343 
no demonstrable contact. Such figures as the Scrimgeours, the 
341, Lacking a text of the charter effecting the gift it is impossible 
to say what its terms were. An arrangement similar to that made 
by the 2nd earl with S. ir Alexander Forbes of that ilk in 1432, 
which involved the keeping of Strathnairn Castle and the depute 
sheriffship of Abardeenj seems possible: A. B. Ill., ivv 393n. 
Theýgift may not have beep made in fee and heritage, for the 
6th earl wasýdue to pay relief an the lordshipt ER, xi, 316*, 
3471. Fraserv Douglasq iiit 436. 
343, The large array of freeholders in Angus can be glimpsed in the 
membership of a few juries of inquest from the second half of 
the 15th cant.: SRO, GO 16/3, no. 16; GD 121/3, bundle 26 (21 
May 1468),, bundle 27 (30 act. 1490); Rylandag Crawford, box E 
(Walter Lindsay of Beaufort, 29 Jan. 1469); Glamis Inventory, 
box 59 no. 101; RMSt ii, no, 1038. 
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Cramonds of Aldbart', and. th8 Erskines of Dun are merely some 
ofýthe, more obvious absenteiis from his writsý -Some, influence 
in Dundee-may be suggested by the earl's association with Thomas 
Fatheringhem of Pawrie and, Malcolm Guthria'af Kingennie, both 
of whom.. served as commissioners, for the burgh, 
344 
and this seems 
to, be barns out by the fact that Dundeel. alone. of the five burghs 
from which the-earl claimed pensionsq, consistentlyýpaid Crawford's 
annuity. 
345" Even so, thelevel of contact between-the earl, and 
the burgesses of Dundee seems, to have been minimal.. More clearly 
there-is the inabilityýof the earl to controlýhis own older--son,, 
whos&. capacity'for independent action - notably his assault upon 
thel'abbey of Coupar and his feuds with his younger brother and-. 
Lord. -Glamis 
346, 
_ can-only have diluted Crawford's authority. -ý,, 
The--master of Crawfordv,, who had-managed to fall, into-disputo--with 
his father and grandmother by the spring of'1490 
34.7 
may besides 
have, drawn to him men who-otherwise would have, been-the,, earlts- 
34P. 
parttakers. , All'that, father and son den certainly be saidý- 
to have hadin common was a-mutual concern-to-prevent the 
overthrow of', . -James III, in- 1488,349. - -11,1. ýý-' 
344 * APS9 iij 102t 124,137t 169. 
345'. See belowg p. 337., 
346. ýU_C# 29; ýLPSq 
iiq 122; Rylands, Crawfordq box B. no. 125. 
34-7. ' . 
aDC, 134; 
. 
8DA9 143. 'r I 
348. No attempt has been made to analyse the evidence provided by 
the master's owng fairly-numerous writs. There does not 
seem at first glance to be much similarity between the witness- 
, lists of the writs issued by father and song although the 
presence with the master of Crawford of Master Henry Lindsay, 
sometime chamberlain to the earl, on at least three occasions, 
represents one exception to this general rule: Rylandsq 
Crawfordq box B9 no., 91, box E (Alexanderg, master of 
Crawfordq 7 July 1484); RMS,. ii,, no. 1966. On the other 
hand the names of Lindsay of Baikie, Dempster of Auchterless 
and Gavin Affleck are recorded in the list of those who were 
party to the master's attack upon Coupar Abbey: ADCv 29. 
349'. SROj GD 16/12, no., 9 and Glamis Inventory.. box 119 no. 4 
show the master's support for James III in 1488. 
131. 
The most telling fact is that., the, earl's prestige and 
authority were,, substantially dependent upon royal-patronage. 
Ths, earl remained loyal to, 3ames Ijj*to the last, his services 
during the crisis of 1488 being-rewarded-with the creation in 
his favour of the first non-royal dukedom, and-gifts in fee-and: 
heritage of the lordship of Kinclaven and the customs--and mails 
of the-burgh of Montrose, 
360 The king! s death had immediate- 
consequences; the earl,, Iost the chamberlainry and the,, mastership 
of the royal household, 
35.1 the dukedom, and the-associated-gifts-., 
3s2 
were'reduced to liferent and, most significantly for his regional 
influencaq the earl was abliged, to resign theýofficeýof, sheriff 
of Forfar - which he had, hv1d since 1466 
353 
__ in favour of Andrewq 
second Lord, Gray. On 29 October, 1488 the sarl issued a protest 
at this treatmentf informing 3ames IV that he resigned, the office 
funwillinglyq with regard to maintaining his living and inheritanqq, 
and also with regard to maintaining his kinsmeng friends gnd, men'. 
354 
CrawfordIs attitude to the-office of sheriff seems thus to be made 
clear; the powers vested therein were exercised less with a view 
to bensfitting the crown and the-inhabitants of Angus-than, with a 
view to benefitting himself and his men. This was probably 
not'an unacceptable attitude - aftarýall, the king's authority 
was transmitted to the locality via, the magnate and'his, affinity - 
but it does suggest that Crawford's regional authority was both 
partial and dependent in some degree upon the king's licence,, 
350. RMS9 iit no., 1725; Macdougall, james H!, 256, 
35-1. HGCq 179; RMS ii, no. 185%. 
352. Ibid., no, 1895. 
353. Ibid. 9 no. 886. 
354. Rylands, Crawford, box 8, no. 69; Lindsay, Lives of the, 
Lindsayst it 456-7. 
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Crawford's ability to protect and support his, men probably , 
had a great deal to do with his ability to preside over courts 
which supplied him with Jurisdiction beyond that which his own 
barony courts gave. His shrieval authdrity gave himg, for example, 
the power to terminate the occupation by Walter Ogilvy of Uras of 
to 355 
lands lawfully pertainingýihomss Ogilvy of Clove. It probably 
also helped to make his lordship more compelling-to Affleck, of 
that ilk and Carnegie'of Kinnaird,, who might not otherwise have 
given him bonds of manrent, -In addition'his powers of patronage 
had been extended by his ability to delegate shrieval authority to 
men such as Walter, Lord Innermeath, Alexander Guthrie of that ilk 
and Malcolm Guthrie of Kingennis. Apart from the sheriffship, 
royal favour had helped, the earl to increase his'income and'had 
doubtless assisted him in securing local-office for Fatheringhom 
of Powriev Guthrie of that ilk and probably Dempster of Auchterleas 
as well. It is hard'to bslisve'thatýthe loss of royal favour 
following the demise of, James III was'other than, a major setback 
for the earl. 
An investigation of the consequences ofýCrawfordls loyalty 
to James III is hindered by the fact, that almost no writs, issued 
by the earl during the last five years of his life he died an 
355 
26 December 1495 - have been discovered. - Suchian investigation 
would in any event have to take into account the d8aths,, of 
Fatheringham of Powris,, Ogilvy of Clova,, and Lindsay of the Haughv 
and the extent to which the second master of Ciawford the earl's 
surviving son, John - played a part in the management of his father's 
355o SROt GD 16/2, no. 
356. ER9 xg 61le 
133. 
affairs* 
35T However, certain relevant matters -can be-noted: 
the earl's dispute "Ah Dempster'of Auchterlessq which arose 
3S ''list of the before Oune 1493, the notably'untypical'witnesS- 
-1 359 earl's last known chertarg and in'particular tho composition 
of the earl's council nominated on-8 July-1491 to arbitrate in a 
360 
dispute between the 16ird of Dun and the burgh of Montrose. 
Three of the councillors - Sir Alexander Lindsay of 
Auchtermoonziev Sir Alexander Guthrie'of'that ilk'and"'Thomas, '" 
Lord Innermeath - are not a-source of particular surprise. I 
Anotherv William Meldrum, bishop of', Braching representS'a 
notable departure-from the class of'individual serving'an the 
earlts council in 1467, butv Oiven'some evidence of-a benign 
attitude an the earl's part towards: his'episcapal-neighbours, 
361 
it is not unreasonable to suppose-that the biShop, owed'the earl 
counsel. ' 
This'can hardly have been the caas either ýiith'Andrswtý " '' 
second Lord Gray# who was'notably hostile-to the king'during the 
362 -- last six years of his reignq or with John'-Hepburn* prior of 
St-Andrewsq who was a kinsman of another rebel - Lord'Hailes 
363, 
and was appointed keeper of týe Privy , S8al'by James IV Soon after 
357, ýJohn Lindsay.. as 6th earl Of'Crawford, --appears to have 
inherited at least some part of his father's affinity: a 
small selection of writs in print shows Nicholas Fatheringham 
of Powriaq Oavid Lindsay of, the Haughp Master Henry Lindsay 
and Sir Adam Crichton of quthven in his company:. EMS, iii, 
no. 1572; iv, no. 2946; v. no, 1705; Bamff Chrs ,7 
37-38, A 
charter issued by him as master of Crawford in 1493 gives no 
indication that this was to be the case: RMS, ii, no. 2170. 
358. ADA9 1759 180, 
359 * See Table Ib below, p, 363. 
350, Rylandsq Crawfordt box St no* 77# 
351. KR, ix, 577; Brech. Ran., iq 196-8. 
362. Macdougallp 3ames 111,151,1559 1679 1809 1869 2380 2429 256. 
363,. ibidog 257. 
134. 
364 
his accession. That, Lord Gray should have been a councillor 
of the earl of Crawford seems particularly add. Not only. 
was he an opponent of James III;. bUt it was-he, who supplanted 
Crawford as sheriff of Forfar? He was a tenant of the earl 
and the son of one of the earl's pensioners, 
365 but this 
scarcely seems enough to redeem himq particularly, as Crawford 
was in no doubt that losing the shpriffship to Gray would damage 
his intersats. It may be that during his temporary return to 
court in 1490 
366 Crawford reached the conclusion, that accepting 
pray's influence was the price he had to pay in order to maintain 
his regional authority. It is true that Gray's son married the 
367 
widow of Alexsnderg master of Crawford, but thisp which placed 
lands hold in conjunct fee by the master and his wife in the hands 
of Gray's song might have worsened rather than improved relations 
between the families. However, it is not clear that the master 
of Crawford was yet dead. in Ouly 1491,368 At any rateg with the 
passage of three years there is at least a little less irony in 
Gray's being a councillor of the earl than there is in Crawfordts 
appointment as procurators to resign the shrievalty of Forfar on 
1 November 1488 of two men - Patrick Hepburn, Lord Hailpst newly, 
created earl of Bothwell and Alexander# Lord Home 
369_ 
who had 
opposed him at Sauchieburn less than five months before. 
370. 
364. He appears as keeper of the Privy Seal an 25 June 1488s 
RMS9 ii, no* 1739, 
365a SP, iv, 275-6;. ER, vii, 140,2159 287, 
366 RMS. 9 ii, nos. 1929-434. - 
36701 SP, ivq 279; ADA9 191; ADCI, 227. 
368 Ne was dead by the following March:. 8DC, 227. 
369: Rylands, Crawford, box 89 no. 69. 
370, Macdougallq James M, 246-7. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE COMPOSITION OF THE MAGNATIAL AFFINITY. 
II : THE FIRST EARL OF MORTON 
If an examination of the affinity of the fifth earl'of 
Crawford is taken as an experimentv then, to continue the 
scientific metaphorg a similar examination of the affinity of 
James Douglast first earl of Morton and fourth lord of Dalkeith. - 
can be seen as a control. In the first place there'are- 
significant similarities between these two magnates. , They 
were as near contemporaries as one could ressonably'hope - 
Crawford's tenure of his earldom lasted from c. 1461-1495 and 
Morton's career as an earl spanned the years 1458-1493 ;- and 
besides-there was perhaps little more than two years'-difference 
in their agesq Morton being the senior. In addition both men 
took up their similarly extensive inheritances after periods during 
which the lineal successor had not been in possession: Crawf ordl in 
factj was the lineal succesaort and. he succeeded after Er straight- 
forward minority# while Morton succeeded after a lengthy tutory caused 
by his father's mental illness. There is thus the possibility- 
that both men had to develop their own affinities rather than rely 
on those inherited from their fathers. 
Secondlyv to make the experiment possiblev their careers show 
a marked contrast: Crawford was highly 'political' whereas Morton 
was quite the opposite. This could b. 8 considered curious. Morton 
2" 
W88 pOS88888d of thirteen beroni889 a total matched by few. many 
1, Morton may not have attained his majority until 1458/9: see 
belowt p. 140. He died between 22 June and 10 Sept. 1493: 
ADAr 182; SRO, GO 150t no. 237. 
2. Ibid. 
-9 
no. 234; McNeill and Nicholson, Atlas, 1839 where the 
earldom is grossly under-represented. 
137. 
royal petranagap and yet he made only a handful of appearances 
at court. 
9 Tkrae- of tkesv- appas*, anCes, 
iWs reec6m, do skoLo i*kst- Hcei-cs, % wgg -Ict- ap-otet-Ice-L -- bl-, ýt- 
co"det-t'abl-% Ala kt& 
Given this lack of political ambitiong Morton's affinity, 
as revealed by evidence of attendance upon and service to the earl, 
should be what can be termed a Oconservativel following - that is 
locking in alliances with his pears and in men drawn from outside 
a sphere of influence delimited by locality and kinship. However, 
before turning to parttakers revealed by this sort of simple 
evidence it is useful to look at the way in which the earl handled 
bonds of manrent and marriage - these being the principal means 
whereby a network of supporters could be extended beyond this kind 
of conservatism. In order to do this it is necessary first of 
all to scrutinize the circumstances which surrounded James Douglas's 
succession to the lordship of Dalkiith, for herein is found 
illumination of three of the five bonds of manrent known to have been 
given to the earl and also a suggestion as to the cause of his lack 
of interest in politics. 
It is difficult to know how to interpret the handful of facts 
relating to James Douglas (IIIYs tenure of the lordship of Dalkeith. 
He succeeded his father, Sir James Douglas (II)q between 2 March * 
1439/40 10 and 22 May 1441, and on the latter date was declared 
9, His certain attestations of writs registered under the Great 
Seal during the reign of James III number five, all in Edinburghp 
an 12 Aug. 1471# 15 July 14769 16 Nov. 1482# and 20 and 23 May 
1488: RMSP iiq nos, 1039,12469 1525 (repeated in no, 3350). 
1727-8. The second instance merely shows that he had attended 
parliament, Doubt is cast upon other possible attestations: ibid., 
nos* 1241v 1246n., 1248-9,1647n., 1650, He seems to have witnessed 
no charters of James IV. 
10. A confirmation of this date under the Great Seal of an earlier 
resignation by Sir James# who can be distinguished from his son by 
his knighthoodl makes no mention of his death: RMS, ii, no, 226, 
1381 
non compos mentis, by-the government acting in-the name of the 
young 3ames 11.11 In view of his incapacity the Dalkeith 
estates were placed in the tutorship of James Gifford of-, - 
Shgriffhallq or failing him'hisýbrcthers John and William in. 1 
turnlor a term, of nineteen years. -The-Gifford brothers were 
brothers-in-law of the lord of Dalkeithq who was married, to- 
l2 
their sister Elizabeth .- 
It is, dnclear how effsctivs Giffordls-ýtutorship was,,, or -, 
indeed how-literally this declaration of Douglasts incapacity 
should be-taken. Douglas was apparently well'snoughýat-some 
period in the next fifteen,. manths to have engaged im-1grat, and-, 
perowliss strywys' with, his brother Henry-Douglas, of. eargue over 
the possessioý of - the lordship of Dalkeith., but this was no more - 
to the taste of. the government than, mental illness;, on-6 September 
1442, with no reference to-Gifford's-tutorship, and withýths, intention 
of preventing the, dispute causing any bloodahedýor, destruction# the 
castle and lordship of,, Dalkeith-were taken into the king's hands, 
13 
There: 'ssems to be, no means, of-knowing why-Henry Douglas, as 
a, younger song- should have had, any title --to the- lardshipq aside , 
from a-claim to the tutorship, during-his brother! s incepacityjand- 
yet-he can'be found on atleast two. occasions-styled, llcrd of 
Dalkeith'. 
14 Certainly, if he had a-right to anything more than 
tutorshipt this Went unregarded when James Douglas was seized in 
11. Mort. Req., iit 207-9. 
12. This seems to be a matter of deduction rather than outright 
statement: Douglasts wife was Elizabeth (ibid., i, p. xliv) and 
the two younger Gifford brothers are called the earl of Mortonts 
maternal uncles (Lbid. j iij 237)o 
13. SROp RH 69'no. 307. 
14. APS# iit 60 (1 June 1445); SR09 GD 184, no. 10 (7 May 1452). 
1 139. 
is 
the--Peablesshir8 properties in 1442g. was retoured-heir, to- 
their father'in the south-wastern, parts of the patrimony on 15 July 
1443 (including the superiority of Henryls own, landsýof'80rgus) 
16 
and when James Gifford of Sheriffhall as his attorney received 
sasine of the family's Fife properties on 16 August-that same 
year. 
17 On the other hand Henry Douglas undoubtedly. came to 
exercise some control over the lordship; -letters of tack of-, 
certain subjects in the toun of Dalkeith were issued-under both 
the brothers' names at an unknown date before 2 3anuary, -1451/2, 
whilst a charter confirmed by Oames, on-7 May 1452 could, not, it, 
seems, be put into effect, without. letters authorizing sasine, issued 
on the same day by Henry. Quite what is signified by, this is 
not at once apparent* It-is not unlikely that the younger brother 
eventually became tutor to the-elderg but this, may not-have, taken 
place until the., earLy-1450.89 since-'James was'in sufficient control 
of his inheritance to issue a charter and its accompanying precept 
19 
of sasine in March 1450/1 without-any reference to Henry. 
The difficulty was probably eased by Henry Douglas! s death, ý. - 
20 
which took-place before 17 September-1456. , There wasýcertainly 
no practical doubt as-to which lins, of-theýfamily the, lordship lay 
with when James Douglas (III)ý'rssigned the inheritence. in-favour. 
of his son and-heir -, also-called James - on or before, 27 July 1456.2L 
15. ERp ixg, 657. 
16. SR09 GO'1509 no. 103. 
17. Ibid., no. 104. 
is. RMS, ii, no., 515; SRO, GO 1849 no. Ia. 
19, Ibid., nose 6 and 7. 
20. ER, vig 207* 
21* SR09 GO 150p no. 112. 
140o 
James Douglas the son was-given a'charter, oVthelordship by 
the king on 8 September 1456 
22 
and between 10 September and 
30ýOCtaber`of, that-year he took, piecemeal sasineýof'most of,, 
the*various elements of the estates. 
23 
ý He'was not'of age 
-at this timej,, nor'was he an "11 October 1457i-, byý-which timq'ý 
24 
his father was deadv and it isýintsrsstingý'that there is no 
suggestion that his sasines were of anything-'short of both fee 
and liferent. 
25ý Without knowing the precise date; of'Henry-, 
Douglas's death it is'-impossible'-to be sureq but-it, ssamw 
probable, that he was no longer'living at the-time of'his-brother's 
resignation - otherwise it-is-doubtful whether the king would 
have taken the-risky and strictly illegal stop of placingfa-minar 
- 
26 
, This does not,, of course, in full control of the lordship, 
explain, the need for such a move,, and the--likeliest'cause would, 
seem-, to be the", continuing or'renewed incapacityýof-James Douglas 
the-father0' 
-The first clear indication that James Douglas (IV) had reached 
his majority, is not found until 18, March,, 1458/9, -It was only then 
that a brieve, was issusdý, for his serving-as, heir to Dalkeith -a 
brieve, whichp by, the byt makes an-apt commentýon the'-unsatisfactory 
nature of'James Douglas (III)ls-'tenure of the'lordshipq for James 
Douglas the, sonp by then'earl of'Mortonq was-to-be served'heir not 
27 
to his father but to his grandfather. 
22. 'Ibid. no. 113 (printed in Mort. Req., 'i, pp, xlii-xlv),, 
23, SR09 GD 150, nos. 114-121. 
24, Ibid., no, 123, 
25. This is in spite of the fact that the royal charter of the 
lordship of 8 September 1456 reserved liferent'of all except 
Kilbucho and Roberton to James Douglas the father: ibid., no. 
113 (printed in Mort. Req. 9 ii, pp. xlii-xlv). 
26. Craing Jus Feudele, 11,802. 
27. SRO, GD 150, no. 127. 
141. 
Thei terms of the, brieve may have - been . designed to ensure , 
thatýHugh Douglas, the son, and heir of'H6nry Douglas of, sorgus, 
should-. entertain no claim to the lordship of' Dalkeith. - Whether- 
or not this was'so, it was apparent to, the earl-of Morton at leastP 
if not'to his'cousint that the claim might'yet have been revived,, 
and this seems to have prompted the, making of, two'bands, of manrent. 
The earlier of, thess ýais mada'at'Dalkeith on 15 May 1468 in' 
whicfi-Hugh Douglasq then styled 'of GrantonIq stated that he'should 
Inevir mak clams na folbuyng to the lordship of Dalketh.; -excepande 
and outtane'the'landis of, Moffet and of the Borg, in Galway$ and 
the"earl bound'hims8lf to'supplyp-maintain and defend-Hugfi in ' 
these particular lands. In addition the earl was to give Hugh and 
his spouse Elizabeth Gifford L10 worth, of the lands'of-the toun of, 
Kilbuchop'but only until the, decease of the-longer liverg' whersafter 
28 
it would revert to him. , This would seem to have been art, 
agreament'dictated by the earl; '3amea Douglas, ý(Jj) of Dalkeith 
had granted Borgue'and the'Moffatdale landst' namely-Corhede, 'Grantan 
29 
and'Moffat and-its millt to'his, son Henry in fee andý'heritage, 
and if Hugh Douglasq judging from his--style, was in 1468 only, in., 
possession of'Grantonq they-it-may be that Morton had delayed 
serving him heir in, all his rightful inheritance as a means of 
forcing a renunciation of the claim to Dalkeith. However, the 
situation at this time is far from clear. -The forfeiture of the, 
Douglases'in 1455 placed those Dalkeith baronies hold of the earl - 
of Douglas as lord of Gallowayv Borgue among them, at the disposal 
of the crown, In 1456 Borgue was in the hands of Margaret Douglas, 
28* Ibidet no, 142, This Elizabeth Gifford could conceivably have 
, been the earl's mother. 
29e RMSp iit no. 1138. 
142. 
widow of Henry DOU91889 
30 
and there is no reason to doubt that in 
normal circumstances her son Hugh vould have inherited the lands. 
Howeverg Margaret was evidently covered by the general proscription 
of the Black Douglases - she was sister to the eighth and ninth 
earls of Douglas - and at length in 1457 she forfeited Borgue to 
the king. 
3,1 Neverthelsssq Borgue does not appear in the.,, 
Galloway accounts after 1457 and if neither the king nor Margaret 
Douglas was in possession it is possible that the earl of Morton, 
as immediate superiorg had obtained the barony. It is certainly 
the case that Prestong another Dalkeith barony in Gallowayl was- 
returned to the earl of Morton after a period in the king's hands, 
32 
the earl taking sasine an 4 November 1458. 
For no demonstrable. reason this bond of 1468 proved inadequate. 
Hugh Douglas is found at Dalkeith (albeit an businassýunconnectsd 
with the earl)'on 22 November 1468 bearing the style 'of Borguelp 
33 
on the face of it suggesting that Morton had fulfilled the major 
part of his side of the bargain quite promptly. However, it seems 
a, little add that Hugh shouldv on, 3 September, 1473, have secured 
registration under the Great Seal merely for his father's original 
charter of Borgue and, the Moffatdale lands 
34_ if he also*had a fresh 
vi, 196. 30. R. . 
L. 
31.. LR, vi# 347. Fraser, Douglas, ig 445, indicates her place in the 
Black Douglas family tree. Margaret-Douglas was certainly not 
the $lady of Dalkeith' who was raising a terce from Preston 
and other lands in Gallowayq as is claimed in ER, vi, p. cxii. 
This woman was either Elizabeth Giffordq widow of James 
Douglas (III) of Dalkeith, or Janet Borthwickq widow, of 
James Douglas (II): a terce was reserved to the former in 
1456 and was sought by the latter in 1451/2-. SRO, GO 150, -no. 113 (printed in Mort. Req. 
19 
iq p. xliv); SRO, GO 150, no. 109. 
32. SRO9 GD. 1509 no.. 126. 
33. Yester Writs, no, 139, 
34. RMS9 ii, no, 1138; TAt iq 2, - 
143. 
confirmation thereof from the earl'of Morton. No doubt 
this gave Hugh Douglas the legal security he desired in occupying 
Borgue and Moffatdalep but it may also have caused the earl some 
disquiet. ' If Morton had failed, for whatever reason, to tsuple 
mayntein and defends' his cousin in Borgue and Moffatdale, he 
had now been by-passed and he may have felt that Hugh Douglas 
no longer had any obligation to adhere to the renunciation of 
the claim to Dalkeith. At all events, on 24 May 1474 the earl 
35 
received another bond of manrent from Hugh Douglas of Borgue, 
and three days later the same man once again renounced'the claim 
'bly , as"ive 8 to Dalkeith, but this time under pain of improba M8 nd 
certainly unobtainable sums: LlOpOOO each - to Morton and the - king 
and another L10,000 to be distributed evenly for the repair of" 
the cathedral churches of St Andrews, Glasgow and D6nksi6 should 
he or his heirs act against this renunciation. - On this oiccasion'- 
36 
the earl made no promise anent Borgue and Moffatdale. 
Such terms could scarcely brook default; and it seems - that 
the earl had solved the problem inherent'in''his having'nothing 
tang ible to gain which might mark the comple tion of the first 
agreement. 'On the other hand, if thare'is-little in this 
sequence of events to show that much affinity existed between 
Morton and Douglas of Borgue, there is also little evidence of 
later date'to suggest that the bonds of manrent produced any 
greater mutual affection even though the earl seems genuinely 
to haV8 attempted a reconciliation., It is true that the earl was 
prepared to grant parts of the barony of Borgue in blench farm and 
35. Mort. Req.. 9 iiq 221-2. 
36. Ibid 222-4. It isq of course, possible that the Hugh 
Doug ases of 1468 and 1474 were not the same man. 
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conjunct infeftment to Hugh 0ouglas and his second wife, 
Christiana Setong on 14 3uly 14789 
37 
and the Moffatdale lands 
in blench form on the following 23 October to his $beloved 
kinsman' William Douglasi the son and apparent heir of Hugh, 
following*the latter's resignation. 
38 It is also true that 
the earl of Morton granted ton marklands in Elvingston in fee and 
heritaýs to 
. 
Hugh Douglas and Christiana Seton an 14 February 1486/7, 
and in doing so waived ward, marriage and relief;:. requiring only 
suit of court. 
39 Nonethelessq Hugh Douglas's second bond included 
a promise to be 'man in speciale menrent and service reteneu and 
hushaldly 
40 
yet there is certain evidence for only two occasions 
when he may have been in the earl's presencev and these were 
prior. to the bonds: on 4 January 1463/4 (as plain tHugh Dquglasf)q 
41 
and on 22 and 23 May 1466 (once as 'Hugh Douglas' and ancep by a 
slip of the peng as 'Hugh Douglas of Douglast). 
42 Distance may have 
played some part; Borgue wasp. after allq the fragment of the Dalkeith 
patiimony furthest away from Dalksith itselfg although it cannot 
be shown that Hugh Douglas was normally based there. Alternatively 
there may be herein an example of divided loyalty;, Hugh did receive 
gifts of land from his father-in-law George, Lord Seton, and these, 
I 
lying in Lauderdale and Longniddrie, were worth in all forty-three 
37. NLS9 MS 72,, fos. llgv-120v. 
38* Ibid. 9 fos. 120v-121r. 
39, Ibid, q foo 121r-v. 
40. Mort, Req,, Up 221* Added'to this, the charter of 14 July 
1478 was given for services 'to be renderedt and not, as is 
more usuall. trandered and to be rendered': NLS, MS 72t fo. llgv. 
41. SR09 GD 1509 no. 131. 
42. SROp GD 184p nos. 13,15, He may well have been present to 
resign landsq receive charterst or to render suitq but for none 
of these need his personal attendance have been essentialq or, 
indeed, any indication of affinity. 
145. 
morks year y. 
43 
Another source of threat to the integrity of the Dalkeith 
patrimony lay with the earl's half-uncle Sir William Douglas of 
Whittingehamet the son of Sir James Douglas (II) of Dalkeith by 
his second wife Janet Borthwick, 
44 Sir Jamesq seeking to ensure 
that his heirs by Janet Borthwick should enjoy some part of hiw- 
considerable possessions* took the step of resigning to the king 
and obtaining conjunct infaftment for himself and his second Wift 
of lands in Whittingehame in the constabulary of Haddington and 
the barony of Morton in Dumfriesshirs an 13 October 1439 and 
28 February 1439/40 respectively. 
45 These titles were both 
confirmed to Janet an 7 March 1449/5o and again an 22 March 1450/1,46 
and Whittingshame alone was confirmed to Sir William Douglas on 
--l 
12 January 1452/3.47 It thus happened that when the king 
declared his intention of raising the now lord of Dalkeith to 
the dignity of earl of Mortonp Janet Borthwick felt obliged to 
protest in parliament an 14 March 1457/89 through. the offices 
of her brother Williamp Lord Sorthwick, that the now title should 
belong to her son William. 
48 The king's favour was notp however, 
to be-so easily deflectodg and the chancellor, no doubt prepared 
43. RMS9 ii, no. 1415; Prot* Bk. Younq# no. 979. This gift may have 
been importantp for Borgue was warih only forty marks yearly ( R, 
.L vi, 196) and it is not clear that the whole barony was in Hugh's 
handss cf. NLS9 MS 729 fos. llgv-120v; SRO, GD 150, no. 234. 
There is also Hugh's curious change of style in the 14-90sq when 
he appears as tof Moffatt: ADC, 209 259, 
44.. Sp"ý A*i:. ý51-2. - 
45. RMSv iiv nos. 208,224. 
46, Ibid., nos* 325-6.427-8* 
47, Ibid. 9 no. 595. 
48. APS, iit 78, 
I 
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for such a'protestq pronounced'that the name of the dignity 
came-not from the Morton in-Nithsdals - abarony and castle'- 
but from the Morton in Calderclere -a mere'ferm toun. 
49 This 
has, au the appearance of chicaneryt whilst begging the'question 
as ta'why-matters were complicated by the choice: of'Morton as 
the earldom's name when any one of a dozen baronies would have 
served is well. It is not even'certain-that Morton was the 
chief'mossuage of Calderclere. ' Thera is no doubt"that, the 
50 
earl wished to, recover Mortong , and, if he had'the king's-support 
for his claimv the titleýlearl of Morton"may have been a'tacit'- 
Means of acknowledging it. 
51 
The earl was also keen, to recover Whittingshame,, but, he was 
prevailed upon to resign his rights thersto, in favour of, Sir William 
Douglas, doing so at Siirling an 30 May 1459.52 There followedt 
on 9 October 14599. another-cýwplaint by Janet Borthwick before 
parliament to-the effect that she had been unlawfully expelled-, 
from Mortang although by whom she did not say - ar, else was not 
recorded. -She 
demanded restitutionv. and theking and-parliament, 
agreed that this was appropriate. 
53 
To attempt to identify guilty parties on such slight evidence 
is futile. "-ano there was in any case a threatto Janet Borthwick's 
. possession of a part of Morton from another source 
54 
_ but it may 
be that the sarlp who-, would have had, reason to believe in, 1459 that,, he 
had taken sasine of the barony 
55 
and perhaps assumed that a reciprocal 
49. Morton in Calderclers is Nat., Grid ref. NT (372631., 
50. Mort. Regop Up 213-14. - 
51. Ibid. 
52, RMS ii, no. 993, (3), Sir William was confirmed therein an 1 zx= 
June following: ibid., no. 703. 
53. APS 
'I 
11,, 79. On 7 Nov. 1459 Sir William was granted Morton following 
his mother's resignation, reserving free tenement: RMS, ii, no. 
993v (2). 
54. HMC Rep. ýV p App. part viiiv 37-38. 
55. LR2 ixg 667. 
147. 
resignation had taken placaq decided to take direct action, to 
ensure his possession of the lands., Whatever the, truth,, ths, 
earl did at length recover Mortonp but he-. had-to wait until 12 
3anuary, 1473/4-when Sir-William Douglas resigned the barony, in'-:, 
his'favour in the hands of the superiorvýthe duke of Albany. 
56 
The Whittingehame'landav howevert held of'the, same superior, 
were not to be recovered. 
57 
-There is noýindication-in this 
instance of an attempt-to settle-the, dispute amicably by use'of 
a., bond of menrentg and it is appropriate that. *neither Sir William 
nor his son'and heirv who-had succeeded, hisýfather by 26 October 
14849 58ý is. ever found in'the earVs company. 
Another gift by Sir Jam6s Douglas (II) of Dalkeith heloed in 
the long run to create some difficulty between Morton and'his uncle 
and cousinp both James Gifford of Sheriffhall, father and son, and 
was'to be a f"actor in't'he bond of manr'ent given by the younger James 
Gifford to the earl on-10 May 1482. Relations between the near 
neighbcurs - Sheriffhall lies just across the North Esk from 
59 - Dalkeith - were, howeverv of a'rather different order from those 
between the earl and the Douglases of Borgue and Whittingehame, 
and thougti not following*an entirely'smooth course are in the main 
manifested in a record of regular attendance and comprehensive 
servicee Moreoverv not merely the Giffords of Sheriffhall but 




57. Precisely what was meant by 'the lands of Whittingehamel in 
all these dealings is unclear* for Morton was able to resign 
'the barony of Whittingehamel in favour of his son in 1493: 
SR09 GD 150, no. 234. 
58. ADCt 90*.,, - 
59. Sheriff hall is Nat, Grid refs NT 320679. The caveat should 
be added that there is another Sheriffhall in East Lothian, 
Nat. grid refs NT 563818o 
148, 
It sepms not unnatural that Gifford of'Sheriffhall should 
have'developed a close association with theýlords of-Dalkeith; 
not only was Sherif fhail close at hand, it was also held or.. the 
abbot and convent of Ounfermline,, 
60 
and ifp as it seemaq they held 
no land or-'other superiorsý'then the obvious secular lard to- 
whom-they might cleavat if such they'requiredg, 'would'have been 
Douglas'Of Dalksitti. ' A formal tieýbetwesn'the two-familiee had 
existed from at least 30'September 1433 when 3smes Gifford, the 
older was granted Cuil'In the-barony Of Buittle, -by Sir-James- 
61, 
Douglas (II)t , and'to this was added, the'marriage of Gi"ordls, -----. 
62. 
sister Elizaboth'to Sir James's-son at'an unknown'date, Though 
his-tutorship of, the1ordship of Dalkeith may have been, short-lived 
he was evidently constable of Dalksith Castle, when witnessing, la--, 
charter of Oames'Douglas'(III)'on 16 January 1442/3,63 an, office 
which he probably retained until his death. 
64 
,,, 11,11 __ 
He'went an to'witness charters'of theýearj, of Morton-at,, 
Dalkeith bn 21 March 1460/19ý23 Noýember 1465 and 22 May 14669 
65 
and resignationfe-in'the'earl's handsq also'at Dalkeitht on 4"Jenuary 
66 6? - 1463/4 and 4 May 1467* ý Thi's last date'marks, the latest certain 
appearance of James Gifford senior in thesarl's, companys-, that-it 
60, 'Dunf8rmline'R6qistrumq 3720" 
61. SRO9, GO 150, no, 97, 
62* See above, p, *138, 
63, NRA, Survey no. 8889 p. 424. 
-64,9- -He is described as-constable or keeper of Dalkeith Castle in 
writs of 14529 1456 and 1466: SRO, GO 1849 nos. 139 159 72; GO 1509 
nos. 1161,118. He clearly did not have complete control of the 
castle during all this periodl for Patrick Cockburn is found as 
captain of Dalksith Castle in 1443-ýS, with James Gifford and his' 
brother William jointly responsible for only the middle ward of the 
castle in 1443-4: ER, v, 146-71 149-509 182; SROp GO 150, no. 6. The 
relative status of the offices of constable, captain and keeper 
is not apparent. 
65, See Table III below., p. 370, 
66. SR09 GO 150, no. 131, 
67* Ibid. t no. 139. 
149, 
is he is confirmed by the earl's preceptýtwo days laterv which 
was, directed, to 'James Giffordq son-and apparent heir, of James 
Gifford of, Sheriffhall' as one of the bailies to give sasine 
68 
following the resignation., 
,, It cannot 
be said unequivocally that son-had succeeded father 
until 1 September 14759-on which date it- 'is clear that-the brothers 




There is thus an, sight year period of, uncertain -::, 
identification. ý- Howevert there may, be sufficient, circumstantial' 
evidence-to narrowthe gap by a year or so: it seems that-'the 3ames 
Gifford of-. Sheriffhall who witnessed-Hugh, Douglests letters of, 
renunciation79, and the earVs charter founding,, the, hospital atý 
71 Abardour , on 
27 May and 9'Ouly 1474 respectively was not coupled 
with John and William Gifford, in beingýdsscribed. as uncles of the earl 
and brothers-garman; -he was# besidpag listed, behind, thess brothers - 
an-unlikely, positionif. ho, wasýthe-man implicitly recognized as 
72 
senior member of, the family in 1441* 
if it is correctq thereforeq to assume that it is the son who 
appears, as James Gifford of Sheriffhall in and after 1474, there 
remain only two. -instance's where a man of that name accompanying the 
earl of Morton cannot be identified - naM81Y. as a witness of the 
assine of the earits older son in the barony of Robertang given 
73 
by , 'the earl himself'on 26 July 14699 
, 
and of a reversion made to 
, 74 the earl at Dalkeith on 22 August. 1471, The assumption thus 
68. Ibid. no. 141. 
69. SROp GD 97/2p no. 26. Master William Giffordq prebendary of 
Dalkeith and Alexander Gifford were the younger James's brothers: 
Mort. Req. 9 iiq 244-5. 
70. Ibid, q 224. 
71* Ibid, q 237. 
72. That ist in being awarded the tutorship of the lordship of Dalkeith 
ahead of his brothers: ibid., 207-9. 
73. SROp GD 150, no. 144. 
74, Mort. ReQ*q 11,216-17. 
150,, 
81-IOWS almcstý as cOmPl8t8 a View as is Possible of the'carser 
of the younger James Gifford of, Sheriffhall as'anýassociate-of 
the'earl of'Morton. 
,. Including 
the writsq, mentioned aboveg -which -he ý Witnessed ý in 
14749. Gifford attested six of the earl's-charters-from,, that year 
75, 
until, 1480, , as well as letters augmenting Dalkeith'Collegiate 
Kirkq 76 Hugh Douglas's bond of manrent 
77 
and the associated 
renunciationp 
78, 
and perhaps another bondýof manrent given by his 
cousin Master'Thomas Giffordi for'which ho'cortainly lent'his seal 
and may have been the witness called simply 13ames Gyfferdel, 
79 
All'bar one of these writs were given at Dalkoithp the exception 
being the letters of augmentation'dated at Holyrood.,, In"addition 
he served as justiciar of, Morton's regality, of Dalkeithq 
80 
was 
nominated bailie to giv8 sasines an three occasions between 1478 
81 6 82 and 1482 -as well as once in 1467, before hisýfatherls death, 
and was appointed as one of-the arbiters in the dispute between the 
83 
earl'and,, Henry Livingston, of Mannerstan. , He'wasq likehis fatherg 
75. See Table IIIbelow, p. 370,. 
76.., Mort. Req. I 11,, 235. 
77. Ibid. 222. 
78. Ibid. 1 224, 
79, NLS9 MS 731, noo 2, 
80, ý _M_ort. 
Req., 11,, 225. A-plain 'James Gifford# presided over 
an inquest of the regality in Jan. 1460/1, but the lack of a 
style makes it impossible to determine whether this was the 
father or the son: SR09 GO 97/2, no, 20. 
81'. SRO, GO 150, nos. '176,181i 183. He acted in respect of' 
all three precepts, two of the saiines taking-place on the 
same dayt ibid., nos. 180-19 183. 
82, ibid., no. 141. 
83, SROt GO 150, no, 171. 
151, 
constable and, keeper of Dalkeith Castleg though. not, it seems, 
for a period which would have earned him much more than, three- 
half pence of the of ficel s annual remuneration of L20. ,, So, f ar 
I as 
the evidsnce admitag he remained constable for-only three hoursq 
taking sasine of tho office st, sleven o'clock on the morning of 
22 October 1478 
84 
and resigning the same at two o'clock that 
afternoon. 
85 
Some explanation-is requirsdIor'this, curicus reversal, of t 
the normal practice of resignation -and sasineg and a ýconvincing 
one is not easily come by, Though thers, 1s no suggestion that 
Gifford was taking up the constabulary as, heir to his fatherg. he 
would certainly havs'ý'had a claim to the office if his father had 
held it in f so and heritage. - -If , sag, Gif f ord did not succeed 
directlyg for if, hsýwas already seized, in, the constabulary there 
is no reason why he -should have taksn,, sasine anew only., to resign 
the office thres'hours later. Evidence is certainly lacking for 
'ý 
Giffordla having been constable befom147B. - Howeverg-ruling out 
the possibility, of Gifford's, prior tenure of the, constabulary explains 
very little. 'If Gifford'had a legitimate, claim to the office, it 
is not obviousýwhy it should have lapsedi whyýhs-could not have ' 
renounced-it without first taking sasinei 
86 
and indeed why he-, did, - 
not want, it. 0- 
84. Ibid., no. 179. 
85. Ibid.,, no. 178. 
86., Hugh Douglas was able to renounce his claim to Dalkeith without 
first taking sasinat but in his case there was someone. -namely 
the earl# already lawfully infeft in, the fee to which he had 
a claim. This was not apparently so in-the case of the 
constabulary of Dalkeith Castleg and some nicety of feudal 
law may lie herein. 
152. ý 
b 
Less doubt-attaches to another renunciation madwby. 3ames 
Gifford in the same document. ý 'The lands of Cuil in the, barony 
of Buittle had ceased to'be of any value to the Giffords of 
Sheriff hall sinc6"'the fall of -the Douglasea, 'if not eari. i9j; 
CiAl along'with' the rest of, the, barony had remained in I the ý king Ia 
hands, and was clearly not going'to be'recovered. 
87 Gifford 
thus abandoned'his title'to the landal'but, both this'and'his", 
resignation'of'tho'constabulary of Dalkeith Castle were'undertaken 
in-the, knowledge'that he', would receive some'compensation; ýthe 
earl had paved the'way for the, r6signations'by, granting tO, his 
'beloved k-insman' Gifford and his, wife two-thirds, oV. the'lands 
of Whitfield'in ýthe, 'barony-of Linton -in 'blench, farm and ! for 
his gratuitous services manifoldly rendered and-to'be rendered 
88 
to-'usle. on, 30-September 1478# " Gifford'expreSsed his contentment 
with this arrangement inletters'patent issued on-, l November'. 1478 
89 
90 
and again in a'discharge given toýthe-ei3rl'on'17 February 1478/90 
Dsspitsýthis"settlemsnt there were evidently matters still 
unresolved between Morton and Gifford.., In-the tolbooth of 
Edinburgh an 26 February 1481/2 they agreed to submit to the 
decision of three arbiters anent all summonses and all matters of 
tacks and mailings which remained outstanding. 
91 
, This, seems-to 
have 
resultedq at Dalkeith on 10 May 14829 in an exchange of documents 
letters from Morton, giving Gifford the lands of Glenmoitht in the 
92 
barony of Newlandsq and from Gifford, -'&,. C the, earl a bond of 
87, Cuil first appears in royal accounts in 1456v and is still 
there in 1482;. ER, vi, 1919 ix, 17,583. Buittle was recovered 
by the third earl: RSSI ij nos. 2835, *3733. 
Be. SR09 GD AO, 'no. 182; NLS9 MS 729 Oo. 122r-ve 
89. SROv GD 150, no. 182; NLSI, MS 72v. fos. 122r-123r. 
go* SROt Go 150,, no* 184. 
91. Ibid., no. 194. 




--an acknowledgement-of the gift94 and a discharge of 
intromissionso95, -The matters at issue here were, of long standingi:, 
for-Gifford, as executor,, to his-late father was giving acquittance 
for everything, lintromittytýwyth be,, the aside 3ames earl, of-, 
Mortoune or be his fader. -3ames umquhill lorde of Dalketh or be 
his grandschir Schir James knycht-umquhill lords of. Dalketh 
pertanying to my forsaide'fader or to me on to the day of'the makyng 
of this-ýpressnt, writsl. Toýwhat, this., refsrs-can only be guessed, 
01 
for the intromissions are-described in the mosý general termsq but 
Cuil and'the constabulary may well have, been involved, Gifford- 
states. -that he received 'full compt reknyng and payment in nomeryt 
monal- and this may-have amounted to, -a considerable sum; l9st-revenue 
96 
from Cuiljý-valued at, L6 yearly, would have totalled L162-if it 
hadýcsassd. to be in the-Giffords' hands in 14559 and-more then t 
half, as much 
. 
again if actually lost in., 1441,97 while, the annual 
rent of-L20 due to the constable of Dalkeith might have-been owed 
98 
for up to ton years. 
93. 'NLS9 MS 73, no. 4'(printed"in Mort. --Req. 
-, iij, "245-7. )' 
94., SR09 GO-150t no. 195. 
95. NLS# MS 7.3. no. 3 (printed in, Mort. Req.,, ji, 244-5. ) 
96. E. g. ER9 viv 344. 
97. On 14 June 1441 James Douglas (IIJ)'Of'Dalkeiýhý-6raý'eý"his"' 
sasins of the barony of Buittle in favour of the superior, the 
seventh earl of Douglas: Mdrt. Req iiq 210-11, Whether this' 
was of lasting effect is uncertaing because Douglas of Dalkeith 
was retoured heir to his father an 15 July 1443,. in, among other 
propertioaq Buittle: SRO, GO'. 1509 go. 103. Howeverg, this may 
have been no-more than an ennumeration by rote of traditional 
Dalkeith possessionag since Morton was included and this was 
plainly not in James Douglas (III)Is hands: see above, 'p. 146, 
The last earl of Douglas does seem to. have taken sasine of 
Buittle in 1452s ER9 ix, 661. 
98. This would have been-the case if James Gifford the older 
died in the early 1470s. 
154, 
Gifford's, bond of manrent is, in, no way separable from 
this financial,, arrangement; he says that'he, made the bond fbecaus my 
forsaide lord, erle has gavyn to me in-my grata necessite and myster 
a, certape somme I. ý,, It may be because of , this tangible aspect on 
the earl's side of the agreementl-,, that, Giffordýsýleas tangible 
menrent wai-Aefined-tq some extent, and, moreover backed by a 
penalty, claUssix to ý the 8f f 9ct that he would pay his lord f ive 
99 
marks for. eaco, accasiop on. which he failed him. , Whsther this 
clause was-ever invoked is unknown$ but it is clear that withinýa 
year of making, the bond Gifford had demonstrated that-his-loyalties 
did not, lis wholly with theearl of Morton. 
On, 15. Decomber, 1484, the king issued, letters-requiring-the 
summoning of, Jamps Gifford to compeer before parliament and answer 
-traitors-, charges that he had, given treasonable, assistance toýthe 
Al-exanderv duka-af Albany and Sir James Liddell of, Halkerstong that 
he had entertained the, English herald Bluemantle, that he had 
admitted the English into Ounbar, Castls and that he had, wagsd wer 
against the royal authority in thefieldýon the-preceding 22 July. 
100 
Gifford's-treasomthus began no later than-, the, spring of 1483, when 
the English-occupied Dunbar Castle, 
101 but it is possible, to-trace 
his, ý association with ýths- Albany, faction rather, further back. He 
is found-on 9 February 1473/4 acting as, bailie of, the duke of, Albany 
to infeft the earl of Morton's son and, apparent heir in the, barany of 
Morton, 
102 
and while nothing sinister need be inferred from this, 
the'6ame, cannot"be'said"for his association with the Crichtonsq 
103 
Albany's allies. , Excepting the notaryp he was the only non-Crichton 
99, NLS9 MS 739 no, 4 (printed in. Mort. Req., q ii, 245-7), 
100. APSp iit 173. 
101, Macdougall, 3aines Iij, 188 
102. SR09 GO 150, no, 156. 
103., Mac0ougalls, James III 180p 186-7p 189,195. 
- 155. 
to witness -a charter by William, Lord Crichton to'Gavin 
Crichton of Molling his brother, ý in Edinburgh -on 24'January 
. 1477/Be 
104,,,, Later that year the witnesses of Gifford's 
resignation of'the"constibulary of-Dalkeith Castle included 
George, another brother of'Lord Crichtang 'and' one' Bartholomew 
, 105 a orton's charter of Whitfield to'him was- Crichton, whil' 0* 
ý06 
attested'by Lord Crichton himself and Gavin Crichton. The 
name -of "nons'of these individuals- isý found in any 'other Morton 
-ing 'these facts in'mind, it is difficult-, to S88 that write" Bear 
Gifford's'marriage ILto one'Elizabeth Crichton"Was not'of-some,, 
107, 
significance. 
Giff! ord's failure to compeer ensured that'he was'. 'found guiltyg 
and'he was thus pronounced forfeit'. of life, lands and goods an'-26", 
May 1485o 
108 ý- However by this'time'h8 0 was incapable 'f'forfaiting 
She I riffhall'at, laastg'for he had resigned the'landaln favourýof' 
109 
, Thomas Toddqýan, Edinburghýburgsssq* in 1483. Assuming-that' 
the'lands iýere widast'or soldg this may represent-aýcontinuing 
lack of resources an Gifforda-part -'a supposition-which gains 
strength from the charges of sPuil3is''levelled against him an 9ý 
110 
October 1483 and 28 February 1483/4, , and which in the long run 
perhaps i3xplains'Gifford's, apparent disloyalty,, to: the'ýearl of-Morton, 
If Motton's patronage tuas no longer adequatel, 'Gifford may have-seen 
alignment'with Albanyls cause as a means of escape from financial'. 
hardship* 
lo4,, RMSj ii, no. 1439, 
lo5. _SROq-GD 
1509 no. 178, 
106, NLS9 MS 72p fo. 122r-v; SRO, GO. 1509-no. 182. There isýno 
cause to believe that Sir James Douglas (II)Is resignation of 
Dalfibble and other'lands in Dumfriesshire in favour'of the then 
lard of Crichton'has any bearing upon this matter: RMS, ii, no. 226. 
107, NLS9 MS 7ý9 fo. 122r-u; SRO, GD 150t no, 182. By way of further 
circumstantial evidencev Gifford is found acting as assignee to 
the heir of the late lord Crichton: AOCI 311. 
108. APS, iiq 174. 
109. ermline-Renistrum. 372. 
110. ADAt 117*, 137*. 
156. 
Se, that as it mayt-Giffordls forfeiturs, -and-hisýlikely 
exile. were of short duration, and his legal rehabilitation seems 
to have been preceded by his return to the-earl of Morton's 
affinity. , Gifford may have, been with the earl at. Dalkeith on 
III 
18 April 1488# , and he was certainly with Morton in Edinburgh 
an 22 February 1489/90 when looking after his sisterls'imterests; 
112 
on this occasion he was termed $sometime of Sheriffhallt. He 
was raising the mails of Whitfieldýon'his son's, behalVat-som6, tims 
before 7 February 1492/3p 
113 but his tenants questioned the legality 
of, this action - something, which, suggests-that his forfeiture had. 
not yet been revoked. , However, not long afterwards., on 10 Oune. 
1493, a plain 'James Gifford' is found being appointed by the king 
as-one of the bailies to infaft the master of Morton in the earldom, 
114 
and,, at some point af ter the, death of ýthe first earl of Morton, -. -, 
Gifford contrived to recover his-former property from, Thomas Todd, 
f or he- was styled 'of Sherif fhall' on 26 June 1494.115 . 
'The date 
of' his death is difficult to determine, for his son andýapperant 
heir was also 36mes, Giffordq but it isýpossible to-say, that both 
father, and son maintained-ties-with John Douglasq second earl of 
, 116 Morton. 
The two remaining known bonds of manrent given to the earl of 
Morton those of Master Thomas Gifford and James' Livingston of 
Manner8ton, have no bearing upon the vicissitudes suffered by the 
Dalkeith patrimonyq but in their'different'ways th I ey I do reflect 
the theme of conservatism running, through the'earl's career. Master 
ill. There is a plain James Gifford an this date: SR09 GD 150, no. 216. 
112, Prot. Bk. Young, nos. 313-14. His sister Margaret was married 
to Nicholas Elp6instona of Selma: see below, p. i9c. 
113. ADC9 275* 
114. SR09 GD 1509 no. 234. 
1,15. ADCt 340. 
116. RMS. ý iiiq no. 1886, v. no. 176; Prot. Bk. ounq, q no. 1442. 
1570 
Thomas Gif f oro was a, kinsmen of the earl, and moreover a first 
cousin 
117 
who dwelt, in Dalkeith. 
118 Livingston was a tenant 
in the barony of Lintonq, as had been his fatherv grandfather and 
grpat-grandfather before himv and his bo. pd-was given by, way, of 
119 
settling a, difference with the earl. 7ý 
120 . -Master Thomas Gifford's bond, -given on. 9 April 1477, is 
perhaps the purest of all those given to the eariv for although it 
wasýcoupled-with-a, gift, of landi-itýdid, not involve, th8 settlement 
of any disagreementl-and in contrast to. James Gifford's -the only 
other bond, to-reflectýan apparently successfullord-maq relationship 
it came at the start of his association with -the earl. . HoweYqr, -z!, 
it should not be ignored, that Master Thomas! s-service to the earl 
had aýprecedent. His father, Williamq-a brother of James Gifford 
of Sheriffhall, and thus another maternal uncle of the earl of Morton, 
was the constable of Aberdour Castle, '121 perhaps having a rio'le in 




though dwelling in Abordourg managed tp, attend the earl in 
Dalksith on a, number of occasions., WilliamýGifford is-known to_ 
have witnessed seven of the earl's charters - six in Dalkeith and -, 
124 
one in-Edinburgo - týe last occasion being in 14809, , along wito 
117, Ho-was a son of William, Giffordv the earl's uncle: SRO, GO 150* 
no. 171. 
118. Ibid,. 9 no. 181. r 
119. Livingston may also have been related to the eariq for there are 
William and Henry Livingston, witnesses of a charter of Sir 
James Douglas (II) in 1433, described as nepotibus of the 
grantor: GO 150, no* 97. They would as -to have been nephews 
rather than grandsons - the sons of his sister by John Livingston 
of CalICIndar: GrantptThe. Highqr, Sqottish Nobility', 332. 
120. NLS9 MS 739 no. 2. 
12le SR09 GD 150, no. 115. 
122. See belowp fns. 127-8.130. 
123. SRO, GD 150, no. 192. 
124. See Table III belows p. 370. 
158. 
Hugh Douglas's 'menrant' and 'renunciation, in'1474'. ' 
l25 
'He', '' 
witnessed'his nephew's i6sine, in'Dalksith 
126 
and asked the"'' 
127, instrumsntýýof his sasins'of the Fife properties, - both in 
September, 1456*' --On 12'Jun's 1459 he was one"of two attorneys 
receiving conjunct'Inf of tment ý of the Balbartons in'Fif 9'oný behaif'- 
of--the earl and hiS wife, 
128, 
and on 30'Auguat'-1469 he'was'Appointed 
as one'af, the beiliesto deliver sasine'of Hawthornsyke', in'the-- 
cOnstabulary'af-Linlithgo'w"to'the, earl's son andýapparent heir. 
129 
He is last -f ound ý-Iending ý his seal to the beilis 'of 'the 'abbot, Of 
Inchcolm, so that the earl'might'be seized in-'the'nather miill- of 
130 
ý, Abardour-'on 14 April 1481. , At an' unknown date, fie seems'to have 
taken his 'loyalty to, '-extremes., if Morton Is 'word I's fa -be 'accepted, 
by' conniving at the destruction of charters pertaining'io his 
91der'-son, D avid. 
The earl's attoiney taking'sasine of --thýe neiýeiýJiilll'of 
132 
Abardour in 1481'was Master'Thomas'Gifford. Until that pdinii' 
and 'since "'giving the earl' his 
'bond of manrent'. ýMastor Thomas'had' 
witnessed four of the earl Ia 6hartsts- ýý' one 'in 'EdInburgh-'and 'three 
at Dalksith 
133 '-'as-well''as" the letters of a'ugm'entation of Dalksith 
134, 
Collegi8telirkq, given at'Holyrood, , the esrl's agreeifient'with 
125, Mort. Req.,, iiv,, 2229 224. 
126., SR09 GD 150, no. 114. 
127. Ibidop no. 115. 
128. Ibid. ', no. 128. 
129. Ibid., no. 145. 
130* Ibid., no. 192. He had previouslyg an 22 3uly 14-74, put his 
seal to the abbot of Inchcolmts instrument upon the foundation 
of Abardour Hospital by the earl: Mort. Req. 9 ii, 238. 
131. ADA9 182. 
132, SRO,, GD 150,, no. 192.. 
133, See Table III belowq p. 370. 
134, SR09 GD 1509 no. 171* 
159. 
Henry Livingston of Mannerston and Jams&- GiffordIs-resignation 
135 
of the constabulary of Dalkeith Castle*ý HO'had also been- 
appointed as an arbiter between Morton, and'Henry Livingston 
136 
137 
and as a beilie to infeft James Gifford in the, co'nstabulary, 
both of which functions he duly performed. 
138, The earl recog6ized 
Master-Thomas's efforts by ýrenting him portions of land in the 
139 toun of Dalkeith in August 1478 , to add, both to land whi-ch he 
already held there 
140 
and to the half, lands of Carlops, which"had 
fallen to the earl by reason of ward, and for possession of which 
Gif ford had given his -manrent, to last so long as ho'held the lands. 
141 
Master Thomas-went oný'to, witness two-other Morton writs m. the 
lsttersýgranting Glenmaitht to James Gifford of'Sheriffhall on-10 
May-1482, and a charter given at: Dalkeith an 31'July 1483 
142 
_, but 
soon' thereaf ter his close, association with the earl comes to an ý end. 
143 
It-was not death which brought this aboutq for, Gifford, was alive'on 
144 18 April 1488 acting as attorney for his son. , The-only obvious 
explanation is that the half lands of Carlope hadýceasedýto be in 
wardv, and that Master Thomas had consequently. lost the lands, thus 
no longer regarding himself as boundýin manrent. Menrent may 
indeed have been the important factor in Gifford's relations with the 
earl,, 'I'be'causo'his dealingswith'Mortan prior to the'date of'the'band 
135* Ibid. 178. 
136. Ibid. p 171, 
137,, Ibid. 177, 
138. Ibid. 9 1729 179, 
139. Ibid. 175, 
'lied"by, his being described as an indweller of 140. This is imp 
the toun of Dalkeith before his sasine: ibid,, no, 181, 
141. NLSr MS 73t no. 2. 
142. SROt GO 1509 no. 195; see Table belowl po 
143. He also witnessed a sasine in Dalkeith on 6 October 1482: SR09 
RH 6t no. 503. 
144* SR09 GO 150, 'no, 216, 
160, 
were limitedlý he took-'saeinetof the barony of Morton asýattorney 
for the sarl's son and apparent heir on 9-February 1473/4 
145 
and 
gave the earl's attorney sasine of landsýin Biggar as bailie to 
Lord Fleming an IS July 1476.146 Nonetheleser there, is,, no cause 
to believe-that relations between Morton andýMastsr Thomas Gifford 
were less, cordial after 14839 even though ties may have been 
slackened; the earl was, happy, to grantýlands-'in the toun, of, 
Dalkeith to John Giffordq MasterýThomasl-s oldest song most of 
which had not'been hold by Master Thomas himself.. 
147, 
As to 3ames Livingston, of'MannerstaN most, of whose lands were 
148 
hold of Lord Lindsay of Byreav thsýfirst notice that his forbears 
were tonants, of, the lords of Dalksith comes in aýchartsr of Sir, ý- 
3amas Douglaw(IQ dated 20 December 1420#ýwhersby Henry Livingstang 
son and apparent heir of, Henry Livingston of Mannerstong was granted 
the half lands of Blyth in the barony of Linton following his-father's 
149 
, resignation. , Henry Livingston the older went on to witness a 
charter of the same lard of, Dalkeith., twoýyears, later t, 
l50 but 
subsequent indication of contact, betweem, the Livingstone of -- 
Mannerston,, and the-Douglases of Dalkeith is-wanting. until tha. ý ", 
later 1470st 
151, 
whe na disagreement arose* -I "I -- 1ý ý, I 
-This dispute concerned a later Henry Livingston of-Mannerston - 
not the younger Henry Livingston of 1420, but the younger son of 
that Henry's brother John 
152 
_ whose sasins as heir to the half 
lands of Blyth had beenAirected by the earl's precept of 1 February 
145. SRO, GO 150, no, 156. 
146. Ibid., no. 167., 
147* Ibid., nos. 1819 214. 
148, Binns Papersq nos. 7.9-12. 
149. SROv GO 150, no. 91. 
150. SROt, RH 6p no. 255. 
151. Excepting a charter of 1424 confirming Henry Livingstonfs 
charter to his son: SRO, GO 150, no. 94. 
152. This descent can be deduced from Binns Paners, nos. 7.9-16; 
SR09 GO 150, no. 131. 
161, 
1463/4.153 What prompted tlýe diqpute tq-e! nerge ovep,, ten 
years later is not apparent, but it is clear enough that it 
concerned-the type of tenure involved and, the boundaries of the 
lands. Livingstonts, cc)--portioner in Blyth, with whom, he also-, 
'fall into disputeg was John Martin of Midhopeg 
154 
and on 7 November 
1475 th8 pair of them submitted a Joint-protest that an assize. 
had refused to pronounce a decision following a perambulation of 
155 the bounds of the baronies of-Linton and Newlands, Any 
response to this is unknowng but the following year saw both man fined 
in the earl's Justice ayre at Dalkeith on 23 July for failing to 
bring a suitor with them when rendering personal suit, 
156 This 
may have been wilful omissiong or it may have been simple ignorance 
of what they owed f or holding Blyth 
157 it may indeed have been 
unrelated to any other issues - but it does seem that Livipgstan 
at. least was at odds with the earl over the terms of his tenure, 
Livingston and-the earl agreed an 19 October 1477 to place their 
differences before arbitersq'58ýone controversy lying, in. Livingston's 
claim to tenure-free of casualtyg, and, another in, his,. claim that 
Ellyth Muir, or part of it, was within the boundaries of his property. 
By 23 January 1477/8 the arbiters - all thrseý, of whom were close 
associates of the earl 
159, 
-, had found, no substance in either of 
153. Ibide, no. 132. 
154*, ADA9 80* 
155. SR09 GO 150t no. 160. 
156, Mort. Reqrj 11,224-6, 
157. The matter of rendering suit and presence is discussed in 
Sir P*J. Hamilton-Grierson, 'The Suitors of the Sheriff Court'. 
SHR, xiv (1917). 1-16 and its application to barony and 
regality courts is noted in 1*09 Willock, The Origins and Develo 
ment of the Jury in Scotland (Stair Society, 1966). 759 84, 
158, SR09 GO 150, no, 171, 
159. James Gif f ord of Sherif f hall 9 Master 
Alexander Giffordq parson of Newlands 
and Master Thomas Gifford 
162. 
Livingstonts, claims; they asserted-that he held his'half lands 
of Blyth-of the-earl bý ward and 'reliefp and that Slyth Muir 
160, 
was common land. With'this decision made'Livingston proceeded 
to, 'resolve his'di'spute-with Martin, of Midhope anent the"precise 
division of Blythq 
161 
and-'basides'to'demonstrate., his litigiousness 
in other mattersp 
162 but he was: evidently not satisfied with the 
arbiters$ findings. He eventually managed to produce. sufficient 
evidence before the Lards of Council, not only for himself, but also 
on behalf of Elizabeth Martint heiress of MidhOp8t to whom he, was 
tutorg for them to judge. on 18!. April 1485., that Blyth should not be 
held by wardt relief and marriage:,, on the, contrary, it was to-be 
held in feu-ferm for a pair of, gilt spurs or, twelve pence sterling. 
163 
Mortong who had compeared personallyg had no wish toýbe told this* 
and demonstrated his pique after hearing, the, bad news., On the, 
same day, that the Lards of Council gave their, ruling James, Livingston, 
son and apparent heir of Henryv appeared at the gates of Dalkeith- 
Castle as attorney for ElizabethMarting bearing aprecept under-, 
the Great Seal which required the... earl to give. Elizabeth sasine in 
her lands. . The earl's men refused 
to sllow, Opmes inside* 
164 
Henry Livingston procured this decision at an opportuneýtimeq 
for he was dead within six months of. the judgemept*165 James 
Livingston, his son and, heir, thus avoided relief an the. half 
lands of Slyth and also enjoyed a somewhat antique feu-ferm, -, 
assessment. It is to James that the, earl is first found 
admitting defeat in the matter of casualty, and in addition he 
160. SR09 GD 150, no. 
161. Ibid.,, nos. 173, 
1624P ADC, 189 369 72, 
163. ADCp 117** 
164, Binns Papersp no 
165. Prot. Sk. Young, 
172. 
187a, & bp 189. 
84*9 103*p 111*1 116*V,, 131*q', 141*., 
18; HMC Rep. ix, App.,. 234, no. 16. 
no. 19. 
163,, 
freed him from suit of court: Morton,, -, specifically waived these 
feudal requirements and for this he obtained Livingston! s' bond, 
166 
of, menrent on, 2, Novamber 1486. , This probably-seemed the 
best option for the earl in the circumstancesq but it is, not 
apparent that James Livingston thereafter was any more interested 
in serving Morton than his-father had. -been, 
Morton's use of the boný o manrent thus show's little`sjg6ý' of 
of any attempt to extend his affinity rather does it smack 
for the most part of an attempt to repair damage. What the earl 
succeeded. in doing was patching up quarrels with three individualsl 
two of whom - Douglas of Bargue'and Livingston'of'Mannerston 
were not and did not become I his close associatesq and's third 
Gifford of Sheriffhall - who was already his man. Behind all 
this was the earlts concern to defend his resources: fending off 
a claim to his lordship and'resisting for over twenty years the 
admission that Buittle was lost and that Blyth 'was not I held by ward. 
master Thomas Gifford's bondq the one exceptiong does seem to have 
brough t an additional active parttaker'to the"earlv but s6t-'in-'its 
wider c, ontext its effect was merely to strengthen ties with a 
family whose association with Morton is compr'shensi'ýely attested*' 
T 
The earl's handling of marriage, the : other - main method -of - 
exten 
I ding a network of supporters, may show traces I of a rather 
more radical approach, but e'ven here there are in one instance' 
patent signs that the integrity of his inheritance was'the prime 
mover and in another the possibility that inferences to the same 
effect can be drawn. 
166. SRO, GD 150, no. 209. This was an heritable bond, something 
which suggests some sincerity on both sides. It may at 
length have had some affect: i0see below, p. 211. 
164. 
Of the earl's own marriag8 to Joanna Stewartj James III's 
aunt, it can simply be said that it produced no signal affinity 
between Morton and the royal house - although looked'at-from the 
opposite direction, it could equally be said that it prevented 
signal hostility. 
167 His use of his older son in the, marriage 
marketq howeverg had a less neutral aspect. On 30 June-1466, 
Morton made his one sortie into politics by drawing up'a marriage 
contract with members of the Kennedy factiont which was then 
holding sway during the minority of James III. The contract was--- 
with Patrick Graham, bishop of St Andrewsq the bishopls'fathsrý 
Robert Graham of Fintry and Robert's son and apparent heir David, 
and it intended the marriage of David Graham's daughter to the 
earits elder son John. 
168 Though the contract placed Morton in 
the complex world of minority politics 
169, it is clear, that this 
was not his chief desiis; what he required was the Grahams' 
support in his causssq and specifically in his recovery ofý 
Whittingehamev Mortang Kingscavil and Buittle. 
170 The marriage 
never took place - probably because the Kennedy faction lost power 
in the Boyd coup only nine days later# and so lost the influence 
that might have rendered the Grahams' assistance ussful, to Morton, 
171 
The master of Morton's eventual bride was one Janet Crichton, 
but the marriage is not documented. 
172 Herfather is-said to have 
been Patrick Crichton of Cranston-Riddellp though an what evidence 
is not apparent. 
173 However, it is at least of interest that she 
should have been a Crichton, and married to a man who had clear 
167. See aboveg pp, 136-7. 
1ý8. Mort. Req. 9 iiq 213-4. 
169. Macdoug; illv james M, 83. 
170. Mort. Req.., p iiq 213-14. 
171. Macdougalll 3ames 111,71-29 83. 
172. RMS, ii, no. 3066. 
173o SPI*ui; 358!.. 
165, 
leanings towards the Albany cause during the crisis of 1482-3.174 
It is unwise to build an edifice of supposition upon this one, 
piece of evidenceg but since Morton was keen to recover 
Whittingehame he may have felt that a marriage into the camp 
of the superior of the lands - the duke of Albany - was one 
way of moving closer to his goal. If this was so, he did not 
succeed, and instead saw his son brought close to treason and 
stripped of the shrievalty of Edinburgh. 
175 
It is unlikely that Morton would have intended that his son's 
marriage should have resulted in any perilous alignment - the 
earl himself was inactive, so far as can be discernedq during 
Albany's reappearance in Scotland 
176 
_ and if the master did 
marry into that body of Crichtons who backed the duke it was, 
most probablyp a miscalculation o6 his father's part. It may 
be that a similar miscalculation resulted in the marriage of 
Morton's daughter Joanna (or Janet) to Patrick Hepburn of 
Dunsyre* 
177 Hepburnq later Lord Hailesy was not one of the 
Lauder Brig conspirators, for at that time he was stoutly 
defending Berwick Castle against the English armyq 
178 but he 
was one of týose who stood against James III in 1488, being made 
earl of Bothwell by James IV for his trouble. 
179 Mortong in 
contrastq may have stirred himself to support the king an this 
174. Macdougallq James 111# 1809 187. 
17S. 
. 
8PS, Index and Supplementt 33. It has to be said that 
Crichton is not known as an ally of Albany's until 1482-3. 
by which time Sir John Douglas may well have already married, 
176, Macdougallf 3ames IIIt 187. 
177s -SP, iit ý52, vi, 356; LM5, iii no* 1459. 
178, Macdougallf J_ames 1119 1559 162. 
179* Ibid*g 2389 242t 256. APS iig 206; RMS iiq no. 1784, ýq -9 
166. 
180 
occasiony . and would thus have found himself in opposition 
to his son-in-lawg whog it may be said, is found neither as 
a witness of, any of, the earl'. 9 writs nor as a grantee of, the, 
earlo- It. would be'useful to discover what Morton attempted 
by way of marriage for his other offspring, James and 
Elizabethq but no spouses of theirs have been-identified. 
Manrent and marriage thus yielded few parttakers for the 
eerlv and it might reasonably be asked whence the buik 'Of his 
affinity was drawn., The answer lies partly with his blood 
kinsmeng some of which have already been discussed, and of these 
two uncloo - James'Gif f ord the older of Shlif f hall"And' William 
Gifford and their sons appear as plausible parttakers by dint 
182 
of their records of service and attendance. 
Similar evidenice requires the inclusion of others, of which 
there are to be found none more closely related to the earl than 
his own sonsp John and James. It might be considered'superfluous 
to consider Mortonts own offspring an the grounds that their support 
would be guaranteed. ' Howeverp it is notable that the earl of 
Crawford's sons are never found as witnesses of his writsq and 
further that the master of Crawford showed a taste for independence.. 
and his brother a taste for-fratricide by the side of which the 
master of Morton's brief dalliance with the Albany cause pales a 
little* 
183 In contrastq Morton's son and apparent heir witnessed 
eleven of his fatherts charters from 1474 onward - all at Dalksit 
A84 
and was with his father for Hugh Douglas's manrent and renunciation, 
180. Macdougallj, James 111,, 2549 256. 
181. For James see below, p. 167. The existence of Elizabeth 
is revealed in Mort. Reg., iiq 239. 
182. See abovel pp. 148-56v 157-60. 
183. See abovev pp. 100v 130, 
184. See Table III below, p. 370. 
. 
185. Mort. Reg,,., iiq 221v- 224. 
167. ý 
the augmentation of, the C91legiate Kirk cfý Dalkeitht ý, given, at _, 
Holyroodq 
186 theýmssting ip-St, Giles of the arbiters ov, 
the dispute with. Henry LiVipgston, in 1477,, 
187 
and, James Gifford's 
Is$ 
sasine of the constabulary, in 1478, -, On IS April 1488, heýacted 
as his father's bailis to infeft John GLffordt, -son of Master Thomas, 
in lands in the toun of Dalkeith. 
189 John Dou-glaa is found, styled 
'master of-Morton$ in 1474,, 
190 
, by iihich time he had been knighted, 
191 
but in spitqýof thýs, the: esrldom is not known, to-have been entailed 
192 
to, him. , He was# however, given, Roberto, n in Lanarkshireg byýwhich 
he was,, styled for a time, and Hawthornsyke by his father in 1469,193 
and it was he rather thený, the earlýýwho took, sasine, of Morton-an 
9, February-1473/4i4fter Sir William Douglas's resignation. 
194 
james Douglas-,, attsndedýhis father yet-more rsgularlyý, -than his 
195 
brother; he-witnessed fourteen of the-earl's, charters and was-with 
196 his father an the same four additional occasions ashis brother- 
as well as on 18 Octooer 1486 when witnessing,, a, resignatiqn in-the 
197 
earl's hands*, Unlike brother John he appears, to have received 
no gifts from the earl - Morton being, perhaps chary, of crqating, ý,, 
problems akin to-those resulting from his grandfather's distribution 
of estates. 
186. Ibid. 9 234. 
187. 'SRO9 GO 150, 'no. 171. ' 
188. Ibid., no. 179. 
189., Ibid., no. 
_216,, - 19C). Mort. Reg, $ iiq 237, 
191. Ibid. 221.11 
192& His father resigned the fee of the earldom in his favour in 1493, 
but it was'only after the earl's death that 3ohn took sasins: SRO, 
- 
GO 150, nos. 232,2349 237. 
193. Ibid. nos. 144-5. 
194, Ibid., no. 156. However, in at least parts of the earldom he 
clearly had more authority than these conveyances reveal; he gave 
instructions to the S8rjeant of Linton in 1480 and commanded the 
holding of an inquest in Dalkeith in 1482: ADC9 56; SR09 RH 69 no, 50 
-195. See Table III below, p., 370. 
196, See above9nn. 185-8, 
197a SR09 GO 150, no. 207. 
168, 
Less closely-related, but certainly'of importance to, th8 earl 
were other members of the Gifford, family, ''Senior among those not 
pro, jiously-mentioned was the earl's third maternal uncle John 
Gifford,, who'witnessed three of'his nophewls-sesines in September 
1456 198 and wenton-to witneds in Dalkeitt, four of Morton's, 
charters 
199 
and four writs made to the-earl 
200 between 1460/1 and, -1- 
14749 disappearing from record after this date., In the'next 
generation were the brothers of, the younger Oames'Gifford'of- 
Sheriffhall'- Master WilliamqýAlsxahder (commonly 'Sanderis') and 
Patrick. 201 
- Master William Gifford-in particular was a, regular associate 
of', Morton'sp witnessing nine of his charters, 
202 Hugh Douglas's 
renunciationt 
203 the bonds of manrent given by Master Thomas 
Gifford 204 and James Gifford of-Sheriffhall 
205 
and-the augmentation 
of: Dalk. sith Callegiato'Kirko 
206 All but the last-named-of these 
writs, were made in Dalksith, The latest of. -the-documents-is from 
1488v- 207 but Master William's association with, the earl persisted 
thereafter, for he was one of the bailies appointed: on 10, Oune,., 1493 
to give'sasine of the earldom to the-master of; MortcWfollowing the 
208 
earl's resignation, 7 He is subsequently foun&in the company-of 
John Douglas after the latter hadýbecoms second earl'of, 'Morton. 
209 
Master William's services were rewarded by the earl with a benefice: 
198. Ibid. t nos. 116-18. 
199. See Table III below,, pe 370. 
2M- SRO 9 Ga 1%- no. =; GD 184 . no. 15; Mort. Reg., 11 217 t 224. 
201. They ars-so listed in James's bond of menrent: ibid., 247. 
202. See TableiI[belOuiv p. 370.;, 
203. Mort. Req. 9 iit 224, 
204. NLS9 MS 73t no. 2. 
205-. Mort. Re-Q. 9 ii, 247. 
206. Ibid. 9 235. 
207. Sea Table III below* p. 370. 
208. SR09 GD 150t no. 234. 
209. &MSt iii, no. 1886. 
169, 
he appears, as a probandary, 'Of ý'the' callegiate, kirk of 'Dalkeith 
in 14759 210, and at, 'langthg in 1486, his prebehd, -Is'revsaled'ýas 
211 - that, of Spitalhaugh in Linton. , 
Alexander Giffordo'squi're 
and the earl's Ibeloved kinsmen' Was'accepted as'attOrn8y in"letters 
of chancery of-31 3anuary 1473/4 to, take sasibe of Mortoný'f6i the 
earl'a'sbn and-apparent'heir, 
212 A'nd'was app'ointed'bailie"by Morton 
on 13-Oct ober 1478 to' inf ef t- 3ames Gif f ord'of Sherif f hall in the- - 
constabulary of Dalkeith'Castleg 
213 though, he-acted Cn'neii6er 
214 
occasion. In addition he is found'as a'witnesS-of Six of 
215, - Morton's chartersq all'given''at Dalkeith, and was-in the'sarlta 
presence an perhaps"three'further're6orded occasions- twice-at 
Dalkeith 216 and once at Roberton. 
217 
,, TheSS nine'instances fall 
between 1469 and 1482, and-itýid-ýnotablo that the; series should'and 
shortly before his-brother James's, treasonable 'activities, commenced'. 
Furthermorsq'his record of attending the earlýincludes, only one 
occasion when James, Gifford of Sheriffhall was, nat'also present'. 
218 
offering'the possibility, that'he was less Morton's'man then his 
own, brother's. This applies still more in the case of Patrick, 
who is found with, -'the earl'on only two occasions ', - both -connected -with 
his eldest, brothert in 1477 
219 
ý-and 1482,220, and who'was'4t, Sheriffhall 
with'3ames Gifford on I'Novemb8r'1478 
221. 
and the f6llowiný'17' " 
222 
February*' 
2109 SR09 GO 97/2, no. 26. 
211e SROp GO 150, no, 208. 
212, Ibid*, no* 155, 
213. -Ibidop noi, 177* - 
214. Ibid.,, nos. 156,179, 
215a See Table III below., p. 370. 
216. Mort. Reql.,,. ii,, 2249 247. 
217, SR09 GO 150, no. 144, 
218. NLS9 MS 72, foss 118v-119v. 
219- NLS, MS 73, no, 2, 
220: Mort. Req., 11,244-7; SR09 GO 150, no. 195. 
221, Ibid. no* 182. 
222. Ibid... no. 184. 
170. 
Also dubious in the extent, of his attachment to Morton, _ 
and of the same generation as the four sons of the elder James 
Gifford of SherifMallq wee Dayid Giffordq brother. of Master 
Thomas and son of William. Described as the earl's 'beloved 
kinsman' he was appointed bailie to give isasine of lands in the 
toun of Aberdour,, by a precept of 17 July 148S, 
223 
and it may, be 
that h8j, like his fath8rp was based in Ab8rdour for he certainly had land 
224 
there. in, tack of the earl. He is not known to have been with Morton 
an any other occasiong but he did witness the earl's sasine by attorney 
of his, lands in the barony of Biggar'on 18 OUIY 1476.225 However, 
relations between. Morton and David Gifford were, soured by-the earits 
withholding from him of charters, giving, title, to cartain, lands. - 
most likely in Abardourt and. perhaps due to, be-inherited from his 
father., Gifford raised the, matter before the Lards of Council on 
226 
1 March14613/909 and it was not until. 22, June 1493, that, the 
case was sattledg when Morton confessed that he-had, destrayed the 
writlaq: alleging that he had done so with. the. consent-, of David's 
faOsre 227 
The member of the Gifford kindred who may have spent most time 
in Mortan's, company. was one whose kinship to the earlq though stated, 
is not d, efinedO 
228 This was Master Alexander Giffordq who at the 
very least witnessed nine of Morton's charters between 1478 and 
1488 229 _ one in Edinburgh and the rest in Dalksith - as well as 
the. new erecti an of Dalkeith Collegiate Kirk in 1477,230 Gifford 
223. Ibid. no. 204. 
224, Mort. Req. iiq 242., 
225. SR09, GO 150, no. 167. 
226, ADCt'136-7, 
227, ADAy 182. There were continuations of the case in the 
intervening period: ADA, 164,168; ADC9 295. 
228, SR09 GO 1509 no. 201. 
229, See Table III below, p. 370. 
230. Mort, Reg-. 9 iiq 235. 
171., 
of Sheriffhall's sasine and resignatio6"in 14ý78 
231, ý and , the gift", " 
232 - to and acknowledgment thereof by the same man in 14829 and" 
Livingston of Mannerston's man-rent in 1486.233 Ha'was also " 
one of'the arbiters between Morton and Henrý'Li4ingiton of 
Mannerstan'appointed in'1477.234 ý, This is- the least extent of 
his ass'aciation with the'earl beciause ýýit 'is highly likely if 
difficult to prove, that he'attended the'earl before this period. 
From 1475 he is found'as parson'of Newl8nds, 
235 
re"taining, this 






and then becoming dean 
of Dunbar Collegiate Kirk. 
239 
There is thus'no problem of 
identification herog'and his tenure of'the parsonage of Newlands 
shows him to have been a beneficiary of Morton's patronage. 
240 
However, 'thersýis'no means of'identifying the person of Newlands 
with thwMaster-Alexander Gifford, - parson of Biggarj who, witnessed 
241 
four writs, in the-earl's presence in 1474, qr the provost. of 
Dalksith bearing the'same name and'wit6essing five, writs connected 
242 
with Morton'in the 1460s.. Added to ihiag"acceptance'of the- 
231. SR09 GD 1509 nos. 178-9o" 
232, Ibid., no* 195o 
233. Ibid, q no* 
234. Ibid. 9 no. 171. 
235e Cal. Papal: Letters, xiiiq 470. ' 
236,. Mort. ReQ&j iit 239. 
237* SR09 GD 150, no, 208. - 
'238, ADC, 88. 
239# Ibid.; SR09 GD 150, no, 2l4. He had a dispensation to hold 
one benefice in addition to Newlands: Cal. Papal Latters,, xiii, 
470* 
240. 'Cowanp. Parishas 156. 
241. Mort. Reg. 9 iiq 2209 2229 2249 237. 
242. SR09 GD 150, nos. 131' 144-5; GD 184, no. 15. See Table III 
belowg p. 370, 
172.1 
identification implies a puzzling unevenness in Gifford's career: . 
his leaving a provostry to which, the earlýhad presented him to 
243 become a parson, by Lord Fleminggs patronage, , then returning, 
to a parsonage in th8ýgift ofý'the, earlýof Mortong and eventually 
once again presiding'over a'collegiate, kirk. 
Master Alexanderýhad a brotherv' Jamesi but he'is found '' 
connected with the. earl'over only a'short period: as a, witness 
of the decrest arbitral upon'the*disputs between Morton-and 
Livingstcin of Mannerston on 23'January 1477/8,244ý of James-IGifford 




of, a charter of the earl's on'the day after this. 
Of those bearing the surname Douglas found with'the-earl there 
remain two-'certain kinsmen -, thebrothers of Hugh Douglas oVBorgue, 
Ochn and Mastar-James. - The latterv at-leastjý'seems to have 
dsvelope&aý-closer'aSsociation with the earl than didýýhis brother 
Hugh; -there is a strong likelihood that-the earl hsd, prasented him 
to a-prebend of Dalkeith by 22 November-, 1468,, 
247 
and thoughýlittle 
need b6 inferred from. his witnessing either Hugh Douglas's manrent 
and: -renunciation in 1474 
248 
or the same. manlsýqharter, from the,, earl 
in 14789 249 heýremained in Mortonts,, orbit to witness, gifts to- 
250 
Aberdour Hospital and Inchcolm, in 1479 and 1480., John Douglas, 
an the other'handq may have been with the,, earl"only for Hugh's 
manrent and renunciation, 
251 
although if ho'can be, identified with 
243. Wiqtown Charter Chest, nos* 409,416-17. 
244. SR09 GO 150, no. 172, 
245. Ibid. f no. 179. 
246. See Table III below, p. 370. 
247. Y8St8r Writsj no. 139. - -- 
248. Mort. Req., q iij, 2229,224. 
249. NLSp MS 72, fos. 
' 
llgv-120v. 
250. S88 Table III below, p. 370. 
251. Mort. Req., 11,2229 224. 
173, 
the burgess of Edinburgh, to whom the laird of Dundas sold half of 
252 
Bernton, on 23 May 1477, , he-would also have witnessed the 
meeting of the arbiters between Morton, and Livingston of, -Mannerstan 
in St. Giles an the following 4-Decamber, 
253 
The relationship to. the. earl ofýothers, of his kinsman and 
associates is rather more obscurep and possiblt quite distant., - 
it is, clear. anoughv howeverg, that,, thres - William Bortowi9k.. 
Mark Dunbar and Archibald Todrick wiere, among those, mostý 
regularly in-attendance upon the parl... Borthwickv. who had a 
tenement. in Dalkeithp 
254 
appears-pe one of the earl's servants who 
debarred James Livingston. from entering Dalkeith, Castle on! 18 May 
255 148.5. To add to this concrete instancsýof ssrvice-, toýhis, lordq-ý 
256 --, he is known to have witnessed-six,, of, Morton's charters and five 
257 
other writs concerning the earlý between 1483 and 1492, all of 
whichýw8re given in Dalkeith. -He isdeacribed, as a kinsman of 
the. earl in, charters of 1483,1484: and 1486,258 though, on what 
grounds remains-unknown. - It is dubious whether any, kinship'between 
Borthwick-and Morton! s stap-grandmother would render Borthwick a 
kinsmen of the earl. , MarkZupbar is tarmsd,, a-kinsman-of-the, earl 
in the same charters. as William Borthwick., 
259 
and, the reason for "" 
this'description'is-'siMilarly unclear. From his name it is 
260 
possible that he was a descendant of the earl's great-grandmother. 
It is clearv howeverg. that he witnessed a strangely isolated 
resignation in Morton's hands in 1466 
261 followed by five of the 
252. RMS9 iiq no. 1294. * 
253. SR09 GO 150,, noo 171. 
254, SR0j RH6t no* 503, 
255* Binns Papers, no, 18; HMC Rep. ix. App., 2349 no. 16. 
256 See Table III belowv p. 370. 
257* SR0j GO 150, nos. 195,2079 226; GO 184,, nos. 18,21. 
258* Ibid*,, no. 19; GO 150, nos# 2019 208, 
259o Ibid. 
260* SP vit 348, 




and four saaines following grants by the earl 
-ý-'ail--in Dalkeith - between 1474 and 1488.263 ý He too held 
land in Dalksithq but it is not known whether--'he retained any 
property there after'selling four acres to Morton before 9 July 
1474.264' The association of', Archibald Todrick, a burgess of 
Edinburghq with Morton commenced rather earlier; from 1461 until 
1488 he witnessed three of the earlts charters, 
265 
as well as Hugh 
Douglas's manrent and renunciation, 
266 the augmentation of Dalksith 
Collegiate Kirkv 
267 
and both the agreement by Morton and Livingston 
of Mannerston to submit-to, arbitrationand the meeting of the 
arbiters. 
268 He was also one of thres'procurators nominated by 
the master of Aberdour Hospital to resign his-rights in-the hospital 
in the-earl's hands, 
269 
although he did not, in fact act. 
270 
On 
15(7)*October 1470 the earl granted Todrick, six merklands, 
271 
probably imElvingstang 
272 but-not obviouslyýýunder. particularly 
favourable terms of tenure, The gift was a, new onei. for the 
lands had been resigned by Patrick Graham. - 'Todrick's kinship to 
the earl is not revealed until 1488,273 and how they were related 
cannot be discocnedi although there is'circumstantial evidence-to 
suggest that'he enjoyed'some sort of connexion'with'tho, Giffords., 
274 
262. See Table III below, p. 370. 
263. SRO, GO 1509 nos* 178,180-1.216, 
264. Mort. Reg., iiv 237. 
265, See TableM below, p. 370. 
266* Mort. RegLp iiq 2229,224,, 
267. Ibid,, 9.235, 




270, ý Ibid., -no., 207* 
271. NLS9 MS 729 fo. 18v. 
272. ADA9 19* , 
273. SROp GD. 1509 no. 214. 
274. Master William Gifford made a donation to Dalkeith Collegiate 
Kirk in 15D4 for the soul of Todrick's son William: RMS, iit 
no. 2789. 
175. 
His younger son John had'd bjenty' shilling annual rent from' 
the earlt which seems to have lapsed for some ten-years before 
275- 
Morton settled up by paying a lump sum'in-1492. 
Two other families that'wer6 kin'to the Sarl"'6f Morton 
and enjoyed the additional tie of tenancy can be mentioned here, 
although it is not a0parent'ihit"eiiher spsnt`ýa'grseit deal of'tim8' 
in the earl's companyo These were the-GrahamaL-of Ceirnmuir and 
the Browns of'Hartree, neither of which-seem-to have-been' closely 
related to the-'earl, and both of which were established tenants 
before the fourth lard of Dalkeith took up his inheritance. 
Patrick Graham., the second son of Sir William Graham by hi Is second 
'Stawart, '6ountess of Angus, acquiied Linton'Shiels'in wife, Mary 
Cairnmuir'in the barony of'Linton from the second lord of Dalkeith 
ý 276 an 20 June 1423. He was still'tenant thersin an 9 March 1460/1 
when he eXChanged the landa, r seerving free " tanomentg f6r certain 
properties in Dunbartanshire belonging to his brothert Sir Walter 
277, 
Graham of Wallacetown. Describing each of the brothers 8sýhiS' 
#beloved kinsmanIp Morton confirmed the excambium an 21 March 
1460/1, whilst'reserving W'ardý . 'reli8f"and marriage. 
278 Thereafter 
the earl seems to have had contact with neither brotheir. "'' 
Richard Brown acquired H8rtres in the baranyýof'Kilb6cho from 
the second lordýof Dalksith an 15 Oune 1434* The gift9 made for 
'homage and servicelp with the landi'being held for wardv relief 
and suit of court at both Dalkeith and Kilbuchop was perhaps not 
unconnected with-Brown's marriage to Elizabeth Tweedie, Sir James 
oaugleals grand-daughter. 
279 Johng son of Richard Browng inherited 
275. SRO, GO ISOt no. 228. Todrick's two sons witnessed a sasine 
in Dalkeith in 1488: Ibid., no. 216. 
276, SR09 GD-120/19 no. l. 
277. ! bid., no. 2. Patrick did not therefore die young: cf. 
vig 219, 
278. SRO, GD. 120/lt no. 2. 
279. RMS, ii, no. 228. 
176, 
Hartres in 1438 
280 
and was in turn succeeded by his own son, 
Williamq in 1466 or 1467.281 William, I 'to whom'the'third lord 
of Dalkeith granted Thri'epland in Kilbucho on' 12 March 1450/1,282 
is found an 27 September 1456 acting as-the attorney of James 
Douglasp later earl of Mortont*to take'sasine of the barony of 
Roberton. 
283- Having succeeded to Hartree,,, Brown was appointed bailie 
284 
by the earl on 6 May 1467 to give sasine*of lands in Calderclers. 
It is not Cleary- on. theýother handq that he was rendering the'aarl: 
a service by acting in collusion with Henry Livingston of Mannerstan 
against John Martin of Midhope at some'time before IS March 1478/9. 
Browng as sheriff in'that part, was accused by Martin of wrongfully 
serving'brieves-of Idepartising' upon the lands of Slyth and-alsov- 
with Livingetang of the'tvexatioun and distrubling' of him, and his 
tenants in his half of the-"same lands. 
285 
Neverthelesev-Srown's 
grandson and heir was conceded blench tenure of Kilbucho 
286 in' 
1484 and his younger sonsq' David and Andrewl were at Dalkeith an 
18 April 1488 to witness John Gifford's'sasine, 
287 
with"David going 
on to be named an 10 June 1493 among the bailies to infeft the 
288 
master of Morton in his father's earldom. 
Drawing principally upon witness lists it is thus possible 
to'identify a body of around thirteen of the earl's kinsmen who 
280, A precept of 27 Feb, 1436/7 instructing'his sasins as heir to 
his late father seems to have been ineffective - duag perhapsq 
to its description of his tenure as blench farm. 3chn Brown 
eventually took sasins of, Hartree an 21 Aug, 1438 following 
a precept issued five days earlier which omits any reference 
to blench tenure: SRO, GD 184t nos. 2-4. 
281* Ibid., no. 13; GD 150, no. 141, 
282, SR09 GD 184, no, 6, 
283. SR09 GD 1509 no. 120. 
284, Ibid,, no. 141. 
285. ADAy 80* 
286. SRO, GD 184, no. 22. 
287. SRO, GD 150, no. 216. 
288* Ibid*, no. 234. 
177, 
look to have been among his closer associates. 
289 Of the 
non-kinsmen who can similarly be. classified from similar evidence 
about. half can be grouped as either the earl's clerical and 
administrative staff. or asIhis chaplains. Among-these individuals 
are to be found. the names - three. in number-- which most frequently' 
recur in Morton's writs, 
only one of these men is certainly distinguished by dint_of 
holding office,, ynder_the earlj, and this is Thomos, Harviev., Mortgn's 
chamberlain. Harviev., a squire-and a, layman without a, university 
education# witnessed no fewer than, thirteen of the earl', s charters 
between. 1407 and 1488, all of which were given in Dalkeith 
290_ the 
venue too-of resignations in 1466 and 1484,291 Hugh Douglasts manrent 
and renunciation# 
292 the letters of gift to. James Gifford, of 
293 
Sheriffhallg , and 
two sasines to which Harvie's name was also 
294 
put.. This-was doubtless convenient for Harviev for, his only 
295 
evident property was, a tenement-in the toun of Dalkeith. ýHe 
isq, howsvsrt found away from Dalkeith as a witness of five other, _ 
writs concerning the earl -, three in Edinburgh, 
296 
and. one. each at 
Holyrood 297 and Kinghorn. 
298 He is mentioned as chamberlain in 
1474 and 1486,299 and thus probably held the office during at, least 
the greater part of his association with the earl. 
289. These are taken'as being his sons - John and Jsme8; -his three 
Gifford uncles - James the elder of Sheriffhall, William and 
John; his Gifford cousins - James the younger of'Sheriffhall# 
Master William andýMaster Thomas; 'and some kinsmen of unspecified 
or distant relationship - Master Alexander Gifford, William 
Borthwickv Mark Dunbarg Archibald-Todrick and, arguably, 
William Brown of Hartreeo 
290* See Table ILI below, p, 370e He -isicalled ý squirs twicep in 
charter no. 7 and in a writ of 1466: SR09 GO 184, no. 15. 
291. Ibid. nose 15,21, 
292, Mort. Req.. 9 ii, 2229 224# 
293, SR09 GO 150, no* 195, 
294. Ibid., nos, 179,183. 
295* SR09 RH 6. no. 503. 
296, SRat GO 150, nos. 171,198. 
297, Mort. Req.. 9 11,235. 
298. SR09 GO 150, no. 210, 
299o ýort. Rect. p iiq 238 (A, D. 1474); SROt GO 150, nos. 206,208 (both 1486). 
178, 
' There seems little doubt that the vast bulk of Morton's 
writs, were drawn up by one or other of two notaries public: 
sirs Robert Halliwell and William Hendersong neither of whom 
was'accorded by the earl any description more indicative of 
office than $our chaplain'. -Halliwell witnessed a modest 
seven, of the earl's charters in Dalkeithq 
300 
along with Hugh 
Oouglas's-bond of manrent and renunciation., 
3- 01 but his principal 
service seems to have been as notary of the bulk of the sasines 
and resignationa concerning Morton between 1456 and 1478.302 
Some twelve, of these instruments can be found - mostly drawn up 
303 in Dalkeithq although his duties were required on one occasion 
each'-in, Edinburgh 
304 
and at Blyth, 
US Roberton, 306 Morton 
307 
and 
308 Biggaf. He was joint'notary of James Gifford of Sheriffhall's 
resignation an 22 October 1478 with William Handersong 
309 
and both 
notaries are found -sidd'by-side among the witnesses of two charters 
in'ýtjiai, year. 
310 
, This geems to represent a period of overlap in the 
careers 'of'Halliwall'and Henderson as principal notaries to the earl 
of Morton; Halliwall'did witness a charter of the earl's an 1 
300. " See, Table III below. - p. 370. Halliwell admits to writing charter 
no. 39 but was almost certainly responsible for others* 
301* Marti- Req. , iiq - 222,224-i 
302*' The exceptions ar 
,8 
mostly the instruments of the future earlts 
initial aasinea of- his inheritance: SRO,, GD 150, nos, 114-15, 
117-189 123. ' Most of these were written by David Coldeng who 
may later, have obtained a benefice from the earl: see belowq 
P. 198. One other exception is the instrument upon the 
meeting of the arbiters between the earl and Henry Livingstont 
SR09 GO 150p no* 171.1 
303. SR09 G0,1509 nos, 116# 1319 1399 1459 1579 178; GD 184, no. 15. 
He was also notary at the earl's justice ayre in 1476: Mort. 
Req., iiq 226. 
. 304. lbid'. 9-219-21.. 
305. SRO 9 GD 1509 no. 133, 
306e. Ibid., no. 144o- 
307' " Ibid. 9 no. 156. - 
308o Ibid. no. 167. 
309s Ibid., no* 178* 




whereas Henderson did not# but thereafter --- 
his name is not found, in-'a Morton writ.., Henderson-is-first 
found'connected with the earl on-17-May 1477 when he was one 
of four notaries of the new erection of, Dalkeith-Collegiate 
312 
Kirke , The other three did not subsequently'serveýthe-earl, 






and a discharge to him, 
316 
and was 
notary of eleven: aasorte&sasines and resignations concerning the 
317 
earl as well'as of the*decrest anent his dispute with Livingston 
318 
of'Mannerston. All were drawn-up-in Oalksith'excepting a sasine 
319 320'' 321 in Abordour and the reversionsin Edinburgh and, Kinghorn. 
Henderson was rewarded with the prebend of Horsburgh in the - 
Collegiate Kirk of'Dalksitht"thougWperhaps not until'1488.322 
What functions were performed by-some other individuals designed 
four chdplain! by, Morton-romains unclear. In particular three 
chaplains who were fairly frequently in the earl's-company -, sirs 
323 John Herviev Edward Molev-who had a tenement in Dalkeith and 
William Tyninghame - appear to have been unbeneficed-clarks, 
although it-ia possible that they were prebendaries of-Dalksith - 
Collegiate Kirkq given that'its prebands were alternatively known 
311. Ibid* 
312. Mort. Regov 11,234, 
313. See Table IlIbelowv p. 370. - 
314, SROp GO 150, nos. 198,210, 
315. SROp GO 184, no. 21. 
316. SROp GO 150, no. 228. 
317, ! bid., nos. 178-Bl. 109ý1921 206-7t. 216; SR09 RH 6, no. 503; 
GO 184t no, 18. 
318. SR09 GO 150, no. 172. 
319. Ibid., no. 192. 
320. Ibid., no, 198. 
321. ! bid., no, 210. 





as chsplainries. Otherwise they may have been. clerks of the 
chapel of the regality, of Dalkeith, or have officiated-, in the 
325 
chapel at Dalksith Castle. Tyninghame's association with 
the earl spanned the years 1456-; 4p39. during which time, he is 
found in Palk81o at the, then fourth lord's sasines thersof. 
326 
327 
and as a witness of a charterg four, resign#ions in the, earl's 
328 329 handsq Hugh Douglas's ratification of his renunciation, 
the arbiters' decreet upon Morton's dispute with Livingston of 
Mannerston 
330 
and the sasin8S Of Master Thomas-Gifford-and his 
son. 
331, TyninghaM8 also travelled to, Robertan, with thp:. sarl 
to witness the-latter's apparent heir's sasine, 
332 
, Harvie and 
Mole belong to a shorter periodv. with Mole accompanying Typinghame 
fI 
as a witness of Hugh Douglas's ratification in. 1474 
333 
and 
subsequently, witnessing, four of the sail's cha; ters in 1474,,, l4q3, 
1486 and-14889 while Harvis witnessed the last three, of these, 
334 
charters and three others, in 1479p. 1484 and 1466/79 haying 
earlier attended resignations in 1466 and 1478 
335 
and, the,, sasines 
336 
of Master Thomas, Gifford and his son. in, 1478, ," both along, with 
William Tyninghamso Three others-whom, the earl called 'our chaplaiW, ý*- 
are ýnown: sirs John Chalmerst James, Kinbupk and James-Turner, all,, 
of whom witnessed Morton's foundation charter of-Aberdour Hospital 
324, Mort, ReqLq Jig 226-35. There were also clerkships available 
in the collegiate kirk (ibid. ) an6parhaps still a hospital in 
Dalkeith: Cowan and Easson, Reliqious Houses, 164,173. 
325, Mort. 
-Reqep 
Jig 151-4; SRO,, GO 150t no. 131. 
3269 Ibid. nos,, 114p 116, 
327* See Table III belowq p. 370* 
328a SRO, GO 184t nos. 159 18; GO 150, nos, 131,178, 
. 
Lbid., no. 157. 329e 
330* Ibid. 9 no. 172, 
331. ibid. f nos. 18D-1. 
332. Ibid. no. 144. 
333. Ibid. 9 no., 157. 
334. See Table III belowq p. 370., 
335* SR09 GO 184, no. 15; GO 150, no. 178. 




given at Dalkeith on 9 July 1474. Turner is not known 
to have been with the earl an other occasionsq but'Kinbuck"had 
witnessed Hugh Douglas's ratification of his renunciation six 
338 
weeks earlier and on 14 February 1486/7 witnessed the same 
man's charter from the earlp 
339 
whilst Chalmers witnessed a 
340, 
sasine in Oalkeith an 9 November 1482 and may have witnessed 
John Douglas's sasine. in the earldom of Morton on 10 September 
1493,341 
Three other clerks who witnessed more then one Morton writ 
can be mentioned hereq even though none of these men merited use 
of the possessive pronoun by the earl of Morton. Sir John Haitlis 
was not certainly in the earl's company when at Dalkeith on 22 
November 1468t 
342 but he reappears there at a witness ofwrits 
concerning Morton during the 1470sq these being the ratification 
343, 
of Hugh Douglas's renunciationg the decreet upon the earl's 
dispute with Henry Livingston 
344 and Gifford-of Sheriffhal Its 
345 
sasine of'the constabulary. Sir Henry Henderson appears over 
a very much shorter period, witnessing only the now erection"of 
346 
Dalkeith Collegiate Kirk and Master Thomas Gifford's bond of 
347 
manrent, both in the spring of 1477. Sir William' C0119 possibly 
, 348- 
a prebendary of Dslkeith, was, like Haitlieq a*witness 'to the 
decreet anent Henry Livingston's claims9349 and a charter witness 
337, Mort. Rego, iiq 238, 
338. SR09 GO 150, no. 157. 
339. NLS9 MS 729 fc. 121r-v, 
340e SR09'*RH 6, no. 503. 
341. SR09 GO 150, no. 237. 
342. Yester Writs,, no. 139. 
343, SRO, GO 150, no, 157, 
344* Ibid,, no. 172, 
345* lbid,,, no. 179. 
346. Mort. Req. 9 iip 235. 
347, NLSI MS 73, noe 2, 
348* CPL. xvp no. 216. 
349, SR09 GO 150, no. 172. 
182. 
some five -years 
later. 
350 
There are other laymen, aside from his kinsmen. and his,. 
phemoorlainl, who appear to have attended the earl with some 
regularity. , Eight, of these individuals have in common both an 
apparent lack of fresoold. property, - held either of, the earl or of any 
other lard - and a lack of the title taquirel which distinguished 
seamingly, compprable. figures in the affinity of the fifth earl of 
Crawford 
351 
although the surname of one, of the six hints at this 
status)*,. - 
Ons, of the sixg Nicholas Watsonq-, is however Aistinguished 
by t4ie length, of his association with not'ans but, threelard, s_of 
Dalkeith, and by, the specifia services-which-ho, is, known to have 
rendered*- He, was a pensioner of Morton's grandfath-ar, one,. of whose 
352 
charters he witnessed in 1433 1 and thusq, it can be supposed. of 
Mortontoog for James Gifford the elder of, Sheriffhall, was 
instructed in his, letters of tutory to maintain payment to him, 
353 
He travelled to the Stewartry to, break his lord's sasine of, Buittle 
in 1441 354 and acted as bailie to give assine'in Hawthornsy4p in 
14479 
355 having fourýyears earlier-witnessed the charter whereby 
the same lands were'intially granted. 
356ý He witnessed two-other 
charters, of the lord of Dalkeith in the early 1450s. 
357 By the 
time of his attendance at-James Douglas, (IV)ls sasine, in Dalkeith an 
10 September 14569 he had. become clerk of court to, James Douglas 
358 
probably, that isq James Douglas. (III), although it is. possible that-- 
an account of his mental illness his Judicial powers had been, placed 
in his'son's hands, - but'no reference to the office is made 
350. See Table III ' below, p. 370. 
351. See above, pp. - 123-4. 
352. SR09 GO 150, no, 97. 
353* Mort. Req.. 9 11,209. 
354. Ibid. 210-11. 
355. NRA, Survey no. 888, p. 423. 
356. Ibid. f p. 424. 
357* SR09 GO 184, nos 69 72. " 
358. SRO, GO 150,, no. ' 114. 
183. 
thereafter- He is'known--to have, witnessed only-one ofýthe 
earl's charters -'an 21 March-1460/1 
359_, but'he also'attested 
a resignation and, a reversion to the, -, earl in 1466-and"1471,360 
361ý_ Hugh'Douglas's ratification of his renunciation in 1474, 
the meeting of- He arbiters between-Mart6n and Livingston, in 
1477 362 and, the'sesine of Master Thomaii Gifford in 1478/9 
ý§3 
ýClf 
thess, -, only-the arbiters! meeting took him out of Dalkeithl but 
he -did, act as bailis, once again in, 'Hawthornsyksp- to --, infaft, -the 
earl' ,a apparent heir therein. 
364 
-In addition to all this he was 
with a group of Morton's-asacciates in Dalkeith, on 22 November - 
1468: at-the. meeting between David Hay, of - Yester and 'Robert, ". Lord 
Fleming. 365.,, Watson would, have been'fairly advanced, in-years-by 
1479, 'and it, was probably death which ended-his-connexion-with 
the earl of - Morton. The same may, have 'applied to. 'ý Robin 
Squire-and-James Tweedieq wha'also'belong, to the-first half of' 
Morton's, tenure of his inheritance. ýSquire witnessed three- 
366., 367 
charters and four writsý-msde toithe earlt , all. at Dalkeith, 
between 1463/4ýand 14759 while-Tweediag perhapelwith'tha"earl's 
"I 
father,. in, 1442/39 
368, 
witnessed sasines' of the future earl, of -- 
36V 370 
Morton-iný1456 and, of the latter's son in Roberton. -in 14699 
and Hugh DouglasIs, rst4f#ation of his renunciation in 1474*371. 
If'he can be identified aa-the heir to Drumelzier he appears 
once again in the earl! s company in 1483, having by then become 
37Z laird. Henry Chalmers seems to have enjoyed a rather longer, 
359. See Table III belowq p. 370. 
360. SRO,, GO 1E! 4,, no., 15; - Mort. Rea.. 11,, 216-17. 
361. SR09 GO 150, no. 157. 
362. Ibid. 9 no, 171, 
363. Ibid, *9 no* 183. 
364. Ibid. 9 no. 145, 
365, Yester-Writs, no. 139. 
366. See TableIII belowq ýp. 370. 
367, SRO, GO 1509 no, 131; GO 184p no. 13, Mort. Req., 11,2179 224, 
368. NRA, Survey no. 888, p. 424. 
369. SRO, GO 150, nos. 114,117, 
370. Ibid., no. 144. 
371 Ibid., no. 157. 
372: 309- GO 184, no. 18. 
- 184. 
if more intermittent association with the earlt witnessing 
Douglas's easine in his Peeblesshire'properties and in 
1 373 Calderclere in September., 14569 Hugh'Douglas's ratification 
of his ranunciation, in 1474 
374, 
and-a s. asine, in Dalkeith in 1482,375 
The four remaining members of this group- Thomas'Chalmersq '- 
Robert Harviij, John Dunbar and Robert Simpson - can be placed 
in the later part of Mortonts life. Chalmers'was at Dalkeith'-ý 
with the earl as a witness of Hugh Douglas's renunciation'-in 
376 377 1474 and three charters in the decade beginning in 1478, 
as, well as attending a resignation and-three'sasines there-, during 
the same period. 
378 He also witnessed the augmenta'tion, of Dalkeith 
379 
Collegiate Kirk made at Holyrood-in 1477,, Robert Harvie was' 
380 
at Dalkeith to witness four of, the earl's charters and three-,, - 
resignations in his hands 
381 between 1483 and 1486/79 having 
earlier witnessed Gifford of Sheriffhall's-resignation, in October 
1478 382 and the sasine, of Master, Thomao'Gifford in the following, 
383, 
January* John Dunbar and Robert Simpson are, found associated-', 
with'Morton only during the'earl's last decade of"lifev Dunbar 
384 
witnessing three charters and Simpson'two, with both witnessing 
385, 
a, resignation to the-earl in'ý1486, , and'Simpson attesting, a discharge 
373.., *Ibid. 9 nos. 117,119*' 
374o Ibidop no. 157, 
375. ' SR09 RH 6. no. 503, -' 
376, Mort. Req., iiq 224. 
377, 'See Table III below, p. 370, 
378. SROt GD 1509 nos. 179,1839 216; GD 1849 no. 21. 
379. Mort. Reg... iiv'235. - 
380. See Table III-belowg p. 370, 
381* SR09 GD 184, nos. - 18,21; j3D 150, no, 207, 
382o Lbid., no. 178. 
383, Ibid., no. 183. 
384. See Table., III--belowg p. 370, 
385* SR09 GD 1509 no. 207. 
185. 
in 1492* 386 
Another group of laymen- whose'service to, the'earlýis 
manif astg even, if their attendance upon himý is not 'is formed of 
those holding office under himg whether permanent'ar ad hoc. 
Most numerous among'thess are some of the serjeants of, Morton's 
baronies. There was William Bulls in Dalkeithq who-held office 
between at leastýOctober 1478 and November 14829 when, witnessing 
sasines in-the, toun of Dalkeith., 
387 
, William Robbie'in Linton may-, 
have, held offics in 1463/4 when a William Robinson was nominated to 
give sasins to'Henry Livingston of Mannerston in the half-lands of' 
BlythV, 388 and was certainly serjeent themin 1476, when instructed 
by James Giffordt the-justiciar of the Justica'ayre of the regality 
of Dalkeithp'to summon John Martin and HenryLivingston to-bompear 
with suitors* 
389 ,, Assisted by Walter Porteous, perhaps also a' 
bearer of formal offige in Lintong he'seemi to have'taken tiýo'oxen 
from Martints half'of Blyth, allegedly under instructions from the 
master of Morton. 
390 ý Robinson'was notv, howeverl, tied'to'PeeblOsshire, 
for he-was'the sale bailis nominated in'the earls'pr cept of' , 
ratief of 
January 1460/1'to give sesine of and-obtain caution f: rIcertain 
391 
lands in Dumfriesshirs. Steven Darling, possibly a burgess 
of Peebleaq was a serjeent at the time of'the, perambulation. 0fýý,. "', 
Newlands'and Linton in'1475'9, and it is likely, given 
! 
Robbie's 
known statusq that he held office in the. former barony* 
392 it 
386. Ibid. 9 no. 226. 
387, SR09 GO 150, nos. 180--l. 183; RH 6, no, 503, 
388* SR09 GO 150t no. 132; cf, Blackv Surnamesp 695-6. " He seems to 
have witnessed, with no office stated, the future earl's sesines 
in Kilbuchov Linton and others an 17-18 Sept. 1456: SRO,, GO 150, nos. 
117-118* 
389* Mort. Reg.. 9 iiv 225. 
390* ADC9 56* 
391* SR09 GO 97/2, no. 20, 
392, SR09 GO 150, no. 160, 
. 186., 
is possible that WalterIvisong serjeapt'oý Morton, and 
indeedýWilliam Ednamq keeper of-Morton Castle, witnesses of 
the sasine of the earl's apparent heir in Morton on 9, February 
1473/4, remained in office thereafter. 
393 Permanent bailies 
may have included Thomas Jeffrey and William Reidt 
394 described. 
simply as bailies when witnessing a sasine-in Dalksith in 1482, 
and perhaps holding office in that toun and barony, and James 
Williamston whog as bailis of Calderclare., gave sasins to Alexander 
395 
Shiel in 1454 1 and may have retained the office in later years. 
John Penvaneq twice instructed in, the l480s to give ssaine of lands, 
in the barony of Kilbucho, is likely to have held permanent local 
office, perhaps succeeding James Tweedi. s. a bailie who may also 
have, attanded the earl at Dalkeith, 
396 Some holders, of ad hoc, 
office 
397 
may also have hold a permanent office of some sort - more 
particularly, as-they were acting in localities where no certain 
agent of the earl can be identified, Aside from conjecture.. 
howevert there, is no reason to doubt that men such as Walter Cant. - 
bailie, ad hoc of Aberdour in 1491 
398 Murdoch Hamilton and Patrick, 
Grahamv bailies ad hoc in Hawthorneyke on 4 January, 1470/ I lp 
399 
Edward Maxwell of Tinwaldp bailis ad hoc in, Preston in 149; 9 
400 
oavid Boswell-of Balmuto, attorney receiving sasine of the future 
earl of, Morton's Fife properties in September 1456 
401 
and a, witness 
393, ibid., no. 156. Ivison may have had extensive authorityq for 
'go was among those nominated as bailieS by precept of 27 Jan. 
1490/1 to infaft Fergus Rerrick in lands in the barony of 
prestong Kirkcudbrightshire: SRO, RH 6, no. 563. 
394. Ibid. 9 no. 503. Reid had a tenement in Dalkeith: SR09 
GO 150p no. 214. 
395. Ibid. 9 no. 111. 
396* SR09 GO 184, nos. 14,16p 209 23,73; see above, p. 183. 
397. That isq where a precept of sasine Was directed to. a bailie 
specialiter deputato. or some such expressiong and in the 
case of attorneysq who were always ad hoc. 
398. SR09 GO 26/3, no. 797. 
399. NRA, Survey no. 888, p. 424. 
400. SRO, RH 6, no. 563. 
401. SROp GO 150, no. 115. 
IST, 
of a charter given in Edinburgh in 14789 
402 Simon Boswell, 
attopney receiving sasine of Balbarton in Fife onýbehalf of 
the earl and countess in 145gg 
403 
and Thomas Johnstong attorney 
receiving sasine of Hutton in 1456 
404 
and a possible witness at 
Dalkeith in 14679 
405 
were well enough regarded by the earl to be 
entrusted with these particular tasks. Gilbert Tweedieg, styled 
'a servant of the earl' might also be included here, even'though 
there is some. sug6astion that his'servicas Were not eýclusivsly 
rendered to Morton. 
406 
- He-is, found acting in concert with 
William Borthwick in'debarring James Livingston from, entry to Dalkeith 
Castle an 18 May 148S. 
407 
In pointing to those individuals who, show plausible indication 
of having been close to the first earl-'of Mortonýit is'evident that 
a, msjorýgroup has-gone unreprsssnted: ýnamely those'ather, than his 
kinsmen who might be reckoned to have owsd, someýservice by, virtue 
of having either land or benefice at the earl's hands. ý Names can 
be, given to a fair quantity of such meng-but-for, most of-themýit is 
difficult to allot a place in Morton's-affinity with any-certainty. 
The list of those who rendered suit at, the-earl's justice- 
syre an 23'-Ouly 1476 reveals, the names of-twelve of-his. tonants. 
408 
Of those there, are-eight which are found in no other Morton writ: 
John Graham of Corston, Edward Hunter of Polmoodt, William Kneland of 
402. See Table, IIIbalow, p. 370. Edinburgh would be a little more 
accessible to him than Dalk6ith; -Balmutog hold of the king,, 
is in Fifeq Nat. grid ref. NT 221897, 
403. SROy GO 150f no. 128, 
404. Ibid. no. 121. 
" 
Me is described as $brother of the laird 
of Johnston'. 
405. See TableIlLbslowq p. 370. Heýalso witnessed-the'associated 
resignation on the. day before: SRO, GO 150, no. -139, 
406. See belowv p. 202. 
407. Binns Papers, no* 18. 
408. Mort. Req. 9 iiq 224-6. 
188. 
ormistong "Gilbert Forrester of Drylawq 'John- DusquenB'; Of 
Hardingtong Alexander Galloway*of Hardingtong Robert Thrisolind 
409, ý of Mitchilhill-'and John Newton of Mitchelhill. I Hunter's 
a. ubsequent''absence"is particularly'durious because Walter 
Hunter of Polmood'had'been'the earl's-attorn'sy-to take s'asine 
of, the barony-of Preston in the Stewartry"'on-4 NoveMber 14584; 
0 
411 
and'had been with ý'the, earl of ý Dalksith on'4 January'1462V4 and 
41Z 
' 413,6,, 4, 'an&5 Mayý-14679 andýat Robarton ow26 July-1469*, 3ames 
414 
Huntsrqý, the short-lived successor of-Walter, was alSo'ai"Roberton 
onýthis occasiontý'anýd may-have'witnessed the fourth"lord-'of Dalkeith's 
7,415 sasine in Kilbucha'and other, lands on 17 September, '1456 It.: is 
not known what land'the Hunters hold of-the, earl --Polmoodp in 
theýbarony, of, Glivercastlet was hold of'Robertl, 'Lard Flemingýuntil 
the excambium, , confirmed ý in 14709- whereaf tar Sir David Hay of', 
Yester was the superior. 
416 It may be thatg for the Huntersq 
Hay represented', a more useful lord than Mortohv since, a later" 
Walter Hunter'of Polmood gave a, bond of menrent to the'-lord' OV 
Yester in 1502.417 - Dividid loyalty may "al6o'h'iive-'aooliý8d"in'thýe', 
cases of others; ýThriepland was apparentlyanother tenant of Hay " 
418 
of"Yeater, whilst, Fdrredter held'Easter Drylaw of Ale: ýandsr' 
Forrester of Corstorphine. 
419 
409. ' Coriton and Ormis'ton wers'probably in the'berany, of Calderclers: 
Net. grid ref. NT 077637 & 099665. Hardington may have been 
in the barony of Robertont Hardington House is at Nat,, grid 
ref. NS 964302. Mitchelhill looks to have been in the barony 
of Kilbucho: Nategrid ref . NT 067339. 
410, SR09 GD 1509 no. 126. 
411. ibid., no. 131, 
412. Ibid. -, nos,. 139r-40,, 
413* Ibid,., no. 144, - 
414* ýames was served heir to his father on 15 May 1474: Yester Writst 
no, 175. Edward Hunter had apparently succeeded to Polmood by 
Dec. 1475: ADA9 38. 
415* SR09 GD 150t no* 117. 
416, Wiqtown Charter Chest., no. 417; RMS9 iiq no. 995. Polmood is 
Nat. grid ref. NT 113270. 
417* yester Writs, no. 254. 
4184 He served on a jury of inquest upon another tenant of Hay of 
yester in 1467: Yester Writst no. 135. 
419. -ot- 13k. Y non- 472-3. 
189. 
Three of the remaining four can be treated scarcely-more 
fully-than these eight. George Douglas of Stanypath may have 
been at Dalkeithq though not-necessarily with Mortont. ýon 22, 
November 14689 
420, 
and may haveýwitnessed a resignation in, theý, - 
earl's hands in Edinburgh-on 22 February 1489/90 '421 - His I -ý 
style suggests that he hold land, in'Lintant and it is'possible 
that he had some-title to Plewlands'in the-barany-of Newlands, 9' 
422 
Alexander Shiel of that ilk is mentioned elsewhere-', in Morton- 
writs only in respect of his blench farm tenancy; of Shiel in ý 
CsIderclareq in which he was'seized as heir to-hisýfather-in 1454,423 
and in which he,, called ths, earllsýlbslovsdlt-was conjunctly infeft - 
with his wife in 1467,424 Steven Stevenson of that-ilk, is, fo*und, --, 
in connexion, with his lard omone further-occasion: as a. witness--ý 
of the latter's sasine in Kilbucho and other lands, on 17 September 
1456.425 
It can be said that all these men were at least rendering-a 
practical service to the earl by paying suit-at the ayret, but at 
the same time-this-was no more than was require&oftýem underIthe 
terms of their tenancyt and it is clear from this justice. ayre that 
the earl was ready to enforce the, letter of-terms of-. tenure with - 
fines. 426 Only Laurence Elphinstone of Selmsq a-burgess of 
Edinburghp. shows, mor8 than the-slightest sign of having, translated 
his feudal tie into affinityv being nominated-by theýearl as one., 
420.. Yester WrLtsq no. 139, 
421. Prot. Bk. Young, no. 313. 
4M"'-, SR0q GO 1509 no. 100(a), 2nd membrane;. aDC, 77. Stonypath 
*is at Nat. - grid, ref . NT 143535 and there is a Plewlands at 
Nat. grid ref. NT 180506,. 
423. SROp GO 150, no. 111. 
424, Ibid. no. 140. 
425. Ibid., no. 117. There is a Stevenson at Nat. grid ref. 
NT 169430 in Newlands; parishp and another at NT 5447480 
conceivably in the barony of Garleton. 
426. See aboveg p. 161. 
190. 
of the beilies to give sasine of Hawthorneyke to his apparent 
heir in 1469,427 and having his son Nicholas marry Morton's - 
cousin Margaret Giffordq sister of James Gifford of, Sheriffhall, 
428 
There also seems to be good rsasonýwhy Laurence-Elphinstone does 
not appear-in the earl's company after, the ayre! of, 1476; Nicholas 
had Succeeded him by 29 October 1478, beingýstyled, lof, Selmsf 
429 
when he witnessed Master Thomas Gifford's sasine in Dalksith., 
it so'happens that the bailie. for this sasine was James Gifford 
of Sheriffhall, and since Nicholas Elphinstone was also with his 
brother-in-law at Sheriffhall on, I November, 1478 and 17 February 
1478/9 43 -0 the possibility exists that he, was more-IGifford's ally 
than Mortants, man. At, any rate, for his part Nicholes, Elphinstons 
was subsequently with the earl on-only one known, -'occasiong and this 
was in Edinburgh on 22 February 1489/90 when he resigned, Selms in 
favour of Andrew Elphinstone, his brother. 
431 
All these, t8nants can be seen as being-based, within Morton's 
principal sphere of influence, -*that isq holding land in-and 
around the-earl's main cluster of baronies in Lothiang Peeblesshire 
and Lanarkshirs., Some others who held land within this area, and whose 
presence at the ayre is notýrecorded can also, be indicated, either- 
from charter or-locational style. In the Cases Of three lairds 
there may be sufficient evidence to suggest that they were connected 
with the earl of Morton and f or two others there is nothing of the 
kind. Patrick Graham of Elvingstan's style came from lands held 
432 
in the barony of Dalkeith. Having succeeded Alexander 
427e SR09 GO 150, no, 145, 
428* Prato Bk. Youngq nos, 313-14, 
Nicholas-was Laurence's son. 
429* SR09 GO 1509 no., 180, 
430* Ibid, q nos. 182,184. 
431* Prot. Sk. Young, nos. 313-14, 
432. NLS9 MS 729 fo, 121r-v, 
.. 
Ibid., no, 1317 shows that 
1911, 
Graham of Elvingstang and probably inherited thereby his 
family's attachment to the lards of Dalkeithq 
433 he witnessed 
John Douglas's sasine in the barony of Robertan in 1469,434 
followed by Hugh Douglas's renunciation 
435 
and'la charter in 
1474, another charter in 1475 
436 
and the augmentation of Dalkeith 
Collegiate Kirk in, 1477,437 He acted'as the earl's attorney to 
take sasine of lands in the barony of-Biggar in 1476,438 probably 
as well resigning lands in Elvingstan in favour of Archibald 
Todrick in 1470 
439 
_ something which could be construed-as'a 
: 
useful service. When or by whom he was succeeded-is unclear; 
there is only a vague reference to his heirs in 1504t and no 
mention of him in the earl's charter granting ten marklands in 
Elvingston to Hugh Douglas and his spouse in 1486/7 . 
440 Holding 
land of 09 earl on the other-side of the capital there-were Patrick 
Cockburn of Newbigging and James Gifford of Corston. Newbigging 
is not an especially uncommon name, but given that Cockburn*was 
seized in Hawthorneyke in'1447 
441: he may-have'taken his style from 
lands in West Lothian. 
442 More likelyi perhapsj'is that he held a 
Newbigging in East Lothiant 
443 
since he served as sheriff-dapute -- 
of the constabulary of Haddington and bailie of the burgh of Haddington 
433. SR09 GD 184, nos, 6,139 15, 
434,0 SR09 GD 150, no. 144, 
435* Mort. Req... 11,224. 
436. See Table III below, p. 370. 
437. Mott Regoq'iij 235. 
438, SR09 GD 151). no. 167. 
439. NLS9 MS 729 fo. l8v. 
440. Ibid,. 9 fo. 121r-v; Prot. Sk. Younq., noo 1442. 
441* NRA, Survey no. 888, ýp. 423. In the charter of the lands, 
four years earlierg he is styled tof Sauthualef: 
' 
ibid., * p. 424. 
442, There are Newbiggings at Nat. grid ref. NT 069735 & 126771v 
three miles S*S, E. and four miles E. S. E. of Hawthornsyke 
respectively. 
443, Rstoursj il Haddingtont no. 360, 
192, m 
during the 1460s and perhaps earlier. 
444 What is clear is his 
attestation of'two of Morton's chartars at Dalkeith in 1465 and 
445 
14679 and that he was dead by 19 December 1470 when'the 
earl issued a precept directing the sasine of James Cockburn 
446 
in Hawthornsyke as heir to his father. James does not'" 
seem to have maintained his father's connexion with the'sarl, 
though it is conceivable that he was the James Cockburn of 
Garlaton - Garleton being another barony of which Morton was 
the superior 
447 
- who was with the'earl an 4 anq 5 May 1467.448 
James Gifford of Corstan is assumed to have taken his style from 
449, 
lands in Calderclers, . His 
known association with'the earl 
is limited to the six months from 9 February 1473/4 to 9 July- 
1474, when he acted as attorney for the, earl's apparent, heir, -in '- 
taking sasine of Mortong 
450 
and witnessed Hugh Douglas's- - 
renunciation 
451 
and the foundation charter of Aberdour-HosP'ital, 
452' 
Even this level of association is not matched by'the MenteithSlof 
Kerseq who had held Bodinglee in the barony of Roberton from the 
lards of Dalkeith for an unknown period before 17 March 1466/7. ' On 
this date William Menteith was confirmed in these lands by the earl 
444. Yester Writ9v nos* 95,1029 1259 132. 
445, See Table III below, p. 370. 
446. NRA, Survey no. 888, p. 424. It is not clear how the Cockburns' aI tenure of Hawthornsyke squares with the earls gift to his son 
and apparent heir in 1469: SR09 GD 150, no* 145. 
447 Ibid. nos. 114,116p 234. Formerly Garmilton, the change to 
the form now in use dates from the late 17th century: Retours, t 
i, Haddingtong no. 388. 
448. SR09 GD 150, nos. 139-140. 
449. Nat. grid ref . NT 077637. Cf. Prot. Býe' Youýq, n'o'. '1123; '' 
No kinship between the earl aný this James Gifford is known. 
45(3.. SRO9. GD 150, no. 156. 
451. 
_Mort. 
Req.., iip 224, 
452. See Table III below,, p. 370. 
193. 
453 ý, following his father's resignation. ,, Neither John Menteith, 
the father, nor his song who succeedea in 1475 is known to: have 
attended or served the earl. This is'perhaps-unsurprising, --for 
their principal properties were West Kerse, in Stirlingshire*and 
Alva in Clackmannenshirej 
454. 
and besides William, Menteith's 
attention was distracted by'a lengthy feud, 'with'the-, Bruces-of: "-' 
Airth during the 1480s. 
455, Nor is there-evidence'-'of any 
greater affinity between the earl and John Martin of Midhopej, 
portioner of Blyth. ý Martin's-case has been touchad, 'upon in' 
connexion with Henry Livingston'of Mannerston, 
456_ in'cbmmonýwith 
457 
whom'he was principally a tenant of Lord Lindsay-of'Byres, 
and likewise was'apparently connected with-theýearl-only through 
the'dispute over Blyth. 
458, 
, More than this, fie'seems'Ito'havs, had 
cause for complaint against the Garl's serjeant of'the, barony of 
Linton, wherein Blyth la. y, 
459 He-died betweený24, June 1482 and 
12 February 1482/3,, leaving a song Henry, 
460ý 
whose nameýdoes not 
appear in MOrton's writai even in matters'of controversyi. 
Aside from these lairds thenames-of over thirty, denizens, 'of-, 
the toun of Dalkeith can be found - most mentioned incidentally by 
way of-describing-the location of a.,. tenement, being conveyed* 
461 
Someg namely Mark Dunbari Masters, and Thomas'Gif ford, sir 
453, NLS, Acc, 3142, Val. 1. no. 244 (affixed to fo. 19 of the 
volume)* It is calendared in Wiqtown Charter Cheiti"noo-244 99 
where the year is given as 1460/19 an error also found in the 
NLS catalogue, 
454. ER., ixt 676* 
455, ADC9 559 1019 121t 153. - 
456, See above, pp. 161-2, 
457, Binns Papers, nos. 89 15-18. 
458, Ibidot noý 18; SRO, GO 150, nos. 160,173V 189; Mort. ReSW iiq 
224-6. 
459. &D_Cl 56* - 
460., RMS9 ii, no. 1556. 
. 
461. SR09 GO 150p nos, 1759 18lg 1839 2149 RH 
' 
6# no. 503; Mort. Rao. *9 iiv 237* RMS1 ii, no. 515 also has some'bearing on the matter. 
194. 
Edward , 
Mollq Thomas Harvieg William Borthwick and William 
Reidg have been mentioned already, 
462 but for the rest there 
are few who appear to have played any part in Morton's affairs. 
Thomas Cockburn, Robert Porteausq John Sloang William Liddell 463 
and three bearers of the name Colden - Johng Simon and Patrick 
464_ 
had land in Dalkeithp and the same seven names appear among the 
witnesses of various instruments connected with grants by the 
465 
earl. This aloneg however, cannot reasonably be taken as 
any sign of affinity. More usefully it does perhaps hint at 
the provenance of a number of incidental witnesses of Morton's 
writs - particularly since the bulk of these were drawn up in 
Dalksith. There arat for examplev recurrences of three of the 
above surnames with Patrick Porteous and his like-named song who 
witnessed Alexander Shiel's resignation and Morton's charter to 
him on 4 and 5 May 14679 
466 
a James Liddellt witness in 1478 of 
the charter to Master Thomas Gifford 
467 
and Oames Gifford of 
Sheriffhall's resignation of the constabularyt468 and witnessing 
this same resignationp along with Thomas Cockburnq was one Patrick 
Cockburn. 
Moving further afield to Dumfriesshire and Gallowayp Fife 
and Berwickshirst the proportion of identifiable tenants whose 
462. See above,, pp. 174 n. 264.. (Dunbar) . 159, n, 140(Thomas Gif ford) 9 
179, n, 323 (Mall) 9 177, n,, 295 (Harvie)p 173, n. 254(19orthwick), 
186 . n, 394' 
(Raid).. Master Alexander Gif ford had at least a 
chamber in Dalkeith: SR09 GO 150, no, 172. 
463, SR09 GO 1509 nos. 181 (Partsous)p 214 (Cockburn and Porteous)v 
RH 61, no. 503 (Sloan); RMS, ii, no. 2789 (Liddell). 
464* Ibid. 9 no* 515; SROj GO 150, nos. 181,214. 
465. SR09 GO 150, nos. 114t 116 (Porteous & John Colds n), 178 
(Cockburnp Sloang Liddell & Patrick Colden), 179 (Sloan), 
183 (John Colden), 216 (Simon Colden)q RH 61 no. 503 (Liddell). 
466# See Table Illbelow p. 370 ; SR09 GO 1509 no. 139. 
467. See Table III below, p. 370. 
468. SR09 GO 150, no. 178. 
195. 
connexion with the-earl was evidently no more-than tenurial 
rises to 1.00%,,, In the south-west of, the country there were 
the Grahame of Meskeswraqýthe-earlls tenants in Meskeswra 
and.. Dryfav, part of'the tenement, -of Hutton in Annandale. 
William Graham resigned Meskeswra'-and'Dryfeqýreserving 
liferentp, in-favour of his grandsong Patrick, who was given 
469 
a charter of the lande, from the-earl on, 23, November 1465. 
Either the grandfatherwas, still-alive ten years later or else the 
resignation was-ineffective, with the lands passing to William,, 
his eldest"son; 
470 
, there was"a William Graham of Meskeswra 
on 27, -, August-14759 being called the earl's,! belovedt and, being 
granted furthsr, landsjj, Huttonýwhich had been resigned by one, 
471 
Edward Livingston. Morton seems to have done Grsham-noý, favour 
in: letting to borch one part of these newly granted lands- - 
croftendis by name - to, -John,. 
Boyle of-Wamphray.,,. This had taken 
place before, 21 Octaber,, 1479#, when Boyle-. accused Graham. of sI PUI1318 
472 
before the, 'Lords of Council* , Graham responded by pursuing 
Morton for wrongfully-setting the lands, to Boyle; 
473 
Close at hand was John Graham of Gillasbieq, who held -- - 
Brakinwrip also in Huttani. under reversion from the-earl after 
22 August, 1471.474ý He may have, been a-son, of WilliawGraham. of 
Meskeswras 
475 
and its location suggests-ýthat Gillesbie may, too 
476 
have lain in the earl's tenement of Hutton. 
469. Ibid. 9 no. 135. Variously Meskesso, Moskesso and Moskeswa in 
the early 17th cent. (. Retouri, i. Dumfries, nos. 46v''56,73)1, 
the name seems to be lost. 
470* SR09 GD 150, no. 135 reveals the relationship. 
471, NLS9 Me 72 fos. 118v-119v, This gift seems later to have 
required proving: ADC, 294 (27 Feb. 1492/3), 
472, AOCt 33, 
473. ADC9 53-4. 
474.. Mort. Reg., ii, 216-17. 
475. A 3ohn Graham is listed among the sons of the elder William 
Graham of Meskeswra ,: 
SRO, GD 150, no., 135. 
476. - Gillesbie is Nat. grid ref. NY 165915, 
196, 
Adjacent to Mortonýin Dumfriesshire lay-the chief messuage of 
John Menzies of, Enachp 
477 the earl's tenant in, the half-lands of 
478 
Carlopq until his death before 9 April, 1477. His lands,, the 
greater part of which was not held of the, earl of Mortonp-were, 
in ward. for an indeterminate period after his death. 
479 
In Kirkcudbrightshire one froehold, tenant. in thevarl's 
barony of Preston is known: John Rerrick of Dalbeattie who held-, 
ten poundlands of Airdris until before 27 January 1490/1, on, 
which date the earl directed, the infeftment-of Fergus, Rerrick 
480 
therein as heir. to his father. 
The position of the barony of Mordington in Berwickshire 
during the earl's life is'not clear:, he did not apparently take 
sasine, of it'in the late 1450sl, and yet it appears as one-of the- 
properties in which the second earl 
in 1493.481 Probably--only part of 
earlq, for there is a Robert Douglas 
a William Douglas of, Mordington in 
of Morton was to be seized 
the barony, remained with-,. the 
482 
of Mordingtori in 1444 ýand 
1480/1.483 
484 
In Fifeg aside from, the, abbot and convent of Inchcolm., , Aberdour 
Hospital 
485 
and a number of incidentally mentioned indwellers of 
Aberdour 
486_ including William, and David Gifford 
487_ there are 
three, known tenants:. Walter Arnott-Themas Mutrie of Markinch and air 
William Bellp-chaplain, Arnot-was granted Wester. -Balbarton - part 
477. Enoch is Nat., grid-, ref. NS 878009. 
478. NLS9 MS 73,. no. -2, 
479. ADC# 913*. His son"and his Inevo and are', both Robertq are 
found in 1479 and 1489/90 respectively: ADC, 40* 133, It is 
not clear that either was out of ward on theseýdatez. 
480. SR09 RH 6, no. 563. 
481. SR09 GD 150, no. 234.. 
482. Ibid., no. 6., - 
483, Ibid., no. 191. 
484. ftM-p. -- ii, no. 1455. 
465. Mort. Req.. q 11,235-43. 
486, Ibid.; SRO, GD 1509 no. 201. Among these was the earl's 'familiar 
and beloved' air John Scottq vicar ofAberdour, at whose instance 
13 hospital was founded there, and who resigne'd land in the toun 
in the earl's hands in favour of the hospital before 9 July 1474; 
Mort. R8q*j iij 236. 
487. See above, pp. 157,170. 
197. 
of Morton's group of properties in the . constabulary of 
Kinghorn -; ý on 30 December 1483'under reversion. 
488 The 
reversion was renewed in conjunct infeftment of Arnot'and his 
.1 489 
wif8-on 15 November 1486, Mutrie held Seafield and half of 
490 
TyriS until His'death in 14919 whilst Bell was granted a half, 
cotland'-in Aberdou'r by'the earl on' 20 September 1484.491 
I 'As to thdsa'who were favoured'with the earl's or his father's 
patronage by no means all are'known. Out of eleven chaplain'ries, 
canonries or prebends'of Dalkeith Collegiate Kirk including th-e 
492 
provastry it seems possible to identify incumbents of se'ven - 
that ii-to'say a total of nine or ton individuals who. held the 
benefices during the earl's tenure of his inheritance, of which 
the man seemingly closest to the earl have already been mentionedý 
- The, provost of Dalkeith at the time of the fourth lard's 
succession was air Thomas Jaffrayp who'witnessed James-Douglas's 
493 , 'He no longer sasines in Dalkeith an 10 and 14 September 1456, 
held the provostry on 4 January 1463/4v'by which date Master 
Alexander Gifford had'taken over. ý It is possible,, 'however, 't6at" 
he was then still connected with the earl, -, 'for, a sir Thomas 
Jaffrayq chaplaing is found'as a"witness of'the same resignation in 
the earl's hands attested by Gifford an'4'January 1463/40' 
494- 
Gifford was still provost in ýeptsmber'1469, but he is not found 
holding the office thereafter, 
495 , The next'provostt'Master 
488*- SR09 GD 
489. Ibid.,, no. 210. 
490. SR09 GD 26/3, no. 796. He was succeeded by his son John 
in that same year. 
491. SROp-GD 150, no. 201. 
492. ý6rt. Rego, 11,226-359 324-8, 
493. SR09 GD 150, nos, 114,116, 
494. lUl. . no. 131. 
495. Ibid., no. 145. 
198, 
496 
Patrick Rulev does not, appe6rý, until--14789 and he is absent 
from witness' lists of' the 8a'rl's 'writs. - 
Aside'fromý*Master William Gifford,, one of the two'',;,, 
prebendaries of-Spitalhaugh and'Ingraston in'the late 1480s, 
497 
and William Handersong-, prebandary"of Horsburgh in 1488,498, the 
knoi, in incumbents'of particular prob6nds established in,, 1406, -. -, 
ars limited to three: ''Patrick Giffordt'whb, might well, 'be-taken 
as a'kinsin6n of the earl,,, probandary-of Quilt and Fethim'when- 
499 , witnessing a sa'sine in'Dalkeith on-9-November 1482; - '-'Willjam 
Colden'g. orebendary of"Lochurd wh6n-Witne'ssing'the second-earl 
5013 
of'Morton's sasine'on 10 September 1493; and-David Coldeng the 
o'thei'pre6andary ofýSpitalhaugh'arid Ingrastonlin 1487, David 
Colden Is "tenure' is' known only because it was contested ý by' one "John 
LiSterp''the'ou'tcome being unrecorded, 
501, 
Sir John'Balcaskie had been-prebendary'af Lochurd on'25' 
502 , January 1449/50, but wad not"so when he witnessed James Douglasts 
sasin8S iri Dalkeith''in tsoteimiber 14569- having by"then becom8'-dean 
of Haddington. 
503 Two other prebendaries of the original prebands 
are revealed in-the instruments of these sasines: 'sir JohriýBurnett,, 
who 'may still have been a prebendary in-1468,504 was'aýwitness on 
ýboth-occasions,, *whilst Master-Patrick Robson comesý, to light, because 
part, 'of his property occupied the old messuage of the'barony, of 
ýDalkeith* 
505 The prebands'bf neither of these- men, nor of sir 
jotin Cantv desdribed ýas prebendary of -Oilkeith and conf essor to 
496. SR09 GO 267/27,. bundle 77.. 
497* See abovep p. 169. 'Two prebends were created out of the joint 
issues of Spitalhaugh and Ingraston in 1406: Mort. Req., ii, 
324-89 
498. See above, p. 179. - 
ý499. SR09 RH 
6p no. 503. 
500. SRO,, GO 150, no., 237. 
501, Cal, Papal Letters, xv, 100-1. 
502, Mort. Regov ii, 211-13. 
503. SRO, GO 1509 nos. 114,116. 
504. Yester Writs, no. 139, 
505. SROp GO 1509 no. 114. 
1991, 
Queen Margaret in 1475,506 are known. - 
With, the exception'Of Master, Alexander Gifford. -parson., of 
, 
507 
Newlands from at, least 14759 the incumbents, of, the prebends 
created ýat Morton' a request cannotý be-discoveredý Indeed., 
Giffordts own status as a prebendary is merely inferred because 
he retained the parsonage, of Newlandag-one of,,. the new, prebends, 
after the augmentation of Oalkeith-, in-1477.508ý' ý The, only other 
known, holder-of aýparsonage inýýthe-sarlts patronage-baforo,. 1477 
509 




contact, that he, the bishop, of, Glasgow from 1474, until 1483,, 
had with the-earl,, during his varied career is unrecorded. - As- 
for the vicars-pensioner required, forýNewlandsg-Kilbucho-and, 
Mordington under the--terms of, the-augmentation of Dalkeith, there 
aria no names to be, f oundg. 
512 
and, it, can, only, be guessed-that 
Mortan, was, -the patron, of the vicarage of Dalkeith, created in 
14679.513 andýthat, he had promoted the cause ofJohn Wood, 
incumbent, thersof when,,, John Douglas. took sasine of, the, earldom 
514'', in 1493. 
Thusq-simply-noting the, existence of the earl's tenants and 
clerics occupying benefices in his patronage-is as much as can 
be done in, most CBS8S; 'there are few beyond his kinamen-for whom 
evidence of service and attendance is sufficient to allow them 
confidently to be, classed, as the earl's parttakers. , Much the 
same can be said, of the large number of incidental witnesses of 
5136, Cal. Papal Lettersp xiii, 645, 
507, Ibid. 9 470. 
508. See aboveg p, 171. 
509. These are taken to have been Kilbuchog Mordington'and Newlands: 
Cowan, Parishest 969 1519 156* 
510. He is found styled thus as a witness of royal charters between 
-6 3une 1472 and 29 Nov, 1473: RMS9 ii, nos* 1062-152. 
511. Wattt Fastig 14ge 
512. Mort. Req.. q ii, 226-35, 
513* Cowan, Parishest 44, 
514. SR09 GD 150, no. 237. 
200. 
the earl's writsp 
515 
whose flBeting prssence-withýhim cannot 
reasonably be, translated into anything approaching affinity,, 
Most are confined to a handful of variously untypical writs, ýand 
for most there-is good reason why such a translation should-not 
be attempted. 
A certain-categaryp howeverg presents some difficulties. - 
To'say that-an individual was: principslly-an'associate ofJames 
Gifford of Sheriffhall does not, dany that he could-also have been 
a'supporter of Mortong particularly as Giffordg. except for his 
treason, was himself'clearlY connected with the earl#516 Moreover, 
the idea that a man's supporters would become supporters of that 
man's lord is snshrined in the,, wider body of bonds of, manrent. 
517 
Howeverg-for the purposes of isolating the earl's personal,, - 
followingg and with, Gifford's apparent disloyalty in 1483 in mind, 
it is as well to distinguish a. numbsr of men whose-names oply,, 
appear in writs in which Gifford was a key figure., - 
David Brideýwitnessed three sasines in Dalkeith in 1478, and 
1478/99 of which two were given by Oames Gifford ofISheriffhelllas 
515, For this purpose not only the earl's charters9 but also the 
sasine of Roberton# given personally by the earl (PRO, GO 1509 
no. 144); the writs anent the arbitration between him and Henry 
Livingston (ibid. v nos. 171-2) and 3ames Gifford of Sheriffhall (Ibid. g no 194Y; reversions (ibid., nos. 198,210; Mort. ReQg- 
11,216-17)9 resignations (ibid., 219-21,. 222-4; Prot. Sk. Younn. 
no. 313; SR09 GO 184, nos. 159 18v 21; GO 150, nos. 131,1399 1789 
207) and bonds of manrent (Iki: d., nos. 1429 209; Mort. Req., iiq 
222-41 245-7; NLS9 MS 73# no. 2) made to the earl and resignations 
made by him (LMS, ii, no. 993 (3); SR09 GO 150, no. 232); the 
letters of new erection of DalkeithýCollegiste Kirk (Mart. Res--, 
iit 226-35); and all sasines given in Dalkeith an the earl's 
behalf (SROv GO 150i nos. 179-819 1839 216 and RH 6. no. 503) 
are taken into consideration. No comprehensive attempt has 
been made to examine the witnesses of the future earl's own 
sasines in his inheritance in 1456-8, or of any sasines 
involving Mortong his song or his tenants outside Dalkeith where 
the earl was not present. 
516. See above, pp. 150-6. 
517. Brownp'Sonds of. Manrene, 67-71.,, 
201. 
bailieg 518 and the'ather wasýgiven-to the same James Gifford. 
519 
In-the same period Bride was at Sheriffhall with Gifford an t6jo 
520 
occasionsg and in,. 1482 he witnessed Giffordls bond of manrent 
to-, the earl-and theýpsscciatsd letters-of discharge and acknowledg- 
521 
ment. , If, 
this hints that he was more Gifford's man thenthe 
earl's,, there-seems toýbe corroboration in theýaccusation by one 
Henry Prestont made an 9 October 14839, that, Bride and. four others 
had spuil31od from him eighty sweep a horse and a pair of 
brigantines (breast- and, back-plates) for, the use of, James- 
522 
Gifford of Sheriffhall. 
Bride, who cannot. -be traced after, 1463, is the-most likely 
case of. one of Giffordto men being found in the earl's company 
in the late 1470s and early 1480si but-there, may wellý-be others 
who can be fitted into--this category, , The, earl's charter to- 
Gifford of Sheriffhall on 30 September 1478 
523 
reveals'a-number 
of, untypical witnesses: aside from the Crichtons"already 'dismissed 
524 
with-regard to-any long-term. associationvith. the earli and a 
possible parttakerg Oavid Boswell of Balmuto, 
5251, there were Walter 
Tweedie-of, Drumel3iorp John Veitch, of Dawyck andýAlexander Jardine. 
Tweedia's and Vaitch's presence was probably pure chance, 
526 but 
Jardine may have been the son of,, the laird of Applegarthýand. spcuse 
of one Oanst, Crichtong 
527 
and was-perhaps, a supporter of the, exiled 
51B., SR09 GO 1509 n6s. '180''l, 183. The 'sasine i of Me I star - Thomas 
Gifford and his song given an the same day, are classed as one. 
519. Ibid. no. 179. 
520. Ibid. nos. 182,184. 
521., Ibid., no. 195; Mort. Regot ii fT 244-7. ' 
5229 ADA9 1-17** 
523. SRPq GO 1509 no. 182; NLSq MS 729, fo. 122r-v. 
524. See aboveg pp. 154-5. 
525. S88 above, p. 186. 
526* Drumsl31er and Dawyck are in Peablesshirev Nat.. grid ref. 
NT 135342 and 168352 (Dawyck'Ho. ). - 
527. ADC9 99*. If sog he was dead by 25 Jan. 1484/5. 
202. 
earl of Douglas. 
52ý, Untypical witnesses are also found at 
Gifford's sasine and resignation an 22 October 1478 
529 
and at 
sasines given by'him a week later. 
530, Some of these were 
almost certainly simply indwellers of Dalkeith who happened to 
be-prosentg but this, is clearly not the, case with the Crichtons 
presentg and it is-notable that Nicholas Elphinstone of-Selmsq 
sir John Slag priest# ý and David Tealing were, later at Sheriff hall 
with Gifford. 
531 
, Less'easy to dismiss are Robert Innerwick and 
Gilbert Tweediev two of the party which acted-for Gifford against 
Henry Preaton. 
532 Both are found in Dalkeith after-14839-Tweedie 
as a servant of the earl 
533 
and Innerwick as', a witness, of a sasins 
in 1488o 534 
Separating most other incidental-witnesses from the-earlts 
affinity presents fewer problems. ' Dociuments' concerned with the 
earl's Dumfriesshirs tenants - the charters to the, Grehams of- - 
M8sk8swra in 1465 and 1475 
535 
and-th8 r8V8r8ion by John Graham of 
Gill88bi8 in 147P: 
L6 
r8V881 th8 S018- known occasions for S8V8n 
individualat perhaps all-from the Grahams"vicinity, to have been 
in the earl's company. 
53,7 
, 
Precisely why such men should have 
eippeared in Dalkeith is unclear; interest in'the affairs of a laird 
from their own region seems a flimsy cause. Writs involving the 
Livingstons of Mannerston - Margaret Livingston's resignation in 
528. Nicholsong The Later Middle Aqesv 4969 514 n. 294; Macdougallv 
James 111,191. 
529. SR09 GO 150, nos. 178--9. 
530* Ibid., nos. 180-1. 
531. ! bid., nos. 182,184; NLS9 MS 729 fos. 122r-123r. 
532. ADA9 117*, Tweedie also witnessed a charter given by James 
Gifford of Sheriffhall in 1475: SR09 GD 97/2, no. 26, 
533, See abovat p. 187. 
534, SRO, GD 150, no. 216, By this timet however, Gifford may 
have been rehabilitated. 
535. See Table III below, p. 370, 
536. Mort. Req. 9 11,217. 537., T155-er=richton of Sanquhar and his younger son Laurence MS9 (M 
ii, nos. 756p 926)9 Laurence Lockhartt James Dunbar of Derechester, 
Henry Kirkpatrick of Knock, William Fraser of Fruid and Thomas 
Moffat of Knock. Fraserwas a tenant of David Hay of Yester; 
Wintntdn Chartar Chant- nnn- 408.417.430. 
203. 
the earl's-hands an 4 January 1463/4,, the decreet upon, the 
arbitration'between the'earl and Henry Livingston, deliyered on 
22 January 1477/8-and the, Browns of Hartres throw up a, 
quantity of, pames-of witnesses in Dalkeith which similarly do 
538 
not, racur. Witnessjýsts, forý3ames Livingston's bond of 
539 540 
manrenti, Walter-Arnott's reversions to the earl, -, the,., 
541 
sasinsýof, John Douglas, in Roberton, ý thq letters pf,, newerection 
542 
of Dalkeith,,, Collegiate Kirkq - the agre8M8nt-: between. Morton, and 
Gifford of Sheriffhall to submit arbitration543 and the 
0 544 
resignationsýby Morton to Douglas of. Whittingehame and vice, versa. 
545 
by Morton in favour of his sonp , and, by Nicholas-Elphinstons in 
favour of. his brothert 
546 
are-also characterized-, in this-ýway, - 
less. surprisinglyt perhaps, because all were-drawn up. furth-of 
Dalkeith.. This leaves-only John CranstonvSir, Thomas-, Cranston 
of that ilkq . James Gibson--and John Waugh and the ýcuriously named, -,, -,. 
Robert Schaup as incidental witnesses of,, the earl's charters at- 
Dalkeithq 
547 
andý'excspt for the first-named, there-, is, nothing more 
548 
to-be said of, their association., with the earl. :- . -I Iýk 
538. SRO, GO 150, nos. 131,172; GO 1849 nos. 15,, lB-19, _21-22. 539, SR09'GO 150,9 no. 209. 
540, Ibid., nos. 1989 210. 
541. Ibid., no. 144. 
542, Motto Req*v iiq 235* 
543, SR09 GO 150, no* 194 
544. RMS9 ii, no. 993 (3): t Mort. R8q., 11,220. 
545. '-"SR09 GO 150,, 'no. "232. 
546, Prot. Bk. Young, no. 313. 
547. ' See Table III beiawv p. 370. 
548* John Cranston appears to have witnessed the future earl's 
sasines in Dalkeithq Kilbucho and Edmo'nston: SR09 GO, 1509 
nos. 114# 1179 123. 
204. 
An examination of the charters, and wi; ls of Morton's 
k 
great-grandfatherg. the first James Douglas of Dalkeithq has 
revealed an affinity in which featured prominently-, his four 
brotheraq his, naphewg, one of his sons-in-law and four, others, 
from. outside his family, and a household composed of a. quantity 
of, servants of uncertain pI rovenance. 
549 Direct links between 
the followings of the first and fourth James, Douglaseeýare not 
easily-foundg for although the names Grahamg Browng Tweed18-and,, 
latterly, Gifford do occur among-the charter witnesses and- 
legatees-of James Douglas (I), connexions with the descendants of,, 
his chief supporters - the four Douglas-brothersg, 3ohn Livingston 
of Callendarg James Douglas of Strathbro ., Willi" Monypenny, _ 
Robert Livingston of Drumry and Andrew Ormistan - do not seem 
to have survived until 1456. Howeverg,, it, wouldýappear, that; in 
general terms little had changed. The same prominence of kinsmen 
- in Morton's-case not brothersq, for he, had none, 
550 but,. chiefly 
his maternal uncles and cousins - and the same lack of non-kinsmen 
tenants are evident. It also seems that, if the status of-followings 
can bejudged by the status of its, members, then the affinity of 
the lord of Dalkeith waxed little in splendour under the first 
earL of Morton. 
With whom the earl surrounded himself was, of course, a matter 
entirely of his', own choice; no-one is obliged to be ambitious, and--- 
there is no reason to expect that his elevation to the peerage 
necessitated a grander network of supporters particularly as no 
additional lands-came with the title. Neverthelessq Morton's 
affinity does seem to have been very restricted in character when 
549. Grant. The Higher Scottish Nobilitý,, 332-5. 
550* ýLPj vit 363, 
? 05,, 
-551 set'against his landed wealth and favourable situation. 
A distinction should be-'made'betwe'en the earl's household 
t 
and his wider affinity, but here a problem arises because 
Morton was apparently so rooteý to Dalkeithp making'it impossible 
to determine who'would ride with him or, who would attend him . upon 
arrival at another place. This leavýes'attendance upon the earl 
in Dalkeith as by far the principal criterion for distinguishing 
his adherents. Howeverg whether or not-this gives a balanced 
pictureq it suggests firstly that the bulk-'of"Mortain's associates 
were either clerks or,, for want of's better term, squiresq and that 
he would probably have enjoyed the adherence,, and often the' 
552 
presence, of around five Or six of'the former group and'between 
553 
eight and eleven of the latter at any one time. These 
individuals can mostly'be regarded as making up the earl's 
554 
householdg. or at least as indwellers of Dalkeith. 
Beyond the household there were firstly the earl's permanent 
agents and'. officers of his estates. Such individuals are illý- 
documented and little can be said about them, other'than that they 
555 
seem mostly to have been"of a sub-laird class. Also'taken to 
551. See above,, pp* 135-7. 
552. Master James Douglas and sirs Robert Halliwellv William 
, Tyninghem and perhaps James Kinbuck seem roughly to belong to 
the first half of Morton's career, and Master William Gifford 
and sirs William Henderson, John Harviet Edward Mole and possibly 
John Chalmers to the second half, Master Alexander Gifford is 
-found through most of the earl*s career. 
553. A similar approach approximately places William and John Gifford, 
Nicholas Watsong Robert Squire and James Tweedie as earlier 
associates of the earl, with the earl's second sont Jamesq 
Master Thomas Giffordq William Borthwick, Mark and John Dunbar, 
Robert Simpson, Thomas Chalmersp Gilbert Tweediev and Robert 
Harvie emerging during a later period, and Archibald Todrickt. 
chamberlain Thomas Harvie and perhaps Henry Chalmers connected 
to Morton over a long period. 
554. This is least likely to be #ua of Archibald Todrick, a burgess 
of Edinburghv and William Gifford, an indweller in Aberdour. 
Among the others there may have been bonds of kinship to add 
to that created by their common lord; there is a notable 
recurrence 9f the surnames Harvisp Dunbarg. Tbieedie and Chalmers., 
555. See above, pp. 185,7. 
ý0ý. 
be outwith the household,. but because of their independent 
meiinst 'are the lairds'whom the earl could boast among his 
adherents. During the-first half of his career. 'and' 
this, raquires a goodAeel of allowance, to be made., they can- 
barely have numbered-more than seven: James Gifford the, 'elder 
of Sheriffhallp-Patrick Cockburn of Newbiggingq'ýPatrick Graham 
of Elvingstonp Laurence Elphinstone. ofý, Selmag'and, -from-further 
afield. -Welter-Hunter of Poýlmoodt 
David Boswell of Balmuto and, 
556 
William Brown of Hartree* During-the-se'cond half of Morton! s 
career this number dwindles: Giffordg, Hunter and Cockburn were 
all-dead by 1474, with Graham and Elphinstone probably following 
them-in the late 1470sq and to replace them--there-, wereýonly - 
GiffordIs-son and the earl's own son John Douglas of Robarton. 
This assessment represents no, great increaseý-upon-theýnumber'of 
557 
lairdly associates of James Douglas (I). 
7he earl created no new lairds and the lairds, 'among whom 
he, might ha%)e found potential supporters - his other kinsmen and 
tenants - andq so far as evidence allowsq did natg, are; legion. 
One reason behind this is not difficult to disceem-Morton'-appears 
to havemade almost no major'slienations of land and few concessions 
in terms of tenure during his career. Most of his charters to 
individuals involved the renewal of heritable fiefs and a few 
involved gifts of lands newly fallen into his hands. ' The fortunate 
556. The evidence for Elphinstonet Boswell and Brown is"particularly 
dubious; none is-known-to have come to Dalkeith an other than 
their-own business, whilst Boswell is not even known to have been 
a tenant of the earl, and Brown's case rests as much upon his 
sons' late appearance with the earl and association with theý 
second earl as upon anything he -did himself: see aboveg pp,. 175-6 
and belowp p. 211. ' No attempt is made'to interpret how such 
men as Maxwell of Tinwaldt who was with the second earl in 
Edinburgh in 1504, and the Grahame of Meskeswra and Gillesbiep"who 
attended the second earl's sasine by attorney in Hutton in 1493, 
viewed their relationship with Morton: Prot. 'Sk. Young, no. 1442; 
SR09 GD 1509 no. 238, and see above, pp. 186p 195. 
557. Seven or eight lairds can be found among James Douglas (I)Is men, 
although this total concerns the whole of his career: Grant, 
'The Higher Scottish Nobility', 332-5. 
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recipients of land which they, had not formerly'possessed were 
Archibald Todrickp William Graham of MeskeswratýMaster Thomas 
Gifford and his son John, 3ames-Gifford of'Sheriffhallt sir 
William Bell and Hugh Douglas of Borgue, - ''None- of' the 6if ts"- 
I amounted to a, great'dealg''and'm'ost cost'the earl, nothing. 
558 
The gif ts'ý to DI ouglas-and James Gifford seem-both to have been 
genuine alienationsp. 
559 though Gifford's was in consideration 
for his resignation of the constabulary of Dalkeith Castle and 
his renunciation of Cuil. ' Blench ferm tenure was the privilege 
560 
of Shial of that ilk, who had always held in this manner, and 
Brown of'Hartreet Douglas'of Borgue and Gifford of Sheriffhall, 
to whom the earl did himself willingly concede favourable terms 
561 
of possession. 
Morton was thus little interested in rewarding service by 
creating or reinforcing tenurial ties. Moreover, most of his 
tenants were probably of long-standing, and had had ample time for any 
562 
sense of obligation or gratitude for a long-ago gift to evaporate. 
Indsedq the evaporation may have taken place during the earl's 
lifetime in some instances, such as Hunter of Polmood and Cockburn 
558. See Table III belowq pe 372. The charters to Todrickt Graham. - 
Thomas and John Gifford and Bell followed resignations. The 
gift to Thomas Gifford under the'terms of his bond of manrent 
was of land in ward. 
5jq. 'Douglas's ten merklands in - Elvi: hgaton may hav a fallen to the 
_earl after 
Patrick Graham's death: Prot. Sk. Younqq nos. 1442-4. 
Whitfield in Linton# whereof Gifford was'only granted two-thirdsp 
was worth seven marks earlier in the century; Glenmaithtv which 
-he was given only in tackq was worth twenty marks: SRO, GO 150p 
no. 100 (a), 2nd membrane. 
560. SROp RH 6# no, 255. 
561. Blench farm tenure was accorded the Livingstons of Mannerstang 
but not willingly: see abovet pp. 161-3. 
,_ 562. The tenancies of the Livingstone of Mannerstang Shiel of that- 
ilk and Graham of Cairnmuir certainly dated from at least the 
1420s: SR09 GO 120/1, no. 1; GO 150, no. 91; RH 6. no. 255, 
, 
Of 
the other tenandries it may be that only Mordington and Stanypeth 
had yet to be disposed of by the time of the incomplete and 
undated but pro-1439 Dalkeith rental: SR09 GO 150, no. 100 (a), 
lst and 2nd membranes. 
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of Newbiggingf where the apparent attachment. of the father-to 
the, earl wae, not reproduced-by theson. I-Divided loyalty may.. 
also, have played a part, Douglas of Borgueq, Forrester-of Drylaw, 
Hunter of Polmoodq Livingston of Mannerstong Martin of Midhope, and 
Menteith of Kerse, all held land of other lords., and in most cases 
are likely to have had more substantial holdings than they-held of 
563 
the-earl* 
That. the earl was not a, fount. of material patronage is supported 
by. th8 fact thatv inýerasted though he was in the religious foundations 
under his wingo Aberdour Hospital and Dalkeith Collegiate Kirk were 
endowed or re-endowed at slight expense. The former was founded 
upon a, handful of acres in Abardour, 
564 
and the latter'saugmentation 
was accomplished by the careful division of issues. 1which were not 
in 
Morton's hands in the first place*565 
To say that Morton's affinity was, substantially based, upon 
kinship rather than land is largely truev but slightly misleading, @ 
566 
The importance of the Giffords is undeniableg, and their attachment 
to the earl did elicit some limited material reward, but it is 
highly likely that theirprevious service that is, their 
assistance during the tutory of Morton's father - was as significant 
for the earl as their kinship. For Makk-. Dunbarg Archibald Todrick 
and William Borthwick it is probable that distant kinship was 
invoked as a formal bond where service already existed. More 
impartantg there were plenty of kinsmeng both closely and distantly 
563. Menteith's lands were, mainly held of the king (ER, ix, 676;. 
RMS9 iiq no* 1897). but his apparent heir had a fee from Lord 
Fleming: ADCp-133. 
564. Mort. Reg., iiq 235-43. The project was, certainly not a success: 
Cowan and Eassons, Religious Housest 195. 
565. Mort. Req. 9 iiq 226-35. 
566.95 out of 184 attestations of Morton's charters were by kinsmen: 
see Table III below, p. 370. 
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related to the, earlq who played no obvious part in his affairs. 
These-include Hugh Douglas of Borguat together with his son and 
one of his brothers; William 0ouglas of Whittingehame4his- , 
brother 567 and his son; Patrick, Graham of Cairnmuirýand, his brother; 
the earllsýson-in-law Patrick Hepburn of Dunsyre; any kinsmen, of 
the earl's daughter-in-lawg Janet Crichton; -the Douglapes of 
568 
Mordington; and the Douglases-of,. Lochleven. 
In thisýrsspect-. the earl's affinity was more, narrowly, based 
upon a select-body of-kinsmen than was his great-grandfatherlsg-and 
it. is, plainly-aa-unrealistic to see the, earl as the head of his wider 
kindred, as. -it isto sea, him asýleaderýof his whole tenentry., Nor 
does he seem to, have-developed any role as, the chief-lord of, his - 
regiong showing that, Che prast:,! 5e_pL*ached, -t-o possessepn of -a,, 
honovific eýkdom Laar not; boLAftci to be converteci- into 
569 No doubt his regional influence increased at 
times, wiWthe holding'of local office by some of his-men, but 
unfortunately his elder son's, -period as sheriff of Edinburgh-was 
brief and ended in disgrace and Patrick Cockburn of Newbiggingq 
sheriff-depute of the, 'constabulary and bailie--of the burgh'af ,, 
Haddingtono was dead by 1470, The earl-seems to have. been unable 
io secure-office for any others of his associates, with, the possible 
exception of William Brown of Hartreep, as a, sheriff-depute--of Peebles. 
567. ADA 51. 
568, SP, viv 366-7* 
569. The only slight suggestion of such regional. lordship is found 
in the earl's seeming recepti'on at Dalkeith in November 1468t 
of Robertt Lord Fleming and Sir Davi'd Hay of Yesterl who were 
seeking to determine which of them had the patronage of the 
kirk of Biggar: Yester Writst no. 139. However, if possession 
of the barony of Biggar was also at issueg the earl would 
also have had an interest in the matter as tenant of one or 
other of them in the lands of Edmonston: SRO, GO 150, no, 
123; Wigtown Charter Chest, nos. 409-10,416-17o 
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Some explanation can be'offered'for this-state of affairs. 
The one obvious goal'of the first earl of Morton, tKe attainment 
of which seems-to have occupied his attentions until'atýleast 
1474, was'to overcome'the'consequences of his'grandfather'S''I 
injudicious generosity and reassemble and protect the Dalkeith 
Relations' with the Douglaseslof Borgue and'. - patrimony* 
Whittinghamep men who were obstacles to thisend, were thus 
directly affected for the worse. Indirectly this goal may well 
have precluded any political ambitions which the earl might have 
entertainedg unless9 as with the marriage scheme of 14669 
politics could be used in achieving his aims. In turng with 
limited aspirations he would be unlikely to require a particularly 
grand affinityp and certainly, being cut off from royal patronage 
he would have had no extra resources from which to reward his 
parttakers. In additiong Morton's determination to recover Morton, 
Whittingehameg Buittle and Kingacavil may hint at a rather more 
serious impoverishment; not only did the earl avoid alienating 
land, he also struggled to avoid conceding blench farm tenure 
to Livingston and Martint destroyed writs infefting David Gifford* 
made use of lands already given to Graham of Meskeswral wadset lands 
to John Graham of Gillesbie and Walter Arnott for eighty and two 
hundred marks respectivelyp failed to pay John Todrick's annual 
rent for ton years, and began exploiting the coal measures under 
his land. 
570 
This is not to say that Morton's general attitude was misguided; 
he left his, son more property than he had inherited himself, and his 
570. The third-earl referred to his grandfather as having worked 
the coals under Dalkeith and Cowden:, Mort. Ran .* iiq 259. -'ý 
There seems to be no context of general magnatial- impoverishment 
at this time in which to set Mortants conservatism: Grant, 
Independence and Nationhood, 133. 
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rather sparing efforts at good lordship may have borne some 
fruit. Morton's bonds with Hugh Douglas of Borgue, James 
Gifford of Sheriffhall and James Livingston of Mannerston 
seem to have brought either the bond makers themselves or else 
their sons into attendance upon the second earl of Morton,, 
571 
and John Douglas was also left with such loyat aesqciate8z, as, Master 
William Giffordt William Borthwickq William Henderson and the 
sons of the laird of Hartreee 
572 
I 
571. SRO' I GO 150,, nos. 256,773; RMS9 iiip no. 1886, vq no. 176; 
Prot. Bk. Younq, no. 1442. 
572. SRO, GO 150, nos. 237-8.256; RMS9 iii, no. 1886, v. no, 176, 
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ý CHAPTER FIVE 
THE COMPOSITION OF THE MAGNATIAL AFFINITY9 
III : THE DUKE OF ALBANY 
Alexander Stewart, duke of Albanyq earl cf March, lord 
of Annandale and Man and, albeit briefly, earl of Mar and 
2 
Gariochq is not a typical example of the later fifteenth- 
century nobility. As a noble of the royal house he was one 
of 'a small minority following James Its assault upon his 
31, -ý kinsman. As a king's brother he was part of a yet more 
4 
select groupq and in bearing the ducal title revived for 
his benefit by his fathert 3ames IIt was set above the rest 
5 
of the peerage* The dukedom created to go with his title 
was a royal appanage made up of estates that had fallen to 
the crown in the recent past and which aOtomatically'endowed 
The dates of hisýacquisition of these titles'are'not precisely, 
known. He is said to have been barn about 1454 and is referred 
to as earl of March on 18 July 1455 and the earl of March and 
lard of Annandale an 4 Aug, following: ER, vi, 65; *APS, iiq 43; 
. 
gPI iq 151, He had been created duke cý`? -ilbany by 3 July 1458; 
ER, viv 441. His lordship of Man remained purely honarifict 
in spite of James II's efforts: Macdougall,, 3ames__III 42-43. - 
2. Thisv his late brother's earldomq was granted to him 29 Sept, 
x 10 Oct. 1482s RMS, iit no. 1541 & n, Albany was stripped. 
of this and his other titles by his forfeiture on 8 July 1483; 
APSt iiq 151-2* 
3. A, Grant, '. Earls and Earldomsig 33-34* The truncation of various 
cadet branches of the royal-house - not all of which were extinguished 
by James I- can be 
- 
seen for example in Nicholson, The Later Middle 
hq Legg 617 (App. 29 genealogical table 8), 
4., 1# was very unusual between the reigns of Robert II and Charles 
II for the monarch to have a brother of mature years: G. Donaldson, 
Scottish Kinqj (London, 1967). 111. 
5, The fifteenth century saw three other royal dukes who were not 
the king's son and apparent heir (who began at this time to be 
distinguished as duke of Rothesay) - two earlier dukes of Albany 
(d, 1420 and 1425) and a duke of Ross (cr, 1487/8, d, 1502/3), 
There was also a non-royal duke - the fifth earl of Crawford 
and duke of Montrose (cr, 1488, d. 1495): SP9 ij 219 146-50; 
ijit 22; vii, 245-6,312-13, 
21S., 
him with a position of-great importance an the border while 
making his appointment asýwarden of, the East7and WestýMarches 
6 
seem entirely natural, His appanage intrudedýhim into a 
region wherep until the mid-fifteenth century, the Stewarts 
had had almost no-material-interest 
7 
and-. also distinguished , 
him from the bulk ofthe later fifteenth-century nobilityp whose 
families had long 8njoyed possession of genuine patrimonies* 
8 
Added to this he was twice summoned to answer charges of treason, 
being found guilty-and, suffering forfeiture-on thesecond 
9 
occasion. - All*of this makes figures strictly comparable to, the 
duke hard. to find-in the fifteenth century - still-more-so during 
his own lifetime. 
These factors which set Albany-apart. also have-some bearing 
upon any examination of his affinity. Scrutiny of his parttakers 
can be expected-to offer little help in determining the importance 
of kinship in, the magnatial following# for it is doubtful whether 
a distinction-can be drawn-between the-duke's kinsmen and those of 
- 
10''", 
his, brotherv James III, Furthermore, he, had no family-tradition 
6. It-was made, known an 4 Aug,, 1455-that these offices were reserved 
for him: APSO iiq 43. He also became admiral of Scotlandq holding 
this office and the wardenships from no'later than 1473: SR09 GD 
219/37, 
71 The Stewartry did includeýa limited amount of land in the central 
and eastern borders: G. W*S,. 'Barrowt The Kingdom of the Scats 
(Londonq 1973)9 351-4. 
a. There were other new peerages, created# but they were normally 
founded upon existing possessions: Grantq 'Earls and Earldoms'-p 
36-37, 
9. APS, iiq 125-69'151-2, 
10, Albany's first marriage, to Catherine Sinclair, - dissolved on 
9 March 1477/8 - produced no noticeable affinity between the 
duke and his father-in-law, Williamq earl of Orkney and Caithness, 
or any of the latter's family: APS, ii, 2839 388; RMS, iii, no. 
ill* 
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of locally-based-_lordship upon, which to build; he was in no 
sense an heir tq, the two previous Oukes of Albany. 
" 
and in 
March and Annandale there. was hardly a-tradition even of-royal 
lordship, for-these fiefs, had'only become crown property-in 
1435 and-1440, upon the forfeiture of the last, Dunbar earl of 
March and. the death of the, ýsixth earl of Douglas respect vely. 
12 
It-would, seemp therefore, that any affinity drawn from these 
areasp with the, exception of any royal officers already operating 
within-the-compqnent parts of his dukedom, would have to be 
Albany's personal creation. 
13 If an, inherited affinity cannot 
be observed, in Albany's case there is no more prospect of viewing 
the extent toýwhich he, was able to pass, on his, parttakers to his 
successor,.,,, Forfeitures could certainly be rescinded in, lata- 
medieval Scotland -, if infrequently in favour ofýthose forfeitedg 
14 
fairly regularlyIn favour of their heirs. Reinstatement did 
come the way of Albany's sonýýnd. h81rq. but. it was a long time 
taking, effect; pohn Stewart was not able to reclaim the dukedom 
until 1515.15 , Albany! s proscription, might, have-lasted even in 
normal circumetancesl but his acpidental death, in 1485 
16 two years 
after doom, of forfeiture had been-propounced -, and the illegitimacy 
and youth of his offspring conspired to assist its efficacy, 
17 
ll. '''The''previous dukes of-Albany had been earls of Fife and 
Menteith: Grant, 'Earls and Earldomstv 32-33. 
12. Nicholsong The Later-Middle Aqesq 319,331. 
13., Two royal officers in the earldom of March might-be identified 
as 'inherited' by Albany: see below, pp. 224-51 236-7. 
14. Permanent forfeitures were the exception between the reigns of 
James III and James VI: Wormald, Court. -Kirk and 
Community, 29, 
15. Doneldsong James V-VII, 18-19. He wasq howeverv recognized as 
duke of Albany by 1511-: James IV Lettersq no. 347. 
16, -This was apparently the result of a mishap whilst jousting with 
the duke of Orleans: Nicholsonp , 
The Later Middle Ages, 517. 
17, His children by his dissolved first marriage were evidently held 
to be illegitimate: APS, iiq 283t 3887 RMS9 iiiq no. 111. His 
'son and heir by his second marriage - which took place on 19 
Jan. 1479/80 - was probably less than five at the time of his 
father's death: SP, iv 153-4. 
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Continuity and kinship are thus of slight relevance in an 
examination of the duke of Albany's affinity. The same is true 
of bonds of isanrent, not a single exanipla of which is known to 
have been given to the duke. 
is Howevert so for an simple 
identification of supporters in concernodt such an examination 
in greatly encouraged by the existence of a form of evidence 
rarely available for late-sedievel Scotland. 
Though efforts can be made at artificially reconstructing 
magnatiol of rinities with the sort or piecemeal evidence thus 
for employedg there does sKist in a handful of cases evidence 
which is often more unified and in apparently unequivocal 
in setting out the names of given magnates' parttakerso 
19 
7he affinity of the duke or Albany is thus favoured simply 
because various persons were hold to have accomplices in his 
alleged or actual treason*. This results in the names of 
arguably the duke's most committed supporters appearing in 
sources khere they would not otherwise have been found, Such 
evidence cannot be expected to vouchsafe a complete picture by 
itoolfp but it can be compared and used in conjunction with the 
evidence provided by charter witness lists. Where this has 
been done, so in the came or the fourth earl of Dougloog the 
le. None of the bonds in %ohich he engaged in 1482-3 in known 
to have been specifically or manrent; see belowq pp. 274-8. 
19. A study has been made or the followings or the earl or 
Me r (c*1405-3S)o using Lists given by Wyntoung and or 
the fourth earl or Douglas, using lists or hostages who 
spent time in England on his behalf: Granto 'The Higher 
Scottish Nobility$, 329-32,33S-7, The extensive lists 
given in English sart-conducts or those entitled to travel in 
coopany with the eighth and ninth earls or Douglas might also 
repay investigation: Rat. Scot., III, 343p 346, p 362. 
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evidence from the two types of source correspon'ded"to a 
20 
significant extent. In Albanyts case the-degree of 
correspondence-'between witness-lists and-the apparently 
unequivocal evidence is slight, and thisýrequires some ,, 
explanation* 
The apparently unequivocal naming, of'members of Albany's 
following comes substantially-from parliamentary'record. Firstly 
there is the list, of those who were forfeited for their defence 
of Dunbar Castle against, the king's forces: '"twenty-one individuals 
whose summons to compeer before parliament was commanded on-11 
June 1479, t' carried"out., thres days latert and followed by d0om of 
forfeiture-given, in their absence an 4 October 1479.21 , Associated 
with this group are ths'persons, more then twenty in number, upon 
whom latters'af-summons-were-also issued'on 11 June 1479, with'th8 
22 
summons being carried out on 15-17 June., ', Most-'if not all of 
this'group failed to compeer ta'answer charges'af complicity in 
Albany's treasong, but instead of suffering forfeiture they, were 
merely summoned repeatedly to'no effect, in continuations-of -,,, 
ýa'rliament I during theý'hext two and a half years, 
23 Albany 
himself was repeatedly summoned along with this latter group 
during his three'years in exilevi-but there 'was no sentence 
passed on him. Forýths brief period of Albany's reappearance 
and rehabilitation in Scotland there are the names of five 
24 
persons forfeited for treasonable assistance to him, and 
20, Grantv Me Higher Scottish Nobility', 335-7.. 
21. APS9 iiq 125. 
22. Ibid. 9 128. 
23, The vague 'more than twenty' is employed here because not 
all those cited on 11 June appear to have been summoned, and 
not all those summoned were subsequently mentioned in all the 
subsequent citations before parliament: ibid., 12Eý-36t and 
see below, pp. 2269 232-3. 
24, Ibid.,, 1529 160-39 173-4, One of the five, Williamq lord Crichton, 
was accompanied in forfeiture by thirty-eight of his men. They 
are not treated here. 
21T., 
another seven accused by private individuals of destructive 
deeds committed whilst, in the duke's company. 
25 
_ From beyond- ý 
parliamentary record further names can be added from the list 
of nine men, mostly, nobles. and thus to be taken as allies rather- 
then parttakers, given, in the indenture between Albany ahd- 
, 26 James III made on. 16 March 1482/3 9 and from a handful of 
respites offered to certain of the duke's associates. 
27 
If this useful body of, information is-compared with the 
more fragmentary evidence offered by charter witness lists, 
giftsp appointment of bailies, and. the like, it becomes clear 
that those who supported the duke in his treasonable activities 
did not include all those who associated with and served him in 
more peaceful, circumstances. It does not even, ýtranspire, that 
all those with any involvement in the duke's-treason had normally- 
served or attended him beforehand. In spite of Albany! s 
untypical aspectat there isy thereforel-something to be gleaned 
from his career anent the magnatial affinity - both in general 
and in the extent to which loyalty could withstand, 1ts, greatest 
likely challenge: namely, conflict with the king. 
In dealing with the. evidence it is, helpful to make-a 
distinction between Albanyls career before his flight in, 1479 
28 
25@ ADC, 354 and ii, 305, 
26, APS, Index and Supplement, 31-33. 
27* RSS, i. nos. 121,571t 12809 1740; SRO GO 12, no, 62, 
28o' Beyond his own writs there is little informaticn'about"" 
the duke's career before 1479. A summary of known 
- facts is given in Macdougall, James 111,128. The most 
notable event of his earlier life was his capture by the 
English in 1464: A*I, Dunlop, The Life and Times of James 
Kennedy Bishop of St Andrews (Edinburgh, 1950), 244-5 and' 
n, 
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and after his return from exile in 1482. For-the second 
and shorter part of his career in Scotland it seems firstly 'that 
he engaged in overtly political alliances with other pears -a 
move with no parallel before 1479 - and secondly that his treason 
in this-period was manifest and, compared to that alleged in 1479, 
subject to no doubt. 
The reasons behind 3ames IIIts attack, on-the'duke of Alb - any, 
and indeed upon the youngest of James II's sonsg Johnl'eail of 
Marv are unlikely ever to be understood fully. It is not even 
clear that there was either a single cause 'of the kingts hostility' 
toward both brothers or any connexion between the siege of Albany's 
castle of Dunbar and the mysterious forfeiture and death of Mar, 
although these events took place soon enough one', after'the other 
to invite their association. December 1479 has been put forward- 
29 
as the likeliest contender for the month of Marts 'death whilst 
the siege of Dunbar can with some confidence be allotted to May 
of the same year* 
The timing of the siege of Dunbar Castle is indeed one of the 
few matters concerning Albanyts first expulsion to which-some 
precision can be attached. ý' Whether or not the story of the duke's 
imprisonment in Edinburgh Castle and his subsequent escape by sea- 
to Dunbar is anything more than a sixteenth-century fabrication 
30 
it is apparent that the duke was at the seat of his earldom of 
March on 5 November 1478.31 He is next found in Dunbar Castle an 
22 April 1479 
32 
and was still in residence six days later. 
33 His 
29@ Macdougallv 3ames ! I!, 130-3t 139; Nicholson, The Later Middle 
Anes, 
-485. 
Mar was still alive on 17 April 14791 SR09 GD 33/429 
no. lo 
30. Macdougall, james H!, 1299 2819 314-15. 
31* yester Writs, no. 193. 
32. SROv GD 267/329 bundle 10. 
33. HMC Rep. Milne Home, 79, no. 173 (3). 
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agents in Berwickshire 'and East Lothian were still able to 
receiýe'and act upon his preceptýý'of sasi6e until the end of 
34 
the month. - 
It is-thus improbable that the Castle had been 
invested'before the'end of April and it'had most likelY"been 
taken by 22 May whein'letters of summons upon the'duke were 
issued. 
35. ýý I""z 
For their part the charges brought against Albany are not 
especially illuminating-and'it has been doubted, whether the alleged 
36 ,I crimes really'amounted to treason. , -That Albany was guilty as" - 
chargad of truce-breaking-is not implausiblb; and if corrict"hb'had 
abused his authority as'March Warden aýd jeopardiied the"'peace 
concludedýwith England in 1474. ' 'Nonatheless'g even', in'thig unlikely 
event that Albany was the only lord to have broken-th6'truc89'-a 
response as violent as James's to'this common enough crimb"is hard 
to find'. ', Albany may indeed*have had a hand in the slaughter of 
37 
John Scatigalll but no motive for the deed'can be discerned, and the 
crime was eoparentlý'not'serioua enough to'b6 claisse'd aS*Murder. ' The 
34., Ibid*,; SRO, GD 267/27, bundle-67 and GD 158, no, 5, 
35. APS, iiv 125-6. The summons was carried out at the gates of 
Dunbar Castle on 25 May# implying that the macer and the ' 
witnesses with him were not under fire. The defenders_might 
have permitted the king's offidsrs to carry out their duty - 
defenders of Crichton Castle in 1483 actually witnessed the 
execution of summons upon Lord Crichton an the same day that 
they were themselves summoned (. LPSv Jig 160,164), It is 
, possible-that,. nei0er, 
Albany nor his man fled until the 
summons had been servedg but it is clear enough that the 
siege was in progress around 10 May; Sir John Colquhoun 
of Luss was killed at the%siege around six weeks before 21 
June 1479; Fresert Colquhcun 11,2979 299; Macdougall, 
James IIIv 129. The date 1 May given for the execution of 
summons at Berwick-upon-Tweed is doubtless incorrects APS, 
Jig 127. 
36, APSt ii, 126; Macdougall, James 111.. 129. 
37o This was probably the John Scougall of that ilk with whom 
Robert Inglis of Lochend, one of Albany's associates, had 
been in dispute: ADA, 33; see below, pp. 250-1. 
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charge of fortifying and holding. Dunbar Castle against the 
king's majesty. has scant relevance; Albanyq, -like the forfeited 
Douglasesq had committed the heinou& crime of, defending himself 
when attacked byýthe, king. 
38 Perhaps some comment upon'the 
nature of the charges lies in the fact-that no doom was ever 
pronounced upon themg, even though-Albanyls, absence might have ''I I-1 
39 
been sufficient admission of guilt., 
,.,. Such 
judicial procrastination, did not applyto the men-who 
continued to defend the castle'after Albany himself had taken ship, 
for France. - Parliament seems to have demanded, their. forfaiture, 
40 
and this sentence was duly given. on 7 October 1479, The difference 
between their, treatment and that. of Albany and others summoned 
around the same time is perhaps explicable, 
41 but in,, the circumstances 
was of little immediate importance to the erstwhile defenders of 
Dunbar Castlee- Unless the siege parxiisted, until 14,. June the captain 
of Dunbar and his men could never even, have heard their summons, for 
it seems from a brief account, in a, near-contemporary chronicle that 
the and his stall away be the, sel following which, fthe king, -gat the 
castell'o 
42 
The. sgme sou; ce, identýfies Ithe lord of Buntprdaill' as the 
captain of Dunbar Castle, and this is doubtless, John, Ellem of 
Buttardeeng whose name heads the list of those forfeited for its 
38*. Macdougallv James 1119 129; Nicholson# The Later Middle Ages, 
370-le 1- 
39* It was at the estates' request that judgment was postponed: 
- 
APS9 iit 128. 
40. Ibid, 9 125. 
41* Macdougallt James M, 130; Nicholson, The Later Middle Agas, 
486. 





, In addition to-a fee which would be his due'as" 
captaing 
44 Ellam evidently held Butterdean of the-duke of Albany; 
the lands certainly lay in the earldom-of, Marchg 
45 
and though 
Ellam's sasine of the lands in-. 1457 is recorded as following a 
retour of the. king's chapel it seems safe to, assumeýthat Albany's-r 
chapel was'not at that time operating indepandentlyt the-duke, 
46 
being then aged no more than three years. . Ellam is known-to 
have witnessed four'of the, duke's chartersq, all given, -at Dunbar 
47 
between 1475 and 1478. The earlier date, may*indicate his becoming 
captain of, the duke's'castle. ' It ie'a little'surprising'that he 
did, not-attest, the-dukets dharter of 22, April 1479,48 although it 
is not. improbable'that he was absent securing-munitions for the 
castle at the time. There are-no clues as to his'later career. - 
but he was dead-by 31 January 1488/9 whiqn'hisýson'George recovered 
Buttardean by gift, of James IV in spite of-John Ellam's 'traitorous 
49 
keeping of the castle, of Dunbar against the late king'. 
The remaining persons forfeited for the defence of, Dunbarý 
Castle'ara less satisfactorily-documented - indeed, 'it seems, '', 
impossible-to say anything-concrete about a single one of"them, 
It is not even cartaint though highly likely, that James Ellam, 
so 
named second in-the-list, ýwas a kinsman of the castle's captain. 
43. APS9 iig'125*-, 
44. Previous keepers of the castle had drawn a fee of 100 marks 
yearly, supplemented with L18 13s 4d of the farms of Little 
Pinkerton and Newtonlees: ER, vii, 40&-l. and see below, 
pe 342, 




47* See Table IV below, po 374, 
48. SROi GO 267/329 bundle 10. 
ii, no. 1826. 49o 
_RMS 50, APS9 iij 125, 
222. 
The surnames, of Gavin Menderstong James Edingtong Adam, Pexton 
and John Birgham suggest Berwickshire origins 
51 there were 
freeholders in Berwickshire bearing 1ýýe names Edington, 
Manderston and Paxton to. Whom-their forfeited namesakes may 
52 
have, been, related - and they may therefore have occupied: lands 
in-the, earldom of March. William Herringl, pgssibly himself a 
tenant in the earldom of March, 
53 
could, wall have been-related 
to either or-both of the Herrings. who hold land-,, of, the earl. 
in-Greenlaw and Chirnside, 
54 
and if, so was probably present at 
the sasinev, given an 22 June 1478-following, Albany's. precept, 
56 
of Alexander Home of'that ilk in the Parks of Chirnside. 
John Bisset may have been hair to lands in Nisbet held of the 
duke and a kinsman of James Bissetp-a later associate of Albany's. 
56 
Some other surnames - notably, those of Richard Montaguet John 
two of 
Blackbeard and John ýreenwoodq which areýunusualtenough not to, 
appear in the foremost work on the subject 
57'' 
offer merely some.. 
hope that. their bearers could be traced.., Oswald-Wardlaw, might 
also be identifiable in other sources, by virtue of his distinctive 
forenameg, but there, is probably, less hopq-of this.. sc?, far as the. 
remaining nine persons are concerned, 
51. Black, Surnamesv 759 239,5809 652. This may also be true of 
Oswald. Wardlaw and even of Simon and, John Carrick in, view of the 
pron6nciation of Greenriggs: James 8, Johnston, The Place-Names, 
of Berwickshire ' 
(Edinburghg 1940)9 329 51, 
52, Thomas Edington of that ilk was Albany's tenant in -Edington 
and for these. landsp no doubtj, served an a suspect jury of 
inquest in c. 1475/6:. ER, vii, 316; ADA., 51; see below, pp, 2155'-6. 
There is no indication that William Manderstan of that ilk or 
Nicholas Paxtong seized in lands in Leitholm in 1477, were 
Albany-ts tenants: HMC Rep. Milne Home, 249 no. 18; ER. ix, 67B. 
53, A William Herring served as a juror on an inquest held by the 
steward-depute of March at Dunbar on 29 March 1468: SR09 GD 158* 
no. 38. 
54, ER, ixg 4289 516t 666; SRO, GD 158, no. 37. 
55, HMC Rep. xii., App. part viii,, 115, no, 88, 
56, Prot. Bk. Young, no. 1573, and ER, v. 489 which shows at least part 
-of the Berwickshire Nisbet as lying in the earldom of March;. ERS, 
i. no. 121, 
57, Black, Surnames, 
223., 
'Though next t: o nothing can be'disCover6d about magnatial' 
parttakers by taking these persons indiViduallyl there'is perhaps 
something to b4 gleaned f rom their collective' 'obic6iity'ý- it does 
seem that for 'once'the names of those at or near the lowest Stratum 
of the magnati'al affinity found thiiiwail6to record, 'It appears 
reasonable to supposet fiist-of'all, that these"man'formed the 
garrison of Dunbar Castle at the' time'of the si8gej-'a strength 
of twenty men1s perfectly-plausibleg 
58 
-thi`mOr8's6 given that- 
the defenders appear to'hav'e been free'of'affective"investment*'on 
the seaward side* This supposition gains-some support from the 
fact that, with the'exception of the captaing' none"wes"Obviously a 
laird. It m8y-be doubted,, therefore,, whether'there is'al-hiddenv-' 
greater I garrison lying concealed behind'ýthe list'of'ihose cited, 
for-it is'unlikely that men with'littla or no*freehold property 
were'capable of bringing their own contingents with'theý. "None 
of'the twenty witnessed any of'the'duke of Albany's WritS-and, although 
only a'fraction'are likely to have b6en: permanently employed at 
60 
Dunbar in time of peacet with the remainder assembled ad hacp 
this prompts the conclusion'that piofessional'meri. -at-arms'are'not 
normally to be found as'witnesses of magnatial'charters* , Any' 
professional soldiers amongst these men were-Lperhaps# by a6al6gy` 
with arrangements made by'the earl-of Morton"foi Dalkeith Castle, 
61 
,, theimmediate'responsibility of Ellam 'of Butterdean'. That 
58. Most of the garrisons to be placed in border strongholds against 
the threat of English invasion in 1482 were of this order. - APS, 
iiq 140, If twenty be thought too few it might be asked whether 
-. Albany genuinely expected an attack if he was still engaged in 
conveyancing at the end of April: SR09 GD 158, no. 5; GD 267/279 
bundle 679 267/329 bundle 10; HMC Rep. Milne Home, 79, no. 3. 
59* That the defenders made theii4 escape by sea suggests this. 
60, Dalkeith Castle required the permanent presence of only six 
men: NLS9 MS 7? t fos. 122r-123r. -' 
61, Ibid, Ellam and the garrison were the and his' according to 
the author of. the short chronicle: see above, p, 220, 
224.. ý 
professionals were present-seems probable-in view of the continued 
defence of the castle after, Albany's departure. Having said, this, 
it. has to be observed-that king and parliament would have done 
well to discover the names of-all, thosel, including man of little 
note, who-defended, the castle, On-the-other handg-testimony to the 
depth of intelligence obtainable by the government-Is'found inýths 
list of, the defenders-of-Crichton'Castle in-1483 -I'a list, which'names 
thirty-eight, personsv including one known, only by, hisýnickname. 
62 
-Less speculation is-required in the case, of-the others upon 
63 
whom letters of, summons, were issued on'll, 'June'1479, They were, 
to answerýthe charge. that they had violated--the peace by, their ., 
depredations andýmurders-committed in'England and it seems that they 
were not understood to have-been in Dunbar Castlej, ý'although-they 
were alleged to have taken part in-its munitioning and given- 
assistance to-the-defenders. More usefully for determining their 
provenance they had chief messuages or dwellings iff Berwickshire 
at which they could severally andg, in'some cases, '-personally be 
summoned. 
open proclamation of the summons upon allthose cited was 
made at Dunbar mercat cross an 15 3une by William Cumming, macer,, 
and an the same day the first individual summons was served at the 
hou as of Simon Salmont which probably lay within the same burgh. 
64 
Salmon was one of the royal officers apparently inherited by the 
duke of Albany. He was responsible to the crown for the issues 
65 
of March from 1451 until 1455 as mair of the earldom and from-1456 
62, APS9 iit 155- 
63& Ibid. 9 128, 
64, Ibid. 
65a LRI v, 579,641; vi, 56. The account of 1455-6 was rendered 
by Thomas Home: ibid., 255, 
225., 
66 
until'1467 under the'designation bailie and receiver. Since 
he reappears in, 'this role from after"Albany's departure in-1483 
until 14889 it seems highly'probable that he continued, in'office 
67 
under the duke. , He is found as'a,, witness of, two of Albany's 
charters given at Dunbar 
68 
and was nominated steward along, with 
two others by the dukels, ýprecept, of 5 November 1478, directing the 
69', 
sasine of George Cunninghamýin Belton, , Hisýposition-from 1479 
until 1483 is uncertain, --for he was not, among those who were 
repeatedly summoned-, to answer-the charge Of, tr8ason-, and as, often 
failed, to compeart 
70 
and-he was raising, part of-the'issues of March 
for. -the crown as'early as'148N 
71 
, In theýabsence of any indication 
that he was, triedg and'bearing in mind hiaýreturn to, royal'office, 
it, may, be'that charges-against'him were dropped before,: 13 March 
1479/80.72 
' As to his sources of-incomei none is, known aside, from 
his fee as-receiverv 
73 for it'is not appariBnt, what'land, he might 
66, ER, ývij,, 333 (with Thomes, Home)v 4299, -'5369,622'(with, Robert-- 
Liddell); viiq 969 176t 314t 3989 491 (alone). He did not 
render the account of 1463-4t*andg, styled Iserjeant'and-,, 
receiverlt rendered an extra account in 1468. of his arrears from 
before the, earldom passed into Albany's personal control: ibid., 
314v 564, Salmon also appears as bailie of the barony of 
Dunbar in 1455 and steward of the earldom, of March in 1464: 
ER, vi, 57; SR09 GD 12, no., 45. ý 
... 
ix, 427,516; x, 126. 67. 
JEFV, 68. See Table IV below, p, 374. 
69, Yester Writsq no. 193. 
70. APS, iiq 129-36, 
. 71. 
ER9 ix, 430-2. 
72. This is the date of the next citation in parliament of the 
alleged traitors after October 1479 when the process against 
them was first hearo: APS, iiv 129. 
73. While in royal employ at least he was initially due a yearly 
fee of about LS, which sum was reviewed by the exchequer 
auditors and eventually set at L10:. LR9 vp 582,646; vi, 
609 338; vii, 99,100t 496,565; ix, 522, 
226. 
a 
74 have held either of. the, duke or, -any other superior. 
16 June saw William Cumming in'Berwick upon Tweedg where 
he executed summons upon allaird - George Home of Polwarth - 
whose, true identityvwsince one of two brothers - George Home 
of Wedderburn'or Patrick'Home of Palwarth - might be indicated, 
is'not immediately obvious, Both the-Home brothersv the 
grandsons, of the late Sir David, Home of, Wedderburn and great..; 
nephews of Alexander, first,, lord Homejýappear in the shortened 
list of persons to be summoned quoted in parliamentary record, 
It is not certai6j, howeverv that, summons was carried out upon 
both of them; aside from the oddly composite 'George Hume of 
polwart' the only likely candidate to be found in William Cumming's 
endorsement of the king's letters is a plain 'Patrik, Humet in 
Ladyflat. ' 
75 To complicate Matt8rSj George Home was not among 
those repeatedly summoned after 1479 
76, 
and Patrick was summoned 
on, only-three further occasions, the last, on'S Junia-1480.77 '' As 
with Salmon it is quite likely that 6harges against the brothers 
were dropped at-an early stage, , Patrick had certainly recovered 
74, Salmon rendered suit at a, pourt of the regalitylof March 
in 14689 but probably not for the land upon which his 
house stood; -. a dwelling in Dunbar -a royal burgh - in 
theory ought to have been outwith the regality: SRO, GD 
-158, no, 38; GD 12, no. 51; Pryde. ' The Burghs of Scotlandl, 
no, 50, 
-APSp iiq 12B 75. - 
76* Ibid. p 129-36. 
77* Ibid. 129's 
227. 
royal favour by 1481; he was captured by-the English - perhaps 
in June 1480 - and his-release was effected with the help of 
a gift from the king of three lasts of. salmong sold to, provide 
a, contribution, to, his ransom. 
78 
- 
Superficially the degree of attachment between Albany and 
I 
the Homes of Wedderburnýand Polwarth appears fairly substantial. 
The brothers had married the co-heiresses of John Sinclair of - 
Herdmanston 
79 
and'in consequence had-acquired a shared'interest,, , 
in various properties including the lands of'Polwarth, whi6h-lay 
in the earldom of. March Patrick, the younger., brother9- became 
the duke's tenant therebys appearing to'have'been at least, 
conjunctly, infeft in the half share belonging. to his spouse, 
Margaret Sinclair. 
81, Georgag on-the other hand, did notýbecome, 
the duke's tenant in Polwarthq for his-spouseq Marion Sinclair, -- 
remained prýoprietrix of, her half of Polwarth-until resigning the 
acquire fifteen acres in the toun of Chirnside-from the dukev taking 
lands in 1479-in favour of David their son. 
82 He didq however, 
sasins an 7 October 17 The tenurial ties between Albany and 
these branches of the Home. family were reinforced in, April 1479 
wheng ainongst his last acts before. fleeing Dunbar, the duke 
instructed the sasines of, David and Alexander Homeg the apparent 




79, HMC Rep,, --Milne 
Home, 4; Kelleyt 'The Douglas Earls of Angus, t 
7999 804, 
80, ADA9 15-16, 
81, This is deduced from the style adopted by Patrick and by the 
fact that it was as his apparent heir, and not as Margaret 
Sinclair'sq that his son took sasine in Polwarth in 1479: 
SR09 GD 158, no. 5* 
82. SROt GD 267/32, bupdle 10; ýLQCq iiq 394. Marion had been 
seized in her half of Polwarth by the duke's bailie an 10 
November 1475: HMC Rep. xiv, App* part 111,66, no. 8, 
83, SRO, GD 267/31, bundle 84, printed in HMC Rep. Milne Home, 
23, no. 16. 
228, ý 
of Polwartho 
84 The surviving charter of the. two required 
for-thepe conveyances - that given to David Home, on 22 April - 
refers to the grantee as tour belovedtg mentioning, this fgvours 
manifoldly rendered to us' (though not tto be renderedt)v and 
calls, his I ather our., f amiliar squire Blanch farm tanura. of 
85 
the land, is aiso revealed. 
There is curiously little indication of what lay behind these 
expressions of affinity; -the Homes of Wedderburn and Polwarth',, seem 
never to have been in the duke, ls., company, although the latter, acted 
as Albany's bailie on one occasion! 
6 No doubt the government had 
good, reason to believe týat they-were Albany's meng but taking 
into, account their-swift removal, from, the lists, of those to be 
summoned and their interest in, lands, held oVsuperiors ather, than 
Albany- the kingg the earl. ofwAngus. and the prior, ano convent of 
87 
Coldinghem , there-May be csuse. ýto question how much they actually 
84. The precept, dated 24 Apr. 1479, for David Home's sasine 
survives: SRO, GO 267/279. pundle 679, printed in HMC Rep. Milne 
Homet 25-26, no. 21 with the date 25 Apr. 1479. Letters by 
Albany's steward narrate the. completion of both sasines, on 27 
Apr.. - SR09 GD 158, no. 5; GD'267/27t bundle 67'. printed in HMC 
Rem, Mi ne Home, 259 no. 20. The date of, the latter is now 
illegiblev but is. recorded in the Inventory of Billie Writsq 
a, copy of which is in-, the SRO. 
85, SR09 GD 267/329 bundle 10. 
86., HMC Rep, xii, App. part viii, 115, no. 88. 
87* The lands which the Sinclair sisters regarded as their 
rightful inheritance are listed in ADA, 15-16, Among 
these was Kimmerghamep the half lands of which had a yearly 
value of twenty-. pounds each, and were held of the earl of 
Angus as lard of Bunkle; Wedderburn, once in the earldom, 
of Marchg. was held directly of the king in 1474; George 
Home was heir to his mother's lands held of the priory 
of Coldinghamp and also acquired land in Sisterpath from 
his causing Alexander Home of that ilk, in 1478: HMC Rep 
Milne Homep 199 22-23,24-259 26-289 258, nos. 4.12t_199 
25-26,586; HMC Re-po. xiv, App, part iii, 65-66, no. 6; 
RMS, ii, no. 1187, 
229. 
owed the duke. Alb'an'y 8id'no't apparent I ly 11 ose hop -8 of drawing 
at least Patrick Home into his affinity four years laterg but 
the laird of Polwarth was not to be charged with treason a 
second time. 
After leaving Berwick, or perhaos while still in the burgh 
the wording is equivocal -- William Cumming was able to summon-' one 
williali Learmonth lpersonali apprehen it in his ý6us8l'*, The' 
the. n pr . oceeded to Ladyflat where he ixec'uted summons' upon thiee 
Homes - William, Patrick and Andrew, 
891ý 1 Given"that Patrick Home"' 
was never again summoned - orp if sOv was not styled as simply it 
is quite possible that this was the laird of Polwarthv althbugh he 
might also have been a so'n, later-'of Tast Castle, of the first 
, 90 lard Home. Learmonth and the other two Homesq as witfi-ala:, 
the'remaining-persons mentioned in Cumming's endarsement, ''weie 
91 
repeatedly summoned to compeer and answer charges, The nature 
of their ties with Albany goes otherwise unrecorded, although 
it can be noted that William Home may have bI een Albanyts tenant 
in Rathburne'in the parish of Longformacust 
92: - and'that"Learmanth - 
who was perhaps the apparent heir of 3ohn'Learmonth of the Hill, 
93 
and for whom there is the slightest indication of a continued attach- 
94 
ment to Albany's cause - and Andrew Home were at Polwarth on 27 
Be, RMSv iit no., 17451-and seeýbelow, P. 287, 
89. APS9 iiv 128. Ladyflat is Nat, Grid ref, NT 770506. Its 
proprietor is unknown. 
90. SP, ivv.., 4ý0., 
91. APS, iiq 125-: ý29 134-6. 
92. A William Home of Rathburne or Rawburn rendered suit at a 
court in the earldom of March in 1464: SR09 GO 12, no, 4S. 
93. A John Learmonth of the Hill is found in 1474 and a William 
Learmonth of the Hill occurs in 1498: SRO, GO 12p no. 49; 
RMS, ii, no. 2441. 
94, He appears to have been an accomplice of James Gifford of 
Sheriffhall -a man forfeited in 1485 for his support of 
Albany - in the sPuil3ie of goods from the elect of Glasgow's 
lands of Tyninghame and Duncur: ADA, 136*1 137*; see above, 
p. 155 and below, pp, 277-8. 
230. ý 
April 1479 as, witnesses of the sasinep-given by Albanyfs 
steward to David. and Alexander Home. 
95 
Cumming was next at Sisterpath 'where, he summoned 
Humphrey Alanshewv a man, whose obscurity seems completet other 
than that he was most likely a, tenant of, Alexander Home of that 
96 ilk* Thereafter he summoned., John Trotter, - probably a witness 
of Marion Sinclair's sasine in her half of Polwarth, on 10 November- 
1475 97_ at his houset,, the location of which, is not,, made clear. He,. 
can, tentatively be,, identified with 3ohn Trotter of, Fluriswall,,, who 
acted as bailie to. Alexander Home, of that ilk on, 4,. November 1478. 
ge 
The lands of Fluriswall., ip, the parish of,, Greenlawg 
99 
are not known 
to have, lain in the earldom of March, 
Still, on the 16 June the macer went, tq, Mersington. and Eccles, 
where he served the summons on another seven personag about7only 
two of whom is there anything, of note to be said. Patrick Dickson 
called only 'the lardIv. but by implication laird of Meraing ton, i vas 
summoned personally, at his house* He is probably the Patrick 
Dickson, of Mersington who occurs in 1468 
100 
and who., seemsp whsn 
named in, 1476 as a member, of a, jury. of inquest t4ist apparently 
acted in the duke of Albany's interests, to have been demoted to- 
the level of 'in Mersingt6n'. 
101 Ine of &ass prepositions is no 
doubt wrongg but whatever Dickson's status in Mersington he would 
95. SR09 GD 1581, no. 5; GD 267/27t' bundle 67, printed in HMC Rep, 
Milne Homep 259 no, 20, 
96, Sisterpath (Nat. Grid ref. NT 756484), or at least part thereof, 
was the property of Alexander Home of that ilk: RMSI U. no. 
1914; HMC Rep. Milne Home, p 24-259 no. 19. 
97* SR09 GD 158, no. 4. 
98, HM-C Rep. Milne Home. 24, no. 17. 
99, Retoursp ii, Berwick, no,. 488, 
100, SR09 GD 158, no, 38. 
101, ADA, 51; see below pp* 253-4, 
231. 
have been Albany's'tenant there, 102 and he certainly had 
honourable tenure of five husbandlands in Birghamp which 
he held-of the duke in blench ferm. 103 A probable kinsman 
of Patrick namely'Thomas Dickson ofý'the Tower, - was personally 
summoned at the tower in Eccles. No--one styled exactly in this 
fashion is readily found, alsewherep but a Thomas Dickson of 
04 1ý5 106 Mersington occurs in 1443/4'. - in 1455 and 1464 . Whether 
this man can be identified with Dickson of the,,, Tower, is uncertain - 
he may in fact have been the father, of the Thomas Dickson of'1479, 
and perhaps of Patrick too. However, it does appear, that"Eccles 
Tower$ is not to be distinguished from the tower of Mersington; 
with, remarkable coincidence, o claim by a ThomasiDickson that he 
held Mersington Tower by tack of the*duke of Albany came. before 
the-Lords Auditors on the very day that William Cumming arrived 
at Eccles bearing the king's writ. 
107 
Also summoned personally in Mersington-w6re David-Chirnsidev 
Oavid Jackson and William Dicksong who, if occupants of 3and there 
would have-been'tenents-either-of''Albany orthe', laird, of Mersington. 
108 
Chirnside may have been the proprietor of East Nisbet'found in 
1497/89 
109 in which case he would seem to have succeeded'Alexander 
Chirnside of East Nisbet* 
110 -, William Dickson was'perhaps'an 
102, Mersington (Nat,, Grid ref. NT 777446). was certainly,, in the 
earldom of Marchv part remaining as property of the duke: 
ER,, vii,, 491; ix, 428, 
103. Ibid, t 430,517. 
104. HMC kep. Milne Home, 262, no. 601. 
105, -SR09 Go 12, no. 38. 
106, ! bid., no. 45. 
107* LDA,, 30. His occupation was contested by Margaret Sinclair., 
spouse of Patrick Home of Polwarth, claiming that she too held 
the tower by tack of the duke. An allegation by Dickson that 
Alexander. 
-Home 
had sPuil3isd a hundred marks' worth of goods 
from him ýjas also heard an 16 June: ibid,: 
Joe, See abovet n. 102. 
log. HMC-Rep. - 
Milne, Home, 28, no. 27. 
110* Ibide, 279 no. 25; SR09 Go 158, no. 4. 
232. 
indweller Of buns f 6und in October .1 4769 
ill 
and was quite possibly 
a kinsman of'one or both of - 'the . aforementioned Dicksons. Two' 
others summoned in Eccles on 16 June we're George and John Windram, 
bothq it seems, at the latter's house, andboth-of unremitting 
obscurity. 
Remaining in the parish of - Eccles on 17 June Cum I ming completed 
his duties by summoning Ringan and James Wrangham - possibly 
tenents'of'Aiexander Home of thaý`ilk - at their houses in, Little 
112 113-, Ploughlandq Richard Edingtonts'son in the TOftSq John Hay 
at his housev William Sanderson personally and Humphrey Sanderson 
at his house. The Richard'Edington whose son was'summoned I 'was 
probably the man of, that"name who occupied a P'loughgate in 
Sisterpathq held of Alexander Home of thei-ilkq and for whom 
Orovision was made 'When the land Was granted to George Home, 
114 -% of Wedderburn in 1478, He ind-his'sohg whoseýname is-not 
revealadq : may have been kinsmen of'thii"forfeited James 
115 
Edington or, of Thomas Edingt6n of that ilk W_ho'serýed an 
the same euspect'jury as Patrick'Di6k'son and other'aisociates'' 
116 
of Albany in 6.1475/6* 36hn'Hey was conceivably'the s66ond 
son of John Hay of Olivercastle and'grahdson and prospective' 
heir of George Cunningham of Beltong Albany's steward presiding 
over the same jurars, accused in 1476 of unlawful proceeding, 
117_ 
Cumming did not record that he had summoned two others - 
Adam and Alexander frotter - cited'in the letters of summons. 
118 
111, HMC Rep. Milne HoM2., 23, no, 16, 
112, Ploughlands (Nate Grid refo NT 756439)v which may or may not 
have included Little Plewland, a pears to have been Home's Ip 
property: RMS, ii, no. 596. 
113, This is presumably now represented by Eccles Tofts, Nat, Grid 
ref. NT 756452. 
114, HMC Rep, Milne Home,, 24-25, nos. 17 & 19. 
115. See above,, p, 222. 
116. ADAt 51, 
117. Ibid.; Yester Write, no. 191. 
118, APS2 iiq 128. 
233, 
Adam was never summonedg but Alexander's name-is found 
alongside that of his probable kinsmang John Trotterg in the- 
list of alleged traitors recited before parliament until I 
February 1481/2.119 Alaxapdert, possibly the occupant of 
six merklands in Ryslaw found in 1496,120 seems to have Witnessed 
the sesines-of David and-Alexander Home in Polwarth an 27 April 
121 
1479. 
The ovepall picture of Albany's support given by the judicial 
processes of 1479 is hardly impressive. Those. apparently 
committed to Albany's cause to the extent that they were 
forfeited or accused of, treason were no, doubt his tenants for 
the, most partv but as a proportion of his tenants inýthe earldom 
of. March they represented; a small, fraction. 
122 It must be doubted 
whether half a dozen lairdep 
123 
reinforced with no more than ý, 
fourteen who could, reasonably be considered lairds' sons or cadets 
of lairdly families 
ý24 
and backed, by around. twenty lesser free- 
holders and, tacksment constituted a major-threat to-the government 
of-James III. Still less dangerous does this body of parttakers 
seem if the Homes of Wedderburn and Polwarth, and Simon Salmon.. three 
of. the more significant figures cited in the letters of summons, are 




120. RMS. ii, no. 2334. Ryslaw was in the earldom of March: ERi 
vig 317. 
121, SRO, GO 158, no. 5; GD-267/27, bundle 67, printed in HMC Rep. 
Milne Home, 25, no, 20,; 
122, a below, p. 2.57. 
123, This category is taken to include John Ellam of Butterdeang 
George Home of Wedderburnp-Patrick Home of Polwarths John 
Trotter of Fluriswallp Patrick Dickson of Mersington and Thomas 
Dickson of 'the Tower'. 
124, Something little short of pure guesswork might thus distinguish 
the following: James Ellam, Gavin Manderstong James Edingtong 
William Herring, John Bissetq William Home, Andrew Homes John 
Learmonthp David Chirnside, William Dicksont Richard Edington's 
song John Hays Adam Trotter and Alexander Trotter, 
234,,. 
Nevertheleesq'judging from other evidence it'ie plain'that 
the foregoing did not represent the whole of"Albany's"affinity in 
the years'up to 1479, showing that a prop'6'rtion of the duke's 
associates were not regarded as his accomplices. ' ThiS"is 
particularly surprising in the'case of the men with Albany at 
ImPlicatdd'in Dunbar 'Castle on 22 April '14799 none of whom were 
his alleged treasong 
125 but whether their apparent, innocence means 
that'they and other associates of the dukels remained the king's 
true lieges or merely'that insufficient evidence against them'was 
available isýanothermatter. 
In dealing with the'evidence for those who, 'served or attended 
Albany prior to his flight in 1479 it should be observed-that the 
witness lists of the"duke's two earliestýknown'charters have little 
126 
in common, with those of later date. 1, They have in-fact little 
enough-in common with each otherv even-though both charte'rs were 
given in Edinburgh in 1467 and state,, -unlike any other of'the 
duke"s writs, that they'were made with the adviceýof'his council. 
127 
i 
Whether, a single councillor of'Albany's own choosing was-inV61ved 
in either case is highly questionable- not least because the' duke 
was a ward aged around thirteen in 1467 
128_ but it is obvious that 
the earlier charter.. dated 5 April, was attested for the most part 
by members of James IiVs minority government, 
129 headed by Robert, 
Lord Boydt the governor of--the king and his brothers. 
130 Sir John 
125, See Table IV belowq p. 374. Of these witnesses it is known that 
Alexander Home of that ilkq David Renton of Billiev John Home 
of Crailing and John Rule had left the castle by the end of 
April: HMC Rep. xii, App, part viii, 121t no. 115. 
126. See Table IV below,, p. 374. 
127* SR09 GO 266/121, bundle 1; GD 1589 no. 35. 
128, The arithmetic concerning Albany's age is based upon Macdougall, 
James 111.40 and SP, iq 151., 
129* SR09 GO 266/121, ýuýnle 1, 
130. RMS9 ii, no. 891, 
235. 
Chalmers of Gadgirth is the only witness whose presence has 
no ready explanation, although he did have some sort of 
tenurial tie with Lord Boyd's son, the earl of Arran, 
131 
After the audit of 20 June 1467 the issues of March 
132 
ceased, to be rendered to the exchequer. This would seem 
to represent a step forward for the duke towards personal control 
133 
of his affairs, and may be refl-ectedv though indistinctlyo in 
the-changed composition of his putative council as revealed in 
134 
the witness list of the second chartert given on 10 November 1467. 
The only witness from 5 April to recur in this charter is Lord Boyd, 
giving the impression that any body of witnesses could constitute 
the-duke's council provided, Albanyts governor were present. Albany's 
continuing lack of independence-As, howevert emphasized by the 
attestations, of the earl of Arran, Robert Muir of Pokelly - who 
135 
was married to one Agnes Boyd - and perhaps also Sir 3ohn 
Maxwell of Calderwood and Patrick Maxwell, although no formal 
connexion between tfiese-brothers german and Lord Boyd is known. 
136 
William Cockburn of Newhall was at least based close to parts of the 
earldom of Merchq but he seems not to have been-in Albany's presence 
an any other date* 
137 
131* RMS9 ii, no. 912, which is also dated 5 May 1467, Gadgirtht Nat. 
grid ref. NS 411224, can be treated as lying near to Lord Boyd's 
main sphere of influence: RMS iiq no. 922 summarizes Boyd's 
possessions in the west of Scotland. 
., 
vii, 291. Simon Salmon dealt only with his arrears at 132* LR 
the next audit: ibid .9 564. 
133. Lord Boyd retained some influence in the earldom of March 
through Archibaldq his youngest song who is found servind as 
steward of March and keeper of Dunbar Castle in the late 1460s: 
SRO, GD 1580 nos. 36f 38; LR v. 145, .9 vii, 
494; SPV 
114. SROg-GD 1589 no. 35. 
- RMS, iiv no, 963n, Pokelly is in Cunninghameg Nat, Grid ref. NS 1350 
441457. 
136. RMS9 iit no. 1151 shows their relationship. Though no doubt 
based in the west of Scotland, - John Maxwell did hold lands in 
Berwickshire: ibidep no. 1346. - The same cant however, be said 
of Lord Boyd: ibid , ., 
no. 988. 
137, Newhallq Nat. Grid ref. NT 5116709 is not far removed from some 
western elements of the earldom of March. Cockburn held Newhall of Robert Lauder of the Bass (RMS. iiq no, 318S)g whose status as 
an adherent of Albany is c6insiaered below, pp*241-2. 
236. 
The-two remaining witnesses'of this'charter are, in 
contrastq a little more germane to Albany's later career. 
138 
One - Master Martin Wann --subsequently appears fairly -__ 
regularly in the dukels'company. 
139 The relevance of the' - 
other - Robert Liddellýof Balmuir - is less'direct, although 
his'-presence is understandable to the-extent that he had enjoyed 
a connexion with the earldom of March$ holding the office of 
140 
keeper of Dunbar'Castle from c. 1451 until 1460, acting with 
Simon Salmon as-joint receiver'of'the earldom's farms from 
1457, ijntil 1460,141 and drawing the-farms of Pitcox, near' 
- 142 , However, he seems Ounbarv for the year of account'1464-5. I 
to have held no lands'in, the'earldomg-'nor was his career as 
an officer of'the'crown confined thereto: his style derived 
from lands I in Forfarshire held of-the earl of Angusv 
143 
whilst 
his lands of Crei6h, lay in Fife, and Were held of the king; 
144 
he may have'started'out in the royal service as one of James II's 
tailors 
145 
and-he certainly served as ranger of the Yairow'ward of 
138. Mention might also be made of the witnesses, of the resignation 
which preceded the chaýter. Of the charter witnesses only Lord 
Boyd, Cockburn-and Muir are named in the, resignation, whilst 
John Dunlopq Andrew Brayle and William Querland witnessed the 
resignation and not the charter: see Tables IV an ,d 
Vp pp., 3749 
376, Querland may have had some connexion with David Renton 6f Billie, who was one of Albany's more regular associates: 
SRO, GD 267/27, bundle 77, and see belowq pp, 245-6. 
139* See belowq, p. 262* - 140* ER, v. 5069 552,5809 581-21 6.44 (which shows that he did not 
hold the office continuously); vit 3.57t 609 227-8v. 2589.262,, 
3369 4339 5390 5409 625. The references to. LRI vil show his fee 
as keeper to have become settled at 100 marks yearly, with an 
extra L18 13s 4d of the ferms of Little Pinkerton and Newtonlees. 
1419 ER, vit 429t 536t 622. He also assisted in setting the lands of 
, -March in 1457-8 and undertook the distraint of tenants in 
Cranshaws in c. 1458: ibid., 392-3; SROt GD 12, no. 40. , 
142. ER, viit 318. 
143, Kelleyq 'The Douglas Earls of Angust, 209, He appears to have been 
keeper of the Angus castle of Tantallon in the late 1430s: R; v. 
53,. 
144, RMS, iiv, nos. 1656,1950,, 2401; Prot. Sk. Younqp no. 14, 
,, v. 386, 145, ER 
237o 
the -f orest of , Ettrick f ram 1455. until 1469,146 It-has to be said 
in addition that Liddell's evident association with the duke is 
restricted to his, witnessing this single charter. Any interest 
that lies in this solitary attestation is foun&notbecause of 
Robert Liddell-himself, bu t-rather because, his son James emerges, 
as Albany! s most notablep-and-latterly notorious adherent. 
The-witness lists of Albany's writs dated after 1467 
undoubtedly reflect more accurately than th, ose-two early, charters 
1, "1 
C 
the duke's personal choice, -of associates.. 
Nevertheless, it should 
be noted, at the outset that the selection of writs, available is not 
ideal. - Only one out-of fourteen charters and, other documents 
drawn up in the duke! s presence-between 1470 and 1479 and used here 
for distinguishing his associates was given in Albany's lordship 
of Annahdals., This compares with. a. total of twelve which, were 
sealed either at Dunbar or in Edinburghq, and, only, two. of, these, 
coupled WitO, another for which no. place of issue is givqn.. even 
concerned men. from the south-west. -No, doUbt-this-is partly - 
responsible for-the preponderance among laymen-of witnesses from 
the south-east of Scotiandtýwho accoupt for fifty-seven out of 
ninety individual attest4tions of these four#een writsq as against 
a mere, eight attestations which can be attributed to men from the 
147 
south-west.. On the other hand the importance of the uneven 
division of evidence may be called into question, 
148 
In addition a characteristic of the writs themselves, rather 
than of their survival can be indicated: if the fourteen-strong 
146, Accounts7-of the ward of Yarrow are lacking from 1460-1 to 
1465-6 inclusive. Liddellts last known account is for 146&-9; 
the following year's is abs. ent and his son rendered the account 
for 1470-1: -ER, vi, 223,3709 4429 5439 619; vii, 24,4969 5299 
620;. viii, 100. 
147, See Tables IV and V below, pp. 3749 376. 
148* See below, p, 258. 
238. 
witness-list. for Albany's charter of 3 November, 1478 is 
excluOed as abnormal, the remaining thirteen writs-of-the 
1470s bear an average of less than six witnesses. What this-, 
signifies Is probably open to any number of interpretations, ,- 
but it may be related ýto the! notable paucity of clerical witnesses, 
of which category only f ive clergymen and one - notary, public account 
149 
for, twenty-three attestations. 
Taking first the, larger, body of laymen - those based in the 
south-east-of Scotland- and commencing in turn withýthose whose', 
association with Albany seems not to have been basedýupon tenancy, 
the most important figure,, being normally named, first. among 
witnesses, of the dukeso-writsl, is seen to be Sir-JamesUddell of 
Halkerston, son of. Robert Liddell of Balmuir. , Liddell., who 
initially appears to be found. as the recipient of a number: 'of 
mostly unexplained payments from royal. revenues in the mid- 
1450sq 
150 had entered Albany's service, succeeded or was about 
to succeed his father as ranger of Yarrow 
151 
and been knighted 
by 11 April 1470 when he is first found as a-witness of-olne of 
152 
the duke's charters. In this, and the resignation which 
153 
preceded itp he is shown to have been master of the dukels: 
154 
household. t- an office which he still held in 1473 and 
149. See Tables IV and V below, pp ' 3749 376.1 
150o ýL&, viq 79 17 
(termed Ischolart;, 56,127,2579 459. Only 
the first of these payments unqudstionably concerns this 
James Liddell. 
151* ER9 viiq 620; viii, 100, 
152. SR09 GD 156, no, 40, It has been proposed that Sir James 
was knighted 18 3une, x 12 July 14 71: M*P, McDiarmid, Me 
Date of the , 
Wallace', SHR, xxxiv (1955). 27. This w as evidently 
not so; the charter cited to show the earlier date i s in fact 
from 1462/3: RMS9 Ii. no. 1031* 
153, SRO, GD 1589 no, 39, 
154, Laq. Chrs., no. 18. 
239. 
probably retained theisaf terv'given that no successor'-is ever 
identified* Until Albany's flight in 1479, he witnessed a totalq 
unmatched'by any other individual, of eight of the'duke's charters: 
seven at Ounbar and one in Edinburgh, accompanied by John Liddell, 
155 , his sonv'on two of these occasions. He was present besides 
at two resignations in the dukets hands and at the making, of 
Albany's indenture with Lord Oliphant in Edinburgh an 20 February 
1476/7.156 Documentary support for the implied belief that, he 
held permanent office as steward of Mar'ch 
157 is lackingt although 
it-is-true that he was, appointed steward for the-purposes'af,, giving 
easine of Belton to George'Cunningham by Albany! s precept of 24 
January 1471/2, carrying out this duty an 11 March following, 
158 
By this time Liddell was styled tof Halkerstont'. lands in 
Midlothian which - probably coupled with nearby, Arnistan (whereby 
159 160 
he was perversely styled an 22 April 1479) andý: Espereton -., - 
155, See'Table IV belowp po 374, 
156, See Table V below, p. 376. 
157. -McDiarmidq 'The Date of the, Wallaces. 30: MaCdougallq 
james 111,1889 270; Kelleyq 'The'bouglas Earls of 
-AngusIq 209* 
158. Yester WrLtst no. 170. tSteward' here signifies an 
officer appointed specifically to give sasine. 'Bailial 
was the more usual description elsewhere, and it is 
possible that"stawards has regalian connotations; -! 
Albany's clerks seem to have had a slight prof Grencb 
for Istawardtv although both terms were used - 
probably indiscriminately judging from the reference 
-to the duke's tsteward or bailies on one notarial 
instrument: SR09 GD 12, no. 50. Albany's permanent 
steward is likely to have been the man, to whom 
Liddell was giving sasine on this occasion (which 
would explain how Sir James was able to use the 
seal of the office of steward in performing this 
function): see above, p. 53 and below, p, 252. 
1590 SR09 GD 267/32, bundle 10. 
160. ADC9 270ý-1. Halkerston, Arniston and Esperston are Nat. 
Grid refe NT 347583,326594 and, 338569 respectively. 
240. 
he appears'to have held before his father's death. Though 
161 
he'inherited C. ýeicfi 'in 1474, andq no'doubtq Bilmuir too 
162 
around this same' time, his lairdly' appellation remained 
unchangedy suggeeting that Halkerstont Arniston and'Esparstan 
had not'been his father's property. Of these lands Halkerston 
and Esperston at least werie held of -'the Knights 
: of St''John, 
163 
and thus it seems that in none of his'properties'iýis Liddell 
Albany's tenant. In'deedq for all his apparent attachment to 
the dukei Liddell'is not known to have received any tangible 
reward-from him, There seems to be no pointp in view of Sir 
164, 
3amests conduct in 1482-39 in attempting to connect hiS' 
innocence in 1479 with Albanyls apparent lack of generosity. 
Nonetheless, like all those' who'witn6seed Alba6y's'chartBr In 
165 
Dunbar Castle an 22 April 1479, Liddell was free of 
aI uspicion at'ths time of the duke's flight. This is confirmed 
by his remaining in the, king's employ as ranger of'Ysrrow'' 
throughout the-period of Albany's first exile. 
166 This is 
not to say. 'howeverv that his sympathies lay with OameS III at 
this time; Liddell's connexion with Blind Harryv, whose poem 
The Wallace has been interpreted as denouncing the king's policy 





l6le ER, ixt 676. 
162. Kelleylt The Douglas Earls of Angustv 209; Macdougall, 
James 111., 200. 
163. ADC9 271* 
164, See belawy pp. 284-6, 
165. See above, p. 234. 
166, ER, viii, 583; ixg 34,136v 187. 
167, Haryts Wallaceg i. pe xxiv* 
168, Liddell is one of two knights named by Harry as having supplied 
material for his work: ibiq*j -1-4,122. 
241. 
Sir James Liddell, cf-Halkerstop is n#, alone among: those . 
associated with Albany before 1479 in appearing to have held, no 
land of the duke. , To be categorized with. him ýare Robert'Lauder 
of Edringtong William Brown and George and 3ohn Rule - all, 
with the dqkeýoq at-least-two occasions during, the 1470s.. 
Patrick STeatont who may have held permanent office, under him,,,., 
and, William Kerg to, whom the duke rendered some assistance., _ 
There is no mention of the. duke,, of Albany in James III's charter 
of Edringtong Colestellt the fishing of Edermont and the associated 
mills given in 1471 to Robert Lauder following the, -. resignation of 
169 
the same by his fatherg Robert Lauder of the, Bass. Nonetheless, 
the younger Robert Lauderp who seems. to have become ! of, the Bass' 
around 14779 
170 -is found,. with the, dukeýon two, occasions., as., a 
171 
witness oVa, resignation in Edinburgh in 1473/4 , -, and of-a,, charter 
given at Dunbar'in December 1475.172 It may be of some%significance 
that these instances should fall between, -Lauderls, 
twoýterms-of office 
. rjerip"Ont 8-4 filcely tw he the "**A" eat" af tokicaaadair 169,, RMS, iit no., 1045.; Fyýi rious properties of the Lauders, in 
East Lothian can be identifiedt including the Bass, and lands 
of Stentang Garvaldt West Craig, Ballingowy, West Nisbet and 
possibly part of the barony of Pencaitland: ER, xq 770; RMSp 
ii., nos. 1202t 1299t 3330; SR09, GD 267/31t bundle 27; ADAt 76; 
ADC, 72. None are known to have lain within the earldom of 
"Rar; ho Stentant though suitably located, (Nat., Grid ref, 
NT 622743) Was part of the Stewart patrimony: Barrow, The 
Kingdom of the Scats, 352; Prot. Sk. Younqt no. 725. Biel, 
a tenandry of the earldom, is only found among the family's 
possessions after Albany's forfeiture: ibido;. aDA, 196; HMC 
Rep. Milne Homeq 2549_no., '. 572. 
170. When appointed keeper of-Berwick Castle on 20 January 1476/7 
the younger Robert Lauder was still tof Edrin, gtont, but 
after taking up the appointment an'the, fallowing 3 February 
he became 'of the Bass': RMS, ii, no. 1276;. LRI viiit 456, 
This change of style is somewhat confusingg for Robert Lauder 
senior was still alive in July 1477: RMS9 ii, no. 1299. 
There was some difficulty at the time in making the distinction.. 
judging from the style 'Robert Lauder the younger of the Beast 
employed by one clerk and the scoring out to which another was 
forced to resort: ibid., no. 1281; ADC 17. 
171. See Table V below, p, 376. 
172. See TableIV below, p. 374. 
242. 
as keeper of the castle of Berwick-upon-Tweed, Lauder's first 
term lasted from 14671 until 1473,173 when the earl of Crawford 
took overv 
174 
and he was reappointed in January 1476/7* 
175 if 
Lauder was a known parttaker of the duke it may also be more than 
coincidental that he should once again have been removed frcm office 
shortly before Albanyts reappearance in 1482, accompanied by the 
duke of Gloucester and a large English army. 
176 It is at least 
true that if Lauder wasq as it seems, riding with Albany in 
January 1482/39 King James had some justification for supplanting 
him as keeper. 
177 
William Browng George and John Ruleg William Ker and Patrick 
Smeaton'appear to have had'no freehold property of any-sort, 
although there remains the possibility that they had tacks from 
the duke of Albany. - 13rown witnessed three of Albany's charters 
given at Dunbar, along with another-charter 
178 
and two other writs 
made in the duke's presence in Edinburgh, 
179 
all between 1470 and 
1478ý George and 3ohn Rule both witnessed two charters at Dunbar 
during the same period and were also present there an 22 April 
1479* ISO Two days later John Rule was among those nominated 
as stswards to give sasine to the sons of the Homes of Wedderburn 
and Polwarthp which function it fell to him to perform on 27 April. 
lei 
173. LRy viit 145,3179 400g 494; viii, 118,188. 
174. Ibid, q 251; ix, 676, 
175. RMS9 ii, no. 1276; ER, viii, 456, 
1ý6. The last recorded payment of his 200 mark fee is for the 
year 1480-1: ER9 ix, 145,157. His tenure had been for an 
initial term of five yearst but with an option for renewal: 
RMS9 iit no. 1276. King 3ames did not choose to reappoint 
Csuýerj for*Patrick Hepburn of Dunsyre was keeper at the time 
of the invasion: ER, ix, 433. 
177. See belowq p. 28i'. - 
178o See Table IV below, p. 374. 
179. See Table V below, p. 376. 
180. See TableIV below, p. 374. 
181, SR09 GD 267/27, bundle 67, printed in HMC Rep. Milne Home q 
25-26, nos. 20-21; SROj GD 158, no* 5, Rule had no', seal 
of his own - he had to borrow those of two lairds - and this 
would seem to confirm his lack of status. 
243. 
3ohn Rule 'also appears as one of the party headed by Patrick 
Smeaton and-1: ncluding Patrick Hamiltong son of the laird of 
Innerwickv which und8rtook, the wrongful removal of horses and 
oxen from the lands of-Crenshaws'in 1476 by precept and command, 
it was said, of the duke of, Albany. 
182 Smeaton-was acting 
on this occasion-in thb'capacity of serjeant to the dukel 
ý83 
and it may have been by virtue of this office that Albany 
twice authorized him to give sasine of half of Polwarth: 'firstly 
to Marion Sinclair-, inI475't when'he duly carried out this duty, 
184 
185 
and secondly in 14799'when John Rule'acted as Stswarý . William 
Karp brother of, the'laird of'Cessford, 
186 is' not known to have 
served or attended the'duket although he was styled 'our squire' 
187 , by Albany'in'1482/3., 7Earlier evidence'that Albany was his 
patron is foUnd, in'the dukels, requiest to Sir James Liddell, as 
ranger of Ya'rrowv that Ker's grassum for his tack of Williamhope 
in 1476-7 be remittede 
Three other-individualý'for'-whom*ther'e is similarly no good 
reason to'believe that they týere Albany's, tenants-might also be 
mentioned hereg although'there'is only'the slightest evidence for 
their attachment to the dukein the period upýto'1479. ý 'James 
Gifford of'-Sheriffhallp", though later involýed in Albany's-treason, 
was undoubtedly the'earl of Morton's-man during the 1470s, 
189 and' 
182* SRO, GO 12, nos, 53-559 59, 
183, Ibid,, no., 59., -- 
184, SROt GO 158, no. 
_ 
4 printed in, HMCýRep. xiv, App. part iiiv 
66, no, Bo 
185, SRO, GO 267/27t bundle 67t printed in HMC Rep. Milne Homeq 
25-26, no, 21, 
186, ER, ixt 606. 
187. 
_RMSýv, 
iit no. 1573. 
lee. ER9 viii, 436, Williamhope is Nat* Grid ref, NT 411334, 
leg. See abovet pp., 150-4., 
244. 
this can be taken as explaining his single appointment as 
Albanyls'bailie by a precept of, 14 January 1473/4., for he was 
to give sasine of the barony of Morton to the-earl's son and 
apparent'heir. 
190 In like wise, was John, Murray, appointed steward 
by the duke on one, occasion in order to give-sasine of lands in 
Duns to George'-Home of Wedderburnq and this he did on, 7 October 
191 1476. , His name appears, in no other ofýAlbanyýs-writsj, although 
the possibility that he was genuinely a member of the duke's - 
affinity is strengthsned a little if'he can be, identified-as the 
John Murray-of Cranston who, with Sir James-Liddell of Halkerston 
and others; bound'himself an 20 March 1471/2 to, contribute to the 
192 tocher, of the prospective bride of John Homeg laterýof-Crailing, 
As to the third, Adam Murrayq nothing certain can be said beyond 
noting his attestation of one of Albany's-charters at Dunbar on 
3, 'November14M; 
193 
The remaining persons who-show any trace'af-a connexion with 
the'duke of Albany during the 1470s also give some indication of 
having-been his tenants. However, there are'some men whose 
tenancy is indicated only: by their rendering suit'af-court in-the 
regality of'Marchq and it remains unknown what lands they"mightýhave 
held of, the duke. Since more precise-evidence of the tenancy of 
these'men is"lacking it is, -assumed for-the present'purpose-either 
that they, were tenants on only a small scale in the earldom, with 
190. SRO, GD 150ý no. 156* Alexander,, Giffordts brother, was 
also nominated as, a, bailiev but did not act. 
191, SROv GD 267/31, bundle 84, printed in HMC Rep. Milne Home, 
23, no. 16. 
192, HMC, Rep. xii, App. part viii, 89, no, 6; see below, pp. 24(p-7. 
193, See Table IV below, p. 374. The charter is distinguished 
by its long witness list, which includes the names of three 
others who were then making their only known appearance as 
witnesses of one of Albany's writs. 
245., 
their'lands held of the duke-being exceeded in, valud by their 
lands held of other superiorsv-or alternatively-that they held 
no land of the, duke-and were rendering suit on behalf of another. 
David Renton of Billie is known to have served as a juror 
at two inquests concerning the lands of Cranshaws in-the earldom 
of March: one held on 4 May 1464 at Berwick 
194 
and another,. of 
doubtful legalityt hold at Dunbar on an unknown date before 11 
March 1475/6.195 Renton's known feudal lords were. the, earl of- 
Angusq. from whom he held Billie in the lordship of, Bunklq, 
196 
and 
the prior and convent of,, Coldinghamt from whom'he held various 
landst worth in all twenty pounds yearly, in the. barony of,,, 
Coldingham. 
197 In-addition-he may have held Easter Pencait'land, 
in East, Lothiant, lands originally, acquired by-his-family in-1435/6 
from Sir Robart, Lauder of Edringtong whose descendents, may have 
198 
-retained 
the, superiority. Positive support for the simple., 
explanation-of Renton'sJury service is thus lacking. Neverthelessy 
it is clear enough that Renton saw Albany-as his lord, for his name 
is-found in'the duke's writs-less often only than-that of Sir James 
Liddell of Halkerston: from: 1470-until 1479ýhe witnessed seven of 
Albany's charters - one each in Edinburgh and Lochmaben and five 
at Dunbar - as well'as-the resignations by Sir William Douglas., and 
Vedast Griersonqýand another which took place before the-duke. -making 
194. SROp, GD l2t, no. A5. 
195, Ibidet nos* 50,51; ADA, 51; see below, pp. 253-40 
196. - Kelleyv--$Th8 Douglas Earls of Angusst 209, 
197, ý 
SR09 GD 1/967t no, 6, - 
198, SR09 GD 267/279. bundle 77.. 
246. , 
use of Albany's chamber in Edinburgh and his'seal. 
199 He, was 
also among those nominated as stewards in precepts of sasine 
issued by Albany an 5 November 1478 and 24 April 1479p though 
acting on neither occasion* 
200 
Serving on the second of these inquests upon the lands of -", 
Cranshaws were Alexander Home of that ilk and his brother John 
Home of Crailingp grandsons of Alexander, first lord Home* 
201 
Alexander, the elder brother and apparent heir to his grandfather, 
202 
can be treated fairly seriously as a parttaker of Albany, for he' 
witnessed four of the duke's charters between 1475 and 1479,, the 
second of which required his attendance at Lachmaben and the last 
revealing his presence at Dunbar Castle shortly before the siege, 
203 
Following this charter he was named with Renton of Billiev, Rule 
and Smeaton as steward to infeft the son of Home of Wedderburn. 
204 For 
3chn-Home. there is rather less to suggest affinity with ýhe duke, 
although his one attestation of an Albany charter, being that 
given an 22 April 14799 is not without interest. 
205 The 
origins of this cOnnexion with Albany cannot definitely be said 
to have lain in tenancy, for it seems doubtful whether either of 
lard Home's grandsons held land of the duke at the time of the 
inquest. Alexander Home certainly had actual possession of parts 
of the Home patrimanyp 
206 but it is clear that the familyts principal 
lands in Berwickshirev though once part of the earldom of March, 
207 
had been assembled into the free barony of Hume in the early 1450s 
199. See Tables iV and V below, pp. 3749 376. 
200* Yester WritsP no. 193; SRO, GD 267/279 bundle 67, 
201* SR09 GD 12, no* 51; ADA 
202* _SP0 
iVp.. 451.51, 
203. See fable IV belowq p. 374. 
204. SR09 GD 267/27, bundle 67. 
205. ý See Table V below, p. 376. 
206. HMC Rep. Milne Homeq 24-25, nos. 17,19. The style 'of that 
ilk' suggests possession of Hume itself, or some part thereof. 
207. RMSt iiv no, 388; HMC Rep. xiit App. part viii, 88,114-159 1461, 
nos. 2v 819 83-87p 201. 
247, 
and that James II had instructed that this barony-was to be held 
in chief, of the crown even if a new earl of March were created. 
208 
Certain evidence. of Alexander Home's tenancy comes only with 
Albany's charter of 4ýJanuary 1477/8, whereby he was, grented , 
four marklands in Leitholm resigned by Edward Redpath 
209__a 
probablý 
reward for service which was substantially augmented on the following 
22 June when lord Home's apparent heir took sasine of twenty-two 
merklands of Chirnsids, in terms of the duke's charter and precept. 
2113 
John'Home's lands of Over Crailing in Roxburghshire were given to 
him by his brother in or before 1472,211 and though he did acquire Whit- 
rigg whichýmsy have, been a tenandry of the earldom of Marchp, he is not 
212 , styled as laird of these lands before 1483. , It'is-'likely, that he had 
an-interest in some property in Philpstoun, an undoubted part'af the 
earldomp. 
213 but notice of this first appears in a, case heard by the 
Lords-Auditars, on 16 June 1479v and whether he held this land in fee 
or, tack depends upon deciding whichp. if -either-, of' two- John Homes 
he might have been. 
214 The brothers! presence at the inquest is 
thus hardly better explained than David Renton's.. - As to their. - 
or at least Alexander's association with Albany, it is useful to 
notag if a formal tie, other-than tenancy is sought, that the 
main line of the Home family enjoyed. the rare distinction of being 
regarded as theýdukels kinsmen; Albany addressed Lord Home and"his 
apparent heir as his. 1weilbelovit cousingisl in a lstter. of-25ýMarch 
208. RMS, ii, ' nos. 512,5149 5259 596, 
209. - HMC Rep. - xiiq 
Appe part viii, ISSI, no. 235. ' 
210* Ibid, 
- 
1159 no. 88. 
21le RMS9 ii, no, 1092; ADA. 72. He resigned the lands in 1479; 
HMC Rep. xiij App* part, viii, 1219, no. 115. , 212, Ibid. 9 117-189 no, 97; RMS, 'ii, no, 1907; AD8., 114. There ii 
a Whitrighill at Nat. Grid ref, NT 621344; Johnstong Berwickshire 
Place-Namesy 52, 
213. The name seems to be lost, but the lands are coupled with 
Earlston - which Home acquired in 1489 (LMS9 ii,, no. 1907) - 
in accounts of the earldom of March: ER, ix, 427,516; x. 247. 
214, ADC9 30, 
248. 
1478, in which he assured them that he would try to, make an 
endowment of the familyta collegiate-kirk of Dunglass more 
215 
secure, 
Sir Archibald-Hamilton of Innerwick served as, juror, at an 
inquest upon lands in Greenlaw in the earldom of Marcht held at 
216 
Dunbar an 29 March 1468. , As part of 08 original Stewart 
217 inheritancel. Innerwick - whereaf, Hamiltan took sasine in 1454 ,- 
was in - the sheriff dam of Renf rewq, even though ly#g four miles 
south-east of Dun ar. 
218 The lands did not therefore form part 
of the earldom, of March, Hamilton's lands ofAe! dton in East 
Lothian show no more sign, ofýýhavingýlain-ýwithin, the earldom, 
219 
whilst his properties in Perthshire can scarcely be considered 
220 hereanent. Sir Archibald's connexion with the, duke of, Alpany 
is indicated, by-threig, pieces of, information. He witnessed a 
resignation in the duke's-hands in Edinburgh on, 12 January -, 
-1473/4,221 andg, though not known to have been, with the duke 
at Dunbar Castle on any occasion, was prepared to accompany' 
'r, 222 Albany to Lochmaben in 1476. The duke appointed him steward 
on 5 November 14789 along with two othersq to give sasine of 
Belton to George Cunningham, and Hamilton was evidently the one 
who carried out the task two days later, 
223 
The others who served or attended the duke and whose status 
as his tenants in the earldom of March is less in doubt, or even 
215, HMC Rep. 
--xii,, 
App. part viii, 167-8.280, 
216* SR09 GD 158, no.. 38, 
217. ER,, ix,, '662. 
218, Ta"irow, The Kingdom of the Scotst 351. 
219, Yester Writst no. 214, Newton Hall is Nat, Grid ref. NT 521653. 
220, ER, ixt 663. 
221* 93eý Table V below, p. 376, 
222. See Table IV belowv p. 374. 
223. Yester Writs. nos. 193-4. 
249. 
certain, are neither numberous norg for the most parto especially 
well-attested as parttakers. 'In fact evidence for 'the-presence 
with the duke of three tenants - David Home of Spottv Ada6-Edgar of 
Wedderlie and, James Ogle of Papple - comes'from"the unusually 
extensive witness list of a single charter: that-given-on 3 
November 1478, at Ounbar to George Cunninghaw of, 'Belton. 
224 
The locational style of Home suggests his tenancy, 
225 
and Oglets 
lands clearly lay in the earldom of'March, 
226 
whilst Edgar, if not 
certainly-Albany's tenant in'Wedderliev does appear to have hold 
lands of the duke-in Chirnside. 
227 , Little else'-remains to'be said 
of, these men: Home and Ogle served on the aft-mentioned suspect 
jury-of inquest of c. 1475/6, the latter apparently on'behalf of his- 
fatherg whom he had not! ýthen succeeded as portioner of'Papple; 
228 
Home-wag a cousin of his namesakes of that ilk and of Wedderburn and 
palwartht229 whilst Ogle's son Henry was the last-beneficiary of 
Albany's late enthusiasm for conveyancing in April 1479.230 
Albany's steward. giving. sasine of Papple and Luckie Shiel, to 
Henry Ogle on 30 April 1479 was, David Lyle, 
231 
probably. the laird, of 
Stoneypath in East Lothian and proprietor of a variety of lands in 
232 
Berwickshireg all of which. were, withip ýOe, sarldqT of March, 
224, See Table IV below, p. 374. 
225* Little Spott at least was in the earldom of March: see 
Table VIII belowq p. 385. 
226, HMC Rep. Milne Home, 79, no. 173. 
22-7* ER, ixg 429,516-17, Wedderlie is Nat. Grid ref. NT 64ý3519. 
228* SR09 GD 12, no, 51;. aDA, 5i, 
229a sp, iv, 445; ixg 106. 
230* HMC Rep. --Milne 
Home, j 79, _no. 
173. 
231, Ibid. 
232, LMS9 ii, no. 2126. 
250. 
This'one notice of any practical- connexioný with' the -duke is ,, 
not bettered'in the case of Lyle's, near nei6hbour"Oohn Whitelaw 
of that ilk- who took his style from the"March tenandry of 
Whitplaw in East Lothian 
233 
and'is known'to'have begn'with 
Albany only an 17 3uly 1470 when witnessing a resignation 
and its,, accompanying, charter-at Dunbar 
234_ 
or'inýýthe case of, 
another ad hoc stewardlVilliam Purves -a tenant inlands 
near EarlStan 
235 
and probably the giver of sasine, of lands 
in, Greenlaw to William Rddpath on 20 May 1476,236 
Rather more notable is Robert Inglis of Lachendt, probably 
a burgess of Dunbart 
237, 
whose'style, appears t6, have'derived from 
lands-, in the duke! s barony of., Dunbar23B ", and'who--'also held'two - 
tenements in Greenlaw as heirýto George Inglis'q whom'he succeeded, ', 
in 1465.2ý39 His possession of, this'latter property'probably 
prompted his-selection as bailie to infeft William Redpath in- 
lands-in, Greenlawv an office which he was'empowered to carry 
240, 
, out by Albany's precept of 10 November'1467, His connexion- 
with the duke continued after the'ýlatter had, taken personal'contral, 
233* David Lyle of Stoneypath held Whitelaw, in Berwickshirs: 
ibid. John Whitelaw served on an inquest upon lands in the 
earldom of March,,,, and the lands of Whitelaw in East Lothian 
(Nato grid refo NT 566719) were certainly in the earldom of 
March in the 14th century: '-Yestpr Writsp no, 212; East Lothian 
Deeds. 14-15. 
234* 9_R09 GO 158p nos. 42-43. - See Table IV below, p. 374. 
235, SRO, GO 266/1210 bundle 1, His kinsmen and sub-tenant in 
Purvishaugh (Nat, grid ref NT 600394). David Purvesq was" 
- later f orf sited f or suppor; ing, Albany: see below, p. 284. 
236. SRO, GO 1589 no. 45. The surname of the steward is given 
twice in the instrument of sasineg being almost illegible 
at its first appearance and reduced to the forml -P 
v? at its 
second. 
237a Dunbar was represented at the parliament of March 1481/2 and 
Inglis was one of the burgh commissioners elected lords of the 
articles: APS, iiq 137; see below, pp. 261-2. 
238. RMSa ii, no. 2618. Lachend is Nat. Grid ref,,, NT 679778,, - - 
239* ER, vii, 97,316,3P99 492,1 
240., SRO,, GO 158,, no. 36a 
251. 
of'his affairs for-Inglis went onýto, witness'Albanyls charters 
241 
of 18 December -1475 and 5 April 1476. The-second'attestation 
was, 'at Lochmaben Castlet suggesting, that Inglis was with Albany's 
antouiaga on at least, one,. Journey. An, association with Albany 
is far from being the only observable-element'-of, Inglists career; 
he is found variously%a6 sheriff-! depute of Berwick, 
242, 
chamberlain 
243,244 during, the, 1470s' 245 of-Berwick and custumarýof'Dunbar ,0 
Howeverp there may lie hereinýan'expr6ssion of, the notion-that 
lords sought, to promote-their men as'candidates,,. for, local office. 
246 
'- 'The, -same sort of'patronage is less likely-toyapply in'the-case 
of another local officd--holder who was Albany's 'tenant: 3ames, 
? 47 Stewart' earl of'Buchan and: warden, of theýMiddle, March` Buchan-, 
is. hardly'to be seen as Albany's'parttaker and any contact between 
the wardens can be taken-: as a necessity of, 'their office rather 
than a 'sign - of . af f inity. Howeverg in view of the alliance between 
Albany and Buchan, his half-uncle, in 1482-391týmay be-that any 
signs, of an, earlier, connexion are worth considering*, 
248 
, ,, Buchan 
held, eadshiel,, of the dukej, whoýgave his--uncle new, infeftment in'the 
lands an 10'March 1469/70.249 This enabled Buchan'to grant the 
lands anew to Thomas Shoreswoodv the sub-tenentv., in'conjunct 
241* See Table IV" belowq p, 374. 
242. ER,, viiiv 2. 
243. Ibideq 633, 
244. Ibid 188. 
245. He was also custumar of Dunbar and Berwick and chamberlain 
of Berwick., in the following,, decads: LR,, ix, 63,, 68, Big 145t 
157, 
246. See abovev p. 54. 
247. Formerly known as, Sir James'Stewart of Aucht6rhOUS89'he 
became earl of Buchan 10 Mar. 1469/70 )i 13 Aug. 14709 in which 
period he probably. became chamberlain of Scotland and warden 
of the Middle March: HBC '179, HMC Rep. xiit App. part viii, 
ill, no* 65; SRO, GD 158t no. 71* 
248* See belowp pp. 274-5, For Buchan*s relationship to Albany-see 
Nicholsong The Later Middle Aqesv 618 (app. 2t genealogical table C), 
249, HMC Rep. xii, App, part viii,, 111, no. 65. He had originally 
acquired the lands in 1457- ibid. 110-11,, no. 64. v _v 
252. 
infaftment with his wife. 
250 
ý,,, The earl's charter to thisý 
effect was witnessed by three of Albany's men - Sirs 3ames 
Liddell and Alexander Hamev and Simon -Salmon- who were, at-I - 
Newark, in the Forestý, of Ettrick on,. 13-August 1470 for the 
251 
occasion. _ This, maY suggsst that contact between the 
wardens was normally maintainedby, their men rather than in 
personv although Buchan was with Albaný in Edinburgh on 12 
january, 1473/49 witnessing a, resignation in the dukelsýhands. 252 
This is the sale evidence for Buchan! s attending the duke during 
the latter's adult lifev although-it is worth observing, that an 
a May 1468 Albany and Sir-James Stewart of Auchterhouse, as he 
was thong were, granted a six monthsl, 'safe-canduct by the-English govern- 
ment to allow, them to-make a pilgrimage to various places*, in England. 
253 
One office over which Albany had 'personal control was the 
permanent stewardship of March,, and, the likely holder of ýthiiq. 
position, - George Cunningham of Belton - is the one-, remaining 
person who can be said to have, combined tenancy in the earldom with 
service to the, duke., Cunningham was; infeft in, the lands of Belton 
and-Killpallet - valued at forty. merks, yearly - as heir to his, 
fatherg Sir William Cunninghamv, on 11, March 1471/2 following- 
Albany's precept. 
254 His, lack of a male heir later forced him to 
seek-new infeftment from the duke, and in a charter of 3 November 
250. Shoreswoodts sub-tenancy dated'from 1458: ''SRO, GO 158, nos. 68-69, 
251. ibidot no. 71. 
252. See Table V below, p, 376. 
253. LDS, iv, no. 1375. Sir 3ames's brothert the earl of Atholl, 
was also included in the safe-conduct. 
254, Yester Writsq nos. 170,212. Cunningham also held lands in 
-Fifev Ayrshire and Dumfriesshir8: ibid., nos. 201,204,209; 
, 
R_MS ii, no. 1514. His lands of the barony of Snade in 
Dumfriesshire (Nat. Grid ref. NX 8468571 worth forty marks 
yearlyt were not in the lordship of Annandale - they were 
held in chief of the king: Yester Writs, no. 168. 
253. 
1478 Belton was, entailed to Cunninghamls daughter Elizabeth 
and her heirs by -her husbandq'John Hayq second'son of 'John Hay 
of Olivercastlep providing that any heir by this descent were to 
change his name and, arms ý to- those of Cunningham. 
255 This charter, ''' 
whicht, ýin the proviso anent the heir's name at leastv might be 
construed as a piece of -good lordship by the duke, failow0d 
Cunningham's resignation at Lachmaben Castle -ý a venue which suggests 
entourage service by Cunningham.. so long as- the resignation was not 
affected by a procurator. 
256 Cunningham's chief service, is, however, 
revealed in letters of summons issued on 16 Marchý1475/6 following 
upon a complaint by Sir 3ohn Swinton of that, - Jlk-.,. '4 Theýmatter 
at issue here was, the: longý-running dispute between Swinton and 
Laurencep Lord Oliphant over possession of, the'lands of Cranshaws 
in the earldom of March., - In, particular Swinton-was'alleging 
that the jurors of Albany's regality court had'arred in finOing* 
Lord Oliphant to be, rightful- heir to Cranshews- and'protesting 
that their presiding officerg, George Cunningham of Belton'as 
steward of Marchq had hold the court outside the bounds of his 
jurisdiction. 
257 Whatever the merits"of'Swinton's claim to the 
lands he did have every, cause to question the impartiality of 
the court. Albanyp for reasons which are made clear in a 
subsequent indenture, favoured Lord Oliphant's claimv and there 
can be little doubt that the jury's decision met the duke's 
requirements. Whether this means that Cunningham or any of 
the jurors were corruptible is,, of course, undemonstrable even 
255. Ibid. 9 no. 191. 
256* Ibid. 
257. SR09 GD 12, no. 510 
254. 
though there may be grounds f or ý believing that, Albany had packed 
the jury. 
258 
, Neverthelessy', Jt-is'worth, noting thatiýhaving 
failed to got satisfaction from the Lords Auditors upon his 
original proteatt Swinton managed to procure the issue of furtherletters of 
i3ufhmans. which required Cunningham to answernot only for holding 
the court outside the stewartry of'March but also for omitting 
259 
beforehand to take an oath to the execution of-his, office. 
On-the strength of the indenture, made-'at Edinburgh an 20 
260 
February 1476/7 , and witnessed by associates of both contracting 
261 
partiesp Oliphant himself'doserves'some, conaiderationas an, 
adherent of 'Albany; 'ths, document does not merely demonstrate 
acceptance of'Oliphent's'right to Cranshawsq'but in, addition , 
Base Oliphant addressed as the duke'a Icusyng: and servand'. 
H6weverv this is as far as indication of affinity'goast, for there 
is no evidence as to how Oliphant might have servedzthe dukeq and 
what the indenture shows is a, piece of sharp practice by Albany# 
who soughtV while appearing to'beýbsnign, to Ost-something', for 
nothing. 1 :1ýýý 
The benefit to Albany of supporting Oliphentli, claim to', 
Cranshaws was that he could then say that the lands had been 
258. Arranging for a partial jury need not have been a matter of 
.., great 
di. fficultyv nor even illegal: see above, p. 41* As a 
representative sample of the freeholders of the earldom the 
jury is less than convinq , 
ing, Of the 
, 
'fifteen jurors only seven 
are certain to have held land in the earldomg while the lairds 
of Hume, Billie# Butterdean and Mersington were Albany's meng 
and the some may have been true of the laird of Spottq the 
heir of the laird of Papple, and the laird of Humets brother. 
Anothert John Montgomeryq son of the laird of Thornton, was, 
with the duke in treasonable circumstances in February 1482/3: 
sea beiow, p. 281. 
259. SROt GO 120 no. 52. 
260* Ibid. p no. 58. - 261. See Table V belowl p. 376. James Herring and Master James, 
Fenton were probably there accompanying Lord Oliphant: cf. 
RMSI iit nos. 11479 1231. 
255. 
in non-entry f or the thirty yqars, f allowing , the death .7 on 23 
January 1445/69 of, OohnýOliphantýof,, AbardalgielýLaurenceS, -' 
father. 262 Thia, meant, that the yearly, mail of. - twenty marks 
would have beep. due-as revenue nf-the earldom ofýMarch during 
this-timeg, whereas-inýprecticeýSir John, Swinton, had enjoyed--, 
the lands for most of the., period, having had-difficulty only when 
royal agents attempted and failed to,,, have Cranshawsýrscognized, 
as. property-rather than tenandry of the earldom. 
263 
, Albanyls, 
interest in Oliphant's revival of his father's claim wasý thus .,, ý, 
purely opportunistic; if. Swintants title to Cranshaws, were upheld 
then the lands, had not been in non-entryp and, the duke had no 
prospect. of obtainingýa large sum in, back. rent. In supporting 
Oliphant, Albany could also give the impression-of magnanimity:,:: -- 
264 he, demanded only, thirteen years! mail a, total,, of, L260. 
This seems, to- show scant regard for any claim which the 
king might-had had upon the, rents for the period of Albqnýle 
tutelage# but,,, leaving thisýaside, L260 was, thetsum which Oliphant 
agreed to pay in termly instalments of tan pounds. The framing 
of the indenture shows that this payment was tochnicall'y- to be, -- 
undertaken in consideration of Albany's gift to Oliphant"of the'' 
whole of 'the 'mails of Cranshaws--for'ths thirty years. -'in 'truth 
262, He was killed at the battle of Arbroath: The Asloan'Manuicriptv 
ad. W. A. Craigis (Scottish Text Socistyq 1923-4)t Z 220. Sir- 
John Oliphant had taken 'pretended' sasine of Cranshaw'son 
28 February 1442/3, but this was annulled the next day by Sir 
John Swinton: SRO, GD 12t no. 36. 
263. The f8rms of Cranshaws iere first charged to the account of 
the receiver of March in the exchequsr"year, 1457-8,, but were 
not successfully diverted from John Swinton'S, hands until 
the Whitsunday term of 1459: ER, vi, 430,433t 5379 539. Swintonts 
appeals to James II and later to the widowed Queen Mary eventually 
brought successt for he was allowed to raise the mails of-Cranshaws 
at Martinmas 14629 and his right to the lands seemed to be con- 
firmed by an inquest in May 1464: ER, vii, 318; SR09 GD 12, nos. 
40-419 45, 
264, Ibido, no* 58. Cranshaws was charged at twenty marks when in 
the king's hands (see above, n. 263). but a terce seems to have 
been deducted: Swintons, 31. 
256. 
Albany was giving something away which he did not have and 
demanding in raturn'mails whichMiphant had never-raised. 
265 
What Albany was actually offering to Oliphant amounted to his 
supportv his promise. ýnsver to treat with Sir 3ohn-'Swinton or 
his heirs andq most-relevent of allq his-ýauthority to pursue 
Swinton or anyone"else, who had raised the mails-of Cranshaws 
since Sir John Oliphant's death. The agreement was only valid 
so long as Lord Oliphant was, able to possese'the lands, and whether 
this condition was met, -does, not seem to be, recorded* Nonethelessq 
it, was a bargain which held out, the prospect of effortless gain 
for-the dukeg, even'though it might not have endeared"him-to'his 
elder brothers or indeed-to lord Oliphant, -- 
Albanyta'affinity in the 1470s thus'GXt8nd8d some Way beyond 
the man accused of complicity in-his alleged crimes. ý- It is 
nw"ttt aj 266 
possible, to adds with a cortainrconfidenC8, 'iaround-eight lairds 
and fivsý'other laymen 
267 from-the earldom of March and its 
environs* Even sop it remains impossible to say that Albany 
265. Albany did, hand over twenty pounds to Lord qliphant-- a, sum 
which he probably raised on the lattirt's behalf by unlawful 
distraint of Sir John Swinton and his tenants in 1476: SR09 
GD 12, nos. 53-55,58-59. 
266. Sir James Liddell of Halkerstont Sir. Alexander-Home, of that 
ilk, Sir Archibald Hamilton of Inneiwick, David Renton of 
Billieg George Cunningham of Beltonp Robert Lauder of, 
Edrington and Robert Inglis of Lochend might ressonably 
be taken as the dukets men. - 
Adam Edgar of Wedderliet 
David Home of Spott, John Home of Crailingg David Lyle 
of Stonsypathq James Ogle of Papple and John Whitelaw of 
that ilk may have seen Albany as their lord, but the 
evidence for this is jejune. 
267. The connexion, of William Brown, William Kert George Rules, ' 
John Rule and Patrick Smeaton with Albany seems'to be 
sufficiently documented. John and Adam Murray may have 
had closer ties with the duke than the evidence suggests, 
whilst Patrick Hamilton, son of the laird of Innerwick, and 
others involved in distraining the tenants of Cranshaws in 
1476 might be counted among Albany's agents: SRO, GD 12, 
nos. S3-S59 59. 
257. 
exercised'commanding lordship over either a region or his 
tenants'in the earldom. ' Reference to even a handful of 
retours of tenants within"Berwickshire and the Constabulary 
of Haddinotan reveals the names of dozens of jurors, and, 
therefore,, fresholders of the regionv whose demon , 6trable 
268 
contact with'Albany'was hil". Although relatively few 
wri ts . of inf of tment of his" tenants' are known to have suru-ived,, 
it'is clear'snou'gh from' other sources that- thos^e of his vassals 
who associated with ýthe "duke were' in a -'small" minori ty 0269 , Among 
the, charters which do, survive the usual conside'rations are'to be 
found the 'faithful service rendered and to'be -renderedt byý 
270 
Thomas Shoreswood ' and th a dijkeIs, Ibel6v'ed*': )ohn', and William' 
Redpath 
271 
and'the Imanifoldly renderedýfavo_ursl of-David Home 
272 
are cited'as having prompted infeftment - but-thess'phrases 
go unaccompanied by supporting-evidence to'show that they-were- 
more then oonventional'courtesies. 
ý-Fbr Annandale the evidence for adherents of the duke'of-Albany 
is particularly slim. "'Thid-may"well be due in part to the fact 
that a more handful ofý'writs'of infeftment of tenants in the 
lordqhip survives -a handful ishichq excepting aýremarkably low' 
death, rate, among freeholders there during the 1470s, can barely 
reflect the number of conveyances actually authorized by-the duke. 
268. SR09, GD 12, nos. 45,51; GO 45/16, no. 2741;. GD 1589 nos. 38, 
48; GO 267/279 bundle 76; Yester Writs, nos., 197,212; HMC 
Rep. Milne Home_, 258,263, nos. 586,605; 5cat-Ats 
269* A cursory Search identified 25 other contemporary March freeholders. 
270. SR09 GO 158p no. 40. 
271. Ibid. v nos.. 359 42,47. 
272. "gROI, 'GD 267/32t bundle 10, 
258. 
Howeverv there is also the possibility that Albany, made little 
effort to cultivate supporters, in Dumfriesshirs. Im the, first 
place it is clear that Albany, was normally based at Dunbar,, 
273 Castle and thatp in spite of being warden ofýthe westýmarch,, 
hiS excursions to Annandale Were Sp8Cially made and Were, So 
far aa-. avid8nC8 allOWS, only three in number. 
274 
Otherwise the 
only concession of, good lordship made to his tenants in Annandale, 
was to conduct some of his business with them in Edinburgh. 
275 
It is also notable that his one charter. known to have been issued 
at Lochmabon was witnessed byanly two, Annandale lairdsp,,, the4 
other four men present having come Iiith, "the duke from the east 
march. 
276 
" Noýobvious-reversal of this situation took place. -for 
no persons from the south-west are-known to have been with the duke 
an any, occasion when an Annandale tenandry was not involvsd. ý 
277 
It seems, reasonable to suppose that Albany required agents in 
Annandale to administer the1ordship-and keep, Lochmaben Castle. Who 
any permanent officers might have been is not, patently cleartýbut 
it is not unlikely that they, are toýbe, found among the eight _ad 
hoe 
bailies known, to have-been appointed by,, Albany to carry out sasines in 
Annandale. 278 One - Thomas Moffat of'Meikleholmaide - acted. for-the 
duke in giving sasine of Kirkbride to, Vedast, Grisrson. ýof Lag on 7- 
273. See Table IV , 
below,, p. 374. ýI. "ý 274. HMC Rep. vi, App., 711, no. 7; Yester Writs, no. 191; TA, 
1,, 47. 
275. See Tables IV and V belowl pp. 3749 376-,., 
276. HMC Rep. vig App., 7119 no. 7. 
277. ý See Tables IV and, V,, pp.. 374,376o All except nos. 6 and 
8 of Table IV and 29-3 and 5 of, Table V concerned lands in 
the earldom of March. 
278. The Gifford-brothers,, James'af Sheriffhall and Alexander$' 
appointed bailies on 14 Jan. 1473/4 to give sasine of the barony 
. of Morton (strictly speakingt in the lordship of Nithsdale), are 
not counted here; they were not, from the south-west: SRO, GD 
-150, no. 156; see above, pp. 148,, 169. 
259. 
October 1472.279 The rest can be-found named, in a, single 
preceptt for seven bailies -a cuiiausly, large number - were 
nominated by Albany in August or September 1473 to give sasins 
of, Rockhall to Roger Grierson. 
280 Of, four of these men - 
Thomas Kirkpatrick of Closeburn, GsorgeýHayesq. William Johnstone 
of Marjorisbanks and Henry, Kirkpatrick of'Knock - as well as Thomas 
11offat there is no further'comment to be made, enent their attachment 
to the duke of Albany. ' The remaining three nominees -Archibald 
'Carruthers of Mouawaldv William Douglas of Drumlanrig and John 
Gordon of'Lochinver - do merit a little additional, attention, 
Carruthers in particular may have been of some, significance to 
Albanyv for he is; 'found acting as his bailie an 23 April 1473, 
281 
giving sasins of Murraythwaite to Patrick Murray, and he, was 
one of the local laird&with the duke at Lachmaben on 5-April 
282 14760- ý-In additi. on-he seems to have been the beneficiary 
of a piece of maintenance by the dukeg whose testimony before the 
Lords Auditors on 14 May 1471 ensured thatýit would be Carruthers 
a6d"not"Th6mai Corrie of Newbie who enjoyed the tack of the-customs 
and tolls of Annandale and of the-foggage of Woodcock Air. 
283 
William Douglas, appears as stawart of Annandale-on 24 October-1472, 
presiding over a jury of inquest, concerning lands hold of the duke 
of'Albany. 
284 
, Since-Annandale was, held in regality it may be-,,, , 
supposed that Douglas'was Albanyti-appointeet although it need not 
'be assumed that he hold permanent office as'staward. 'John Gordon 
279* Laq. Chra. 9 no. 15. 
280. Ibid, j no* 17. The-date of 2 Aug. for the precept is 
improbablep for it predates the related charter by twenty- 
two days. Saaine was given on 18 Sept.: ibido, nos. 18-19. 
28le SR09 GD 219/37* 
282. 
, 
HMC Rep. vi, Appo, 711t no. 7. 
283. ADA9 13. 
284, Laq. Chra. 9 no. 16. 
260. 
of Lochinvar is named in one other'Albany writ -'as a witness 
of Vedast-- Griersonle resignation in the"dukels hands at 'an 
unknown location' on- 28 July 1477. -- ', He, seems to have been 
accompanied on this' occasion by either his son and apparent 
heir or his-brother, both of whom were callýd Alexander, 
285 
This same resignation by Grisison also*saw the-sale 
recorded appearance of'John Shaw of Carse and'William Shaw-in 
the duksls'companý. If'it can be said, that their presence owed 
more to an interest in the affairs of Grierson"and his son then 
to any affinity-with Albanyq the'same explanation might then apply 
to Gavin Maxwell's attestation of'the dukels charter'to Roger 
Grierson on, 24 August 1473.286 , ýIt, might similarly be said that 
3ohn Cairns of Orchardtan was in Albany's chamber in'Edinburgh an 
20 December 1475 only because Lord'Carlyle and Robeit-Gisham of' 
Auchencastle were there toce 
287 
,, -I. ýý IIiI 11ý ý, -ý, I 
- To state that all thesermen-9 andq besidest Cuthbert Murray "of' 
Cockpoolq who was with Albany at Lachmaben an S'April 14769 
288 
war 8 
either definitely or, probably the duke's tenante'is to'makeno 
useful contribution to, an examination of 'the 'extent' of his', lordship' 
in Annandale; Albanyts tenants there are to be found in' ative rel 
abundance. What is lacking is satisfactory evidence of affinity 
an the part of any'of themp with'the possible exception of Carruthers 
of Mouswald. - On the contraryp- it-is apparent that no-on8'from''' 
Annandale or its environs merited personal summons'in connexion-'with 
Albany's putative, treason in 1479. 
28S. ' See Table V below, p. 376; RMS, iit'nos. '1722,1984. 
286, See Table IV below,, p. 374, 
287'*'ý. See Table V belowq p*376. 
288. HMC Rep. vi, App., 711,, no. 
-7. 
261, 
Albany's one noteworthy, -associate to have drawn, income 
from Annandale was. not in fact his tenant therep although he 
may have bensfited, from, the, dukets patronage, This was Master 
Malcolm Drummond, the duke's secretary for perhaps most of the 
1470a and initially found, as a parson of, the Annandale parish 
289 
of'Pennersaughs. '' Drummond is known to have been-in, Albany's 
company on nine occasions, variously in Dunbar and Edinburgh, 
between 1473-and 14799, witnessing six'charters and three other 
writs-drawn'up in the, dukets-presence. 
290 
-, -The patronage of 
his parish-of Pennersaughaq of which he is the recorded incumbent 
in 1473 and 14759 
291 had once lain with too lards-of Annandalev 
though whether Albany was able-to exercise this, right is-loss than, 
292 
certain. , ., It-may, 
be a little less doubtful-that Albany was 
responsible for presenting him to the paraonagb, of Dunbarg. which 
293 
Drummond,. held fromýpo later than 1477. -,, ý ýs psraonýof Dunbar it seems 
that Drummond wouldzlso have beer! archpriest,. or at least a prebendary 
? 94 
of the collegiate-kirk, of Dunbarq although he,. is, neyer styled as such 
Drummondt, though termed the dukels,, secretary on: onlyýcne occasion 
in, 1477,295 may have, held the,, office duri . ng, thB. whole period of his 
association with Albanyv-for a. predecessor is found,, onlyl-in,, writs 
1470. In-that year Master Alexander,, Inglisg doctor of decreets 
and subdean, of Dunkeldq was sscretaryq being thus styled when a 





safter this brother of Robert Inglis 
2890' Pennersaughs (oi Pennersax) is Nat. Grid ref, NY 209742. 
290. See Tables IV and V below, pp. 374,376. 
291. Lag Chrs., no. 18; RMS9 ii, no. 1428. 
292. Cowang Parishest 162. 
293. SRO, GO 158, no. 47. 
294, Patronage of the offices and prebends of Dunbar Collegiate 
Kirk had been reserved to the earls of March at the kirk's 
foundation in 1342: SHS Misc., vig 89-100. 
295. SR09 GD 158, no. 47. 
296. Ibid., nos. 39-40,42-43? Inglis's ecclesiastical career was 
one of some variety: Watt, Fasti 139 1059 117p 307-4. RMS. 
Jig p. 935.1 
262.. 
of Lochend 
297 disappears from Albany's companyt and his time 
in the duke's service is probably to be ssen*as'ho more than 




Another official of a see remote from Dunbar enjoyed a-"', ' 
rather lengthier connexion with Albanyq even though he seems 
to. have hold no-office under him. Master Martin Wann is 
found-, as a member of the young Albany's council in 1467 
299 
, 
and he remained uLthin the duke's orbit, thereafter, in spits, 
of becomingt in 1468t chancellarof Glasgow - an office-which 
heýwas to rstainq-ýexcept for a hiatus at jame time between 1479, 
and 14829 until 1505.300 He went on to witnesag between 1473 and 
1479, another four of'the duke's chartersq whereof-thrse'were 
givený-at'Dunbar Castle and one in Edinburgh, and two resignations 
301 
in the duke's hands. - 8 last of these attestations was''at 
Dunbar an 22 April 1479, and the oddly appropriate I break in-his 
tenure of'the-ýchancellorship of Glasgow offers the distant 
possibility that Wann was the'anly one of those who left'Albany's 
castle shortly before the-siege to suffer any consequences for 
adhering to the duke. Precisely why the chancellor of Glasgow 
should'have developed a-connexion with Albany seems-to defy - 
explanation; unlike Alexander Inglis'a kinsman of his is found 
neither in the dukets company nor even in-the earldom of March, 
297, RMS, iit no* 2618; see above, p. 250. 
29 B. * HBC9 184p 190. 
299. SRO, GO 158, no. 35. 
300. Wattv Fasti 162. 
301. See, Tables IV and V belowl pp. 374p 376. 
263. 
Nonethelessp -a connexion thers -undoubtedly was. 
If"it could be demonstrated that Master Gsorgs, Liddell, 
had anything more than a, surname in common with the laird of 
Halkerstonlc it might be easier to understind his association 
with the duke of Albany - an association which. brought him into 
intermittent attendanceý upon the duke between, 1470, and,, 1477/8 as 
a, witnese, of three charters given at Dunbar andýanother in_ 
Edinburgh. 302 No right of presentation seems to, have played 
any part; Liddell had, been parson of one or other of the. 
parishes -in Ettrick known as Forest since, at, least., 14599 so 
Albany 9 even in the unlikely event that the patronage was his, 
303 
could not have presented Master George to his, benefice. , On 
the. other hand,, it may bo, sufficient to note a-reversal, of the 
situation which, applied, toýAlexandsr Inglis: instead, of moving, 
from ducal-to roya1servicep-Liddell seems eventually, to have , 
found--his way into Albany's affinity, after losing-the-post of, 
royal secretary in 1462.304 
These four men are'the only beneficed clerks whose recorded - 
association with Albany could be called-significant. Though the 
duke perhaps enjoyed the patronage of the prebanda of Dunbar. 
Collegiate Kirk he seems to have had virtually no contact-with' 
incumbents of the same. Archibald Whitelawq dean of the 
collegiate kirk c. 1467-77 
305 did witness one of-Albany's charters 
of 1467, but it can hardly be said that this owed anything to his 
306 
tenure of this particular office. Master Alexander Gifford, 
11 - 
302. See Table IV below, p. 374, 
303. RMS9 Up no. 1043; Cowant Parishes 27,63,68,211-12. 
304, HBC, 186* 
-305. gattg Fastit 354. 
306. Whitelaw was also the royal socretary:. HBC, 186. 
264,. - 
the next known dean af ter Whitelawq 
307 did witness Sir William 
Douglas's resignation in, the duke's handsq 
308 but this was some 
years before he could have entered the deanery, and he was surely 
present either in company with the earl, of Morton or as his 
309 
representative. It is possible that his becoming dean was 
connected with the drift of the master ý of Mortcn and James 
Gifford of Sheriffhall into association with Albany, 
310 but to 
show that this was likely requires a moreýexact date than is 
at present ivailabla., for Mi! ster Alexander's acquisition of the 
beneficaq which might have occurred at any time between 1477 and 
1488.311 
The one unbspeficed clerk who can be linked with the duke is 
Matthew Badenochq probably. the notary public normally employed by 
Albany. Badenoch's diocese as a notary was Aberdeen, but it seems 
unlikely that he was actually resident there during the early 1470s 
at least;, he was notary of two resignations in, the duke's, hands at 
Dunbar--in 14709 
312 
of George Cunningham's-sasins ofBelton in 
1471/2 313 and joint notary of Sir William Douglas's resignation in 
Edinburgh iný1473/4.314 That, clear indication, that hemas -. 
subsequently in Albany's employ should be lacking is probably 
just a-consequence of the-vagaries of the available evidence., for 
307. Watto Fastig 354. 
308. Sao Table V belowp p. 376. 
309. See aboveg pp* 17D-2, 
310. See aboveg ppa 154p - 165 and below,,. -pp, 274,277-8. 
311* Watt# Fastiq 354. 
312, SR09 GO 158, nos. 39,43. 
313. Yester Writsq no, 170. 
314. SRO, GDno. 154, printed in. Mort. Ran., # 11,219-21. 
265. 
Badenoch was among, the witnesses of the duke's charter given 
at Dunbar Castle on-22 April 1479i 
315 
The-distinction between-those-whom his writs reveal as 
having serve&or attended the duke of Albany during the 1470s 
and'those who were implicated in his putative treasominý1479 
comes close to being, complete. , The two c8ts9ories overlap only 
with John Ellam of Butterdeen, Simon Salmon and-Patrick Home of 
316 Polwarth. Det8iled explanation of thiwis impossiblej but 
in general the narrowness of the overlap'probably offers, fairly 
straightforward'support for the idea that thers''WereAseveral 
317 
circles of clients'whom a great'lord commonly attracted' by 
showing'that'Albany's affinity-was not-confin6d to those whose 
names appsar. -inýhis_writs. So far as-divisions can be-drawn, 
there appear to have been roughly, four areas of Albany's lordships 
his householdg, which'can in turn be"sub-divided; his locally- 
based administration; tho'closer circle of his-non-household 
affinityp from, 'which the duke draw members of his entourage; - 
and a wider affinityq whose members did not normally, attend the 
duke. -"I- 
Albany's household provided office for at least five persons 
at any one time. The-identifiable office-bearers are Sir'James 
Liddell of Halkerstong master of the household; John Ellam of 
Buttardeang captain of Dunbar Castle;, Master Malcolm Drummond, -, 
and. prior to him Master Alexander Inglisq secretary; George 
315, See Table IV belowg p. 374. 
316o See aboveg pp. 2219 224-8. 
317, Dunhamq Lord Hastings' Retainers, 27. 
266. 
Cunningham of: Beltonq steward; and Simon Salmoni receiver. 
There is a strong possibility- that th6se man'- required to spend 
318 
a lot of their-time at'Dunbar'with the'dukep and that some 
served on'his council. 'A second tier of the ýousehold 
probably'included William Brown, George Ruleq John'Rule and 
Matthew Badsnoch'-ý'men known neither to have had freehold 
property nor permanent-officag'although the last-named was 
probably normally employed as notary by Albany-and John Rule, 
was given office'ad hoc,. In addition there would be a Variety 
of men of insufficient standing to appear as charter witnesses, 
some of whose-names no'doubt occur in the list of those 
forfeited for defending Dunbar Castle in 1479. 
officers based. --furth of Albany's household are notably 
difficult to identify., Annandale is more or lose a closed 
book where Albany's administration is, concernedt and even 
the officers of the several fragments of the earldom of March 
cannot be: named with any assurance. '"'It'is-unlikely, that Albany 
amplayed'many-fewer, serjeants in'th6, 'earldom'than ths seven'who 
served the king there in the 1460s. 
319, 
, However#'once Patrick 
Smeatonts service as serjeant has been, mentionedv only guesswork 
can produce a iimilar-total, Smeaton's assistants in distraining 
theýtaninta of, Cianshawa - Patrick'Hamilton, sonýof the laird of 
Innerwickv Gilbert Nevisong"Andrew Crichton and'William Heriat -- 
may have hold permanent office of some sort. 
320 This might also 
318, Liddell and Salmon at least may have regularly resided in 
Dunbar - both seem to have had property in the burght RNS, Jig 
no. 3145; APS, Jig 128. Cunningham's messuage of Belton lay 
about 21 miles south-west of Dunbar. 
319. ER. viig 1009 1799 565, 
320. SR09 GD 12, nos. 53,59. They might equally have been Lord 
Oliphant's men - this was almost'cartainly true of Master James 
Fentong another participant in the distrainit: ibid. 9 nos. 58-59; RMS9 Jig no. 1231. 
267* 
be true ýof same, of those, whom the duke-appointed as ad hoc 
stewards,, -but# lackingýevidencs, of any men being-regularly 
nominated for the officejýthsre is-scant basis-for a firm 
conclusion, -, on ý this matter. 
321 
1, IIý1, '' 'I, 
Also-, beyondýthe household Albany,, wes-able, to offer-lordship 
to-a limited, number, of men with independent-means.; ind no, office. 
David Renton of Billisq- Sir, Alexanderý Home of ý that, ilk,, Master 
Martin Wann and Master, George Liddell seem-.: 'likely to have been 
parttakers who wersýregularly, withAhsAukej but, who, -travelled, 
to, attend him. ,, They- mayi- along, with some of ý the- household. --, - - 
have, been members, of the duke' s --, council, 'Thbre is. probably, -,. 
sufficient reaaon: forýincluding in this group-Sir Archibald 
Hamilton of Innerwickg Robert Inglis of Lochend, Robert Lauder 
of-Edrington and John Liddellqý son of the laird of Halkerston - 
who-were all-in rather more intermittent attendance'upon the 
duks.,. 
though-attending ortserving him-rarelyý_- 
or not, at allq saw, Albany,, as their-lor&or simplyýenjoyed and. 
reciprocated his, goodwill is hard to say. Some, may be, found 
among incidental witnesses snd-ssrvants, ý but'it-seems, quite-1, 
likely that a large part of such-a-group is represented by those 
summoned on 16-17 June 1479, It might be supposed that the 
charge of truce-breaking indicates at least part of the substance 
of their association with, Albany - that is to say that these men 
wart) assembled by the duke for forays across the, border, 
321, out of thirteen men known, to 
, 
have been nominated as steward 
or bailis in the earldom of March only"two - David Renton'of 
Billie and Patrick Smeston -were nominated twice. 
1 268. 
With regard to the basis of Albany'& lordship, it is 
plain that the prospect of, matarial gain-could have been a 
major incentive only for any persons interested in the 
acquisition of'booty during raids in the dukels-company.,, No 
doubt "off icO. -bearers were paid for ýtheir services -and -lesser 
household servants and'soldiers-raceived their keep in some 
form, but it appears, that Albany was not a source of, riches for 
his adherents. No established tenants are known to have been 
conceded anything in their terms of tenurev whilst-identifiable 
now tenants of hisp excluding: thass-'simply succeeding. asýhsirs,, 
number only sevens William Redpath (1467). 
322 Thomas-Shoreswood 
(1470)v 323 John Redpath (1470)9 324 'John Douglasq, master of Morton 
325 32%a. (1473/4)p Walter Bertram (1475),,. , orge Home of., Wedderburn 
(1476) 327 and Alexander'Home of that ilk, (1477/8 and, 1478), 
328 
Only, the second gift ta'Alexander, Home came out of the dukels, , 
propertyp 
329 
whereas all of the remainder followed, -resignationa,,. 
in favour of-the grantee. ' Morsovsrvýtha undoubtedly'haphazard sur-ý 
vival of evidence of infeftments-does not, mislead; a comparison-of 
the property of March and Annandale before and after Albany's-- 
period Jý, possesaion. _'ahows minimal change. 
33o_ Underlying-this is 
331 
the probability that'Albany had little enough to give. Albany 
322. SR09 GO 158, no. 35, 




325. SR09 GO 150, no. 156. 
326, RMS9 iij no, 1428. 
327. SRO, GO 267/31, bundle 84, printed in HMC Rep. Milne'Home 
239 no. 16. 
328. HMC Rep* xiiq App. part viii, 115,155, nos. 88,23S. ' 




330, See belowv pp. 318-19. The change was of gain rather than loss, 




was able to offer some tacks to men Who'were not the actual 
tillers of the soilp but these'-are ill-documentadv wers'in any 
case not free gifts and-may have been intended to provide-income 
from lands which the duke had failed to set to husbandman. 
332 
'''A'similar lack of resources applied to acclssiastical 
patronaga; -'there isq in fact, no concrate'evidence that the 
duke enjoyed any right-of presentationg even over'the collegiate 
kirk of Dunbar and the parish of PennerSaughs. 
Kinship played no greater part 'than material patronagaý 
Albany's marriage to Catherine Sinclairt daughter of William, 
earl of Orkneyt had no noticeable effect on his affinity, and 
of the-man whom the duke chase-'to addrs'saýas_kinsmsin, - the'earl' 
of Suchant Lord'Oliphent-and, memb8rs of the main line-of'-tha 
Homes., - only Alexander'Home of that ilk spent a significant 
amount'of'time in his'company., ' It is intaresting, ý, that kinship,, 
though'possibly remotaq should"hava, bein invoked as a band'in the 
case of Homay-whoas support Albany'alao tookýtrouble'to cultivate with 
grants- of. ' land; r Home, and his kinsmen- f ormed. 'a substantial * bloc:, '. Of 
lairds in the east marchg-and it may'well have been that Albany 
saw here a man whose potential influence was great enough to make 
his support essential. 
Tenants certainly formed a-large part of'Albany'6 affinity, 
but it'is'do6btful'whather the tie of, 'tenency -was the crucial''-- 
element in his*lordship. 'It'is probably"m6re appropriate-to-see 
his loidship as'regional# forl, ýwith few excootionsl, his associates 
were drawn from the south-east'af Scotland and among them were both 
tenants and non-tenants. The explanation of this is probably not 
too obscure. For those in the south-east who required a lord, 
332. Sea belowv pp. 3189 331. 
270. 
Albany was not an unreasonable choice; -as a king I-s brother,, a 
duke, ', a march wardeng the admiral of Scotland and the most 
important landowner of the region, whose regality court had 
jurisdictiont, it may be supposedg over, the bulk of the 
population of Berwickshirs and eastern East Lothiang Alexander 
stawart had both powerýand kudos. Albanyts position in his ý' 
other area of influenceg Annandalet was scarcely less than thisq 
even though he was'there, not aýgreat landowner but a great lord 
superior. - The difference was that Albany dwelt at Dunbar and 
not at Lachmabon. Albany was thus accessible-to men in and- 
around the earldom'of Marchq and however small a proportion-of 
the region's occupants actively-sought his lordship - perhaps 
restricted in part by his havingýno tradition-of, lordship to 
follow. - he did have'something to offer. This is exemplified 
by perhaps his most notable feat in thsý-fisld of lordship: his 
gaining the adherence of Sir James-Liddell of Halkerstan and- 
David, ýRsntan of Billie, both of whOMT had se, their feudaIlord- 
the earl of Angus, a magnate who represented one-of the'older and 
wealthisr-comitalIamiliss of the kingdom and whose seat at 
Tantallon was hardly remote.. 
Whether, any-of his men genuinely hoped for Albany's return, - 
is unanswerable, but-it is clear-enough that thersýis'not a. large 
degree of discernible correspondence between the duke's affinity of 
the 1470s and his supporters during the'period 3uly, 1482-May-1483,, 
when he was once again in Scotland, The evidence for this latter 
271. 
periodq though not coPious9 
333 
allows it to be said that 
Albany attracted during these tan months supporters who seem 
to have had no previous connexion with him, andp conversely, 
that only a f-ew, of his earlier parttakers rallied to his side 
in 1482-3. The principal reasons for this difference are not 
hard to findg, being tied up with the circumstances of the duke*s 
reappearance in Scotlands his need for alliances with certain 
members, of the nobility - unprecedented in the 1470s -, is 
explained by the complex political crisis in which he becamw. - 
entangled; his ineptitude and inconstancy during the political 
manosuvring coupled with the fact that. -. hewas engaged in treason 
at both his arrival and departure. show how he could severely 
have taxed, his old adherents' loyalty. However, this is not cttsite 
sufficient: political alliance with peers does not explain the 
association with Albany in 1482-3 of a number of leseet 
individuals, with no previous history of attachment to himg whilat 
the duke's treasop and inability to'cops with the political crisis, 
make it less easy to understand the remarkable loyalty of certain 
of his old adheren s. 
334 
Albany, ' a first exile was spent for the most part in France, 
whereq it might be said in passing, he con#acted-his second, and 
I 
only lawful marriage - to Anne do la Tourp daughter of Bertrand, count 
of-- Auvergne. - end - Bouillon. 
335 
He left France for England, 
333. There seems to be at least one surviving charter of the duke's 
from this period which could be added to those noted below, 
p. 375. This involved the lands of Dumcrieff and the half 
lands of Wyseby in Annandaleg. granted to Sir Adam, Murray of, 
Dumcrieff in 1482t and would seem to be in the Mansfield Charter 
Chest: SP9 is 219, NRA Survey no. 776v dealing with the documents 
of the earl of Mansfield at Scans Palaces makes no particular 
mention of the chartere 
334, The framework of political events against which the following is 
set is derived principally from the account in Macdougall, James 
1119 168-90. Any distortion of the narrative or interpretation 
of evidence contained therein is unintended. 
335-D' APS9 ii, 283t 388; RMSv iii, no. 111; SPt is 153, 
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accompanied by his servantg John Rutherfordq around 
ihe 
start 
of May 1482 
336 
-a time when Edward IV of England was well-into' 
his preparations for a large-scale invasion of Scotland. 
337 
Since Albany was at once allotted a role in the projected invasion 
it is obvious that his arrival in England was no coincidence. 
It barely matters whether his involvement was the duke's own 
idea or King Edward's, for the scheme had attractions for both. 
Edward saw the chance of broadening the scope of his invasion 
plans to include the deposition of James III and replacing him 
338 
with a client kingg namely the-duke of Albany. It is to be 
doubted whether this idea ever inspired genuine interest on 
Albany's partq but the duke did at least accept the proposition 
as being the price of the support which he needed in order merely 
to gain reinstatement in Scotland. 
339 
The plan was never put into effect, chiefly because the arrival 
in the second half of July of the English army led by the duke of 
Gloucester had an unanticipated effect: it provided the opportunity 
for the seizure and imprisonment of James III by a group of 
340 
conspirators led by his half-uncles, the earls of Buchan and Atholl, 
Upon entering Edinburgh at the start of August, Albany and Gloucester 
found the king imprisoned in the castle and 'not available to be 
341 
coerced'. With the bulk of his army under contract for-only 
a monthts servicep Gloucester had little time in which to give 
Albany assistance. 
342 All he could do for Albany was negotiate 
336. COS9 ivj no. 1474. 
337. The issues which prompted this invasion and the arrangements 
made for both launching and resisting it are fully treated in 
Macdougslls James III, 
* 
140-55. 
338. CDS, ivq nos. 1475-6., 
339. Macdougallp james Hip 153t 180. An alternative view is offered 
in Nichalsong The Later Middle Ages, 496,506. 
340. Macdougallp James 111,156-68. 
341. Jbid. t 169. 
342. Jbid. 9 154. 
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with, someýavailable members of Jamesls, governmentýandq, once 
the idea of making Albany king had been discarded through lack 
of interestv secure an agreement that the duke should be 
confirmed in, his ol&titles and offices and pardoned for, his 
offences. 
343 A few, days later-Gloucester and his-army were - 
gone, and Albany was, left-to-make the best, of the situation. 
Thus cast adrif t Albany was lef t to f ind out. how best to-` 
ensure that his, rehabilitation-was converted from, promise-into 
actuality. After-some indecision he seems to have elected to 
side', wLth-Ahe king's-, supporters, and he laid siage, to-Edinburgh 
Castle. 
344 This had-the effectýof releasing. his brother-'an 29 
Septsmberýbut not of producing a political solution. Albany 
obtained the earldom of Mar f ram, his I 
brother as, a reward f or his 
services-in releasing him but not the pre-sminent-position in 
government. for, which later events show he was looking. -,. Even in 
his straitened! circumstances, - the king did not becomeýa, free- 
agent'immediately after his release. -James was adroit enough toý, 
prevent Albany-from-, dictating. torms to him. In. the end, the. 
king's, releass resulted in the postponement of a settlement until 
proposals could be putýbefore-parliament'-, summoned to meet on 
343* CDSO iv# no. 1479; Macdougall, james H!, 169-70. 
344* Ibid. 9'170-1. The only known parties to this enterprise 
are the laird of Dundee and the officers and citizens. of 
Edinburgh. There is little significance in the fact 
that one of those who took part - Walter Bertramv former 
provost of Edinburgh - had been grented. various lands 
by Albany in 1475: ibid. 9 175; RMS, ii, no, 1428. 
Rather more significant is that Bertram sustained 
considerable loss at the hands of Albany and his 
accomplices and can hardly have been encouraged to 
render the duke any further service: ibid., no. 1829. ' 
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2 December - and in'Albany, coming to anýunderstanding with 
the faction-led by James's erstwhile-captorsi the earls of 
Buchan and Atholl. 
34P 
1"I 
It is, probably, to. 'the months of October and November 
that, at least 'some of the. various bonds - made ý by. -the - duke -in an 
effort to aesemble support'aný denounced the following March in 
an Indenture forced upon: him'byýthe king should be-ascribed. 
346 
The persons, whom this indenture names as having made, bonds with 
the duke, ware Andrewq bishop-elect of Moray, 
ý47 Johng earl-of-, 
Atholl: and Jamasq earl of Buchan - the three Stewart half--- 
uncles; Archibald Douglasp earl, of, Angus and, -Williamv L ord 
Crichton - both likely to have been, involved in-the-seizure 
of King, 3amos at Lau or; 
348 Andrewq Lard, Grayg who may well- 
have been-responsible-for admitting the English-army into the 
town of, Berwickýin July; 
349 Sirs James Liddell of Halkerston- 
and Alexander Homo of that ilk 9, two of -Albany Ia- old associates; 
and Sir John Douglasp aawand apparent-heir-of the earl of Morton. 
That., Angusg Gray and the three Stawarts-were-Albany's kinsman 
350 
and that, Buchan and Crichton were tenants of-the duke. - the 
former an aýsmall scaleIn the earldom of March 
351 
ýand the-latter 
an a largeýscale in Annandale352, _ can-probablY be overlooked.. -ý 
345. Macdougall, James 111,171-5. 
346. APS, Index and Supplement, 31-33. That there wire d. i- ffer I ences 
in th 
,8" 
timing of groups of-. Albany's bonds is suggested in 
Macdougallq James ! 1!, 186. 
347. Alexander Stewart's attempt to become archbishop, of St Andrews 
received Albany's support: ibid*, 172,187; Nichols'onq The Later, 
Middle AqesP 508. 
348, Macdougall, James 111,166-7. Albany's alliance with Angus may 
well have been obstructed initially by the terms of the duke's 
-- agreement with Edward IV: Nicholsong The Later Middle Agest 511; 
Kelleyt 'The Douglas Earls of Angus$# 208-9. 
349* Macdougallq James 1119 155. 
350. Angus and Gray were the dukets kinsman according to the writ 
of 12 Jan. 1482/3 whereby Albany commissioned them to treat with 
the king of England: CDS, ivq no. 1486, 
351. See aboveg p. 251, 
352, Eft, v. 669; vit 273,446,551; &MS9 iit nos. 1603, ý1784. 
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With the rather dubious exception, of Buchang none of these 
lords was obviously connected, 'with'the duke before 14829 and 
the bonds'were clearly created out of political'expediency, 
with-Albany affording leadership rather than lordship to a group 
of fairly desperate individuals who were in"danger-of facing 
charges of, treason should'James recover fullýpowsr*-'It is, 
less easy to categorize Sir John Douglas, who had certainly 
benefited from Albanyts patronage in the, past and, romained the 
duke's-tenant in the barony-of-Morton in Dumfriesehire. He may 
indeed have hoped for assistance from the duke in obtaining other 
landsp. but it is evident that hitherto, Sir John had-known'no lard 
other than his own father. 
353_ Liddell and Home are'thus-the 
only examples of long-standing parttakers to be found in the list. 
The conclusions reached by the-parliament, of December*1482 
appeared to represent something-of-a, triumph for-the duke, for 
the estates recommended that he be appointed the king's'lioutenant- 
general* Howeverv the king was in sufficient control of, the 
situation by this time-to ignore the-propo6al. - and Albany'r'stired 
to Dunbar at the and of the month with his hopes dashed. 
354 
With evidence of some of Albany's writs available, 'from this, 
point it is possibleýto gain an impression of, the-effect'of his 
efforts to secure allies; during, the next two months all of those 
named in the'March-indenture except, the, bishop-elec't of Moray were 
with the duke at Dunbar, where they congregated to devise means 
of gaining the upper hand over the king. ', So far as Albany's' 
now-found and politically motivated allies are concerned# the earls 
353. SR09 GD 1509 nosi. 1549 156; -, see above, pp, 166-7, 
354. Macdougallp 3ames 111,175-8. 
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of Angus and Buchan were, witnesses of a charter given-on 
30 Oecember-1482, and on 21 F. ebruary 1482/3 the witnesses 
of another charter included Buchan, Lord -Crichton and the 
master of Morton; 
355 
, in between, timesg, -on 12 January.. - 
the duke is found appointing his 'cousins -and, councillors# 
thqýearls of Angus and-Lord Gray as, two of three commissioners 
356 
empowered to treat with the king of England. 
Dealing afresh with Edward IV was Albany's last resort; 
arv. sarlier- plot to seize the king' once again -a scheme to which 
those-present'at Dunbar-on-30 December were probably-privy - had 
357 
failed. Albany thus despatched his commissioners, tp Westminster# 
whers'an 11 February-they concluded an-agrepment, which once again 
committed the duke to aim at becoming Alexander IV -a plan with 
little prospect of success --in return-for Edward's assistance. 
358 
While-waiting1or English-support-ta, materialize Albany had 
little option but to accept the., terms of -a compromise off ered by 
his broth8r., - ý'- On 19 March 1482/3- the duke_ signed an indenture 
which, in retýrn for a general remiisýion for himself and his 
accomplices-of-, all misdeadsg,, required, him to, abapdon pretence to 
the office of-lieutenapt-general and, to-. break-his bonds with the 
nine, named individuals, with any other-Scots and with the king, 
of-England. He was also to, trenunse and put fra him' the bond- 
makersp #and nacht-hauld thame in daily houshauld in-tyme-to, cumt. 
Of his newly acquired allies Angusv, Buchapl, Crichton. and, Gray were 
to renounce bonds made, with the-king of England; Anguag Buchan and 
3ohn, Douglas were to resign a variety of royal offices which they 
had accumulated; and Buchan and Crichton wers, to be. banished for.. 
355, See Table IV-below, P. 374. 
356. CDS, ivp no. 1486, 
357. Macdougallj 3ames 111,178-9, 
358* ibid. 9 180; CDS, iv, no. 1489. 
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three years. -Neither, Albany nor'his accomplices were to-come 
within six miles of the king* 
359 
--Albanyis use, zf bonds was. not r8stricted simply, to ýsectjring 
allies among the nobility and resurrecting ties with'two-old, - 
parttakers. - The indenture of 19 Marchq in demanding that, the 
duks-dischargsýlal uthirris Scottismen of al unlauchful bandisIp 
shows that. his bond-making wentýfurtherv andj,, in, hintingýthat 
the, identities of some of, Albany's accomplices were, unknown to 
the kingv,. suggests, that written agreements extended. to men, of 
360 
lesser rank thsn'those named. Thera may, have been some 
besides James., Liddell-and Alexander Home who were'associates'af 
the duke's before 1479, but it is doubtful whether, -this is,, ýthe 
case-with the-one man who seems to be, identifiable from another source 
as a bond-maker-in 1482-39 'On 27 February-1483/4 the, wife of 
Jamss, Gifford, of Sheriffhallf compearing before the3ords suditorsv 
entered the special plea that herýhusband: could notýanswsr in person 
to certain charges of,, sPuil3ie because he was-not permitted, to 
come within four miles of the ki6g. 
361 This plea is sufficiently 
unusual to suggest that Giffordý-, was, among-those covered by the 
indenture of March 1482/3s althoughý-four milesýwas,,, Jess than the 
stipulated distancog-the master of, Morton"was allowed to go.. within 
six miles of the king in order to, be, with his father at Dalkeith; 
362 
the modern Sheriffhall is actually about five Scots miles from 
Edinburghp but the boundary of the lands probably lay rather closer 
to the cspitalýthan'did the chief messuage, 
363 Gifford was clearly 
359. ApS, Index and Supplementt 31-33* 
360* Ibid, j 32, Albany was to supply the chancellor with the names 
of those who took part with him and who were to take remission. 
361* ADA, 136*, 
362, APSt Index and Supplementt 32. 
363, Sheriffhall is Nat. Grid ref. NT 320679. 
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the earl of-Mortop! s man in the 14709, and he had apparently 
cemented this association with a bond of manrent an 10 May 1482, 
His ontaiing into an agreement with the duke of Albany may have. 
been a matter of apportunismg and most likely occurred through 
364 
the agency of either Lord Crichton or the master of Morton. 
It wasq neverthelesst not an agrssmsnt that was hastily discarded 
after Albany's indenture with the kingg for Gifford was eventually 
365 
forfeited for his treasonable assistance to the duke. 
Though the identification of only one additional bond-maker may 
be possiblev itýis perhaps the case that-there are men who entered 
into formal-agreements with the duke among the other seemingly 
now associates of his. , There is, cartainly, evidence of, man, not 
encountered in Albany's company, in, the-1470s taking advantage 
of-remissions and respites for assisting-and being with Albany# 
althoughýit1s_not clear, that any of these persons took the 
remission-,, -offered, by-the king in the indenture-, of,, Jg March-. 1482/3 
as. opposed to being pardoned or protected from prosecution at, a 
later date* 
366 
one piece of information refers to the, invasion of-July- 
August 1482 and shows that at some-point, thereafter Philip-Nisbet 
of.. that. ilkq Patrick Sleigh of Cumledget John Lumaden of Blanerne 
and David Galbraith of (or-in) Kimmerghame 
364, See abovep ppo 154-5* 
365. See belowt p*283, 
-366. offences for which remission was required might have 
been committed in Albany's company as late. as July 
1484: see belowt po 289* 
279. 
Ituke theme til ane generals respict of our 
soverane Lord for the being with umquhile 
Alexander Stewart sumtyme Duk of Albania, in: 
his treasonable dadis and distruccion the tyme 
that the sade Duke brocht in the Duke, of 
Glossister and our soverans Lordis ald 
ennemyis of Ingland in ans gret nowmer, 
the tyme of the hoist of Lawder in the yere 
of Godq etc.. lxxxij yeris, rydand with the. 
sade Alexander to Blacater, Halidonshil, 
Dunglasv Edinburgh and Leith and agane cummand 
and convoyand the Duke of Glossyster to the 
-touns of Berwic', 367 1 
It is not certain whether the wh6le of this itinerary is meant 
to apply to these four men - what is recited-here may have, been 
intended toý-define the-terms of the-general respite,, offered to 
anyone who rode with Albany and Gloucester at the time, What 
is clear is that these men were said to have been at Blackadder 
Castle at some point in the campaign and$ in ceating. -, down, the, 
castle and-. generally wreaking havact. to have caused damage 
368 
amounting to 2t7CO marks* 
It might wall be doubted whether the, reduction of Slackadder 
Castle and its garrisonýof twenty: men 
369 
was truly vital to the 
success of the invasiong andt given that Albany later expressed 
the hope that there woul&be, reparation from the-English government 
for the damagev 
370 it is quite-possible that it was not originally 
367& ADC, iip 305. A continuation of the case in which this 
-respite is cited-sess, Galbraith demoted to the status,, ýof 
'in' Kimmerghame and particularizes Nisbet's property as 
West Nisbet: ibid., 389* 
368, A respite could barely have been issued promptly enough 
to accommodate the Patrick Sleigh of Cumledge who was alive 
at the time of the invesionp for he died around the start of 
October, 1482. It was probably this laird's like-named son 
who rods with Albany, although the younger-Patrick, Slaigh 
might have been pursued for the damage caused by his father: 
SR09 GD 267/27, bundle 76, A little further detail about the 






2DS, iv, no. 1489. 
280,,, 
intended. Since Nisbet, ' Sleighv'Lumsden and Galbraith do 
not appear in conriexion'with'Albany before or after this' 
eventq it may be that the duke had little control over them 
and "that their action was merely in opportuni: s-%Iic settling of 
old scores. ' 'Nisbet'and Sleigh were certainly Alb'anyts tenants, 
371 
but Sleigh was also a'tenant of'the earl of Anguav who was the 
372 
feudal lard of Lumaden and Galbraith as well, 
The respite under-which these four men sought shelter should 
probably be distinguished from the pardon proclaimed by James IV 
an 29 August 14889 which was evidently intended to c6ýýsr complicity 
in Albany's treason as well as more re'Cont'crimes. ' It is"remarkable 
that one person known to have received letters of. rsýission consequent 
upon'this'pardonl, in particular for his part in Albany's treason, 
should have been Sir John Swinton of that' i. 1k., 
373 " Albany IS 
rejection of Swinton's claim to the lands of Cranshaws in the mid- 
1470a can hardly have been conducive to good relations between the 
two many anJ it seems that some amicable agreement'had b- son I arrived 
at since then. 
374 
Remissions for'ýtrsasonably I being with'and giving assistance 
to, the duke came the way ofýothers in later years: ' James Bisset 
in 1497t, james Hogg in 1506 and Archibald Stewart in 1508 were 
all pardoned for this. offence. 
375 Their remissions also refer 
to various other crimesp and it seems likely that all three were 
habitually lawless meng although Bisset may, well have earned an 
371. Nisbet and Cumledge were in the earldom of Marchs ER, v. 
489; SRO, GD 267/27, bundle 76* 
372, Kelleyq 'The Douglas Earls of Angustj 209-10, Kimmerghameý 
was in the earlIs lordship of Bunkle, but Galbraith may have 
been the immediate vassal of either Marion or Margaret Sinclair, 
the spouses of the Homes of Wedd8rburn and Polwarth respectively: 
see above,, p. 227. 
373, SR09 GD 12, no, 62* 
374, See above, pp. 253-6, 
375. RSSI iq nos. 121,12809 1740* &x othero; 6ohe weo--e *imltartN 






honest living in-the king's employ in 1480-1 as one of the 
men paid to reap and collect grain in parts of-the earldom of 
March during Albany's absence. 
376 
- Inclination towards felony 
is recorded slso'of David Lindsayl, whose ninetsen-yearýrespits, 
issued in 15009 covered misdeeds, including this treasonable 
being with Alexander umquhile duke of Albany'. 
377 
only one of these men can be traced in Albany's writes 
providing the identification is, correct, David Lindsay was with 
the duke at Dunbar as a witness of a charter given on 21 February 
378 
1482/3 . This may have implications for others present on the 
same occasion, for it invites-the-suspicion that-anyone who-was 
at Dunbar with the-duke around this time, and-not just tho'known 
bond-makBrsjýwas in some degree party to his treasonable, activities. 
It, seems-not-improbable-that the witnesses John Montgomery of 
Tharntong, Robert Rossq-Pster Murray and William Lindsay required 
rsmissionýor respite for their complicity, at some later date. 
379 
The names of none of these, man is-encountered-in-any earlier writ 
the. duke! s --although Mantgomery, served an the suspect jury of 
380 
inquest upon the-lands of Cranshaws some seven'years earlier 
and it is conceivable that all were newly recruited, to his-, 
affinityt perhaps-through the use of bonds, 
376., ER,. ixl, -434., 
377. ýRSý i. no. 571, 
378e. See Table IV below, p. 374. 
379**'If they were not the habitual criminals that Bissetp Hoggq 
Stswart. and Lindsay seem to have been, it is likely that 
their remissions or respites would have been issued before 
1488, before which date the Register of the Privy Sesig 
wherein they might be recordedg is, not extant, Peter Murray 
is probably more correctly identified as an associate of the 
earl of, Buchant SR09 GD, 158t no, 73. 
380. ADA, 51; SR09 GD 12, no, 51, 
282. 
Less guesswork is-'required in the cass of Albany's nephew, 
Jamest, Lord Boydq -ý'another, witness of the charter of 21 February. 
Boyd. -in spite of, his titiev was no-useful ally to Albany for 
he was a youthýof no more-than fourteen who had been illegally 
restored to, his father's forfeited lands, probably at Albany's 
promptingg at aýtims when the king was stillýmanipulable., He 
is to be seen rather as-the duke's chargep with the permanence 
381 
of his'restoration depending upon Albany's fortunes, , 
If it-achieved little, siss, the indenture-of, 19 March - 
1482/3 di&at least have the effect -, highly-. advantageous to 
King, james --of breaking up-the coterie of Oangerous man who 
had gathered around the-duke of Albany at Dunbar, The-witness- 
list, of Albany's next known-charter-has only one name in-common 
with that of its predecessor and it seems'probable that almostý 
382 
allýof-, those covered by the, indenture complied with its terms, 
Bereft, of hi&most-important supporters in, Scotlandq, Albany---,, 
then lost-the prospect of large-scaleý. English assistanceýwhsn -, 
Edward, IV died on, g April. 
383 His, arranging-for, -the, admittance 
of an English garrison into Dunbar Castle after negotiations with 
the herald Blusmantle"was no more, thanýa Parthien, -shot;, -this 
last 
treason prompted the issue of letters of summons upon him on 15 
384 
mayt and the duke --who was still at Dunbar an 2 May may have 
1 
381, Macdougall, James 111,171-2, 
382, See Table IV belowo p. 374, 
383, Macdougallp James 111,188. 
384. APSI, iiq 151., *-The duke was not specifically accused of handing 
over Dunbar Castle to the English - the only persons apparently 
hold responsible for this particular treason were David Purvas 
and James Gifford of Sheriffhall: ibid,. 9 1629 173. 
283,, 
awaited their execution before fleeing-to Englando 
385 
Of Albanyts apparently new-found, supportBrs thus,, far 
indicated only Lord Crichton and James Gifford of Sheriffhall 
are known, to, have rendered the, duke any further assistance 
af ter the- indenture was signed. -,, Crichtonq. who was- a. party 
to the-reception of Blusmantleg maintained contact with, Albany 
after the latter's forfeiture-on 8 July'1483-by sending to him 
386 in England a chaplain, air Thomas Dicksong carrying letters. 
He also fortifie&Crichtan Castle- though probably in his'awn- 
interests, rather than Albanyl'a, - against assault by royal forces 
before fleeing northwards late iný1483, hotly pursued by the king's 
macor#. William, Cummingg. boaring letters of summons upon him. 
387 
Gifford evidently remained with Albany, to the lastg-taking-part 
, -, 
in-the reception of Blusmantle and the English garrison and then 
388__ 
_ fleeing to England with the duke.. Both Crichton and Gifford 
were forfeited for their trouble. 
389 
This-is not to say that others for, whom there is noýevidencs 
of aýlengthy connexion with Albany are not U be, found accompanying 
or serving him after the March indenture:, there-romain various 
38S.. RMS9, iiq no* 1745. Albany was-not availlable-for personal 
summons when Rothesey Herald arrived at Dunbar with the 
king's-writ an 17 May-1483: APS9 119,151, The duke did,, 
nevertheless remain long enough to raise his Whitsuntide 
rents;,, Pimon Salmon did not account for thess at the 
exchequer audit of 1486: ER9 ix, 427; Nicholsont The 
Later Middle Aoesl 513* 
386, APS'9 11,151-29 1599 160. 
387. Ibid. 9 . 159-* 388. Ibid. 9 173. 
389. Ibid. -1619 174. 
284. 
figures-whose association with the duke at this late stade is 
hard to fathom, - There areVilliam Fettesp whose, name appears 
in the witness-list of the-duke's charter of 2 May 1483,390 
and the stawardag Henry Haitlis of Mellerstain -aýtenant in 
the earldom of March - and JohnýHomej whomAlbany nominated to 
give sasine thereupon. 
391 Yet mare, curious. is David Purves - 
possibly the same man who became Albany's sub-tenant in Purvishaugh 
in 1467 392 - who probably fled to England'wi'th the duke before being 
forfeited for treasonably assisting in fortifying and handing over 
to the English the castle of Dunbar. 
393 Nevertheless, it does 
seem that by this stage. Albany had been forced into heavier 
reliance upon cartain, members, of his pro-1479 affinity. -1 
The bond which Albany made with-Sir James Liddell of Halkerstan 
has already, been mentioned, as one of thoso'cited in the indenture of 
19 March 1482/3* 
394 This, may have been, the earliest of those 
made by the dukeg for it seems probable that he had been7reýý 
acquainted with the former'master of his household around the 
start of'September 1482.. -. At-that time Albany is--said to have been 
with-the-queen and'displaced members of"James III's government at 
Stirlingo 
395 
where that, yearts interrupted exchequer, audit was , 
reconvened. 
396 Liddell wee certainly presenti, for he rendered 
his account as-ranger of Yarrow; on 2 September. 
397_ Not long - 
390. See Table, IV belowp-p. 374. ý 
391. NRA, Survey no. 1351; HMC Rep. Milne Home, t 249 no. 18. It is 
unlikely that this John Home would be the brother of Alexander 
Home of that ilk: see below, pp. 287-8. 
392,. SRO,, GD 266/1: 219-bundle 1. Purves's principal property was 
probably at Smailholm in Roxburghshireq for the summons upon 
him was served: there: APS. iiq 162., 
393. ibidog 162-3, - 
394* APS. Index and Supplements 32. 
395., Macdougallq James IIIt 170; Nicholsong The Later Middle Ages, 
1 
507. 
396* The audit was being held at Edinburgh until 20 June and was 
recommenced at Stirling on 29 August: ER9 ix, 171,180. 
397. Ibid. 9 187* 
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afterwards Liddell was an his way to'Englandl sent, by"Albany 
on a mission whichq though its details are unknowng-rseems to 
reflect an insecurity on the duke's part that led him to try 
and keep alive the possibility of renewed English support'. 
398 
Liddell had returned by 30 Decemberv when'he was with the duke 
at Ounbarp 
399 but'he was soon back'in Englandq having been 
commissionedv along with the earl of Angus and-Lord Grays to 
400 , treat with-Edward IV an Albany's behalf. The'letters 
appointing the three meng which show that Liddell was classed as 
one of the duke's councillors, were dated 12 Janusryq and'an -11 
February following these commissioners duly completed an agreement 
with.. their English, c6unterperts. 
401 Liddellts movements after 
these negotiations ars somswhat obscure. He did not'witnsss either 
of Albany's last known chartsrsg'probablý"being'still'in England 
at the time of the first and making a show of compliance with- 
the terms of the indenture of 19 March at the time of the-second, by 
keeping out of $daily houshauld' with-the duke. 
402, If he did'stay 
away from Dunbar for a time this was the full:, extent of his'practical 
acceptance of the indenture's terms, for he made-no effective, 
severance of his ties with either Albany or the king of England: 
he was party to the reception of Blusmantlog-for which'treason'and 
for 'negotiating with the English and passing into England with'the 
403- 
duke without royal licence he was forfeitede Around two years 
latar,. in circumstances which are not revealed, he was arrestedg 
398. CDS,, ivq no. 1478. 
399, See Table IV below, p. 374, 
400. COS? iv, no. 1486. It is uncertain whether Liddell was meant 
to be included under the description 'our kinament which the 
duke applied to his commissioners. 
401. Ibid .. no. 1489. 
402. APS. -Index and Supplement, 32. Along with Buchan and Crichton, 






being described by the notary James Young as 'bound and 
404, 
condemned-to death' an 7'September 1485. . The sentence 
was evidently Carried outv making Liddell the only one of 
Albany's adherents whoseýforfeiture is known to-have-extended 
in practice'to life as well as lands and goods, 
405 
Liddell's son John, who appears as a'witness of two of 
Albany's writs before 1479, came more'to the fore as an associate 
of the duke's in 1482-3. He witnessed'Albany's charters-given 
at Dunbar on 21 February 1482/3 and 2, May 1483 
406 
and was an 
accomplice in-'sending hi's father, to negotiate, with the English, 
receiving Bluemantle and affecting the duke's passage-to England, 
407 
It is possible that these crimes would have been overlooked had 
he not remained in Scotland to fortify Halkerstan Castle and 
defend it against the king's majesty. It seems, to haveýbsen, this 
which made inevitable the issue of letters of, "summone'upon him'on 
19 November 1483 and he was'forfeited'in'his, absence, on 24, February 
following. 
408 Unlike his'father'he evaded capture long enough'for 
the taint of treason'to fadeq and he was'rehabilitat8d'im1490.409 
The other-old associates, with whom Albany is known to have re- 
established contact in 1482-3 seem to have avoided being charged" 
with complicity in his treasonable activities. ", William Ker, the 
duke's squirej received twenty poundlands of the dukels property 
in Mersington in blench form by the charter of 21 February 1482-3 
404. Prot. Sk. Younq,, nos. 14-15. 
405. He was dead by 12 July 1486: ER, ix, 417. 
406. See Table IV below, p. 374. On the latter occasion he is found 
bearing his father's style 'of Halkerstont: RMS9-1i, no, 1745. 
407. APSy iiq 161., 
408. ! bid*$ 162. According to Adam Abell in The Roit and Quheill of 
Tyme (printed in Macdougallq James 1119 314 . John Liddell 
rendered Albany a further service, by helping him evade the 
wrath of Richard III who hold the duke responsible for the 
shedding of English blood at the battle of Lochmaben (see 
below,, p. 289. 
409. RMS, iit no* 1950. 
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an untypical gift by Albany's standards - and laterhad-this 
410 
infeftment confirmed by the king. However, it is-doubtful 
whether he or two further witnesses of Albany's charter, of 2 May 
1483 can have been totally ignorant of hisýtreasons. ý, -If 
Albany's egregious b9haviour, had not alienated David Renton of 
sillie, and Master George Liddellqýparson of Forest, by May 
1483, it might at least be supposed that their loyalty toýtha 
411 
dukeýran fairly deep. " Renton, in particular, had-alreadyý_ 
demonstrated his willingness: to engage in, violencsIn the duke's 
companyp for he had ridden with Albany to Weughton in East Lothian 
on, 2 January, 1482/3 -, an expedition . which, - 
kas a, Cei-&-ain --coaL-e,, i& ancl 
resulted, in-the 881zure, of, David Hepburn! a, castle'and the spuil3iq 
412 
of various-grains and, beaats-from his lands. 
The, grantee of this charter was Patrick Home of-Polwartht one 
of those charged, with complicity in Albany's. alleged treason, in ý 
1479. - He is here described as 
the duke's-squireq receiving 'for- 
his, fait0ful service' the lands of Birghamshiels in Berwickshire. 
Lasting-loyalty, might also be attributed to Home, although the 
nature-of his 'faithful. -service' goes unrecardedt and this gift 
of, part of the property of the earldom of March mayýhave represented 
an attempt by the duke to-re-! pstablish-at-the eleventh hour the - 
413 
support of the laird-of Polwarth, 
At an earlier stage Albany had been able to rely upon the 
support of Alexander Home of that ilk. HGM81S renewed connexion 
410. Ibid., no. 1573; ERt ixt 520. 
411* See Table IV belowq p. 374. Liddell may have been with the' 
duke in Edinburgh at the time of the meeting of the estates 
in December 1482: RMS, ii, no. 1618;. aPS, iiq 142. 
412. AOCv 354. One Patrick Mathieson may also have been involved, 
although he protested his innocence. He was possibly 
constable of the earl of Anguals castle of Tantallon at 
the time: RMSp ii, no. 2654. MAcckxcqatL, Jan-ae-s Uj, ý, 178, 
413. Ibid., no* 1745. 
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with Albany was marked not only with the bond to which the 
duke's indenture with James III referred but also with gifts 
of twenty husbandlands in Leitholm - hitherto part of the 
property*-of the earldom of Parch - and of tan poundlands of 
Upsetýlington. 
414 This resumption by Albany of his practice 
of cultivating Home's support with gifts turned out to be 
isnavailing. 415 The plct_ýto s8izs James III . devised-around 
the time of the issue, of this charter - placed too much strain 
upon Home's loyaltyl for'he revealed the conspirators, plan to 
th8-king at the earliest opportunity. Amicable relations between 
Albany and, Home then came to an end, with the-latter's loyalty 
to, his soversign: 3ord resulting in his arrest by the duke ý and his 
imprisonment in, Dunbar. Castle. 
416 
As, to other members of Albany's oU affinity there is 
definite, information regarding only onst George-Cunningham, of Belton.. 
who-died in or., around August, 1482 without-a male heir. 
417 
, Whether 
or not his death, resulted from anything so dramatic as wounds 
received fighting, in-Albany's_causa, -it does at, least show-that 
the, duke was denied Cunningham's-services. Less-definite 
information isýavailablefor Robert Lauder-of, the, -, Basst who may 
have, ridden with Albany and David, Renton of Billie, to Waughton in 
January 1482/3, and been responsible in particular. for casting 
418 
down David Hepburn's mill. 
414w" HMC R8R* xiit App., part viiiq 155t no. 236; ER, xt 128. 
415 * see abovep p, 247, 
416, N. Macdougallt 'The Struggle for the-Priory of Coldingham, 
1472-14881p The Innes R8VieWp xxiii (1972)v 105-7; APS9 
Index and Supplement, 32* 
417. yester WritsV no. 212. 
418. ADCp 354. 
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One further episode in Albany's career merits some mention. 
Fourteen months'after his expulsion the dukep in company with 
the exiled ninth and last earl of Douglasp James Gifford of 
Sheriffhall and a body of Englishmen made an incursion into 
Dumfriesshirs. On 22 July 1484 they were encountered at 
Lochmaben by forýes led by a group ofýlocal lairds 11 and in It- he 
ensuing struggle the invaders were worsted, the earl of Dougla -a 
was captured and Albany was obliged to take flight for the 
'419 third time in his lif8. The'objective of this invasion 
is not clear, but if Albany believed that in the st&wartry of 
Annandale there existed's fund of goodwill towards him that could 
yet be turned to his advantage he was disappointed. Only one 
of his former tenants - George Corrie of that ilk - is known to 
. 420,1-1 i have given him support-9 and at least one man to whom the duke 
haq in the past entrusted the office of bailis - William Douglas 
of Drumlanrig - seems to have fought against the duke. 
421 
Albany 
thus proypd still less able to recreate lordship in. Aqpandate, than, 
he had in thwearldom of Marchq and though it. remains doubtful 
whetherthe duke had ever had great, influence in Dumfriesshire,, 
it is clear enough-that by 1484 he had at least: become something 
of an irrelevance there - and wores. if it can be believed that he 
422 
had burnt Dumfrips in 1482, As the gifts which James III 
bestoweO upon Thomas Carruthersp Herbert Johnstonev Robart, Crichton - 
419* Macdougallq 3ames 111,, 211-12; Nicholsont The Later Middle Aqe I a. 
516-17, Adam Abell's account of yet another return to Scotland by 
Albpnyt followed by a fourth flight is properly dismissed an' 
account of its inherent improbability and the author's awry 
chronology: Macdougallq 3ames III, 281t 314-15. The story would 
merit no further remark were it not for the fact that Abell has 
Albany'killing the laird of Mannerston in making his escape from 
imprisonment in Edinburgh Castle. If Albany ever killed such a 
persong he must have done so in 1485; the, only remotely appropriate 
death of a laird of Mannerston occurred 18 Apr. x 14 Oct. of that 
year: 'ADC9 117*; Prot. Sk. Young, q no. 19; see above, p. 162, 
420, RMS iit no. 1590. 
421. §-Pt viif 116* 
422, CDS, ivp App., no, 31. 
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of Sanquhar and his son Edward and Alexander, Kirkpatrick show, 
there was more to be gained by backing, the, king than, by backing 
the forfeited'-duka;, -with the forfeited estates of Albany and 
his diehard, ýadhsrents in his hands the king could afford to be 
a more generous patron than the dukeýhad ever been. 
423, 
Albany's choice of the. West March as the area to invadet even 
bearing in mind that. his ally, the earl-of Douglas'may have felt that 
his own name still meant. something in, south-wast, Scatlandt seems a 
little odd. The south-sestp where Albany's support had been 
concentrated and where-an-English garrison still occupied Dunbar 
424 
Castlet, would seem to have offered a greater chance of success. 
Howeverg-it, may be that the duke had come to the conclusion that 
the-prospects of-reassembling his affinity there were slightq, and 
there is little in the events of-1482-3 to suggest that he would have 
been wrong. 
In late-medieval England it was not'6nknown for the return 
of exiled and dispossessed magnates to be attended with startling 
successp but Albanyq though saddled with a claim to the throne which 
was not especially ridiculous by English standards, proved to be no 
Henry Bolingbroke or Tudor. In seeking an explanation for'Albany's 
failuis there seems to be sufficient reason for believing that there 
was not a wholehearted response to the duket's return an the part of 
his old associates. Albany is known to have succeeded in re-establishing 
contact with a proportion of those who had attended or served him in the 
1470s, but to set against this is the fact that only two of these old 
parttakers were involved in his treasons. Besides, of those alleged 
--to have been his accomplices in 1479 only one Patrick Home of Polwarth 
appears to have been in his company in 1482-3. If they were violators 
423.. ftM_Sl ii, nos. 15909 1594,1597,16039 1714. 
424. The castle was not recaptured until 1485 or 1486: Macdougall, 
James 1119 217. 
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of the trucein the late 1470s the alleged accomplices 'might 
be,, considered well-used to acts of violencev" and yet *noneý is 
known to have'taken part in the attacks upon the houses of 
Blackadder and Waughtang-nons was forfeited and. none appears 
to have taken respits-or remission for being with, Albany in 
1482-3. - Behind their seeming lack of interest in Albany's 
cause-thers are perhaps two, fsctors. . In-ths- first place the 
very efficiency with which'they, wsre identified and charged in 
1479 probably inspired some doubt as to the widdom of riding 
with the duke once again;, they had escapad, trial once,, but might 
not be so fortunate a second time. Secondly, the nature of 
Albany's return cut away what had probably, been a major, 
attraction, of associating with the duke hitherto: having returned 
to Scotland with Edward IV's support Albany's attitude towards the 
idea of peace with England was hardly-going to, be the same as, it 
had been in the 1470s; the prospect of booty from border raiding 
might thus have seemed diminishedp no, matter, whether-the duke 
became kingg: lieutqnant-general-or merely once'again march'warden. 
425 
This muted response to Albany's return probably had-a good deaI 
to do with the duke's efforts to. ensurs that he had-supportais in 
1482-3 -'efforts which-were not restricted-to establishing , 
political alliances but extended to the securing, of lesser men- 
as parttakerso In the 1470s neither gifts-nor bonds had-been- 
a feature of Albany's dealings-with his men. rbut in 1482-3 he 
used both --the foriner being perhaps facilitated by his acquisition 
of the earldom of Mar and thereby sufficient surplus wealth.. -In 
425. James III remained committed to his goal of peace with England, 
and one of the terms of the indenture of March'1482/3 was that 
. 
Albany, confirmed as march wardenv_ should pli3y his part in 
furthering this policy: Macdougall, James 111,186. 
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his attentions were directed towards old-associates- 
there were bonds made with Alexander Home, of that, ilk and 3ames 
Liddell of-Halkerston and. gifts of land for the same Alexander 
Home and, for Patrick Home, of-Polwarth -, but the principal 
product of his efforts, seems to have been to attract various 
new,. parttakers into his-orbit. The respites and-remissions, 
the forfeitures and the'witness list of his charterýofM 
February 1482/3 make-this clear, even though evidence-of the 
creation of formal ties is wanting except for-the gift to 
William-Ker and the deduced bond with, James Gifford of 
Sheriffhall. Formal, ties may in fact not have-existed in 
every caseq but there were bonds other than those'specified, 
in the indenture of Marchý1482/3 and therevere seemingly- 
now parttakers*- I ý' . 'ý 
Since-same of these new parttakers were evidently lawless 
ment it seems quite possible that the duke was seeking, -ta-make- 
up specifically for-the, absence'of those'who rade-and-violated 
the truce in his company in the 1470s.: Whatever the. case it can 
at least be said. that Albany perceived aýneed. for an"affinity, -, that 
is he require&to make his own contribution, to his. own-cause, and 
could not rely-solely upon political-allies. Howevqrt the dukets., 
efforts were, either too little or, too, late,, to create an affinity 
capable of enforcing his political will. His chief opportunity 
of success was in the period immediately after his raturng but 
his impotence at this time is amply expressed by his inaction for 
most of August and September 1482. and by his need, to send Sir 
James Liddell to England beforo*-, Michaelmas to negotiate,, it may 
be presumed, for further support. Having gained and then lost 
his allies he was loft in May 1483 no more able to defy the king 
293. 
then he had been in 1479'- indeed, it may be said that he was 
worse off; it was not with his own men but with an imported 
English, garrison that-Dunbar Castle was defended-against the 
royallorceav and. themwas to be norepeat of, ths, macer's 
journey through'88rwickshire, calling upon-, the duke's men to ,-- 
answer charges of treason. 
426 Parliament believed-on 24 February 
1483/4-that, there w8r8-accOmPlices of-the dukels, yet to be. 
identified-,, 
427 but the estates-were probably unduly, pessimistic 
about the number of traitors to be found; by3that date they had 
forfeited four of Albany's accomplices and-they are known 
similarly to have sentenced only two mors,, thereafter.. - 
jamas IIIIs easy: success over Albany is partly a matter of 
personality - the contrast between the king's adroitness'and his 
brother's lack of the same quality-is patent-enoughe- Nevertheless, 
it is difficult to believe that Albany, should have. lost by 
incompetence alone-the advantage which English assistancep King 
3ames's growing unpopularity, alliance with the-Lauder Brig 
conspirators and the-goodwill exhibitedýby'the parliament of-13scembar 
1482 ought to have given him. The strength of theStewart monarchy 
has gained-recognition,,, 
428 but it may be worth-considering how 
much this strength owed, to-the narrow base of--the magnatial-affinity 
and its brittleness when thrust into a contest with the crown. 
426. It is'also obvious that the witness-list Of the duke's last 
charter before his flight has an emaciated appearance compared 
with that of the charter issued in similar circumstances in 
April 1479: see Table IV below, p., 374. 
427* AP& iiq 165, 
428* Wormald, Court. Kirk, and Community., 12. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
ESTATES AND INCOME" 
That scant attention has been paid, to magnatial finances 
in the'later Middle Ages ought not to be a-cause of'surprise;. 
the evidence which might permit-greater'notice ofý, this matter 
important though it may, be for-'understanding the actions and 
attitudes, of mem6ers, of'the-higher nobility atýthis time - 
appears barely to'-exist. Records produced by secular'lords-, 
and'dealing with their own incomes have not enjoyed a high 
rate of-. sUrvival - there may exist no more than three 
incomplete rentals of magnatial, estates, from-the thirteenthý 
and, fourteenth centuriesq and two of these concern the same 
2 
inheritance, Evidence of outgoings has faredýworse, stillp. 
and certainly nothing has survived resembling the-household 
accounts which have furnished historians of the, English nobility 
with quantities, of valuable information. 
3 
Nonetheless, this'state oVaffairs does not mean, that some 
aspscts of magnatial finances cannot be-illuminated using records 
other than those produced by the magnates themselves. -In, - 
particular-the records dealing-with royal finances can be, -, -- 
employed to-some effect where magnatial income is concerned, 
and may even have-some limited bearing upon magnatial expenditure. 
'If-it can be assumed that a-magnate of the, fifteenth century 
wssýnot an entrepreneur on-any'significent scalei if at all, and'' 
1. Grant, Independence and Nationhood, 65-68,77-79i, 130-3i and 11 
Grant, 'The Higher Scottish Nobility$, 29-32t 1739 232-81 represent 
ý, -the only significantý'attempt to deal with the subjectý, ý- 
2. ERp iiiq pp. xliv, 33-38 (Strathearn, A. D. 1380); Mort. Req., 
ig pp. xlvii-lxxvi (Dalkeith with Liddesdale and other land;, 
1376); SROp GD 150t no. 100a (Dalkeith, 1419 x 1440). 
3. As usedv for examplev in R. G. K. A. Mertesq 'The Secular Noble 
Household in Medieval England, 1350-15501, (Edinburgh University, 
-PhýD.. thesisj, 1981). 
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thus created -little or none of his own wealth, it can be said 
that he might, draw his income from only -two sources. - These 
were the crown, -which f ram its own resources could of f er, f eesl chief ly 
as remuneration-for office-bearing. -and the magnate's own, 
inheritancep which in various forms provided him with the bulk 
of his revenue. It might even be said that there is less than 
complete justification for distinguishing these two sources since 
the greater part of any peer's inheritance would invariably be 
held in chief of-the crown, At any rate, both of these sources 
of a lord's income werev in different waysp the concern of the 
crownp and accordingly both receive attention in governmental 
records.; 
Fees paid. to, offica-bearers, were a-straightforward matter of 
royal expenditur. 9 and evidence of their payment-is frequently to be 
found in-the discharge side of accounts rendered byýroyal-agents 
at exchequer audits. - Magnatial estates, on the other handq -coulct ba 
a soarce ýof royal income and became-the concern of the crown in 
the event of escheat and forfeiture or when the terms of feudal 
tenure came into operation. The Exchequer Rolls are particularly 
helpful where estates which hadfallen to the crown-by escheat or-, 
forfeiture are concerned.. The issues of such properties, providing 
the estates were not swiftly conferred, upon any otherý-person., 
pertained to tha crown and required to beýaccountad for. -The 
accounts of bailies appointed-fo raise the issues of estates-which 
fell to the crown in this way have regularly survived-and can be 
employed to give an indication of the landed resources of their 
former ownersp and# indeed, of any person to whom the properties 
were subsequently granted, Thusp accounts from the 1450s and 
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1460s'rendered 6y b4ilise of t6a earldom of March and the 
lordship of Annandale shed light upon- the resources both of 'the 
Dunbars, earls of March, erstwhile proprietors of these fiefaq 
and of Alexandert"duke of Albanyv upon whom'theas fiefs were 
bestowed. Albany's tenure of these properties-isg in fact. - 
more than usually, favOurid by this sort, of'documentation; the 
duke's forfeitureý_In'1483 left these estsitai once more in'the 
hands of the crown, and royal accounts recommence-thereafter'o- 
Obviously the number of estates covered by-accounts of this 
sort is limited by the number of e6cheats and forfeitures which 
occurredv andq since'neither a lick of male heirs nor lastin§ 
forfaituriwere common among-the higher no6ility, '- 
4 the information 
provided by such records is far from comprehensive. The king 
was, more frequently interested in the value-of his tenantal 
properties by dint of his right to' casualty, for'death and 
inheritance - the matters with which casualty was, chiefly concerned 
had eventually to apply to all. In theýevent of non-ýentry - that 
is to say when's lawful heir had not taken sasine of'hi'S inheritance 
a fief, and its issues pertained to the lard supsrior. -ý This casualtyv 
known'in certain circumstances as ward, applied in'p'racticag if'not 
in theory,, toýall fiefs9 irrespective of whether they Were, 
5 
specifically hold by'ward and relief or in blench form. The 
only difference lay in terminology; any fief pertained'to the superior 
if for any'resson sasine had not been taken, whilst only a fiSf 
held by ward could be in ward9 and this only if the heir was not 
of lawful age. For both ward and blench ferm, tenancies liability 
4. A., Grantq 'Extinction of Direct Male Lines among Scottish Noble 
Families in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries$ in Essays 
on the Nobility of Medieval Scotlandq ad. K. 3. Stringer ýEd-inburghq 
1985)9 210-21. Wormaldv Courý. Kirk and Community, 28-29. 
5, Granty 'The Higher Scottish Nobility', 192; C. Mad'ýenp fRoyal 
Treatment of Feudal Casualty in Late Medieval Scotlandt, SHR 
lv (1976), 181-2. -I 
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for this casualty could be avoided only, if sasine was taken -. 
before the term Oay,, next after the decease-of, the last lawful 
possessort and since this gave six, m, anths-at most for all the 
stages of conveyance to be completed in favour-of an heirg even 
if, he wars already of lawful agog it-follows that over thezcourse 
of thres or four generations there would be few properties, which 
wars not in non-entry, for at least a-short. pariod. In addition 
the superior was entitled-to relief -a sum equivalent to the 
yearly value of a f18f - upon the entry of an h81r. to his 
inheritance. This, casualty applied in practice only to 
properties held by ward and relief, for the blench farm tenancy 
required merely a double payment of its token raddendo upon 
entry. 
6 
The responsibility for raising the king's casualty was 
sometimes entrustadv probably for conveniencets sakep to agents, 
who were principally engaged in collecting the issues of the 
king's own property. Thusp for examplev was the king's 
chamberlain north of Spay charged with the ferms of Strathnairn, 
while that lordship of the earls of Crawford was in ward for around 
six years after 1454.7 HOW8V8r,. it was-thp-sheriffs who were-the 
royal officers normallyt or at least in the first instancel 
8 
charged 
with raising casualty* and there is no escaping the fact ýthatq with 
very few exc, eptionsg the rolls bearing the'sheriffst-accounts from . 
9 
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries no longer exist. It is, 
6. Rodgerv Feudal Forms 30. The casualty of marriage, which may 
not have applied to all ward holdings and which was to some 
extent avoidable, seems to have been less closely related to the 
fief's value than the casualties of ward and relief: Ibid.... 30-31. 
7e 1 ER, vil 2149 3749 4629 5139 648; viit 171,1229ý 2359 416. - 
a. The sheriffs' role in the collection had, in factv become nominal: 
Madden, IFeudal C* asualty'. 173-4. 
9. A. L. Murrayp 'The pro-Union Records of the Scottish 
- 
Exchequer', 
Journal of the Society of Archivistsp ii (1961), sec. iii. 
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besides. unfortunate that the records ýjhich might have, helped 
to make good this loss have suffered a similar fate. The 
accounts of the treasurerg the officer responsible for receiving - 
the casualty charged to the sheriffsq survive continuously only 
10 
from the reign of Jarfies IV. The responds booksq in which was 
recorded the casualty for which the sheriffs were to answer 
following the sasine of tonants-in-chieff survive only as an 
index before 1513. Inquests upon the service of heirs were 
required to declare the value of heritable propertyt but the 
registers of their findings commence only in the mid-ýsixtesnth 
century, and the retours produced by such inquests survive 
in numbers too small to make up for the absence-of the registers 
prior to this period. 
Notwithstanding the less than comprehensive nature of 
contemporary evidence for the value of magnatial properties in 
the fifteenth centuryp it is possible to over-stress this note 
of pessimism. It remains true that any government record of 
any date pertaining to the estates of tenants-in-chief of the crown 
provides at least a-starting-point for investigationg and may in 
fact be a good deal more useful than, this owing to the striking 
similarity betweeng sayg old extents quoted in the Retours of'the 
early seventeenth century and certain actual extents of the 
fifteenth century. Caution is undoubtedly required, and particular 
trepidation is inspired by Thomas Thomson's iork upon the true 
12 
meaning of 'extent',, but this does not preclude consideration 
10. '*-IbidepsecoIL'The'sums'received by the Treasurer were, in any 
casep mostly. compositions for less than the actual extent of 
the casualty: Madden, 'Feudal Casualty', 173-4. 
11. Donaldsong Sources of Scottish Historyl 13. 
12. T. Thomsong Memorial oh Old Extant, ad. J. D. Mackie (Stair 
Societyt 1946). 
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of 09 use to which evidence such as that found, in 'the Responde 
Book of 1517. -, dealing with the casualty owing, from the inheritance 
13 
of, the-eighth earl of Crawford may-be put* 
The income provideo by the feudal inheritance may, be, _, 
divided initially between that stemming from the Jpdicial., power 
vestao, in-the holders of baronies and regalities and that_ 
obtained by exploiting the physical estate. Dealing, first, 
with the latter, it is., conypnient to make a, threefolo division, 
an the basis. of their tanurial, status,, of the lands and, other', 
sources of profit. of which an estate consisted., _All parts of an 
estate can be categorized, using terms current in,., fifteenth-century 
Scotland, as mains or property or tenandry !. - terms which signify 
respectively the land, explaited personally by the. lord for his 
own useq the land set on one. -year leases or, short-term tacks to 
tenants paying rent, mail or fermq and the land held honourably 
and heritably of the lard as superiorl,. in, perpetuity or an long- 
term tackst by, wardq in feu-ferm, or in blench-ferm. - 
Land was 
not fixed irrevocably in any one of these categories, but it may 
be said that by the later. fifteenth century a large amount of 
stability prevailed - at least in the ratio between each category, 
Most magnatial inheritances are likely to have, consisted of little 
or no mains landt., with the bulk of the remainder, in, tenandry. 
The original concept of mains was of land whose cultivation 
was undertaken an the lord's behalf by tenants who were obliged 
by the terms of their tenancy to devote to this task a given 
13. Rg xiv, 59E4600. 
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number-of days each year. It seems realistic, to Suppose, - 
that commuting labour services of this sort into rent -a 
practice made more necessaryt if not actually initiated, by the- 
trend towards the leasing of demesne observed as following the 
Black Death'- was as much a feature of rural life in Scotland - 
as in Englandq' where such servicesýmay have been nearly obsolete, 
by 1500* 14 This is not something which can readily be proved, 
although at'least one concrete instance of commutation can be 
observed by comparing the Dalksith rentals of 1376 and-1419 x 1440. 
The one remaining'barony in which labour servicasýwere stioulated 
alongside the mail in-1376 was Kilbuchov where'twenty-eight dayst 
work was required of the occupants of seven cotlands- though 
precisely where this work was to be carried out is not clear, 
since the mains of Kilbucho was evidently set to form. - By the- 
time of the second rentalýthose services had been wai'ved and'may 
have been replaced by a modest increase in,, -rentl'9,,, This perhaps 
indicates the period at which-labour services became extinct 
not only on the Oalkeith lands but an many another estate as welloý 
It does not, howeverg indicate that mains land, had, no subsequent 
existenceo , It is perfectly true'that the wardslmaynis'ar -ý- 
terre dominicales in a fifteenth-century, writ generally, have no 
meaning of their'own, merely commemorating a bygofieýuse of lands 
which hadv perhaps long ago been alienated or'set for-rent. Even 
sov it is clear enough that some mains, land remained, but--with the 
difference that its cultivation had to be paid for. 
Commuting labour services and setting mains land, for rent had 
the obvious merit of increasing cash revenue. However, the retention 
14. F. R. H. Du Boulay, An Ana of Ambition, (Landon, 1970), 33-35p 54-559 
59-60. G. A. Holmesq The Estates of the Higher Nobility in 
Fourteenth-Century Enqland (Cambridge, 1957). 90-929 114-17t 
119-20; Grant, 'The Higher Scottish Nobilityt, 2S2. 
1S. See Table VII below, p. 382. 
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of some lan&'as mains, even after labour services had been 
abandonedg need not be unattractive and could in fact be highly 
advantageous when there was a significant gulf between, thp, price 
of victual and the-cost of its production. An example of what 
could be achieýsd is to be found in the account of the receiver 
of the earldom of Marchp rendered at thqýexchequer audit of 1486. 
This accountp though intended chiefly to cover the three years 
since the forfeiture of the duke of, Albanyp makes incidental 
reference to 1480 and 1481t when parts of the Marchýbarony of 
Dunbar appear-to have been in use as mains, and when the duke, 
though in exilep was still the lawful possessor of the earldom. 
The grain-growing potential of the East and West Barns of Dunbar, 
also known respectively as the, mains-of Newton and-the west mains 
of Dunbarphad not gone unnoticed beforeýthe, 1480sq for,,, although 
set for a cash farm in the early 1450s, 
16 from 1455 until 1467 
the-lands were set-for a grain rent. 
17 How. they were employed- 
during the duke of Albany's-tenure of the earldowis not known, but 
it is not improbable, that the duke elected to take these lands and 
others in the barony of Dunbar into his own hands and raise the 
grains himself. -It is clear that what were, specifically termed 
the crops rather than the rents of East and West Barnsland, 
Pinkerton for 1480, and 1481. had to be won and collected by four 
hired men who together were paid L139 15s gdýfor their-efforts 
in these two years. 
is 
. 
This. was not an inconsiderlable sum, but it 
16, ER, vq 487,579v 642; vi, 54. 
17, Lbid. 9 430g'5369 623; vii, 97t 177t 3159 3989 492, 
18, ER, ix, 430-19 434. That these were not rents is made more 7eitain by the inclusion of oatst. - which had 
formed no part of the rent, and by a reference to the'ex'clusion 
of seed grain from the charge. East Barns seems to have been 
in use as mains in 1464-5; no rent was charged because the 
land was occupied with the king's gear: ERL vii, 315, 
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was comfortably exceeded by the value of the crop of 1480 alone, 
which was sold-for-L575 16s 5d. 
19 
- The quantity of grain required 
to fetch'this sum is-not stated, nor conversely, is the value 
of the precisely quantified and apparently poor zrop of 1481.20 ý 
Howeverg if the wages of the four labourers are divided evenly 
between the two years it can be suggestsd'thatýa profit, l. in 
excess of L500 was made in 1480. 
With an excess'of variable quantities in the equation it is 
practically impossible to judge whether such a return was at all 
typical* Grain, prices could vary considerablý, and therwis no 
reason to believe that they would always change, in-such a, way'as 
to ensure that'harvests in the environs of Dunbar, whether good 
or badv maintained a-roughly constant valusý Labourers' wages 
too might wall be assumed, to have, been subject-to significant 
fluctuations. James IIIts experiments with the coinage 
undoubtedly had some affect on both wages and prices - the-latter 
to a remarkable degree if, the claims made in one contemporary- 
account can be belie'Ved. 
21 All that can-truly be said is-that 
in 1480 at least. the use of these lands as mains yielded rather 
greater revenue than would have resulted from setting them for 
rent. The money rent of the Barns of Dunbar and Pinkerton in 
1483, just as it had-been in 1453, was assessed at L130 in total. 
22 
The victual rent of Pinkerton is not known, but East and West Berns 
could be-set for a total of eighteen chalders of wheat andýeighteen 
19. ER, ixt 430-1. 
20. Ibid. 9 431. 
21. Macdougall, Oames 111,312. 
22. ERg vq 579,642; ix, 429. This total includes the rents of 
7ý two Pinkertons, Meikle and Little. It is not clear 
whether both were in use as granges, 
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chalders of bars, 
23 
which, judging from!. prices'gi'ven in-the 
Exchequer, Ralls for these grains sold'in 148O. -may haýe been 
worth around half the value of what was actually raised there. 
24 
How isolated this instance of successful mains exploitation 
may-have been is impossible to say. Royal agents certainly 
set these lands to three-year'tacks once-'Albany had been', 
forfeited and the siege of Dunbar Castle with its attendant 
laying waste of nearby lands'had ended. 
25 It is possible, 
that advantage had been taken of, briefly prevailing'econamic 
conditions coupled with the unusually large'patential of the 
barony of'Dunbar for growing wheat - the most valuable crop, in 
its raw-state normally exceeding the pricaýof bere-an'd'oats even 
- 26 after these grains had been processed-into meal an&malt, So 
far as an earlier time and a different estate are concernedg,, the 
Dalkeith rentals have little to impart anent mains'land; they, 
simply indicate where such land was, although in doing so suggest 
thatv in those parts of the estate which are covered, the amount 
of land hold as mains was slight*and the partic6lar, pieces of 
23. ER, vi, 430; vii, 492. 
24. Thý total value of the crop of 1460 from the barns of'Dunbar 
was L357 169 5d. This compares-with a value-in the range 
L144-245 for IS chalders of wheat 0 5a 10d - 9s the ball and 
18 chalders of bere 0 4s 2d Bs the boll, these prices being 
obtained elsewhere in the country for grains of the harvest 
of 1479s ER, ix, 41 16,179 49* A value in the'range L216-374 
for the same amount of victual sold after the harvest of 1480 
is suggested by prices 
, 
'of between Ss and 16s for the ball of 
wheat and between 7s and 10s for the ball of bers. For prices 
of this sort to have-applied to the grains of Dunbar in 1480 
the harvest would have to have been almost as bad as that of 
1481: ibid. v 959 100,104,1429 431. 
25. Jbid. t 432,518. 
26, Grantp Independence and Nationhood, 236-9. 
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land thus held could very. In 1376 Wodfelde in Fife and 
Whiteside in the barony of Newlands were 'in the lard's hands#, 
The later rental shows that these lands were subsequently set 
to form and in their place as mains were, in the barony of.. 
Abardour, Eglismartin and Aberdour Mains, of which the latter 
at least had yielded rent at an earlier time. Three baronies 
and two other land units contained lands which by name were 
'mains', but only in Aberdour did this appellation have anything 
other than commemorative significance. Any other lands once used 
as mains musty by deduction, have either ceased to be distinguished 
by name or been alienated, 
27 
The leasing of demesne in England, which got under way on a 
large scale in the-late fourteenth century and was near-complete 
by the middle of the fifteenth century, is seen as a response to 
falling victual prices and uncontrollably rising wages. These in 
turn were consequences of the appearance in the late 1340s of the 
plague and its subsequent repeated outbreaks whichg through the 
simple process of massively reducing the populationg effected a 
massive reduction in demand and in the supply of labour. 
28 There 
can be little doubt thatq although grain prices were evidently not 
in declinev Scotland was in some degree similarly affected, and 
immune besides neither to epidemics of other illnesses nor famine. 
29 
With this'in mind it seems reasonable to suppose that landlords 
in fifteenth-century Scotland were not in the habit of retaining 
very much of their estates as mains. Successes like that achieved 
in the barony of Dunbar could, in all probabilityp not be relied 
upon* This is, of course, largely conjecturalq and must remain 
27, See Table VII belowq pp. 38l-4XSj; s=j!: Lýjj "000 x-rov-se, *wd ba 
28, Du Boulayq Age of Ambition, 34,54; HOlmesy Estates a the Higher 
Nobilityq 90-92t 115-16, 
29. Grant'. Independence and Nationhoodp 73-75,78, 
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so in the absence of adequate documentation of the subject. 
There isp however, some corroboration to be found by examining 
rents in the fif teenth century, the level of which seems at the 
very least ý to - deny the possibility of any speedy recovery, in the 
level of population. 
That-element of an. setate, known as property was. a lard's 
most, reliable andq without conceivable exceptiong his largest single 
source of income. 
30 For the fifteenth century the only partion'of 
this income which admits,, much_commen't is rent, paid in cash or kind 
at the two terms of the year by the, holders of leases and, short-term 
tackop. and forming the, basis, of extents., Other payments associated 
with tenure that was not honourable- incidents such as-merchet 
and hereyald - were assuredly not radundantg 
31 but in royal, record 
at least they are mentioned with sufficient infrequency to suggest 
that their-coll8ction-was not undertaken with vigour or that they 
had. been commuted into rent. Being incidents they wereq in 
any caseq not the subject of rentals., but they were calculated- 
upon the-rental--value and thus anything which can be-said about 
the level of rents has, boaring upon incidents as well. The 
only regularýpayment besides, rent which could have-a material effect 
upon the level of property.., income was grassum-Ahe sumg, usually, 
equivalent to a year's rentg. which-, was, dus upon entry to or 
renewal-of a, tack.. This payment applied to three- and five- 
year tacks but not to one-year leaseal. and there is no real 
indication that the former were used extensively in setting the 
lands in any of tha'thýreq estates under examination. 
32 
30. scots magnates as dependent upon royal-pensions as certain 
of their English counterparts are unlikely to be fOund: 'J. R. 
Landerv Crown and Nobility 1450-1509 (London, 1976). 19; 
Grant, Independence and Nationhood, 130-131, 
31* Sandersonj Rural Society, q 30; Nicholson, The Later Middle AQes, 5. 
32. Ibid'. 9 380. 
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In attempting an estimate of the value of the, property 
within the-1nheritance of thd first earl of Morton, the obvious 
source'-with which to begin is the list of possessions given in 
a royal precept of sesine, of 10 June 1493 as having been resigned by the 




yielding, annual rentsq which-were either tenandry held of the 
earl in fou-ferm or else did not pertain'to him except as annual 
rentap there, are some thirteen baronies and elaven, other'- 
individual or-clusters of land-units covered, by the-list. - This 
appears to be a virtually complete list, omitting only lands not 
hold in, chief of the king. -Edmondston in the barony of Biggar., 
of which the'sarl had taken sasine in 1457-and received 
confirmation in 14769 and of which his grandson took sasine-in 
1497/8, was hold-of Lord Fleming. 
34 To this extent., therefore, 
evidence for theý, Dalkeith astate'is perfectly satisfactory, 
placing values, upon, these identifiable component parts--isi ,,, 
howevert obstructed by a, lack of contemporary evidence. --Values 
are, known for, only two'baroniesýat a date during Mortants, tenure- 
of his inheritance. These baronies-- Bargue and, Preston in the 
Stewartry - fellito the crown as subtenancies within, the forfeited 
Douglas lordship of Galloway, and in consequence they are dealt 
with in accounts rendered, to the exchequer'during the, second half 
of the 1450s. 
35 
, Borgue's value'of forty marks yearly is'the 
less useful because, it is not apparent how, muchv if any of this sump 
36 
was later. to be in the hands, of-the earl of Morton, I Preston's 
33. SRO,, GD 150, no. 234. 
34. Ibido, no. 123; Wigtown Charts r. Chest, ' .n 08.421-3-s- 
35., ER, vig 196,1989 3449 347t 452,568,642. 
36, Ibidag 1969 347. The Douglases of Borgue held at least part 
of the baronyt and a retour of 1443 suggests, that the interest 
of the lords of Dalkeith in the-lands may only haV8 been that 
of superior: NLS9 MS 72, fos, 119v-120v; SRO, GD150, no. 103. 
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value, on the other handq is of considerable -assistance and 
can be used in making suppositions about the Dalk6ith, 1 
inheritance as a whole. 
In the period 1455-59 that is until, -; Morton took sasine of 
Preston - the barony's yearly valus is given as L26 13s, 4d after 
the deduction of a terce owed to the 'lady of Dalkeith'. 
37 
Replacing the value of the terce allows the full value of 
Preston's property to be put at forty pounds-'yearly. ' This is 
a-sum eight pounds less than that quoted in the"Dalkeith rental 
of 1419 x 1440v but the difference can be explained when it is 
observed that the mill of Preston, -set for eight pounds according 
38 
to the rental, was set for meal when in royal hands. Lacking 
any indication., that-part of Preston was alienated between the 
drawing up of the rental and the forfeiture of the Douglases, 
it-seems probable that rents in Preston were unaltered for , 
twenty or so years before Morton took possession of the beronyý 
That this was not peculiar to Preston can be, shown by reference 
to a-barany-which had formerly lainý'within'the Dalkeith inheritance. 
The barony of Buittlev: which pass6d'out, of the hands, of theý 
lords of Dalkeith no later than the Douglas forfeiture in 1455i 
39 
was first accounted for by a royal agent at-the-exchequer audit 
of 1456. Cash rents were cited for eleven of the nineteen land 
units of the barony which were given, in the'Dalkaith-rental 
1419 x 1440* Of these elevenqý four, were charged at the same value 
given in the Dalkeith, rentalg four at lower values and three at 
greater values. 
40 Over the next two years the-rents-of nine 
of the eleven land units, were increased 
41 
and the rental remained 
37* Ibid. 9 no. 126;. ER9 vig 198,344- 9 452 p 5681-642 0 
38. 'Ibid. 9 1949 348; see Table VII below, p. 3B2. 
39. The-resignation of the barony, to the 7th earl of Douglas in 1441 
may not have been effective:. Mort. Req., iij 210-11; SROf GD 150t 
no. 103. 
40. ER, vit 191; see Table VII below, pp. 381-4. 
. 
ER, vig 3449 451, 41,, 
- 
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unaltered thereafter until the ex6hequer Year 1475-6'when there 
were values given for all but one of the eight Units missing 
42 
from the account of 1456. At this sta6e it becomes possible 
to make a rough comparison Of Values for the whole barony, and 
it would seem that between the rental of 1419 x 1440 and the 
exchequer audit of 1476 Buittle's rents had risen from'around 
L78 to around L82 - that is something in the order of only five 
per cent.. What is more, Buittle's rental valueg excluding 
43' 
grassumst was almost unaltered at the end of the century from 
what 
. it I had been " in'1476.44 
Assuming that this apparent stability of rents was not 
merely a Gallovidian phenomenon - and there is evidence to suggest 
that rents elsewhere were maýing little-progress in the mid- and 
later fifteenth century there would S88M to be justification 
for using the remaining values given in the second Dalkeith rental' 
to give an indication of the revenues which the lands covered the I r6by 
may have yielded during the first earl of Morton's tenure of his 
inheritance. Some modifications are required nonethelessg and 
these chiefly involve the subtraction firstly of those lands known to 
have been*alienated in the period between the drawin Igu, p of the 
rental and the earl's taking sasine of his estate,, and secondly 
of those lands similarly treated by the earl himself, '" Buittle, 
as mentioned abovev along with Moffatdale and the Kirkmichael lands, 
45, 
all found in the rental, formed no part of Morton's property 
46' 
although the earl retained the superiority of Moffatdale and 
attempted to exercise superiority over part of the Kirkmichael 
42. ER, viiip 339. 
43, Tr"ýssuma may have been introduced in 1458-9: ER, vi, 570, 
44. ER,, xi, 451. 
45, RMSS ii, nos* 2269 1138p 1439,1603. 
46, SR09 GD 1509 nos* 1039 234* 
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47 
lands. These lands,. worth around L175 yearly, are the most 
important exclusions to be made from the rentalq although the 
alienations of some smaller land units and the temporary absence 
of the barony of Morton from among the earl's possessions have also to 
be taken into accounte 
48 Robert D81318l of that ilk claimed 
infeftment in Bellybought in the barony of Morton, and, having 
obtained lawful sasine thereof in 1466,49 probably remained in 
possession of the lands after the earl had recovered Morton i-n-'-, 
1473/4* This would leave Morton with a rental value of L54, 
In addition it is possible that Stanypath in Linton was in the 
hands of. one George Douglas, or his predecessor before Morton 
succeeded to Dalkeithp and this would reduce Linton's yearly 
cash value to around L38 15s. 
50 The temporary gift of two-thirds 
of the toun of Kilbucho to Hugh Douglas of Sorgue and his spouse in 
liferent would have reduced the total rents of the barony of Kilbucho 
to a little-over L35,51 Thus, the properties for which the rental 
of 1419 x 1440 gives legible values and in which the then James 
Douglas (IV) of Dalkeith was seized between 1456 and 1458 may have 
been worth around L325 yearly, along with two chalders of wheat, two 
chalders of oats and an insignificant amount of gressum. With the 
recovery of the barony of Morton in 1473/4 
52 the cash value of the 
Dalkeith inheritancet so far as it is covered by the rental, would have 
risen to around L370,. After this point the earl alisnated Whitfield 
in Linton 
53 
and Braga in Aberdour, 
54 
and set Glenmoth in Newlands 
55 
and Waster Balbarton in Fife in long-term tack. 
56 All told this may 
have reduced the cash value of the PrOPsrtY Covered by the rental to 
around L340 by the mid-1480st although the gift of Brego to 
47, SRO, Go 97/2t no, 20, 
48., -, See Table VII 9 belowl pp. 381-4. 
490ýA HMC Re , xv, pp. part viiiq 37-38, no. 64, 50. Rc-)-rt-. eq. 9 i, 224-26. 
51. SR09 GD 150, no* 142, This giftt worth LIO yearlyq suggests that 
in 1468 the toun of Kilbucho was valued at L15 rather than L14. 
52. Ibid. 9 no. 156,, 53. I-bid. t no, 182. 54o =Mp li, no. 1455. 
55" 75-Qýq no. 195. 
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Inchcolm Abbey entailed, a reciprocal gift of the Nether Mill 
of, Abardour, 
57 
and, the feu duties from Glenmoth, and Wester 
Balbarton I 'though treated for the present purpose as income 
f ram tenandry., would be ample compensation f or the loss of mail 
involved. No'doubt a rental from the 1480s would differ in 
other respects from the rental of 1419 x 1440: the location and 
amount of mains might have been alteredq further lands might have 
been alienated or repossessed., the last remaining victual payments 
might have been commuted to casht rents in general might have 
risen,, and short-term tacks might have been employed more 
extensively* thereby increasing the contribution from grassums* 
Howeverg it is probably not unreasonable to suppose that the 
regular yearly income yielded by the property of the baronies 
of Abordourg Kilbuchop Linton# Morton, Newlands and Prestoný and 
the-lands of Balbartonj, Edmondston, Eshiels and Kinnoull did not. 
greatly exceed L400 at-the time of Mortonts death in 1493, 
All this omits reference to the remaining properties held 
bythe earl of Morton in the year of his deathq. and for which 
the rental of 1419 x 1440 is defective. Some possessions in 
Peablesshire were of limited personal concern to the earig likewise 
to any of his predecessors since 1406p andýthese may be dealt with 
summarily., The lands of Quiltq. Fathan, Lochurd and parts of the 
barony of Kirkurd were certainly Morton's throughout his adult 
life,, 
58 but all of their mails were devoted to the support of 
chaplains at Dalkeith Collegiate Kirk. 
59 For the restq with 
the possible exception of the barony of Mordington in Berwickshirs, 
60 
57, Ibid. no. 190. 
58. Ibid., nos. 117,234. 
59, Mort* Reg. 
l. 
ii, 324-Bo 
60, See Table VII belowt p. 381. 
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there has to be recourse to valuations given by, juries of 
inquest. These valuationeg while quite possibly approximate 
or even 'factitious'61,1 were intended to show theýamount payable 
in relief to the superior and as such ought to have been based 
only upon the issues normally in the vassal's hands, , No , 
reference should have'been made to the extent of subtsnanciesý 
hold by word or in blench formt unless these, were hold by ward 
62 
on ward or happened to be in non-entry at'the time of the'inquest. 
An inquest held an 15 July 14439 which retoured James 
oauglas, (III) of, Dalkeith heir to the south-western components 
of his father's astatat, gave, in the customary fashion,, old 
and: current, extents for the baraniesof Mortan,.. Prestan and Buitt18 
and theýsuperiorities of'Sorgue, Moffat and Hutton. 
63, 
For all 
six items the extents given were the same as those obtaining 'in 
time, of peace# -, that is to say under the old extent, an ,; 
histaric, valustion whose date cannot be fixed but which-is 
presumed to have-been in use bsýors 1296, M*oreoverp the. -current 
extentsq glib thoughý. they may appear, have a significant resemblance 
to actual mid-fifteenth-century, rental, values in, the five-cases where 
these are known. 
64 The baronies of-Morton and Buittle were valued 
at L60 and LBO respectively- sums-whose. proximity to the-rents 
for'-which these-lands were set according to the rental of 1419 x 1440 
is in the order of-shillings rather than-pounds. The, superiorities 
of Borguel Moffat-and Hutton were probably precisely as described; 
there is little reason to believe that from the point, of view of 
the lard of Dalkeith they consisted of anything'ather than-, tenandry 
61. Thomsony Memorial an Old Extentv, 123* 
62. Rodgert Feudal Formsp 33. 
63* SROp GD 150, no. 103. 
64. See Table VII belowt p. 382, 
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in 1443.65 It remains usefull however, to observe that th& 
extent of Moffatq at L40, exactly matches the rental value 
of 1419 x 14409 and that the extent of Borgue, at L201 was 
only L6 13s. 4d short of the value placed upon the barony by 
royal agents in the late 1450s. 
66 Hutton yielded only six 
pounds yearly according to the rental of 1419 x 1440g but this 
was probably made up entirely of annual rents or feu duties. 
There is thus no rental figure available for comparison with 
the L160 given as Hutton's extent in 14439 which probably 
included tenandry. The only real difficulty lies with the 
extent of Preston, which at L60 is L12 greater than the rental 
value of 1419 x 1440. The differencog representing a smaller 
percentage increase than found in Borgue's caseq is not so 
great as to be incredible, but it is curiousq given that rent 
levels in Preston appear to have been the same at the time of- 
the rental of 1419 x 1440 and in the late 1450s. Perhaps the 
simplest explanation for the discrepancy - providing the extent 
was not over optimistic - would be that more land in the barony 
was held as property in 1443 than either at the time of the rental 
or in the late 1450s. If so there may be one identifiable -' - 
contributor to the discrepancyl for there were lands in Preston 
worth five pounds yearly which were occupied by one Herbert 
Johnston and were cited separately from the rest of the barany"' 
67 in the accounts of 1456 and 1457. 
Neverthelesag it may in fact be irrelevant to quibble with 
the details given'in the retour. Its chief point of interest is 
65. To be perfectly accurate,, the lords of Dalkeith reserved to 
themselves the 'Douglas Alcyres in Moffat: NLS, MS 72w fos. 120v-121 
66* It is possible that this sum stands for a portion of Borgue. retained 
by the lords of Dalkeith rather than an increase in valuation, 
67. ER. vi, 208,344. 
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that it shows that the value of these lands in 1443 was close 
to but did not exceed the old extent. This may'not have been 
an especially low valuation; eighteen years later the earl of 
Morton took the value of certain lands in the barony of Kirkmichael 
to be twenty marks -a sum greater by fourteen per cant than 
the rental value of1376v but still only two-thirds of the old 
extent. 
68 
That a similar situation prevailed furth of Dumfriesshire'and 
Calloway appears to be shown by retours concerning the-sixth'earl 
69 
of Morton in 1606. In these are repeated the old extents given 
in the retour of 1443 - except for Morton'6 - and quoted besides 
are old extents f6r almost the whole of the rest Of the 
landholdings which made up the Dalkeith inheritance in the fifteenth 
cI entury. The baronies of Kilbucho and Newlands are accorded old 
extents within a pound or so of their rental values of 1419 x 1440, 
whilst the subtraction of Stonypath and Whitfield from the list 
of constituent touns of Lintang these lands having been alienated 
after the composition of the rentalq brings that barony's rental 
value close to conformity with the old extent. Some other lands 
notably those in Fife and Perthshire - yielded rents rather more 
in keeping, with the new extent cited in 1606 than the old,, ' It 
is probable that lands remote from the border wouldv through 
immunity from the immediate effects of warfare andq more especially, 
70 
the worst effects of plague,, l be those likely to yield the highest 
rents in relation to-the. old extent, but it is possible that 
alienations in the space between the currency of the rental and 
68. These were the lands of'Crun3antoung Reehills, Mi6nygap and 
Mollin: SRO, GO 97/2, no. 20. 
69, Retours lit Berwick# no. 63; Dumfries, no. 39; Edinburgh, no. 202; Fife, no* 172; Haddington, no, 33; Kirkcudbright, no. 71; 
Lanarkq no. 64; iip Peebles, no. 33; Perth, no, 167, 




1606 reduced the amount of property such as to require a 
revision of the total old extent. In any eventt it is clear 
that rent levels in the baronies of Abardour and Kinnoull stagnated 
or even declined in the period between the two surviving Dalkeith 
rentalsp and so any increase beyond the level of the old extent 
would have taken place before 1376.71 
Notwithstanding this element of doubt, there does seem to 
be sufficient evidence here to allow the proposition that by the 
mid-fifteenth century rents in the southern parts of the Dalkeith 
inheritance had risen to a level scarcely, if at allq exceeding 
that of the old extent* If this can be accepted, the opportunity 
exists of supplyingg albeit approximately, the ferms missing from 
the second Dalkeith rental from the old extents given in'1606, 
Having done this it follows, given a marginal increase in rents 
during the second half of the fifteenth century# that an estimate 
of the total forms at the disposal of the first earl of Morton 
can be attempted. 
A recent estimate based upon his rental of 1376 and the 
assessment of his income pre-requisite for his acting as a hostage 
I 
for James 19 sets a figure of L900ý41000 for the gross yearly 
72 
income from rents enjoyed by James Douglas (I) of Dalkeith. 
The present attempt to evaluate the rental income of the 
first earL of Morton produces a rather less impressive total, 
and the main reason for this is the curiously low old extent 
given in 1606 for the baronies of Dalkeithy Calderclere and 
Garleton-DunnincL9 and the lands of Hawtharnsykag Dechmont and 
Howden. 73 The old extent of L38 for the barony-. -of Robertan is quite 
plausible as an approximation to the current value in the fifteenth 
71, See Table VII below, -ppý 3819 383, 
72, Grantf Independence and Nationhood, 132-3. 
73. Retoursy ig Edinburgh, no. 202. 
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century. 
74 So too is the old extent of L6'13s 4d for 
Whittingshamep seeing that Sir William Douglas of Whittingehame 
had twenty poundlands there confirmed to him in 1452/3.75 Even 
the old extent f or the barony of Mordington - three pounds as 
compared with the L18 13s 4d to be paid in 1378 can be 
explained by alienation-at'some time after-the'currency'af the 
1419 x 1440 rentall'probably before'-the earlls*tenure of his 
patrimony. 
76 That all properties within the sheriffdom of- 
Edinburgh bar Whittingehame'should'together have, been worth L48 
of, old extent doesp an the other handq strain credibility 
somewhat-. 
77 , Howevert disregarding this old-extent as a'useful 
indication of the value of the property'in Lothian of-'the"first 
earl-of Morton and accepting instead that the baronies of Dalkeitht 
Calderclere and 'Garleton. ýýinniM' had, a- more typical-value of, say, 
L40 each-requires the assumption either that rents-in'Lothian had, 
lef t the old extent f ar behind by, the7-late I if teenth century or that 
large-scale alienations took' place bef are 1606 * ý-'- Neither of thess 
possibilities can be supported, with documentary. evidence. 
78 
Using these figures as they stand the lands missing frbM 
the rental of 1419 x 1440 may, have yielded around L95. In total, 
therefore, the property inýwhich, th6 second earl of Morton-was 
seized in 1493 might well have been worth around L500 yearly. The 
firstýearlg for his part, never had the whole of the-Dalkeith 
inheriti3nC8 in his hands at any on8 tiM89 his son and-appar8nt 
heir having'fee and liferent of Roberton and Hawthornsyke from 
79 1469 and of Morton from 1473/4. -Though Sir John-Douglas's 
74. Ibid., Lanarkq no. -64, ' 
75. Ibid. 9 Haddington, no. 33; RMS9 iiq no. 595, 
76. Retours, iv Berwick, no. 63. The existence of a family of 
Douglas of Mordington from no later than 1444 is apparent: 
SRO, GD 150, nos. 6.191. ' 
77. Ratours, iq Edinburgh, no. 202. 
78. No =reevant alienations have been found in 
_RM§,., 
ii-viii. 
79. SROt GD 150, nos. 144-5.156. 
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service to his f ather suggests that these inf ef tments were a 
useful investmenty it seems that the first earlts disposable 
income from property rents could have been as little as-L400 for most 
ofcthe last two decades of his life. I11,1ý ý 
Rather, less calculation is required to deal, with the 
property of Alexander, duke of -Albany; the evidence is rather 
more straightforward,, - there -being accounts for his earldom, of 
March, in the Exchequer Rolls for 1466-7: and 1483-6 
so 
- terms 
immediately before and after-his period in possession of,. the 
same - and for his lordship of Annandale for 1464-5ýand 1500-1 
81 
superficially less satisfactory datesp but'in, practice perfectly 
acceptable.. Vrelativelyýaccurate assessment of Albany's, income 
from property seems, thereforeq to be a distinct possibility, In 
addition. -being available for some years before and after Albany's 
tenure, of these-estatest the royal accounts of March and Annandale 
can be used to provide further evidence, of the stagnation of rents 
in, southern Scotland in the second half of, the; fifteenth century. 
There was a limited amount of change in the extent of the 
property of the earldom of March in, the period after 1450 - the 
first year for which-a royal account is availabla-following the 
forfeiture of the last Ounbar earl of March. 
82 Two modest 
revaluations took place, theýearlier of whichq unacknowledged by 
the accountant but eviden. tly taking effect in 14519, saw a reduction 
of the forms of Earlston, Greenlawq Leitholnit Mersington, Maikle 
Pinkerton and Oxwelldeen amounting to something more then L34. -- 
So. ER, vii, 491-6; ix,,. 427-36. 
al. ER-, vii, 308-12; xi, 340*-l*. 
82. ER, vt 486-90* 
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To of f set this there was an increase in the f arms of , the f orest 
of Dye and, East Berns totalling L15.83, The second revaluation 
tooký ef fact in 1457,, and this, reduced -the ý farms of Chirnside, 
Dunsv Earlston and Little Spott by a total of under, L17 -whilst 
incrsasingý the f erms of Cockburnspathv., Leitholm and Greenlaw , 
by. ýaround L6,84 The farms charged after this revaluation remained 
in forC8 until Albany-took-possession of the-earldom in 1467. 
In addition a certain amount of change,, in the lands held as,,.,,, 
property occurred. Trefontains, and Earnslaw had effectively been 
shad from, the, earldom's property after. 1455 
85 
and Hardens see! Ps 
to have been accepted as ýenandry by., 1467.86 , 
These losses reduced 
the rental value by L24 10s, but-this was, compensated for by the 
inclusion of Meikle Birgham? Cockburng the meadow of Cockburnspathp 
and the, mills of Laitholmt. Mersington and Whittingehame omthe- 
charge side of, the earldom's accountag, these properties being 
worth yearly more than LSD. 
87 Thust the earldom of, which Albany 
took sasino'had shown, in spite of stable.. and slightly-falling ý, 
rentsq, a, nst increase in its theoretical value-of a little under 
L30 since-1450---a rise of lsss, than, five per centv providing 
the undoubtedly false assumption is made that the victual for which 
the Barns, of, Dunbar were set from 1454 was of-equivalent value, to 
their cash farm of, earliSr years.. 
88 
Whether Albany was actually, able, to raise and dispose of all 
of the L533 6s 6d, eighteen chalders of wheat and eighteen chalders 
of bere, at which his earldom isýlikely, to have been. valued in, the, 
late 146009 seemsq howeverg, doubtful. ,, 
The, farrps of Meiýle Birghami 
83. Ibid. p 579. 
84. ER9 vip 429-30. 
85. Ibid. 9 54-55p 58-59. 
Noto fosit,, log 
86. ER9 viiq 495.01RHS 1.49, 
87. See Table VIII belowp p. 385. 
_ 138. fR9 viit 495. 
89. See Table VIII below, p. 385. 
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Birghamshielsv Chirnsidet Graden, Leitholm and Meriingtonp- -worth 
more than L200 in all, had had to be written of f in their 
entirety in 1464-5 ouiing'to' devastation caused by the'English 
90 
in'the wake, of the siege of Norham. The more exposed parts 
of the earldom may have continued to suf f or until the peace of 
1474, and perhaps even thereafter. This probably helped to 
incline the duke towards retaining as prop I arty - any land which 
fell into his hands, for"the earldom as left at his forfeiture 
contained property valued at more than L70'yearlyp along'with 
victualg which'had not been included beforer-1468, In' addition 
some revaluation had apparently'taken place, perhaps in , creasing 
the issues by more then L45, 'iithough some of this may also'have 
-91 been due to the retention of erstwhile tenan'dry. Set against 
this there w, as'only the' accepitance'af the-de-factb Possession of 
twenty merklands of Little-Spott, by'Archibeld Dunbar and the 
undocumented loss of the p6undland of Doonshi6l., -, '"-As a result 
thers'was a net gain of around L100 in the value of the earldom's 
mails during Albany's Period in possession, This, along ýjith 
Albany's acquisition of the earldom of Mar, 
92 
can be seen as 
having allowed the duke to engage'in mater*ial patrana4e'during 
his reappearance in Scotland in'1482-3, In 6is'a'ttempt'to muster 
support he was 11 prepared to relinquish lands to the'value of L70 
albeit in the vulnerable to6ns of Mersingtont Leitholm, Birgham 
, 93 and Upsettlington. 
Consideration of-Albany's lordship of Annandale has a limited 
effect upon, the overall picture of his disposable yearly income 
90. ER, vii,, 
_495. 91. lge6 Table VIII belowg p. 385. There is mention of property in 
Leithalm having been newly recovered: ER, ix, 428. 
92. RMS, ii, no. 1541. 
93. Ibid., nos. 1573,1745; HMC Rep. xii,, App, part viii,, 155., no. 
236; ER, x. 128. 
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from rents; the property element, of the lordship - was, neither 
large nor subject to much change. The bulk -of, ý, the -rents -was 
provided-by three, properties whose total value of thirty pounds 
was the -, same -in,, 
the exchequer year, -1500-1 as it had been in 
1448-9.94 ý The identification-as property, ofýsome other sources 
of -income before 1464-5 increase& the rental; value by ton, marks, 
and some minor. revaluations before the end, -ofithe century took 
95 
the, total slightly beyond the level of forty, ýpounos., 
It can- thus be said that the duke-of Albany may, have,,, 
enjoyed - perhaps at someý, time in the late 1470s - propSrty-.,,.,,,,,,, 
with a yearly-rental yalue of. L677 13s. 2d, along with eighteen. 
chaldors of wheatp, eighteen chalders; of bereg, a chalder of-oats 
and seventy-two, salmon. The, 'relationship of the rental-values 
to,, the old extent, is. not comprehensively documentedg but, what 
little information there,, is suggests that in the earldom, of March 
at least the. current extent barely exceeded. the old in-the later 
96 
fifteenth century. '' A, major improvement, against-the old extent 
may94-in factv not haveýoccurred until well into thesixteenth, 
century* 
97 
kshortage-of old extents forms qoýpart pf, the, problem. of 
assessing the value of the properties of theýfifth-.. earl of 
Crawford. , The-difficulty here 
is quite the reverse of that 
afflicting an attempt to place the rentil'viluee"of March and 
Annandale into'some sort of context* for although extents both old 
94. ER, v. 357; xiq 340*-l*. 
95" See Table IX belowq p. 387. 
96, In the 15th century Oxwelldean-stood at one merk, below the, old 
extentq NewtonleesvaLa and Fluris were together worth L1,13a 4d 
more and Little Spatt 6s 8d more than the old extent: Retours, 
i. Berwickp no. 1; Haddington, nos* 67,138; -see Table VIII 
belowp p, 385, 
97. The value of Cockburn had increased more than threefold by 1518: 
ER9 xiv, 608; see Table VIII belows . p, 385. 
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and now for components' of the Crawf aid inheritance can be , 
f ound with some easer the i same, cannot be said of valuations - 
current during the later fifteenthýcentury,, 
The principal sourcps-for identifying the constituent, .,, , 
elements of the -Crawford patrimony in the fifteenth century are 
the write entailing possessions of the second and fifth earls 
to, in the, first instance$, their-respective sons and apparent 
heirs in 1421 
98 
and 1474.99 These, though in neither,. cass 
concerned with all parts, of the earldom, can be fleshed out, 
with more piecemeal evidence to, produce a more. or, less complete 
picture of, the Crawford estates in the later fifteenth century., 
of eighteen land, units entailed in 1421 it, seems fairly, likely 
that-three - the lordships. of Uresp Aberbothrie and Leitfie 
were at best suppriorities by the, time of. the fifth earl's 
succe ssion. 
100 Eleven of the, remaining fifteen units are 
common to both entails, wýilst the, other four units - the 
baronies of Clovat Guthrie and Inverarity and the lands of 
Sauchlaw - though not in the, entail of 14749, probably included 
property, of the earl in 1461., The entail of 1474 adds six, land 




and, Balli, nbreich, 
103 
and, the baronies of Fern, 
104 
SR09 GO 121/3, bundle 2. (13 Dec. 9 recited in a confirmation of 
28 Dece). 
99. RMS, ii,, no. 1191. 
loc. Parts at least of Uras and Aberbothrie were in the hands of 
Walter Ogilvy of Urasp who was certainly the earl's tenant in 
the second-nameds Rylandsq Craiiford, box B. no. 46/1. Leitfie 
may have been wholly in the hands of the Lords Grayq holding 
of the earl: SP, ivq 276. 
101. ER, vil 68; xi, 336*; SR09 GO 33/30, nos. 1-6.,, Auchterellon 
7s here used as shorthand for a tenement of the earldom of 
Suchang which, included Auchtorellon, the Park of Kellie and 
Uvirhill. It may have had baronial status: RMS9. iv, no. 2946. ' 
102. Rylands, Crawfordp box 8 (Alexander,,, 7th earl of Crawford, 
IS Mare 1470/1). 
103. Ibid., box B. no. 30; ADCt 102*. The earls of Crawford were not 
barons of Sallinbroich and held only the lands of Dunbog and 
Countryhills within the barony. 
104. RMSt iit nos. 1691p 1938. 
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105 ,, 106 strathnairn and Crawford-Lindsay - can be identified 
107 
from other sources. Excluding Urasq Aberbothris and'Leitfie 
the Crawford estates as inherited by the f if th earl consisted of 
some twenty-two baroniesv a'forest 
108, 
and four'otýer land units, 
109 
'Some 'additions to and subtractions from the list took place in' 
subsequent yearav but these can be put an 'one'side for the moment, 
I 
ValueS'for eighteen of these land units can be found in the 
responds book of 1517, in which was entered the casualty owing at 
the succession, of the eighth earl of Crawford. 
110 
These values 
need, notv howeverg place, even a moderately ac 
I curate assessment of 
the fifth earl's'income within easy reach. Caution is required 
in-dealing with the figures, for it appears that I in every cas Ia 
the new e'Xtents cited in ratour Is of the I seventeenth century had 
been'reached by 1S17. With a ratio of old to now extent 
of lsl-65 the ba'rany of Finavan shows the lowest increase, in val6e'. 
No other properties failed to doublein' výlue against'the old extent 
and eight, properties were assessed at four times the value 'in time 
of peace'. ' This in itselfýis not particularly startlingg for 
increases of this 6rder'W8re barely enough to make up for the - declining 
ý8, lue'of Scots cGing and it is valuations which had faile d to leave 
the old extent far behind which ought to'be worthy of'remark. ' 
JO5. ER, viip 416; xiq 316*. 
106. Rylandsq Crawfordq box B. no, 63. 
107. The earl's somewhat tenuous title. to the lands of Callender 
requires no consideration: RMS9 ii, no. 465,, 606,3399 9 3404; 
ER, ixv 658; ADC9 79. 
108. The forest was Plater*in'Angus. Only twenty poundlands of 
,, -the. barony, of Alyth 
in Perthshirewere held as forest: ER, 
xil 370*. 
log. Cambo/Newhall and Baltroddie/Pitfour are treated as single 
uhits. 
110. ER9 xiv, 598-600. These values, are used in preference, to those, 
virtually the same, dating from the succession of the. 7th earl in 
1513; the list of properties concerned in 1517 is, the, more 
comprehensive: ER, xiv, 524-5. 
111, See Table VI belowq p. 377* 
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Nevertheless, the, Dalkeith inheritance testifies -to the 
possibility that rents mightý in the: f if teenth centuryg, only, be 
moving, slowly beyond the level of the old, extent,, and, it remains 
unclear to which of two extremes - the old extent's. 1540 or 
the now extpntts L1590, - the rental value of the nineteen land 
units lay,, closer when they wereIn the. hands of the fifth earl 
of Crawford. 
Assuming that the Crawford patrimony-was actually-worth around 
L1600-in 1517 - and there is no reason to. believe that casualty 
could, ever be given a value-in excess of, the, true value except where 
112 
subtanancies were held by $ward an ward' - it would seem-reasonable 
to suppose that the rental value of the-estates. had-risen steadily 
over a lengthy period before this datsýand that, in. ' say,, the 1470s 
values lower, by a modest perC8ntage than those of 1517 would have 
obtained., Unfortunately it-seems, that an, attempt, to put, something 
more definite in place of the, supposition must rely heavily upon 
mi6-fifteenth contury, rental, values avqilableIor-just, two ofý, the, ý 
land. units citeo, -in the responds book of 1517, 
The ward of the lordship of Strathnairn during, the minority of 
the fifth earl of Crawforo, (1453-61) was accounted for variously 
by the kingta receiver north of Spay and chamberlain of Mar and- 
MoraYe Accounts of these officers rendered between,, 1456 and 
1462 and dealing with Strathnairn are preserved*, The-ferms 
of the lordshipq initially given as totalling L65 Os 8d yearly, 
113 
114 
eventually seem to have settled down at L60 13s 4d, due in part 
to the unexplained disappearance of one of the touns making up 
112. How ektensive any such subtenancies may' have been'is ''impossible 
to assess. It is cloarg howevert that, as with parts of the 
Dalkeith inheritance, relief was charged on lands described 
as superiorities: ERt xi, 336*. 
113. ER, vi, 214,374. 
114. Ibid. 4629 5139 648; vii't 15.9'122, 
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the property. "Comoarison'of thii-total with" the 
kd extent 
quoted in th6' sevent6enth century shows thatý-'thýe former, 
' 'when 
Crawford took sasine in 14619 Was the greater by a little more 
t-f if ty per as' 
1151- " erl" t' hen nt. When the sixth e oak sasine'of 
the lordship in 1499 the relief charged' uias' L1009' and for the 
sasines of the seventh earl in 1514 and the'sighth earl in 1517 
116 
relief rose to'L136 l9s 8d and L151 13s 4d respectively - these 
latter two sums exceeding the new extent of L120 -quoted in the 
seventeenth century. -' Since 'a list of toun6 nearly identical 
to that given in the"accounts of jh-e '14503 is, quoted in the retour 
of'1638 
117 
which`proviýss the old and now extents', the discrepancy 
lacks a cortain'exolanation -'although a twenty-pound fee paid out 
of tI he - forms I to the k6spers'of Strathnairn Casila'(Davibt) wa's 
perhaps being included in the total'* 
118: Whatever' the"' truth ý it 
seems clear that"Strathnairnts. ferms cannot'have increased by less 
than seventy-five per cent between 1461 and, 1517 and, if values 
were , increased-steadily during this oeti6dq it'might bi"guessed that 
in the early 1480s the net ferms stood at around eighty or ninety 
pounds having reached a point roughly halfway between the old 
and now extents given in the seventeenth century. - 
119, 
The forms of the barony of Tillyhilt seem'to have doubled 
during the fifth earl's possession of his inheritance. In ihe'ýý,, 
lands' first year of non-entry after the death of the fourth earl 
115. See Table VI belOwt p. 377, 
116. ER, xit 316*; xiv, 547,599. 
117, 'Ketours, it-Invernessv no,, 62, ýI 
118, A fee of E20 for keeping the lands and castle of Strathnairn was 
awarded ta'Sir Alexander Forbes, of that ilk by the 2nd earl of 
Crawford in 1432 - at which time the lordship was worthýLBI, ysarly-, 
-A, B, Illo iv, 3133n. The value placed on Strathnairn seems likely 
to have varied depending, upon whether the earls of Crawford-were 
considered to owe relief uponthisfee-The castle was specifically 
accounted for in 1514 but received no mention in the accounts 
of the 1450s or in 1499. 
119. Tillyhilt -I: s used as shorthand for a group of lands - including 
Tillyhiltv Tulybrocho. Newnark , and 
Baunadodil-- which seem to 




the f arms ý were charg8d - at ten poundsq- and in -1497 . ý. the relief ,ýI, -- 
charged at the sasine, of ý the. ýsixth earl was -twenty ý pounds. 
120 
It, is not impro0able, , theref are, that Tillyhilt f irst came to 
be assessed atý the new extent qyoted, in the-,, seventepnth century 
121 
during, the lifetime,, of the-fifth earl of Crawford. 
,,,, An . estimate, 
based upon the evidence available f or Strathnsirn 
and Tillyhilt-of the total value in-the later fifteenth century 
of the eighteenýproperties, listed in., 1517 is bound. to,, 4e, 
extremely rough-and-! re! ady., - ,A 
figu; e of around L1075ý can, be 
obtained'ifv with some, necessery modificationg-the difference-, 
between the old and new extents is1halved and, added to. the old, 
122 
extent., ,.,, A 
figure little-POort-of this may be arrived at Merely 
by multiplying, the old, extent,, by-, two - a, method which. ieems to be 
justified byýsomwretoured valuations of other lands-In Angus, 
123 
dating from the secand, half of the-fifteenth-century. 
Some allowance, has to be made for, Strathnairng which, thq, 
fifth earl gave to the, Lindsays, of Beaufort, and, hadýfound its, - 
way back into, the Crawford patrimony by 1517, for superiorities, 
120oý ERp , v., 654; xit., 33§*.. 
121* The figure of L20 is at adds with the relief charged in 1517 
and the seventeenth-century new-exteptv both,, of which are 
given as L13 6s Bdo These may signify the deduction of a 
tercet or possibly-an alionation,, but. in any event, it seems 
that the old extent of L6 requires revising to L9 for comparison 
with. a,, valuation at L20: see Table, VI, below, p. 377, 
122, Aside from modifications for Strathnairn and Tillyhilt (see 
above, n., 121)* the old extents of CambcýFernq Glenesk, Kirkbuddop 
Newdosk and Carnbeddie require revision in view of the fact 
that the relief charged in 1517 exceeds the new extent, cited 
in the 17th century. The relief for Downie'included victual 
and, this seems to explain the difference, between the 1517 and 
the seventeenth-century figures: see Table Vi below, p. 377, 
The fifth earl seems never to have taken sasina of Pitfourp 
worth 40 marks yearlyp but this need not'signify that he was 
not in occupation of the lands: RMS9'iig no. 3463,, Newdosk was 
valued at L40 in 15149, and this extent is used in preference to 
the 40 marks of 1517 -a sum which suggests the deduction of a 
terce: ERj xiv, 5619 562,599, 
123, SF&'9 Gd-16/39 no. -16; GD 121/3p bundle 26 (21 May 1468)9 bundle 
27, (30 Oct, 1490); Rylandsp Crawfordv box E (Walter Lindsay of 
Beaufarty 29 Jan. 1469); Glamis Inventoryg box 5. no. 101; 
_RMS9 
ii, no. 1038.. 
325, 
and possibly' for landgiven in fee and liferent to the master of ýCraw- 
f ord. Strathnairnp so, farýas can be Judgedq was', give'n'in its 
124 : -, ' entirety to Walter Lindsay of-Beaufort in 1465, and there-is-, 
reason to believe that'all or part of ý'the sums due, as,, relief 
for Clovat -Newhall and, -Tillyhilt were'to be, paid -upon 
125 
superioritioa rather than properties. , Various lands in 
Alyth, Balendoch and'Seltroddis were given in conjunc, # - 
inf of tment-to Alexanderi master of ý Crawf ord., and his wif 8ý The 
impression left by, the. responde book of 1517 is that, these had been 
excluded from the charge of'relief since the master's widow was , 
still alive,, butýthis seemsýto be denied by the new extents given -ý 
126 in the'seventeenth centuryl which correspond to the*relief charges. 
The figures may therefore be best left-as they are,, and in any case 
the fifth earl should have held the liferent of these lands until 
atýleaet 1481 - the, earliest year for.:, -the master's attainment oV 
127 
, majority., It may thus be appropriate to deduct around L125 in 
yearly value- f rom- the ý totalt. ýleaving -lands,, to the value of t sayj 
L950 in the earl's hands. 
Consideration oVtheýremaining nine land units makes little 
difference to the grand, total: -by the early,, 1480s the greater part 
of these properties can be-taken'to have, been alienated. - Of the 
Crawfordf-estates-north, of, the Forthp-the'barony of, Guthrle 'was 
resigned in itsentirety in, favour; ofýMas 
Kinceldrum in 14659 
128 Auchtermoonzis was 
Alexander Lindsay, the earl's brother, by 
been given to James Ogilvy of Deskford by 
ter David Guthrie of 
resigned in favour of 
1470t 129 Sauchlaw had 
" i30 I 
October, 1474, and 
124, NLSt Acce 54749 bundle 59 (14 Sept, 1465), 
125, ERf xiv 336*; xiv' 598-9, 
126. Tb-. i d9q 599-600; see Table VI below, p. 377. 
127* Crawford could not have married until after 27 Feb, 1458/9: 
RMS9 ii, no. 682. 
128* SRO, GD 188/1/19 no, 4, 
129, Haigh Inventoryt ij 91-2, 
130, RMSI ii, no* 1184, 
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Dunbog and Countryhills - the- parts'of the barony of Sallinbreich 
which pertained to the earls of Craeord'-, were wadset to, the laird 
131 
of Tarvit at an unknown dateýbefore Oanuary 1484/5. Auchterellon 
and the- barony of Kinblethmont ware probably little more then " 
superioritiese 
132 The barony of Ruthven certainly contained-some 
propertyp but, it remains difficult-to glean any idea of its ektant, 
133 
South of the Forth, the property of_ the, r8gality, of - Kirkmichael seems 
variously to-haveý, besn the concern of the earl's mother, Lord 
Crichton and his brother, Herbert Johnstone of Dalsbank and'Edward 
Livingstang. but not of, the earl; ýsven the'superiarity,, 'variously 
claimed by Crawf ordq the earl of Morton and4 Lord- Crichtang siaems, 'U 
134_ý 
havsýbssn-lost to the, last-named. This leaves only. theýcastle- 
and barony which furnished, the-earl with his title. -and it appears 
that Crawford-L-indsayt in time of peace worth'L200 and thusthe 
most, valuable oVhis properties by the old'extent, was worth only 
fortyýpounds, in 1461.135ý Land valuesýin, southe'rn Scotland may-ý 
not have improved greatly upon the, old-extent by, this-timeý, but, 
it is, -hard, to give credence to such, an extraordinary, collapseý, -I 
in valuep and it seems highly, -likely that, ýthe lands assessed in 
time of'peace were not identical to those assessed in 1461. The 
old-extent-probably fails to take into account large-scale 
alienation of, the-barony's property'- alienation'which'in, 1461 
136 
had yet to bd completed , and which eventually led to the 
131. ADC* 102*, 
132, Auchterellon was recognosced by James IV an the grounds of 
excessive unlicence&alienation: RMS, ivp no, 2946, 
_Kinblethmant 




styled tof Kinblethmonts: see abov a. 
. 
8DAt 143, 
134. - RMS9 iiq nos. 226v 361p 7769" 7869 1439, IS88; LR, ix, '664; 
ADA9 54; SRO, GD 97/2,, no. 29. . 135., Rylandsp Crawford, box B9 no. 63. Crawford Castle and the 
lands adjacent thereto were worth another 10 merks, 
136, RMS, ii, nos* 13919 14489 3389; Newbattle Reqistrum, t 253-6, 
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recognition of the barony by'3ames V, 
ý37, 
A total of around LIDOO'excluding victual'is thus suggested 
as ý the, ýheorstical rental value of -the -Crawford patrimony'-as held 
by the fifth earl at some time'iround 1480,, -, 'By his death in 1495 
some revaluation is likely to'have taken placaq and'if Strathneirn 
is- anything to go byp this may have brought values up ltoý'Wpoint 
around two-thirds of the way between --the old and now extents, - 
that is'to sayp aroUnd L1250, 
None of the three properties acquired by-the fifth, earl during 
his adult life represented, -a, permanent addition to'the-Crawford -- 
patrimony, and no twoý-were. in'his'hands-at the same time. - The,,, most 
valuable of the threep the lordship of Brechin and Navarj- was-given 
to the earl by James III an 9 March. 1472/3 
138 
and remained-lawfully 
in his, hands until'the gift was revoked in 1476,139. For, that- 
period it-enriched him to the'tune of"neaýly-L150'yearlyt along-;,:., 
with six barrels of'salmong 500 stockfish, 100 hens and fourteen 
140 
balls of oats. 's Cockburn and Todrig in, the-ýearlddm of March, 
together worth thirty-five pounds yearlyv were-acquired by gift of 
the king in 1484 
141 
and'iemained in his hands, for ai'mere five 
142 terms* , The lordship of Kinclaven was'ane of the-gifts 
bestowed on the earl in fee and-hsritageýby James III on IS May- 
143 1488 as reward for his service at Slackness shortly before, 
James IV confirmed the gift an'19'September'1489 
144, Ohilst-, ý 
reducing it to liferent, and the earl seemsýto have raised"thei- 
fermsq which amounted yearly to seventy-two poundsq' with grassum, 
and 10 
.0 salmong from 1490 until his death, 
145 
137. RMS9 ii, no. 2298, - 
138, Ibid., no, 111,1, , 
The gift was supposed to be for life,. 
139, ER, viiq p, 1xv, 
140. ER, viii, 1509 440, 
141. RMS9 ii, no. 1599. This gift seems tacitly to have recognized 
the earl's mother's title to Cockburn: IR vi, 434,5409 626; 
ix,, 662. 
142. ibidop 519; RMSv ii, no. 1711. 
143, l=bi,, no. 1= 
144. Ibid,,, no. . 11395: 145., M. x. 
252,3249 521p S77. 
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The remaining- element of the estate ---the land in - 
tenandry - is the, most dif f icult'to, assess as a source of 
incomeg simply because little of 'the revenue which it might 
. ply was 
regular or predictable. suo Therevenue which was raised 
an a yearly or termly basis was, drawn from those fief s held'f or, - 
a yearly reddendo - that is to say those f ief a held - for a- yearly 
paymento in feu-form'and its near'equivalent the long-term, tack, 
146 
or blench farm. In theory the 'distinction between the two is-, that 
the feu-ferm reddendo was substantial and bare some relation to 
the actual value of the fiefq wheisas, the blench-ferm reddendo was 
nominal. ' The practice, was not always-quite so, straightforward; 
since-they denoted species of the same type of, tenure, the terms, 
fsu-ýferm and blench-ferm were torsome degree interchangeable-and 
the distinction between the nominal-and the substantial reddendo- 
is not invariably made clear by"the US8"Of the two terms. However, 
there does, seem to have been a fbirly clear distinction between- 
what was worth raising and what was not, -, and, the-reddendo which-, 
reflects actual value is usually'psrfectly obvious. '' A little 
more difficulty'arises with the'use of the exprsssion, lannual 
rent'. which might equally signify a yearly payment'for which 
the lands were hold -a raddendo -, or a sum, which was itself the 
lard's property and-was'drawn-, from lands which, ýwere neither, his 
nor hold of him. The latter variety should, of course, be classed 
as Spropertylt butp. wanting a means of positively distinguishing 
true annual rental all payments'described in thisýform are 
here treated together. 
146, The 'long-term' tacksq meaning those of 19 rather than 3 
years, were barely different from feu-ferm; they were heritable 
and might also be repeatedly renewed, 
329. 
It seemst -in any ýcase, that the 'importance of these 
distinctions to an examination of magnatial income in the later 
fifteenth century is limited., It cannot be shown that the 
yearly total, of annual rents' of ail types due -to the 'etirls of 
Morton and Crawford and the duke of 'Alhany'wasi "at iýjl significant, 
Morton is not known to have given'ýarvy land'in ýf eu-f ermv' although 
he did create'at least'two long-term tacks-'and inherit anumber 
of annual rents. " Glenmothe In'Peeblesshire and I Waster Balbarton 
in Fife were set- in'tack -ý the latter'f or tan pounds yearlyl which 
represented an inc, rease"of 'one'-third uipod'thi'-rental value of 
1419 x'14400, By the same principle GlinmotKe would have been set for 
twenty pounds yearly, 
147, Seafield'and Tyrie in Fife had'bien held 
in feu-farM for eight-merks andthree chaldersof'whsai since 
148, 
before 1376; a teneirýeint, in' Dalkeith had been feued in W1 for 
a yearly payment of one mark; 
l49, Shiels--in. Caldircleýe hadýbeen 
'from no*later the'n 1422 witKthe duty of, four held in blench-ferm 
shillings yearly, probably- considered'to' be'w6fth''raisi'ng; 
150 
and 
by the time of the'rental of 1419 x 1440 the tenement of-Hdtton 
8- same to have yielded a total of six pounds in-some sort of 'annual 
rent. 
15". In addition the earl had a-tota1 of L17 6a 8d sterling 
from certain lands in'Peeblesshire',, 'an-d thisp described alone 
of the Morton possessions listed in'1493 as"ahnual rent'-p wss ' '" 
probably not a'feu-duty, 
152 Taking sterling at three times the 
147, SR09 GD 1509' no's. 1950 198; 'see'Tabl: e VII" belowg p, '382, 
148* Mort, Req. 9 il p, 1xvi; SR09 GD 26/3, no, 796. 
149* RMS9 iit ;;, 144, 
150, SR09 RHSt no* 225, 
151, See Table, VII, below, p. 381. 
152. SRO, GD 150, no, 234,, 
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value of current moneyq,, this annual wasp nevertheless, of, 
considerable value. The fifth earl of Crawford is known to 
have f sued. two pieces of land the mains of Kinblethmont, 
which was to be hold f or ton pounds yearly and the toun of 
Alythq which was to be held for forty marks yearly. 
153 
Howevert these and any other f eu-f arm tenancies whether 
existing or newly createdt should, have been taken into consideration 
in the assessment of casualty due in. 1517. Being thus indis- 
tinguishsblet any fau-duties have alas already been included, in 
the estimate of the value of the earl's property. The receiver 
of March accounted for twelve annual rents to. the value of 
LB 18s in all in the exchequer year 1466-7.154 None of these 
were described as feu-dutiesp although two were regarded as 
blench-duties and another seems to have been paid for a tack. 
In addition the blench reddendo of. two pairs of gilt spuralfor 
part of the lands of Papple was raisedq having a value oflone 
mark by sale. 7hree of, the annuals were definitely, not owed 
for tenancies within the earldom: four pounds came out ofthe 
ferms, of Dunbar, a royal burghp and another two payments totalling 
26a Bd were found to be castleward for Berwick Castle. -to 
be 
155 
accounted for by the sheriff of Berwick. , 
Twenty years later, 
when March was once more in royal hands, the annual rents numbered 
twenty and amounted to L13 39 7dv along with the gilt spurs., still 
sold for a msrkt a pound of cumin sold,, for, a shilling,, and two pounds 
of pepper, which seems to have been accepted as a usable commodity. 
156 
The net increase of L4 Ss 7d involved the inclusion of ten annuals 
153, RMS., iina, 3575; 111, na, 693, 
154, ER9 vig 492, 
1551 Ibicfi 1,495-6. 
1560 'ER, ixp 4289 430. 
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not previously mentioned worth L5 12s 3d in alit and the 
exclusion of the castleward payments. Though perhaps partly 
a matter of the identification of further blench- duties which 
were actually worth raising# the increase might also have owed 
something to a limited amount-of fouing by the duke of Albany; 
it does seem that Duns mill and some land in the toun of Duns 
were set at least in long-term tack. 
157 Other long-term tacks are 
known to have been in force during Albanyls tenure of the earldome 
158 
There is nothing here to contradict the view that feuing was 
slow to gain in popularity among secular landlords. Indeed, 
it seems highly probable that the regular yearly income derived 
from tenandry by a given fifteenth-century lard would in most 
years be exceeded by the variable income derived from'the same 
element of his inheritance. ' The bulk of tenandry undoubtedly 
consisted'of ward or 'military' holdings and blench tenures whose 
1 160 single-penny and floral duties were not 'asked 9 These types 
of fief ýielded only casaulty to the superiorg and the'blBnch 
holding could yield only ward or, more correctly, non-entry 
out of the full range of possible'arthadox feudal dues, 
161 
The casaulties or incidents of ward, relief and marriage 
arosep as might be imaginedt casually or incidentallyl, and 
since accounts dealing with their collection do not survive there 
is no practical means of discerning how much income they might 
provide. Reconstructing an account of casualty would reOuire 
knowledge of the identity of a given'lord's tenantst the dates of 
157. ! bid*,, 428. 
158. ADC9 30, 
159. Nicholson, The Later Middle, Aqes, 382. 
160. A reddendo 
' 
of any sort was only to be handed over si-petatur. 
161, Relief did apply to blench holdings and was norms - 11Y collected, 
but it amounted only to a doubling of the duty - 2d instead 
of ld, for exampleo 
332. , 
their deaths,, the age and marital status of their heirsq the 
value of their holdings and the terms under which these were held, 
it is just conceivable that the acquisition of such knowledge 
might not actually be impossible in some cases, but having 
assembled the necessary information there would still be no 
guarantee that an accurate assessment of the income from casualty 
could be made; there could be no assurance that the revenues 
had actually been raisedg that they had not been composed for or 
remitted in whole or in part, or that they had not been given or 
farmed out at a discount to a third party. 
What can be done is. to give some examples of the proportion 
of a lordship which might be taken up with tenandry. An inquest 
into the value of Lothian made in 1479 for the purposes of taxation 
found that the Itoun of Oauketh with the manis and the baronry 
within the scherefdomel idas worth L606 6s 8d of old extent, 
With the addition of forty pounds of old extentfbr East Caldert 
otherwise known as Calderclereg and another tan marks for 
some parts of West Calder, these baronies being assessed separately, 
it can be said that the earldom of Morton within the sheriffdom 
of Lothian was made up of lands worth around L650 in time of peace* 
162 
Of this it seems highly likely that lands to the value of only 
L54. O'WSd by the old extent were held as property by the first 
earl of Morton, 
163 leaving tenandry to make up almost ninety-two 
per. cent of the whole. The proportion of property in Annandale 
may have been smaller still; the lordship contained thirty-two 
parishes for which an average value of forty pounds might well 
162. Bannatyne Misc., 111,4279 430. 
163. See Table VII below, p*382, 
333, ý 
be'conservative. 
164 Since the value of the lord's''property 
in Annandale, wee little more then f arty'poundsi, the 
proportion of tenandry could have exceeded ninety-seven per cent. 
165 
How typical such ý percentages may have been is dif ficult ", to - tell., 
There'may have been considerable Výriation within-any given 
magnatial patrimony - as f or'example in that ý of the earls of 
Crawford, whose barony of Gleneskv in named components-if not 
in valuev contained one-third tenandry'in 1511,166, butTwhose 
barony of Crawford may have, been one-fifth property"'in 1461 
and was composed entirely of tenandry by 1496,167 The figures 
do, nevertheless, indicate the sort of effect which centuries 
of subinfaudation could have had upon a magnatial, patrimanyt and 
how small might be"the rumpýof'property left to, &, lord of, the 
later fifteenth century as his source of regular income. 
The remaining important form, of revenue provided by-the 
inheritance is barely less obscure thanýcasualty, 'Court issues - 
the fines imposed upon wrongdoers and those who failed in their 
duty aS'suitors - wars probably of'some significance'and if, as 
in-Englandq they provided between tan and,, fifteen percant of- -, 
total income, 
168 it seems likely that'in most years they., would 
exceed casualty in valueo' Howeverv beyond making . the general", `- 
observations that this, form of income was-variable'and that 
those lordsp like Morton and Albanyq who hold in regalityl6g 
were better off than thosep like Crawford, with almost wholly " 
164. ERj xit 341*. 
165. See Table IX belowv p. 387* 
166, RMS9 ii, no, 3627. The barony had been, recovered from-, 
recognitiong and this balance of property and tenandry 
probably represents a return to an earlier and more 
acceptable condition. 
167, ! bid., no. 2298; Rylands, Crawfordv box B# no. 63, 
168, Grant, 'The Higher Scottish Nobility', 261, 
169. Ibidop 1199 120, 
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baranial, jurisdictiont 
170 there, is little to be said; the-- 
absence of local court records before the, sixteenth 'century 
makes a precise evaluation of judicial revenue -impossible. 
The scale, of income which a justice ayre -held An ''the ý earldom 
of March might provide is, indicated in, royal accounts -of the 
1450s and '1460s: an ayre in 1450 -yielded L159 9 but -this seems 
to have been an'unusually large figure 'Judging frow-the SUMS of 
thirty-sixt fortyq twsnty-two, and forty-five pounds produced by 
later courts* 
171_ These are, the only court issued mentioned in 
royal'accounta of Marchq and on the premise that the ayre, at 
best held once yearly according tO'the', records, was notýthe only 
court-dealing with criminal proceedings'in the earldom, 'these 
lattert rather'trifling sums'-probablY"do not represent the, whole 
of, the judicial profits which'an earl of'March would haveýraised, 
There is some evidence that the, sheriff-courts-of Berwick had.,,, 
jurisdiction in the earldom while it was in the king's hands. 
17,2 
I 'Although the high, point, in th8'payment, of, annuiti9s. -ofjt of 
royal resources had been-. passed early in the, fifteenth century, 
173 
it remained possible for'a magnate significantly to, improve his- 
financial ýý position through 11 service to ý the king. This could, chiefly be 
achieved by obtaining certain types Of royal office- not so much 
sheriffships and receiverships, for which the direct reward was small, 
as*constabularies of royal castles,, wardenships of wards of the march 
andt less cartainlyt central'gOV8rnment posts. 
174 
Annuities - and 
170. Crawfordts only regality was Kirkmichael in Dumfries7shire: 
Ibid. t 119-20; LM_St ii, no. 1191. 
171. ER, vq 4899 580; vip 94# 624; viiV 97. 
172. ER, vit 256-7. 
173, Grantv Independence and Nationhood, 13&-1, 
174, Evidence of fees paid to those holding centra 
,1 
government office in 
the later fifteenth century seems extremely difficult to find. 
335, 
particularly 'those of an heritable 'type - which were unconnected 
with - specific of f icep were f ar more unusual by the, later fif teenth 
century; the-trend- was rather towards the cancellation of'pensions 
dating from the early Stewart period than'towards the creation of 
now ones.. 
175, The success: of the fif th earl of Crawford, in ý 
clinging 'an to- a- number of long-standing annuals is thus fairly 
remarkable. , For thisq and'another 'more 'particular- reason 'besides, 
it seems suitable to treat these payments not-as part of the 
Crawford patrimony but as a reflexion of royal favour and therefore 
as reward for services 
Lucrative office -or indeed royal office of'any sort - did 
not come the way, of'ths'first earl of Mortonq although he, was able 
to-secure a'loan, -of'LlOO from James III at some'time before July 
1478* 176ý This was not the case with the duke of Albany and'the 
fifth earl of Crawford*whose yearly incomes'were substaritially 
boosted by fees. - As warden of the east and west-marches it seems 
likely that Albany, would be-entitled to no-less than L200 yearly, 
although'there is, no record'of any fee being'paid. No near 
contemporary holders of precisely these two wardenships can-be 
found,, but'the earl of Buchan was being paid 200 merks yearlý for 
the middle march, between 1479and, 1481,177., the-earl ofý-Angust , 
11 
Buchan's successor in the middle march, was paid 300 marks 
' 178 
yearly, the earl of Bothwell was due-L200 for'keeping the west 
179 
and middle wards of the march from 1488, and, in'1499 Lord Home 
received L100 for'kesping the east march, 
180 As the lard admiral 
the duke may have been paid a further feep but no notice of ouch 
175, Grantv Independence and Nationhood, 131, 
176, NLSI MS 74, fo* lo 
177* ER9 ixg 185* 
178, Ibid,, t 271, 
179. ER, xv 
- 
100. 
180" ! R9 xit 207-. 
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has been founde , The earliest remuneration of the fifth earl 
of Crawford f or holding of fice of the crown - aside from the six 
pounds retained as fee for his office as sheriff of Aberdeen 
lei 
andq no doubtv a similar sum collected for serving as sheriff 
of Forf ar - came with his appointment as keeper of the ýcastle of 
Berwick-upon-Tweed for a three-year term, commencing in 1473,, - 
182 
For this he was rewarded with 300 marks yearlyt drawn on the 
profits of the burghs of Berwick and Haddington. 
183 Six -years 
af ter- the expiry of this term he is found as keeper of the town 
of Berwickg Jointlyýwith Lord Gray. Tbis. officep, -for which he 
was more modestly rewarded with a-quantity-of Victual. 
184 
was 
perhaps specially created in response to the, threat of invasion., ý,, 
and lasted in any event no later than the, autumn of, 14829 when- 
Berwick fell to the English.. 'As chamberlain and master of the 
royal household from, 1482. until 1488 Crawford might be assumed 
to have received a substantial feeg though this lacks documentary , 
proof,, Reorganization of the, crown's fiscal administration by 
185 James I had reduced the importance of the chamberlain and, 
though this needýnct mean thatthe chamberlain, was no longer paidq 
it isýpossible that hip, giervicas were no-longer worth the L200 
annuity customary in the first quarter-of the fifteenth century. 
186 
There-mayo, however,, be-cause forýbelievingthat-King James's 
reauthorization of certain old and, in some cases, contentious 
annuities owed to the earl was related to the earl's tenure of 
governmental office. 
181, - 
ER9 viiiq 32, 
182. RME II. Ip 
. ýq 
ii, no, 1133. 
183. ER, viiiq 251.1 
184. E-rýwford and Gray were togetherpaid 1 chalder, 2 bollsq 
3 firlots of wheati 3'6halders, 9 balls, 1 firlot of malt; 
10 chaldersp 8 balls, 2 firlots of oatmeal. i. ER 
- J. 9 
ix, 433, 
Such a fee was inflation-proof, and may have been worth 
over LSO to each of the keepers. 
less AL, Murray, 'The Comptroller, 1425-14882, SHR Iii (1973)9 
1-3, 
186, ER, iv, 39,355-6, 
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The pensions upon which the earl had a. ý claim ý were, as -- 
followst 100 merks'frowthe customsý, of Aberdeen and 'forty pounds 
from the same'burghts, mails; 100 merks'from-the customs of Dundee; 
forty marks from the customs of, Mantrose; ninatesn'merks from the 
water'mails of Banff; tan'merks from the burgh mails of, Forfar; 
and five, pounds from the burgh mails-of, Crail. 
187 In total 
the pensions, amounted, to L2241'6s 8d, yearlyt-but- out of these ,: - 
only - the,, annuity of 100 marks f ram, Dundee T- judged to have dated f ram 
lee 
an infeftment by-David II , an&"the Crail annuity-appear, to have 
been paid consistently. 
189 
ý All the rest-were queried at-one time 
or another'before -and during'the fifth earl's lifetimev and it is 
plain" that, Crawford had some difficulty in ensuring their payment. 
He managed-to collect the two annuities-fromýAberdeen-for the'-first 
time in the, exchequer-year 1472-39, in-spite of opposition from-, 
190 
the burgh's accountantsq but this was a precarious success,, 
Theýcustumars and bellies of Aberdeen wanted to discontinue payment 
af ter, the year of account 1474-5,, 
191 The earl'seems' to -have, had no 
success in raising the Montrose pension-around this time, 'whilst 
the Banff and Foifar annuities'clearly'proved"problematic as'výell-. 
192 
Towards the and of the 1470a the earl was reducedv--if not to the 
intimidatory methods'emplayed-by, his fatherin, confronting the, , 
bailies"and custumars of Aberdeen, 
193, 
st1east'to aporapriating 
what'he could of the customs of Aberdeen and Montrose, 
194, 
, It idea 
187, ER v' ppo'c-civ n. p: -': xiv, 1'59EI-600;, SRO, GD, 121/39 bundle ! -=! iL 1 2 ý28 Dec. 1421). 
188, ER, viiiq 117& 
189, The Crail annuity was in the hands of assignees: ER, ivt 
588;, vii, 594; viii, 109; ix, 553; xiv, 599. 
_., 
viii, 1989 205, 190. EB 
191. The bailies of Aberdeen paid the earl for the last time in 
1478, and the custumars were once again querying right to 100 
marks in 1479: ibid. 9 558t 6329 640, 
192, Ibid, *, 475; ix,, 554; x. 619. 
193, ER, v. 630,639, 
194, T-R, viii, 625v 632. 
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not until 2483 - af ter Crawf ord, had taken up -f ormal'government 
of flm - that the sltuatlan -improved, . 'On 2 July, of , that year 
the king issued latters, to the"custumars and ballies'of the burghs 
of Aberdeen, Montroseý and Forf ar instructing 'them to pay the 
195 
annuities and at length'they started to comply, - Payment-of 
the f arty marks from the Montrose customs began in 1486, and two 
years later payment of the 100-merks from- the customs of Aberdeen 
was recommenced. 
196 , The bailies of Forfar'seem to'have 
grudgingly allowed the ten-mark annuity to be raised; 
197 but 
payment of the forty pounds from the, -forms ofAberdeen was not 
198 
resumed until, after the earl's death* 
Despite gaps in the evidence there is probably'sufficient 
information available upon which to bass rough estimates of the' 
gross-theoretical income which theýthrse magnates under-scrutiny, 
might have enjoyed.. Withoutýmaking'allowance either for lands 
hold in fee and liferent by the son and'apparent heir of the first 
earl of Morton or for-issues taken up by prebendaries of, -the 
collegiate kirk of Dalkeithp and instead assessing the-whole: of 
the Dalkeith patrimanyt the gross value, of the properties pertaining 
to the, first earl of Morton may have been approaching L5509 Known 
feu-duties barely exceed forty pounds in totalg butp perhaps erring 
an the side of liberalityp-an allowance for unidentified duties 
might bring the gross theoretical money yield of the Dalkeith 
estates to around L625 yearly, Victual issues recorded-in the 
rental-of 1419 x 1440 amounted to five chalders of wheat and two 
chalders of oatso 
199 
which, depending upon ptevailing pricesi may 
. 195, 
LR9 ixt 227. 
196. ER, xt 639 135., 
197* LR9 ixv 554; x. 241. 
198. ER, xi, 240-1. 
1991, See Table VII below,, pp. 381-4. 
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have had a cash value of as- much as Ll4a or as, little las -, 
twenty-five pounds in a given year during, the 1470s and , 
1480so 200, Prices of a mark f or the boll of . wheat and a, half- 
mark for the boll of oats, might be taken as close to the median, 
and these would give a cash value, of sixty-four pounds for the - 
victual - a. total which 'could reasonably be, doubled 'in order to 
take into ýaccount issues in kind f ram those parts, of - the, Dalkeith 
estates missing from-, the rental of 1419 x 1440..,, " To the total of 
around L750'. thus, far suggested, can be added, -another fifty pounds 
for sterling annual rentse If judicial-income from the regality 
of Dalkeith represented fifteen per cent oVthe earl's, gross income- 
and incidents represented - at a sheer guess -another ten perýcent, 
the grand total can be brought to a pointýsomewhere between L1050 
and L1100. Significant revaluation of rents along with-theýmore 
widespread use, of thrae-ý-year tacksýmight have taken place before 
the earl's death.,. -, in 1493, and consideration has. to be given 
to the possibility that mains exploitation made a material 
difference to the level of the1irst earl's income.. Even, act 
it remains difficult to, believe that-the Dalkeith inheritance 
could regularly have yielded more then L1500 before the end of the 
fifteenth century* 
The cash rental income-of the duke of Albany-9 which approached 
L680 can be augmented with only around fourteen'pounds from feu- 
duties and other annual rents and, no more'than sixty, merks of 
grassums from the tacks of the barony'af Cockburnspath, 
201 
which 
have to be averaged, oOt over three years-* The conversion of 
victualýrsnts, into a money equivalent doesp howeverl, make an 
200, During these two decades wheat ranged in price between 5s 
and 30s the bollq and oats between 2s-6d and Me 4d the boll: 
ER viii, 303; ADA, 68v 114. 
201, ER, viiiq 317,495; ixg 431. 
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appreciable difference to the total; the eighteen chalders 
of uiheat and eighteen chalders of bars.. the single chalder of oatsv 
thirty-two, marts andýseventy-two salmon which-were the duke's due 
may have been worth. around L2? 5 in the mid-14? Gs. 
202 
and the grain 
alone was probably worth a good deal more when raised. by, the ý duke 
203 
after the harvest, of 1482. Taking judicial income and incidents 
as representing twenty-five per- cent of -gross -revenue from the 
estatet a total in excess of L1300 may be arrived at, to which - 
should be added L200 f or Albany Iaf as as - warden - of -the east and 
west marches. Some additions to this suggested total income, of 
L15()o may havs-come, fromýmains exploitationg sheep-rearing and the 
court of the'admiralg but even an'inf armed -guess as to the extent 
of*such-revenues is scarcely a possibility. "' 
To the cash rental value, of around L1000 for the Crawford 
estates pertaining to the fifth earl of Crawford'at some mid-point, 
in his adult life no feu-duties can be added - thessi as noted 
aboveg should have been incorporated in the, relief assessments of 
1517.204 The rents in kindq. recarded, as-part of the, value of - 
theýbarony of Downie, are rather less easily dealt with, for 
these, totalling-thirty-five chalders and six bolls, by volume, 
are described without qualification as. tvictualf, 
205 The 
possible variations in estimates of their, value are thus 
enormous: ýif all were oats at the low price, of 2s 6d the ball ý 
recorded in 1473 and, 1478/9 
206 their value would have been- 
L70 15s;, if all were wheat at the high priceýof thirty shillings 
the ball record8d in 1488 their value would have been L849.207 
202. This would be so with wheat at c. 10s. the ball and bore at c. 
6s Bd the boll. - ER9 viii, 410,447. A mart may have been worth 
around 12s at the same time: ADA, 50* Prices of salmon tend to 
be per last or barrelp and not per fish. 
203. High victual prices were probably, ' prevailing at 
this time: 
Macdougallt James 111 312; LDA9 112*9 X16*, 
204. See abovet p. 330. 
205 ER xivq 598, 
206: ! ffAq 249 68. 
7n7. ADA. 114. 
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Without an indication of the produce involved a compromise 
value is requiredt and it may be reasonable to take a price 
per ball of tan shillings and so add L283 to the value of 
the earl's"prooerty. Since Crawford lacked regalian powers 
an any significant scale it 'might "be said' that judicial income 
and incidents, represented together a'fifth rather then a quarter 
of the income from his estates,, and an overall total of around 
L1600 would"thus be produced. The'earl's income was'probably at 
its peak in the mid-1470s, when he was in receipt of *L200 yearly 
for keeping Berwick Castle, raising Ll9l of his alleged pensions from 
burgh revenue and held the lordship of Brechin -'perhaps worth in 
excess Of L200, 'At this'timel, with revenues though certainly 
not actual receipts - standing at around L2200, it is quite likely 
that there was no secular magnate in the realm with a'greater 
groas income. 'A'Yearly value 'little short of this" sum 'may have been 
reached towards the end of'the earl's lifeg'when most of'his 
annuities were being paido'virious gifts had been'bastowed upon 
him by James IIIt and revaluation of property had probably pushed 
rents a little closer to, the new extent. 
The . se estimates - of gross income are offe , red merely to give 
some general idea of financial resources which lay behind certain 
leading magnates of the later fifteenth century. TheY do not 
purport to be even a rough guide. to the level of disposable income, 
for it is perfectly clear that the chamberlains and receivers of 
Mortong Crawford and Albany never set eyes upon sums'of the order 
of LIDOO-L2000, even before disbursing receipts. 
In the first place it is unlikely that grain rents - or very 
much of them - were actually available to be sold. Most were 
probably committed to the supply of householdst and some would be 
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paid out as wages - perhaps af ter milling or malting - to 
household, employees. 
208 Secondlyq there would be a 
significant proportion of money issues committed to certain ,I 
principal officials. Morton paid twenty pounds to his, 
constable of Dalkeithq 
209 
and probably had to award si! nilar 
fees to his k88pers,, of Morton and Abardourl, hisýchamberlain 
who appears. to have had no independent means - and9no doubt., 
various others. Albany could probably not avoid paying, fees 
commensurate with those awarded when the lordships of March 
and Annandale were in the king's hands: over L152 would thus 
have been committed each year merely to the captains of Dunbar 
and Lochmabenv the, steward of Annandale and the receiver and 
serjqants of March. 
210 A further portion of cashýrevenues would 
be 4iven over to - pious donations and pensions. Individuals 
other than the earl of Crawford can be identified who seem to 
have been entitled to raise over LIOO of his revenuet 
211 
and from 
October 1488 the whole of his two pensions from the burgh of 
212 
Aberdeen were placed in the hands of his wife* Automatic 
208. For exampleg-an unspecified number of watchmen at, Dunbar , Castle in the 1460s were paid 3 chaldersp 4 bolls, 3 firlats 
of wheat and the same quantity of malt: ER, vii, 181, 
209, NLS9 MS 729 foe, 122r-123r. 
210e In the 1460s a fee of 100 marks with the whole farms of 
Newtonlees and Uttle Pinkerton (LIS 13s 4d), amounting to 
L85 6s 8d in all was normally paid to the, keeper of Dunbar 
Castle; L30 was paid to the keeper of Lochmaben Castle; 
L20 was paid to the steward of Annandale; LID was paid 
'to the receiver of March; Ll was paid to each of seven 
serjeents of March: ERv vii, 309,311v 4949 565, 
211, RMS9 ii, nos, 4839 171M9 1184; 111, no. 1572 n.; 
Brech. Reg. v iip 20-23,114-15; 210-12; L& viiv 126, 
140; ixg 554t see abovep n, 189, 
212, RMS9 ii, no, 1795. 
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deductions of these types would ensure that'gro'ss and 'net 
income stood a significant'distan'ce' apart, and the ga P would 
be a' good deal wider for those lards - probably: the majority - 
whose ýotheri were still alive when they took possession of 
their 't i nheritances. Th4 fifth earl of Crawford for one can 
never have had the whole of his patrimony at his'disposal: ' 
at worst five-ninths of the issues of the earldom of Crawford, 
made up of terces due to his mother and grandmother, would- 
have been out of his hands until the latterts deatý between 
March 1478/9 and January i484/5,213 whereafter the"terce due 
214 
to his motherv who outlived him, would still have been 
drawn. - The precise extent of the terces is not knowng but 
there is evidence showing the'-application ot-. 'both`io the 
lordship of Strathýnairn and the Dundee annuity 
215 
and the 
application of at least one to the lordships of Inv'eririty, 
216, 
Alyth and, Crawford-Lindsay. 
Even without any, evidence of ihe stiie, 'of me gnatial, 
incomes in the later fifteenth century it might be suspected 
that not all members of the highir-nobility perceive I dýtheýselves, 
to be in a state of financial wellý-bei6g*, - Some' manifestations 
ofq if not actual'impaverishmentg'at least's belief'on the part 
of the earl of Morton that his resources were insufficient have 
213. ADA9 75-76; ADCv IDS* " 
214, ER xt 610. His mother's was the smaller tercev being 
twc). -thirds of his grandmotherts. 
215. ER,, vit 124,140. 
216. ADAv 89; ADCv 134v 361, 
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already been referred to. To these might be added the fact 
that the earl was, unable to pay back in full even the modest 
loan of L100 which he obtained from Oames'III9 being reduced 
to handing over a gold crucifix and chain, to the king as caution 
for fifty pounds. 
217 The earl of Crawfordq for all his 
appearance of great wealtht spared no effort. to secure receipt 
of various pensions to which he was doubtfully entitled, 
illegally appropriated part of the issues of Brechin and Never 
long after the gift of 
, 
the lordship to him had be. qn revoked. 
218 
continued to raise his annuity from Banff after granting,, the 
same to the laird of Findlatert 
219 
-disregarded the threat of 
recognition in his determination, to ., sell what was left of the property 
of Crawford-Lindsay, 
220 
and sold, to his brother two-of his. more 
valuable and centrally-placed, baranies, 
221 
, whose. fairly,,, prompt I 
return to the patrimony of the main line of the family was, hardly 
222 
an event which the earl could. have foreseen. The duke of 
Albanyt who appears to have-made, an effort towards. increasing- 
the proportion of property within the earldom-, and may-have ., 
experimented with mainý farming in the-barony of Dunbarq--was 
prepared to risk his brother's wrath and undermine the policy 
of securing peace with England by engaging in truce-breaking 
raids - presumably with no other. motive, than the winning of booty. 
With some evidence of the state ofmagnatialincomes there 
seems to be a possibility of placing, this sort of behaviour into 
context** After 1470 the current-Imoney of Scotland contained 
217, NLS9 MS 74.9 fo, 
218* ADA9 123., 
219, RMS9 ii, no. 1184; ER, viii, 475. 
220* RMS, iiv no, 2298, 
221, Ibid., no. 1938. 
222, His brother succeeded to the earldom in 1513: SpM ijit 
21, 
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approximately, one-seventh'the amount of silver contained in 
the starlings circulating in the thirteenth century - the time 
of peace to which the old extent relates, 
223 For the Scats 
nobility of the later fifteenth century to have lived in the 
style to which their thirteen th-century predecessors were 
accustomed it, might be supposed that rents required to have 
risen sevenfold. This they manifestly failed to do, In 
the south of' Scotland the old extent 'level may generally have 
been reached before the middle of the fifteenth centuryg but it 
seems doubtful; whether such a level had-been signally improved 
upon in many districts south of the, Forth by 1500. Further north 
circumstances were probably substantially different, but even so 
it is unlikely that rentsýcould have been raised, which were as, 
much as half the value"in silver content as-those raiied 'in time 
of, peacal. , This is. not to say that inflation followed, currency 
debasement exactly - other factors, -could undoubtedly render this 
somewhat crude calculation an irrelevance. ' Restricting the-period 
surveyed to &'little over a hundred years following the general 
assessment of land values of 1366 is perhaps more appropriate, ', 
given that some information'concerning'prices has been assembled 
for this span of time. -In 1366 it was found that the true extent 
of lands throughout the realm was more or less one-helf of the 
old extent. 
224 The weight of the pound Scats was about five and 
a half times greater in 1366 than after 1470 and victual prices 
seem to have risen in a manner commensurate with debasement 
between these dates. 
225 Rents might have risen in a similar, 
223. Grant, Independence and Nationhood'. 240. 
224. Nicholson, The Later Middle Ages, 175. 
225. Grant$ Independence and Nationhood, 23&-40. 
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fashiong but on the Dalkeith estates, it is-likely that the 
1470s saw rents standing at scarcely more than double the, 
level of 1366. Even in the principal parts of the earldom 
of Crawfordy north of the Tayl it seems that'rerits would have 
been lagging behind the rate of inflation'at this timeq having 
increased roughly fourfold since 1366, Whether rents ever 
caught up with inflation remains to be seen. Debasement did 
not cease but inflation seems to have been minimal in Scotland 
during the first half of the sixteenth centuryt 
226 
after which 
time it is likely that the new extent has little use as a guide 
to rent levels. 
227 
. 
What does appear to be true is that at 
least three magnates of the later fifteenth century were suffering 
from a fall. in the real value of the basic element of their income. 
Explaining this may require reference to more than just the long- 
term demographic effects of the Black Deathq but it seems, clear 
enough that there wasq an the wholev competition for tenants 
rather than for tenancies.. A golden age for the Scots peasantry 
appears quite likely. Any response by secular landlords to this 
state of affairs was probably ponderous. There is no indication 
that the royal lead in the introduction of fou-ferm tenure and 
grassum-yielding tacks was Yet. ýeing followed on any-, scale, nor 
of any return to victual rents - which had intrinsic value and 
were-virtually proof against inflation. The only significant 
226o Wormald, Court, Kirk and Community,, 450 53, 
227, Ift as the example of the Crawford estates shows, the 
current extent of the early 16th century was still in use, 
as the new extent quoted in the 17th century, then the 
reassessing of extents in accordance with actual value 
must have ceased at some point in between. 
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development seems to have lain 'in wadset and the short-term 
expedient of selling land, 
228 
. 
The less innovative response - 
that of increasing rents for one-year leases in accordance with 
inflation - was evidently out of the qU8Stionq for the mere 
hint of husbandman's resentment was sufficient to prevent 
rack-renting* 
229 
228* - R-, ', G,, Nichalsong 'Feudal Developments in Late Medieval 
Scotland'q jR, xviii (1973), 9-11; B, Ea Crawfordq 'The 
Earls of Orkney-Caithness and their Relations with Norway 
and Scotlandq 1158-14701 (St. Andrews University, Ph, D, 
thesisp 1971)9 292,,, Sale and wadset may both have raised 
around 20 times the yearly value of the lands: K, B, 
McFarlane, The Nobility of Later Medieval England (Oxford, 
1973)t 570 
229. Nicholsong The Later Middle Aqesj 434-5; Grant, Independence 
and Nationhood, 87* 
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CHAPTER SEVEN, , 1. 
CONCLUSION 
A total of fifty-three attested writs of, Davidq earl of 
Huntingdon (1152-1219) produced a total of thirty-nine persons,, 
excluding clarksp chaplains 'and other household functionariesq who 
were each named as witnesses on four or more occasions, 
1 Twenty 
of these men who witnessed on six or more occasions were classed 
as belonging to the earl's 'inner circle'. Thirty-five attested 
writs of Archibaldv fourth earl of Douglas (1400-24)9 yielded 
the names of nineteen laymen who were witnesses on at least f our 
2 
occasionso Among forty-nine attested writs issued by or in 
the presence of David, fifth earl of Crawfordq the names of 
only eight lairds, representing six lairdly familiest and three 
squires who witnessed on four or more occasions could be found.. 
The comparison may be crude - the earls of Huntingdon and Douglas 
were undoubtedly man of greater wealthq power and prestige than 
Crawford - but it is worth making. The comparison does not 
involve important differences in the number of writs, the span 
of years over which they were issued, or any judgement upon the 
status of the witnesses; it is simply the number of regularly 
attending lay witnesses which is being compared. A similar 
dominance of a small number of men can be seen in the witness- 
lists of writs of the duke of Albany and the earl of Morton - 
albeit from smaller collections of documents, Even using a less 
demanding minimum of three attestations to distinguish the 'inner 
circle' of these two affinities it is not possible to produce the 
names of more than four lairds and three squires associated with 
1, Stringerp- Earl David 'of Hu'ntinqdong 156-7, 
2, Grantp 'The Higher Scottish Nobility', 359 336, 
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Albany and two lairds or lairdly families-and*nine squires 
associated with Morton. This may be no'm6re than a reflexion 
of the fact that the earls of Huntingdon and'Douglas were 
peripatetic whereas Crawfordq Morton arid*Albany were sedentary. 
More positively it might" demonstrate the emergence of magnatial 
councils ast in'their non-judicial capacity at least, bodies of fairly 
fixed membershipq drawn in, the main'from'a basic pool of councillors 
and, augmented -from time to time by "others -drawn from'the outer 
reaches of the affinity. -What seems likely in any event is that 
the bounds of the I inner 'circles $. of these, later f if teen th-century 
affinities wore tightly 'pulled in by comparison with those of 
earlier' times. This automatically-casts attention-an to their 
far more sketchily' attested foutar'circles* - on to'men'whOSe , 
record of attendance would not have qualified them for 'consideration 
as parttakers -in the studies undertaken of twelfth-, and thirteenth- 
century Scoto-English'magnates. 
Some effort has, been made to d6al"'with these louter, 'circiest. 
It is"obviously unrealistic-to treat, every individual who was 
eveir in the presence of a given lord'as that lord's man. - It'is 
as much a mistake to'apply to these three'examples-from the later 
fifteenth century the some rigorous standards used to good effect 
with affinities in'existence two to'three hundred"years earlier. - 
whereby all those failing'to witness three-or fodr-writs are 
discarded as insignificant*' Coping with a large numberý' 
of individuals with modest records of attendance is made'easier 
by the existence of a range of evidence beyond the'writs issued 
by aI given magnate. 'This allows'the attestation of one or two 
writs to be transformed'in some cases'into clear evidence Of's 
3. Stringerg Earl David of Huntinqdon,, 155 ; Simpsong tThs Familis 
of Roger de. Quincyll 107. 
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genuine relationship. ThusV for example, are the ý attestations 
by 3ohn Dempbter of Auchtirless of a mere -two charters given by 
the f if th earl of Crawf ord illuminated by the ý records, of one of 
parliament's Judicial committees and by the laird's- reservation 
of his service to the earl when doing homage to the-bishop of 
Breching and the one instance, of" attendance by, the laird of 
Affleck upon the same earl given substance by evidence of his-- 
manrent. Even non-witnesses can be revealed as parttakers- 
from evidence, boyang a lord's own writs - the laird of Belton was 
not in attendance upon -the duke of Albany on any recorded occasion., 
but he, was plainly the-dukets, steward of March. - In addition there 
is scope for discounting as parttakars a, large proportion of- those 
who are known to have been in a lord1s presence just,. once or, less 
ofteng twice. The entire town council of Edinburgh'as., witnesses 
of two Crawford writs given in, Edinburgh is merely one particularly 
obvious example of this. Nevertheless, there remains the major 
difficulty that plausible indicationt let alone proof, of, the 
absence of a connexion between a given individual and a, lord is 
not regularly available, It is easy enough to be sure of the 
composition of the care of the affinity, but less easy to be certain 
of its outer reaches., 
Too exacting standards may have been employed in the foregoing, 
The lairdly 'outer circles' of the three magnates-at, any given 
point in their lives have been confined to between ton and fifteen 
for Crawford and to between five and, ten for Morton and Albany. 
The higher figureSTmay be multiplied by at least two to provideý 
the total number of lairds with whom each is known to have had 
some contact and who cannot be eliminated from enquiriesp during 
the whole ofýtheir adult lives* Whether their lordship ever 
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extended to twenty and more lairds of an 'outer circle1q and, 
more particularlyt whether the attestation of a single writ 
is sufficient evidence of that touchstone of service - the 
giving of counsel - must remain in doubt. Evidence of 
divided loyalty an the. part of members of the core of an 
affinity is confined in the present work to the cases of Sir 
John Douglas and James Gifford of Sheriffhallp respectively the 
apparent heir and the principal lairdly associate of the first 
earl of Mortang both of whom drifted into the=bit of the duke 
of Albany in 1482-3. Insufficient attention has been-paid to 
the possibility of divided loyalty in the outer reaches of an 
affinityp principally because no two magnates have been selected 
whose spheres of influence were adjacent or interlocking., Some 
illumination of where the loyalties of certain peripheral 
figures truly lay if, indeed, they were actually oriented in 
a single direction would probably be discovered through the 
comparison of neighbouring magnates' affinities. It is evident, 
by way of exampleqýthat Malcolm Guthrie of Kingenniev David 
Ogilvy of that ilk and Alexander Lovell, of Gallumbie were not 
solely concerned to serve the fifth earl of Crawfordt forýall 
can be found accompanying or acting for the earl of Angus an 
4 
occasions in the 1470s. 
If the available evidence is not asked to perform beyond 
its capabilitiesq the impression, left by these three affinities is 
of administrative organizations coupled with narrowly-based mutual 
benefit clubs rather then of instruments of comprehensive regional 
authority. They wereq, however, strongly regional in character, 
with f ormal ties of tenancy and kinship enjoyed by those beyond 
4,, ý Laing Chrs,, nos. 165,169-70. 
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the chief sphere of'influence seldom counting for muchq except 
so far as the administration of outlying properties was concerned, 
Within the chief sphere of influence the formal ties by which 
lords and man were attached were varied. Tenancy, bonds and 
kinship all played a, partq but it remains- dif f icult to show that 
any of these ties could automatically produce affinity, 
Of the large array of tenants which, by -the late fifteenth 
centuryp any magnate would inherit - an, 'array whose size can at 
present only be hinted at with reference to scraps of information 
like that showing the massive -preponderance of tenandry within 
the parts of the lordship of Dalkeith, lying in Lothian - it seems 
clear enough that only a small 'proportion 'would take an active 
interest in the affairs of their feudal superior. To say that 
around forty per cent of the- attestations by laymen-of the charters 
of the earls of Crawford and Morton can be attributed to tenants-by- 
patrimony is no contradiction of this. That such a proportion 
should obtain in regions where the tenurial lordship of these 
earls was concentrated can be seen as no more then a'statistical 
probability. Besideaq in both cases men regarded as the earls' 
kinsmen were responsible for around eighty-five per cent-of 
the attestationsv and as a result*the effect of the feudal 
contract in producing affinity is impossible to separate from, 
the effect of kinship. Undoubted tenants-'of the duke of. 
Albany account for less than a quarter of lay attestations of 
his charterse Since kinship is substantially irrelevant 
in the duke's case and, short of the use of bonds of manrent, 
tenancy was the only formal tie available to him, such a 
proportion may be a more suitable indication of the significance 
of tenure-based service* Even, so, it is impossible to prove 
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that any of the attesting tenants were in the company of any 
of these lards-because of their tenancy. 
Kinship was 'almost certainly a stronger force in determining 
the make-up of an affinity. KinsO an of the grantor were 
responsible for at least fifty-one percent of all attestations 
of Morton's charters and -at least forty-four per cent of all 
attestations of Crawford's. Even the duke of Albany could 
find some reason, for regarding as kinsmen certain individuals 
who contributed twenty per cent of the attestations of his charters. 
It is notp howeverv clear that agnatic kinship was yet dominant. 
Excluding Morton's twa. 'sons, ýagnates of the earl - namely Hugh 
Douglas of Borgue and his brother - contributed four out of the 
total of 184 charter attestations. The other kinsmen whose 
names populate the witness-lists of his charters were all 
cognates - -principally his maternal uncles and cousinst the 
Giffordso The eight agnates - or at least bearers of the 
surname Lindsay - who witnessed charters of the earl of Crawford 
represent a rather larger groupq but it is evident that 
cognates account for more than three-quarters of the attestations 
of his charters by kinsmen. Nevertheless, it seems improbable 
that cognatic kinship was truly the guiding force behind even-a 
majority of the lard-man relationships for which it was invoked. 
it was undoubtedly a consideration, in the association between 
the Giffords and the earl of Morton, but it might be wondered 
whether it was any more important than past service to the lords 
of Dalkeith and the fact that the lands of Sheriffhall lay a 
stone's-throw from the policies of Dalkeith Castle. In many 
other cases it seems likely that cognatic kinship was merely 
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being called upon to give additional substance to - or --even 
to justify - an existing relationship* This is probably - 
true of Crawford and Thomas Ogilvy of Clovaq Thomas Fatheringham 
of Powriev the Guthries of that ilkýand James Crichton of Ruthven; 
of Morton and William Borthwickt Mark Dunbar and Archibald Todrick; 
and of Albany and the Homes of that ilk and the Liddells of, - 
Halkeratone In other cases kinship seems -to have been brought 
into play at the commencement of a relationship: it was cited in 
connexion with Crawfordts bonds withýWalter Carnegie of Kinnaird 
and John Affleck of that ilk and mentioned around the time at 
which Albany made. bonds with the! earl, of Angus and Lord Gray, 
In so far as five of the nýne bonds of manrent known to 
have been given to the earler-of Morton and Crawford, were given 
by cognateaq another three were given by geographically distant 
agnates and eight were, given by lairdsp there is evident-conformity 
with some of the general principles identified as lying behind-the 
bond. 5 In other respqctsq howeverg, they, appear somewhat 
idiosyncratic. - Eight of the bonds were given for tangible. 
considerations* 
6 Six or sevenýwere designed to neutralize 
existing disaffection rather riore than, to create affinity; 
7 
evidence of a successful lord-man relationship, following, these 
bonds-is slight, or non-existentp and in the case of James 
Gifford of Sheriffhall an existing relationship came to an 
abrupt halt within months of. his giving a bond, Bonds of manrent 
were an occasion, used to bring disputesto a conclusion but, far 
from being 'exacted by the victor from the losers 
8 
precisely 
the reverse was true, of the bonds given by the laird of Affleck 
5, Brown, 'Bonds of Manrentt, 154-82, 
6, Ibidp 54, 
7, Ibid, p 183-201* 
B. Grantt Independence and Nationhood, 141, 
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to Crawford and by the lairds of Sheriffhall and Mannerston to 
Morton. Bonds of manrentp if such they wereq given to Albany 
in 1482-3 'can'only have been obtained with a view to assembling 
support'at'a time of political crisis. 
There'is thus reason to doubt whether, tenancy retained in the 
later-fifteenth century the importance which it''enjoyed at the 
century's beginning. There is also reason to doubt whether 
bonds of manrent and agnatic kinship had yet, taken over as -the 
key factors in the construction of affinities. This may help 
to shad some light upon the apparently restricted nature of these 
three, af f inities - the notdLble reliance of each, of the three ý- 
magnates upon a-small and irregularly, augmented caucus. if 
ties which carried with them some degree of obligation were not-' 
being developed a lord's prospects of obtaining service from a, -, 
wide-range of individuals and thereby ensuring that his affinity 
dominated a region were'ýound to be restricted. For one-thing 
there could be no recourse to material-patronage on a large scale. 
, The-importance of material patronage to the three affinities - 
or to their touter circles' at least - was negligible. Those 
who Merited reward seem normally to have been bearers-of office 
and men whose service to the-lord is comprehensively attested, 
All of Crawford's 'inner circle' of lairds and at least'some of 
the man closest to Morton and Albany received something. - if not 
always a great dealp. 'in recoghition, for their efforts, It would 
be naive to suppose that the hope of eventual gain was'entirely 
absent from the minds of men who entered a lord's service with the 
intention of devoting large parts of their time and energyýto his 
affairsý'--These rewards weret however,, clearly given after an 
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inclination to, serve had already been demonstrated. - The 
I purchase Iý of parttakers by awarding lands -or money in advance 
of service was probably extremely unusual - excepting the curious 
selection of bonds of manrent given to the earls of Crawford and 
Mortong the circumstances of which may have necessitated some 
form of tangible gift. For those in the touter circlesIt unless 
incidental payments were given in return for incidental services 
a matter upon which there seems to be no inf ormationý - tangible 
reward can rarely have been a consideration. 
.I 
The economic background helps to show why this should have 
been so* Had the magnates been blessed with sufficient surplus 
wealthq they might have chosen to. resdIve the difficulties 
consequent upon the wholesale restructuring of the higher nobility 
during the fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries quite simply in the- 
first instance by the extensive use of bonds and fees. This sort 
of approacht which was, the norm in Englandl where fragmented 
estates and honorific lordships also prevailed*until the third 
quarter of the fifteenth century,, was plainly not possible. 
To over-simplif yv -during thalater-mtddlwages- the. higher npbilities of 
Scotland and England-were of much the same size - between, fifty 
and sixty strong* 
9 By comparisong it seems fair to sayt the 
landed resources of the two realms stood in the ratio of-around 
1: 6 in favour of Englandolo - Evenýallowing for a larger and -, 
better-off body of gentry in England it-seems probable that. -the, 
natural leaders of local society in Scotland were bound to carry 
out their allotted function without the, level of financial 
backing enjoyed by English magnates* In strictly numerical 
9. Granto Independence and Nationhood 121-2; Lander, 
Crown and Nobility. 1450-1509, p 14. 
10. Grantt Independence and Nationhood. 72-73. 
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terms the incomes of Crawfordq Morton and Albany were little 
different to the incomes of a large, proportion of their 
I 
English counterpartst but by the later f if teenth century a 
greater rate of currency debasement had l8ft Scots coin with 
a value one-third that of English coin. Worse, real incomes 
were continuing to trail in, the, wake of inflation, In 
consequence, even though the incomes of Scots magnates were 
virtually tax-free, the assertion of'their status and the 
exercise of lordship had to be undertaken with limited recourse 
to material patronage. This was not simply a matter of eschewing 
fee'd bonds - in En6land indentures involving annuities were 
fairly closely connected with military serviceg andýwere generally 
replaced, by indentures involving only 'good lordship' once military 
service-hsd ceased to be pertinent; 
11 in fifteenth-century Scotland 
military service was something of an irrelevance and fees., by 
analogyp would normally have been inappropriate. It was more 
generally a matter of avoiding material patronage of any sort 
except in the cases of the most deserving. 
Maintenancep the affording of assistance and protection-by, la 
lord, was the only practical form of patronage which-could extend 
to a large touter circle' as well as. a small 'inner circle'. it 
is manifest in the development and use of bonds-of manrent and 
maintenance from the middle of the, fifteenth century. , Its social 
context is patentp although its-economic context perhaps merits 
a little more recognition - it-faaa intangible and, -therefore$ 
in 
thearyl cost nothing. Whether maintenance could effectively 
be given without incurring-some expense seems highly unlikely, 
but it did at least involve no long-term damage to finite resources, 
11, Dunhamp Lord Hastings' Retainers, 53. 
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It was undoubtedly the prospect of receiving maintenance 
which above all other considerations drew men to the three 
lords examined. It has been made clear elsewhere that. 
12 
maintenance was-what parttakers chiefly required; 
conveniently, it was maintenance that lords were -capable of 
supplying. In additiong in the absence of satisfactory 
indications that kinship and tenancy had the automatic 
consequence of a lard-man relationshipv maintenance is the 
one possible basis upon which the examined affinitiew. could , 
have been built which remains., An explanation of the shortage 
of evidence showing that promises of maintenance or manrent 
the latter implying the-giving of the former - exchanged, between 
these three magnates and their men were being committed to paper 
is probably not essential., One possibility-Is that the known 
bonds are merely the tip of the iceberg - that, others., more 
typical of the wider body of bonds of manrent and maintenance 
were given and receivedp and that these neither surviveýnor are 
mentioned. Another possibility is thatýfor, the attraction of, 
parttakers Crawfordt Morton and'Albany reliedv barring exceptional 
circumstancest merely upon their ability to affor4-maintenence, 
without recourse to formal statements-of their intention? to 
supply and defend their men. In either case the result is the 
samee Magnatial power cannot be equated with magnatial wealth, 
but it should be equated with the capacity to maintakne, Deficiency 
and sufficiencyýin magnatial affinities would therefore be, 
proportionate to-the efficacy of the lard's maintenance, and if the 
three affinities examined are correctly, -assessed as a trifle 
threadbare it would fallow that the powers of maintenance of 'the - 
12. Brownt 'Bonds of Manrenttt 201-9, 
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three magnates were not adequate, .I 
Put another way, it was more the, man who chose his lord 
than vice verse once the replacement of proVincial lordships by 
honorific lordships had blurred the bcunds of spheres of influence. 
A bond of manrent was given because the laýlrd who gave it perceived 
that he would benefit thereby. The same is true of any man who 
attached himself to a lordpýwhether by any formal, meens or-tacitly, 
The man had to be satisfied that his goodwilli ýsupport'and service 
would be reciprocated* In consequencev the bond of'manrent, or 
any observable lard-man relationship must be taken as a 'token of 
rather than an addition to a lord's powers; a -lord, acquired, most 
of his parttakers because he was powerfulv and not-because he 
sought to be powerful* Since powers,. of maintenance were-most 
manifest where the affinity was, large and effective, it follows 
that the development, of regional authority through the development of 
the affinity was bound, to be, sloW - all other things-being equal.., 
All other things did not have to-be equal. An-extensive, 
agnatic kin-group-that was geographically concentrated and-notg-as in 
Morton's casev fragmented by inheritance disputes could-probably 
provide a solid plaiform upon which to build, That the earl of 
Crawford should have had limited success in assembling the 
Lindsay cadets in Angus and eastern Perthshire needýnot deny the 
basic principle* Other matters can be seen-as tipping the 
balance in a given magnate's favoure. By'deduction the earl of 
Crawford saw tenure of the sheriffship of Forfar as a-major 
boon; he knew perfectly well that losing the sheriffship was a 
serious Setback. The resentment expressed in the notarial- 
instrument which he had made upon his enforced resignation of -the 
office reveals both his. dependence upon maintenance and his need 
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for. a means by which maintenance could be exercisedS -Marton 
and Albany had no need of judicial powery but the latter at 
least saw a need for a further source of maintenance and was 
prepared - to act as af ocus f or border, raiding and riský- his 
brother's wrath in order to acquire one. 
The implications of this for the transmission of -royal , 
authority to the locality are not absolutely clear. No doubt 
if royal authority had been transmitted with comprehensive 
success the central courts would have left very little record of 
their sittings, but ýo pass a Judgment upon the quantity of work 
with which they were burdened is not feasible. There is at 
least no sign that the magnates of the later fifteenth century 
were ill-fitted for looking after their own concerns - the 
magnatial affinity was designed, in the first instance, for 
the administration and preservation of the magnate's own estates 
and rights, and this was a task it was comfortably able to perform. 
That the duke of Albany was able af ter a three-year exile to collect 
his rents and export his wool surely reflects the efficiency and 
loyalty of his administrative organization. That the earl of 
Morton ultimately failed to browbeat the laird of Mannerston into 
submission over the terms of his tenure reflects the laird! s 
persistence and the efficacy of royal justice rather than the failure 
of the affinityp which plainly rallied to defend its lard's interests. 
For the affinity to go further and represent the dominant social 
force within a clearly-; defined sphere of influence probably 
required rather longer in most cases then a few decades following 
the completion of the upheavals within the ranks and institutions 
of the higher nobility. Perhaps some magnates - the earls of 
13. Zq, 111X., 213,4.31-2. 
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Argyll and Huntly are most frequently cited as examples - 
exercised comprehensive regional authority before the end 
of the fifteenth century. These earls were notv however, 
the alpha and the omega of ýhe Scottish nobility; f or many 
others the spheres of influence had probably yet to be fully 
definedq lot alone become fully populated with their adherents. 
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Master George Abernethy XX 2 
WillIza Auchterionin of that ilk X 1 
Andrew Stinoartg Lord Avondale X I 
Master Andrew Sell X 1 
James Cairmcrose X I 
Richard Clark X 1 
Patrick Col3bouryn X 1 
David Dempster of Careston X 1 
John Dempster of Auchterimse X'' 1 
air James OICkson XX 2 
air Alexander Forfor, NP .X 
Sir Almxnnder Forrester of CorstOtphin4l X 
ý, 
David Fatheringhom of Powtin ' 
X, XX 3 
Thomas Fatheringham of Powrin XXXXXXX 7 
Gavin Graham X, X 2 
Mmotar Nicholas Graham# NP XXX 3 
Mentor David Guthrie of that ilk XXXX 41 
James, Lord Hamilton X I 
Sir Robert Hamilton of - Preston X 1 
waiter Stewart, Lord Inner"ath X I 
Alexander Kennedy X I 
John Langlands X I 
air David Lauderdale 1 
Alexander Lindsay of Auchtermconzis X 1 
Plaster Joe*@ Lindsay of Covington X I 
Master James Lindsay, chanter of Moray X I 
philip Lindsay of the Haugh XXX 3 
Robert Lindsay X I 
Alexander LoY*JI of Ballumble X I 
John Moncur X I 
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Gavin Af f lack ' X1 
piaster Henry Barryt NP XI 
Walter Bertram XX2 
John Belfourg bishop of Ortchin X 1 
Robert Brown X 1 
master George Carmichael XX X3 
George Carmichael XXXXX5 
Master Henry Carmichael XI 
John Carmichael of Meadowflat X X2 
William Carmichael X1 
Jgmies Crichton of Ruthven XI 
John Dempster of Auchtarless X I 
air James Dickson X X2 
Sir 34066 Douglas XXX3 
Sir Alexander Dunbar of Westfield X- I 
David Eyes X I 
Robert falconer X I 
air Alexander Forfar, NP XI 
Master David Fatheringhan X I 
David Fatheringham X X2 
Tho"a rotheringnam of Powriw XXXXXXX XXXXXXX 14 
David Glen X1 
Sir Alexander Guthrie of that ilk XXXXXX6 
John Halkorston XI 
Walter Stewart, Lord Innermeath X 
James Inns* of that M X. 
George Gordonq earl of Huntly X 
air George Jackson X1 
Herbert Johnston@ X 
John Langlands XXX 
sir David Lauderdalog. NP X 
Sir Alex. Lindsay of Auchtereconzis X XXXX. S 
Alexander Lindsay of Ounrod X I 
Master Henry Lindwryp NP X X- X3 
master James Lindsay, dean of Glasgow X I 
phLlip Lindsay of the Hough X- X 2 
petrick Lumaden X X2 
Master John Lyon of Courtentown X I 
George Mercer X, XX3 
master John Mitchalson X1 
Walter Mancur of gnapp XI 
John Murray X1 
Thomas Ogilvy Of Clove XX 2 
Walter Ogilvy of Auchloven X I 
will-Ram Ogilvy, choncaLlor of, Brachin X 1 
William Tulloch, bishop of Orkney X I 
WL1.11m Ruthven of that ilk X 1 
air Alexander Scott XXXX .4 
George ShLrras, chanter of Brechin X 1 
Robert Shirr*@, NP XI 
air Thomas Shorthouse X1 
air Henry Strachan, NP XI 
Master Gilbert Tyris XXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX 16 
John Waughv NP X1 
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LIST OF CHARTERS OF DAVIO LINOSAY. FIFrd-EARL OF CRAWFORD. ANO 
Regiolont: 
1. Margaret Clunbar, countess of Crawford, 
the earl's mother 
2. Herbert Johnstone of Dalsbank 
3. Walter Lindsay of Beaufort 
4. Alexander Rhind, son of James Rhind 
of Oroxmouth 
S. Walter Lindsay of Beaufort, the earl's 
paternal uncle 
6. Patrick Blair, burgess of Perth 
7. Walter Lindýsy of Beaufort, the earl's 
paternal uncle 
a. Thomas Ogilvy of Move 
9. David Lindsay of BaLkis, son of David 
Lindsay of Lathnot and Margaret Fenton 
10. David L1ndssyq son and apparent heir 
of David Lindsay of Lathnot 
11. (Inspection of two charters by Walter 
Ogilvy of Uras.. to) Marjory Ogilvy, 
countess of Crawrord, the earlis 
grandmother 
12. Walter Lindsay of Beaufort, the earl's 
paternal uncle 
13. Robert Rollo, burgess of Dundee 
14. William Guthrie 
15. Walter Lindsay of Sesufalt and Isobel 
(Livingston) his spouam 
16. Thommas Ogilvy of Clove 
17. Chaplains in the chair of Brachin 
Cathedral 
18. Master David Guthrie of that ilk 
19. (Inspection of charter by Walter 
Ogilvy of Ursa to) William Banner of 
Rcsm. Lo 
20. A chaplain in the parish Urk of Maigle 
21. Sir 2amos Ogilvy of Deakford 
-22.3"as Hamilton of Showfield and Clixe- 
both Lindsay his spouse 
23. Sir David Lindsay, the earl's cousin, 
son and hair of the late Walter 
Lindsay of Beaufort 
Source Place of 131SUG82 
RMS, ii, no. 776 Cdinburgh 
RMS. ii, no. 786 Edinburgh, 
NLS, Acc. 5474, bundle 59 x 14 Sept. 1465 
&MS 
_, 
ii, no. 1028 Oundes 
Rylands, Crawfordq box E Arbroath Abbey 
RMS. ii, no. 972 Dundee 
Rylands, Crawfordq box E Maigle 
SRO9 GO 16112, non. 5 6; Dundee 
RMS. iii, no. 6934 
RMS. il, no. 1420 Dundee. 5 28 3una.... 
SRO, GO 16/13, no. 5 Edinburgh 
RYlandst Crawford, box 8, Brechin 
no. 46/1. 
Rylandeq. Crawford* box E Dundee 
SRO, GO 121/3, bundle-16 
RMS. ii, no. 3S7S 
Rylands, Crawford, box C 
NRA, survey no. 145 




25 Apr. 1471 
Brachin 
RMS. ", no. 11178; Edinburgh 
Kirkbudda Inventory, 12-13 
SRO, ' RH/d, no. 441c - 
RMS ii, no. 1169 Edinburgh 
FIMS. 'U,, no. 1184' X'13 Oct. 14747 
HMC Rev. xv, App. part viii, Edinburgh 
Ryland*, Crawford, box E-^ Dundee 
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Recipients Sources 
24. Walter Bertram, burgess of CdinbVrgh, jims. 11, no. 13919 
and Clizabeth (Cant) his spouse 
25. Walter Bertram, burgess of EdinbVrghq RMS. il, no. 1391 
9 
acid Clizabeth (Cant) his spouse 
25. (Inspection 6f charter by Walter SRO, RH/d, no. 466a 
Ogilvy of Urns to) William Bonnar of 
Rossi* 
27. (Inspection of charter by 04vid Annand of SRO, M 33/30, no. 1 
Auchterellon to his son mid apparent heir) 
Henry Annand 
28. Oases CrichEon of Ruthven and Agnes RMS. ii, no. 114810 
Hepburn, his spcuseý 
29. Thomas fatheringhma of Powris SRO, GO 121/3, bundle 26; 
30. Thomas Ogilvy of Clove 
31. (Inspection of charter by Henry Annand, 
son end apparent heLr of David Annand 
of Auchtarallon to) Patrick Gordon of 
Methlick 
32. A chaplain at the altar of St Catherine 
In Brechin Cathedral 
33. Alexander Lindsay of Auchtermoonxim, 
the sarl's brother 
34. Thomas Fatheringhm of Powria 
35. Steven Lockhart 
RMS. il, no. 1497 
In, ii, no. 1522 
SRO, GO 33/30, no. S 
Brach. Rea. L, 210-12 
RMS. il, no. 1691 
SRO, GO 121/3i bundle 12; 
RMS. LU, no. 1489 
RMS. li, no. 1711 
piece of rasue, 
Edinburgh 
Edinburgh 
4 Nov., 1477 
finavan 











30 Aug. 1486 
36. Alexander Lindsay of Auchtermoonzis, RMS. ii, no. 1691 Oundso 
the earlte brother 
37. Margaret Carmichael, countase of AMS. at no. 1795 Edinburgh 
Crawiford# the earile spouse 
38. William Carmichael, son and apparent RMS. U, no. 1940 
11 
Edinburgh 
hair of John Carmichael of Meadowflat 
39. Sir Alexander Lindsay of Auchtarmoonzie, LM. S_p iiq no. 1938 Edinburgh 
the earl's brother - 
40. W1.121; m Carmichael (son and apparent RMS. ii, no. 3389 Brachin 
hair of 3ohn Carmichael of Meadowflat) 
1. This is not an exhaustive list; other charters noted In NRA surveys 133 143 hava not been 
consultedo 
2. This adds the data of issue of charter* 8,1S, 21), 24,25 and 34, which are Omitted from 
Tablo* I& and b. Those ch4rtars were not attested, or also their witnesses are not given in 
the source cited. 
3. The root or this charter is somewhat damaged, with the name of at least Ong witng84 entirely 
torn off and the title and forename only of one air John (-) survivingo The liberty has 
been taken of expanding I.. v. ol to Caving and 1... rncor(blot)s1 to 1C4rnc0rV13 204 ADA. 4. 
John Moncur may have boon air 3ohn Moncur. 
A. of those three versions of the same charter only SRO, GD IS/12, no- 6 includes the name 
of Master David Guthrie of that Ilk an 4 witness and gives a description of the boundaries 
of the land in qu4stion. 
5. / 
366. 
footnotes (contd. ) 
S. The date of this charter, confirmed in 1478/99 is missing, but it is taken to be earlier 
then charter no. 9. Charters 8 and 9 deal with the same subjects, but in charter 8 tenure 
y ward was specified, whilat according to Charter 9 the lands were to be hold in blench tr 
form. Reimposition of ward tonure is unheard of. 
6. Isabel's surname is supplied from Haigh Inventory, 11,7. 
7. This charter is mentioned briefly an a memorandum in the Register of the Great Seal. 
The date of the charter in wanting, and the date given is that of its confirmation. 
a. Elizabeth's surname in supplied from Prot. Sk. Young. no. 790. 
9. 'Charters 23 and, 24, though given can data* more than eight months apart, are recorded 
as having been witnessed by s3tactly the same-parsans, all of'wh= seem to have been 
members of the tmo council of Edinburgh. The later charter and all but one of the 
wLtnessens names from the earlier are amitted from Table 1b. 
10. The two chatters given to Crichton and his wife an 11 July 1480 have been treated as 
one; the, second was given in warrandice of the first. The witnoss-listx are, 
nevertheless, slightly different, with the'seco. nd amitting the names of George 
Carmichael and David ratheringhem. The fuller list in used in Table Ib. 
11. The two charters given to William Carmichael an 2S February 1489/90, dealing with 
different subjects in the same barony, have boon treated as one. The witness- 
lists are the some in either case. 
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TAKE 11. WITNESSES OF WRITS GIVEN BY OR IN THE-PRESENCE OF DAVID. FTFTH 
JARL OF CRAWFbRO 
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Gavin Affleck XX 
John Afflock of that ilk X I 
CoUn Campbell, earl of Argyll X I 
Andrew Stewart, Lord Avondale X I 
AtasmdarftldouLs, X I 
Duncan Barry X 1 
Master Henry Barry, UP XXN 2 
Sir Alexander Boyd of Drumciall -X 1 
Matter George Carmichael X I 
George Carmichael XXX 3 
air- David Colston X 1 
James Crichton of Ruthven X 1 
air 3&mos. Dickson X 1 
Michael Durham of the Grange X 
air Alexander Forfar, UP 
David Fatheringham of Powris X 
David Fatheringhm ý XX 2 
Nicholas ratheringhem X 1 
Thomas Fatheringhm, of Powris XX X- XXX 7 
Patrick Gardyne of that ilk X ý V 
Master Nirholas Graham, UP X U- X 2 
air Alexander Guthrie X I 
Master David Guthrie of that ilk X I 
air David Guthrie XX 2 
Master David Hamilton X 
John Hamilton of Stanshall X 
air Jesse Hanshaw X 
air Alexander Inglis, provost of 
Crichton X 
air w4'14@a, Inn*x X 
Matthew Jacket X 
Gllbert# Lord Kennedy X 
Alexander Lindsay (of Haugh) 
Sir Alexander Lindsay of Auchtermoonzis X 
David Lindsay of Lackaway X 
Piaster Henry Lindsay, UP X 
Master James Lindsay, chanter of 
Moray XXX 
Master James Lindsay (of Covington) 
' 
X 
Lindsay of the Haugh Philip XXX 3 
Walter - Lindsay X 
William Lindsay X 
William Livingston X, I 
Master Andrew Lyle X 
air Thomas Lynn X 
Master John Lyon of Courtentown X 
Sir Thomas Maul@ of Penmure X' 1 
George Mercer XXX 3 
Jesse Mercer X I 
David Ogilvy of that ilk XX 2 
John Ogilvy of Invorquharity X I 
Thomas Ggilvy of Clove X X- XX 4- 
Henry Ramsay of Newtibber X 1 
James Rhind of Broxmouth X I 
air Alexander Scott X 1 
air Henry Scott X 1 
Robert Shirres, UP X I 
Master Gilbert Tyris XXXXXX 6 
David Lindsay, earl of Crawford XXXXX 5 
e 
368. 
KEY TO TABLE II 
Description Source Venue 
X. Instrument of-resignation by SROO RH 6p no, 3798 Dundee 
James Blairp burgess-of Dundee, 
in favour of Patrick Blair, 
burgess of Perth 
B Letters of bailiary to Master NLS9 Acc. -5474, Edinburgh 
James Lindsay and John bundle 58 
Lindsay of Covington, his 
brother and heir 
C Instrument upon the perambu- Arb, Lib, v iit 146 Auchterlownie lation between Auchterlownia 
and Forfar 
0 Charter of James, -Lord Hamiltonq SRO, RH 69 no. 385 Hamilton Castle 
to William Uchtrev burgess of 
Hamilton 
Elprecept of sasine in favour NLS, Ch. 5848 Dundee 
of-Alexander Rhind, son of 
James Rhind of Broxmouth 
F Letters narrating an agreement RMS, iiq no. 1038 Affleck 
between Crawford and John 
Affleck of that ilk 
G Letters of gift to Thomas SR09 GD 121/3t 
Fatheringham of Powris bundle 4 
H Precept of sasine in favour of Rylandst Crawford, Dundee 
Sir David Lindsay of Beaufort box E 
I Instrument upon the arbitration SRO, GD 97/2, no, 29 
between Edward Livingston and 
Williamq Lord Crichton 
3 ChaTter of Silvester Rattray RMS9 ii, no. 1427 Dundee 
of that ilk to 3ohn Rattray 
and Elizabeth Kennedyq his son 
and daughter-in-law 
K Charter of Marjory Ogilvyp coun- _RMS 
Dundee ii, no, 1572n 
tess of Crawfordl to the Friars 
Minor of Dundee 
L Precept of sesine in favour SR09 GD 121/3p 
of David Rollo bundle 16 
M Instrument narrating an agree- Panm. Req,, jit Camustane 
ment between Crawford and 251-2 
Thomas Maule of Panmural 
1, six 400tv- husjvjýrjaonen ji0t)-ice Soho Al-0 . 00*sItra4c) -fr-Op" *ýha tabce- 
369. 
KEY TO TABLE II (Contd. ) 
Description Source Venue 
N Instrument narrating an Haigh Inventory, ii, 
agreement between Sir David 9-10 
Lindsay of Beaufort and John 
Annathirdale 
0 Bond of maintenance to Sir Rylandsq Crawford, Dundee 
David Lindsay of Beaufort box E 
Precept of sasine in favour SR09 GD 121/39 Dundee 
of Thomas Fotheringham of bundle 12 
Powris 1 
P Instrument narrating Crawford's Rylandsj Crawfordq Dundee 
protest anent the enforced box B. no, 69 
resignation of the shrievalty 
of Forfar 
1. The witnesses are those of the bond of maintenanca, with the 
addition of Alexander Lindsayt who did not attest the bond. 
Innes and Guthrie did not witness the precept of sasiney but 
the remaining persons'witnessed both write. 
I 
370. 
TABLE 1112 C14ARTERS OF : )AMES OOUGLAS. IST EARt, OF MORT13N 
I 
Witness! & Dates 
r N. ., U2 1ý a -0 V3 03 cc to 03 CA a in Ic -41 %a la 'a %a I- 9ý r- C- r- r- r- r- CO cc 0 03 cc 
C; CIL %. .$ j 
I'L 
. 66, -0 C% Q. .2 Ad A23=a CS C c.. I-Sri -ce"I -cut 
An aA 43C 104 a 10. ,L 
-0 ri N V. in us 0% C. IV N r, F7 `0 -1 .4 P-4 a so Ir w NNN -4 14 N .4R C4 r7 r7 .4 C4 .4 .4 -6 
-0M 04 M 'V V3 C r- C13 CA 0 
,4 04 Ln -w ;a %C t. 03 at -4 P4 ý4 ý4 .4'. 4 "4 -4 ý4 -4 C4 
William BarthwLck XXXXXX 6 
David Bomoll of Balmutc X I 
air John Chalmers X I 
Thomas Chalmers X XX 3 
lamas Cockburn of Garlaton X I 
Patrick Cockburn of N4nobigging X X 2 
Alexander CCU X 
air William Call X 1 
John Cranston X I 
Sir Thomas Cranston of that ilk X .1 Gavin Crichton of Mollin X I 
Laurence Crichton X I 
Robert Crichton of Sanquhar X I 
Willies, Lord Crichton X I 
Hugh Douglas of 9CrgU4 X I 
Master James Douglas X XX 3 
James Douglas X X X XXXXXXXXXXX 14 
Sir John Douglas Of RabertOn X X XXXXXXXXX 11 
James Dunbar of Oarachoster X I 
John Dunbar XXX 3 
Mark Dunbar XXXXX 5 
Jesse Gibson X I 
Master Alexander Gifford X X XXXXXXXX 10 
Alexander Gifford X X X XXX 6 
James Gifford of Sheriffhall, seX 'X X 3 
lamas Gifford of Sheriffhall, )r. X X X, XXX 6 
James Gifford of Corstan X , I 
James Gifford X I 
John Gifford X X. X X A 
Master Thomas Gifford X. XXXX 5 
Master William Gifford X XXXXXXXX 9 
William GLf ford X X X X XXX 2 
Alexander Graham of Clyingstan X X 
Patrick Graham of Elvingston X X 2 
air Robert Halliwoll, NP X XN Xw X XXX 7 
air John Harvis XXXXXX 6 
Robert Hervin XXXX 4- 
Thomas Hervie X X X X XXXkXXXXX 13 
eir WillIsm; HandersonNP X XXX Xq XX 7 
Walter Hunter of Polmood X 3. 
'air Thomas Jeffrey X I 
Alexander Jardine X -1 Thomas Johnston X I 
air James Kinbuck X I 
Henry Kirkpatrick of Knock X I 
James Liddell X I 
Lairence Lockhart X I 
sir Edward Male X XXX 4 
Patrick Portacus. tr X I 
Patrick Partacus, jr. X I 
Robert Schaup X 1 
Robert Simpson XX 2 
air Thomas Seals X I 
Robert Squire X X X 3 
Archibald Todrick X X X 3 
air James Turner X I 
Walter Tusedis of Drumallier X I 
air William Tyninghame X 1 
W4114sm Vaitch of Dawyck X I 
Nicholas Watson X I 
John Waughj, #JP X 1 
38003 Young, Np 2 X 1 No. of witnesses of each a 10 16 7 13 7 IL la 12 8 12 7U 14 10 14 
Notes / charter: 
371. , 
Notes: 
1. No. A was given in Edinburgh, all the remainder 
being, given at Dalkeith. 
2. The witnesses of-no, `39 worst by implicationg members 
of the earl's council: see above, p, 33. 
372. 
KEY TO TABLE III 
Grantee 
. 10 Patrick Graham of 
Cairnmuir 
(a confirmation of his charter) 
2. - Patrick Grahamq grandson of William 
Graham of Meskeswra 
3. William Browng son of John Brown 
, of, Hartreal, 
Source 
SR09 GD 120/l/2 
SR09 GD 150/135 
SRO, GD 184/13 
4. William Menteith, son of John 
ý Menteith of-Kerse 
5. Alexander Shiel of that ilk 
6, Archibald Todrickv burgess of 
Edinburgh 
7. St Martha's Hospitall Aberdour 
(foundation th8re0f) 
S. William Graham of Meskeswra 
9, Hugh Douglas of,, Borgue and 
Christiana (Setan) 
10, Master Thomas Gifford 
11. Oames Gifford of Sheriffhall 
and Elizabeth Crichton 
12. William Douglas, son of Hugh 
Douglas of Borgue 
13. St Martha's Hospitalv Abardour 
14, Inchcolm Abbey 
15, Andrew'Browng son of William 
Brown of Hartree 
NLSp Acc. 3142t vol. i, 
no. 244. (calendared in 
Wiqtown Charter Chest, no. 
2449 but wrongly dated), 1 
SR09 GD 150/140. 
NLSI MS 729 fo. 18v. 1 
Mort. Reql. q iiv 235-8. 




SR09 GD 150/175, 
Ibidep 182; NLSI MS 729 
fo. 122r-v. 




RMS iiq no. 1455. 
SR09 GD 184/19 
No witnesses are given for these charters. 
373. 
KEY TO TA13LE III (contd. ) 
. 
Grantee 
16. Robert Brownp grandson of William 
Brown of Hartree 
17. air William Bellp chaplain 
IS St Martha's Hospital, Aberdour 
19. Hugh DougLas(of Borg'US) and 
Christiana (Seton) 






SR09 GD 150/201. 
Ibid. 
19 
208. cf. Mort. Req*j 
iip 240-31 dated 16 Oct. 1481 
NLS9 MS 72t fo. 121r-v. 
SR09. GD 150/214. 
374. 
TABLE lVt CHARTERS OF ALEXANOER STEWART. Ord) DUKE OF ALBANY 
WITNESSES DATE OF ISSUE 
- 0 C2 C r2 U3 %a 0% C4 ý 4 on r- 9- 9ý V. L- C- (V 42 Co -. a aa 




11 " 2 4 0 t o * 9 
.43 
-C a. . 99 1 0 -C z A2 .= - o & . "= In 00 -4 r- -W cc WS %a . 41 In 0 (4 C2 ý4 N 
-0 N ý4 NN r1i N 
a ci 4 a 
.4NnV U1 %a r- cc 0% 42 "1 N -2 ýw U2 %* C; D'. 
-. 4 ý4 ý4 -4 .4 -0 Zia 
Thomas Spans, bishop of Aberdeen X 
Archibald 0ouglast Garl Of Angus X I 
Colin Campbell, sarl of Argyll X I 
Thomas Boyd, earl of Arran X 
Andrew Stawartg lord Avondale X L 
Matthew Bodenoch, notary public X I 
Oaman, Lord Boyd X 1 
_ Robert, Lord Boyd XX 2 
William Brown XXXX 4 
James Statertt earl of Buchan XX 2 
Archibald Carruthers of Mouawald X 1 
Sir John Chalmers of Gadgirth X I 
William Cockburn of Newhall X 1 
William, Lord Crichton X 1 
Sir James Douglast mentor of Morton X, I 
Master Malcolm Drummond X X, XXXX. 6 
Adam Edgar of Wedderlis X L 
John Ellam of Buttardean XXXX 4 
William Fettes X I 
Master David Guthris of that ilk X I 
Sir Archibald Hamilton of Innorwick X L 
Alexander Home of that ilk XXXX 4 
David Homo of Spott X, 1 
John Home of Crailing X 1 
Maoter Alexander Inglis XX 2 
Robert Inglis of Lochand XX 2 
Robert Lauder of Edrington X 1 
Master George Liddell XXXXX 5 
Sir James Liddell of Halkerston XXXXXXXX 9 
John Liddell XXXX 4 
Robert Liddell of Balmuir X I 
David Lindsay X 1 
Master James Lindsay X I 
Will. Laa Lindsay X I 
Sir John Maxwell of Calderwood X, I 
Gavin Maxwell X I 
Patrick Maxwell X I 
John Montgomery of Thornton X I 
Robert Muir of Pokelly X 
Adam Murray X, 
Master Alexander Murray X 
Cuthbert Murray of Cockpool X 
Peter Murray X 1 
James ogle of pappla X I 
David Renton of Billie XXXXXXXX a Robert Ross X I 
George Rule XXX 3 
John Rule XX 3 
Simon Salmon XX 2 
Master Martin W&nn XXXXX S 
Master Archibald Whitalaw X 1 John Whitelaw of that ilk X 1 
No. of witnesses of each charter 9a5a8634S 14 93 10 4 
375., 
KEY T13 TASLUV 
Grantee 
1. (Inspection of a charter by) 
William Purves of Purvishaugh 
2. William Redpath 
3. Sir James Stewart of Auchterhouss, 
(later earl of Buchan) 
4. Thanse Shoresmood 
Scurcos 
SRO, GO 266/121/bundle I 
Place of reaust 
Edinburgh 
S. John Redpath 
6. Rodger Grierson, son of Vadaat 
Grieraon of Lag 
7.. Walter Bertram, burgess of 
Edinburgh, and Elizabeth Cant 
his spouse 
a. John Carruthers, son and 
ppnzvnt heir of John Carruthers 
fýHolmains 
9. Willim Redpath, 
10. Alexander Home of that ilk 
11. (Inspection of a charter by) 
Alexander Beanston Of that ilk 
12. George Cunningham of Belton 
13. David Home, son and apparent 
hmir_cf George Home of Wadderburn 
14. Alexander Home of that ilk 
15. - William Kor 
115. Patrick Home of Polwarth 
SRO, GO 158/35 Edihburgh 
HMC Rep. xii. App., part viii, Dunbar Castle 
114 no. 65 
SRO, GO 158/40, printed in Dunbar Castle 
HMC Rea. xiv. App., part iii, 
66, no. 7 
SRO, GO ISS/42 Dunbar Castle 
Lao. Chra.. no. IS Edinburgh 
RMS. ii, no. 1428- Dunbar Castlo 
SROq GO 207/4/5, printed Lochmsban Castle 
in 
' 
HMC Ron. vi, App., 711, 
no. 7 
SRO, GO 158/47 Dunbar Castle 
HMC Rep. xii, App. t part Dunbar Castle 
viii, 155, no. 235 
HMC Ron. xii, App., part Dunbar Cast1w 
vili, 167, no. 279 
Yeater Writs, no. 191 Dunbar Castle 
SRO, GO 257/32/10 Dunbar Castle 
MMC Roo. xii, App., part Dunbar Castle 
viii, 155p no. 236 
RMS. U, no. 1573 Dunbar Castle 
RMS. ii,. no. 1745 Dunbar Castle 
1 376. 
TASLE Vs WRITS OTHER THAN CHARTERS ORAWN UP IN THE 
PRESENCE OF ALEXANDER STEWART. OUKE OF ALBANY 
WITNESSES DATE OF ISSUE 
ýl C6 
0 Lw A 
C2 N C3 C2 cc 
1- 5 
on a 




.4 N Ln v ul z"3 
-Robert, Lord 
Boyd X I 
Andrew Brayls X I 
William Brown X I 
James Stewart, earl of Buchan X 1 
John Cairns of Orchardtan X 1 
William Cockburn of Newhall X 1 
Master Malcolm Drummond XX X 3 
John Dunlop X 1 
Master James Fenton X I 
Master Alexander Gifford X 1 
Alexander Gordon X I 
John Gordon of Lochinver X I 
Sir Archibald Hamilton of Itinerwick X 1 
James Herring X I 
Robert Lauder of Edrington X I 
Sir Osman Liddell of Halkerston X X X 3 
Robert Muir of Pokelly X 1 
William Quarland X I 
David Renton of Billis X X X 3 
John Shaw of Cares X 1 
William Shaw X I 
Master Martin Wann X . X 2 
No. of witnesses of each writ a 7 44 a 
Resignation of lands by Walter Herring in favour'of William Redpaths SR09 GO 158v 
no. 37. 
2. Resignation of lands by Sir Willi= Douglas of Whittingehame in favour of the 
earl of Mortans SRO, GO 150, no. 154, printed in mart. Req., 11,219-21. 
3. Resignation of lands by Robert Graham of Auchancestia in the hands of Zahn, 
Lord Carlyles HMC Roo. xv App., part viii, 47-48, no. 92. 
4. Indenture between the duke of Albany and Laurance, Lord Oliphonts SRO, GO 12, 
no. Sa. 
S. Resignation of land* by Vedast Grierson of Lag in favour of Roger Grierson, 
his son and apparent heirs Laq. Chrs. no. 29. 





TABLE VI: ESTATES OF OAVID. FIFTH EARL OF CRAWFORO 
Lands by 







Extents used in 17th cent. 
4 
Old Now 
L a d L L a d 
Aerdeens 
Auchteral-lon &c NO 944315 10 a 0 30 0 a 
TIllyhLlt &c* NJ 854317 X 13 6 a a 13 0 13 6 a 
Bauchlow NJ 674622 X 1474 
)orwicks - 
Cockburn NT 767586 1484 1485 
Todrig NT 796420 1484* 1466 
or 708430 
Ufriess 
Kirkmichaol* NY 0221370 X 
'hfas 
Auchtormeanxis No 340176 1471 a a 32 0 a 
Sallinbreich No 272201 x1485 
Camba No 603114 X X 213 a 0 4 a a 16 0 0 Newhall NO 603107 
Brachin A 1473 1476 Nayar 
Clove* NO 321734 X 26 13 4 a 17 9 26 13 4 
DownisO NO 51B365 X X 82 4 75 so a a Ica a a 
Fern* NO 4SM16 100 a a is a a 60 a a 
Finsvon* NO 496564 X X 1454 66 a a 40 0 a 66 0 a 
GIsnask* NO S84690 X X 255 10 a so 13 a 200 0 a 
Guthrie* NO 562505 X 1465 
Inverarity* NO 452444 X so 0 a 20 a a SO a a 
Xinblethmant* No 638470 X 
Kirkbuddo* NO 501434 X is 13 4 3 a a 12 a a 
. Platar* X X 
1" 13 4 do a- a, 1" 13 4 
strathnairn* NH 728406 1461 1465 141 13 4, 40 a a 120 a a 
Uncardinot 
Nowdask* X- X 1469 26 13 4 2 a 0 a 0 0 
Uraa* NO 872SIS X 
ý. t&narks 
_ 
Crawford* us 9S4213 1461 133 a a 200 a a 
.; 
Irth: 
Aberbothris No 239463 X 
Alyth* NO 247483 X 146S 340 a a im 0 a 34a C a Belondoch* NO 297478 X 1465 A 13 4 6 13 4 16 13 4 
Saltroddis* X X 146S ', 
Pitfour NO l9s2ll 123 a a 3a a a 123 a a 
Carnbaddis* NO 149311 X X 25 13 A 6 a a 24 a a Kinclaven NO 151384 1488 
Laitfis No 2SS45S X 
Maiglg* NO 297446 X X 146s 82 0 a 30 a 0 82 a 0 Malginch* NO 177298 X X 146S 24- a a 113 0 a 24 a 0 Ruthvon* Nil 2813488 X X 
1. SRO, GO 121/39 bundle 2 (28 Dec. 1421); RMS. Li, no. 1191. 
2. " ix, 663, US, 
g671,674 
(sasinsL1454-69); RMS LL no. 1111; _Z v119 p. 
1xv (Brechin & Never); ER. ix, 519 fCockburn 
& TodrL )I AMS Li 9 no 84 (Sauchlawr, H; 
Igh Inventory, U, 91-2 (Auchtarmoonzin)(; 
-ACC. 
102* (Ballinbraich); 
SROP Go lae/l/3, no. 
fITGsuthris); 
NLS, Ace. 5474, bundle 59 (Strathnairn); RMS. ii, no. 172S Kinclaven). 
3: ER, xivt 598-600- 
4 Flatours L, Fire, no. 1961 Forfar, nos. 63,242,348,367; Inverness, no. 62; Kincardins, no. 71; Lanark, no. 309; ii, partht no. 7S, 189. 
5. Relief for Downie also included 35 chelders 6 balls of victuals ER, xivp 598. 
*aa barony. 
378. 
TABLE VII: ESTATES OF JAMES. FIRST EARL OF MORTON 
The f ollotAng- table makes use principally of the 
information offered by the two surviving late-medieval rent 
rolls of parts of the Dalkeith estatese The lands covered 
in either rental are substantially the same. Sums from the 
earlier rentalq dated 1376 and well-known since its publication 
by the'Sannatyne Club, are entered in the. left-hand-column. 1 
Sums from the later rentalq unpublished and in rather poor 
conditiong, are entered in the centre column. 
2 This rental 
is undatedq but there is some indication that attributing it 
to the*1420s might not be too misguided,, It-was certainly 
produced after. the foundation of Dalkeith Collegiate Kirk; the 
lands of Spitalhaughq Ingraston and Lochurd and annual rents 
of Horsburgh and Kirkurd were earmarked for the support of, 
chaplains serving at the kirk in its foundation charter of 21 3une 
1406 and all are described in the rental as being in the hands of 
chaplains. 
3 The inclusion of Aberdour in the r ental shows t hat 
it could not have been drawn up until after this particular - 
barony had reverted to the main line of Douglas of Dalkeith, 
Such an event is unlikely to have occurred until the death of 
James Douglas of Abardour - one of the illegitimate sons of 
34mes Douglas (1) of Dalkeith - and he was apparently still alive 
in 14199 although perhaps not remaining so for many years 
thereafter. 4 The rental could not have been in use after 26 
February-1439/40t on or before which date the lands of Dalfibble 
and others in'the barony of Kirkmichael in Dumfriesshirs which 
1. 
"' 
Mort. Req., iiq pp. xlvii-lxvii. 
2, SR09 GD 150,, no, 100a, 
3, Moit, Req.. q iiq 324-8. 4. SP iv, 349; CDS, iv, no, 890, 
379., 
appear-in the rental were resigned by James Douglas (II) of 
Dýlkeith to the earl'of Crawford in favour of Sir William 
5 
Crichton of that'ilk, The resultant unsatisfactory span-' 
of around twenty years seems to defy any attempt to-reduce 
it'týfor although the rental clearly predates at"least three, - 
separate'alienations of property -the gifts of lands in 
Kirkmichael to William Livingston, of Moffat to Henry Douglas 
and of Stanypath in Linton to George Douglas or his predecessor: - 
none of'-these conveyances-can themselves be dated with any 
precision. 
6 However, it is worth noting that,, ane-oVthe three 
chaplains of'Dalkeith Collegiate Kirk named in the rental -- 
air--John Dougleaq prebendary of Lachurd'- was in, posseesion of 
his-benefice by 20 December 1420 and probably still, in-accupation 
of-the same on 15 June 1434.7 
Inýthe right-hand column are entered, where possiblev values 
of old and new extent. These are mostly drawn from retours of 
the sixth earl. of Morton in 1606 and are total-values of whole 
baronies or group, of propertiesq although old extents available 
for smaller pieces of land have been inserted. The old extents 
are also used to give an indication of values of properties for. 
which the rentals of 1376 and 1419x1440 are defective and which are 
known to have been in the hands of the first earl of Morton. 
9 
The barony of Buittle and the lands in the barony of 
Kirkmichaelq which were wholly lost to the Dalkeith inheritance 
before Morton's successiong and with which the rentals of 1376 
and 1419x1440 deal# are placed at the end of the table, For 
S. RMS1 iiq no. 226. 
6., SR09 GD 97/29' no. 20;. LMS9 iiv no. 1138; Marto Rags, iiq 224-6. 
7, SROt GD 150, no* 91; RMSI, ii, no, 228, 
a. Ratours i. Berwickv Dumfriesq Edinburghs Fifsp Haddington, 
Kirkcudbrightl Lanarkq Linlithgow; iiq Peeblesq Perth - all 4 Novo 1606, SROp GD 1509 no. 103 is also used, 
9. Ibid. p no. 234* - 
380. 
Buittle a column of values from the barony's period in the 
king's'hands is added. 
10 
The order in which properties are listed in the rentals of 
1376 and 1419x1440 has been adhered to only in respect of the 
constituent parts of baronýes and tenements - the baronies and 
tenements have been divided up by sheriffdom, The first 
membrane of the 1419x1440 roll commences with certain properties 
whichq it has to be admitted, have not been identified and whose 
rents seem to have been soaked an masse from the parchment, They 
run as follows: around twenty-four cotlands; more than twelve 
items, most of which seem to be brewlands; a toung consisting 
of nineteen husbandlandsq Smythylandem a brewlandq an acre of 
brewlandq about twelve cotlands, Spilislandep Derdirland, 
Saws(sir)land, and le Crukitakir, Some names of persons to whom 
these lands were set can be made out. 
Abbreviations used in Table VII: 
b ball 
ch = chalder 
qr = quarter 
IM = in the hands of 
IMD = in the Lordfs hands 
The symbol >= more than 
20, ER, 9 viiig 339-40. 
SERWICXSHIREý 





Barony of Mortons 
Thornhill NX 878954 
Dabtan NX 1374974 
Drumcork NX 882971 
Erschamorton 
Park of Mo; t-an 
Laught NX 896944 
Sellybought NX 90/99 
mill 
Landa- of Moffatdalas 
Is Corr 
lisýAcn NT 073107 
Grantan NT 075099 
Malne of Moffat 
Lands of Torthorwald 
Mill of Moffat 




A house &1 acre 
Tenement of Hutton sub moras 
Hospital of Hutton 
Brakunwa 
B-. -arDryfe (annual runt) 
FIFE 
Barony of Abordours 










A house, garden &7 acres 
A house & garden 
House of Tempilland, 
3 acres an la-lisart(W 
A house &1 acre 
Lands in the constabulary of 
Kinghorns 
Cast Salbarton NT 241914 
West Salbarton NT 235912 









9 6 a 
9 6 a 
2 7 6 a 
6 13 4 
6 13 4 
2 3 4 
no t cited 
a 0 0& 3qrs malt 
49 10 a 
7 6., a 
6 13 4 
76a 
no form given 
10 a 14 a 
6a 
23 17 4 
200 
5 13 4& ich oats 




no form given 
2a 
Ia 
M 13 4& 16b bare 
not cited 
31 10 0&4 shoe 
24 hensý' 













10 0 01 
10 00 
10 00 
















no form given 
20 0a 
37 6a 
Annual rent from the constabulary 
of Kinghcrns 
Tyris NT 273892 












dour & Kim 
382. 
1375-8 1419X1440 O ld Extant 
(N ow Ext ent) ad L L a d KIMCt%W1QdTSM1Rr 
sazvny of prestong 
Ladyland NX 963577 not cited a 
Toun of Preston 14X 967563 12 a 24 aa 
ClenewalgtLf-S aa a0 nL. Li of Preston NX 9655767 16 G a0 : 6 4a a0 0 
Barony of Borgues not cited not cited 213 a a 
LAKARKSHIRE 
Barony of Rabartons 
38 a 
172 
Land* in the barony of Biggers 
Cdmcmdaton 14 13 4 




Barony of Calderclarso not cited not cited Barony of Calksithe- 
Barony of Garlvton-: WMLrMs 40 a a 
Barony of Whittingsheas 
160 a a) 
6 13 4 
Lwws in West Caldect 
26 13 4) 
Dectmaont 
Howden 13 4 
Lands of Hawthornsyke 
7A 13 4 
(4 a a) 
PEEBLCSSHIRC 
Saxony of Kilbuchas 
Is now 
11-1; rd-"Ing NT 0753413 
Toun of KLIbucho 7NT 066336 a00& 12 hens 
a5a 
Catlands 3a0A 20 days 14 a cillislands, 2 cutlands 16a48 days 
13r*uland 2 cataands la a 
WetleMd 5a 
ftL. U 
Cast MaIns ? NT 092353 
36a 46 1 pig 7 10 a 
Is Orchardf 13 id a is 13 4 I> West Maine 7NT 092355 36a 4? 
12 0 
:t is 6a 
;P 67 10 a ad 13 
Barony of Lintons 
(268 13 4) 
Toun of Linton NT 150520 - 
LS CXgangs 
3 catlands 
10 13 4 15 0a 2ch ants 
VMIemda I cat-, &nd no farm given is a 
SwYnournlando, 2 oxgangs is a7 
MoIlIslandto. 4 oxgango 2aa 10 13 4 
Boddinsgill NT 126548 5aa 3aa 2 13 4 
Stanypath NT 142534 not cited 
a 13 4 
6 13 Whitfield UT 168530 4aa 4 
Madwyn NT 142522 or 132491 aa 
96a 
g 
9 a a 
23 Aa _ 45 a4 25 a 
Barony of Newlandas 
Bordle0de NT 256467 3aa 6 13 llr*wland 1: aaA6 hens 4 
Whiteside NT 164A63 Im0 a 13 4 
Glarimathe a 13 4 13 6a risaington NT 166431 12 0a 1116g Fremaniqland Ia0 . not cited calthrogs 
- - 
50 11 A2 sheep aSa 5 r ocnji mT Id2434 Aa0 5 16 a Mill of Nowlands 2a1 pig - 
2-0 14 -P-13 0 2ch wheat 25 6a > 40 15 a 40 a 




Ld La ci 
(Now Extent) 
t8d 
Otmar lande - 
rahiel, o MT 279399s 
We*t4rtaune 12 00 12 00 







ýFothan 7NT 30/32 
QuUt 79T 10/27 00 
10 00 00 -- 
urkurd NT 127442 00 1M sir 
ja 6 011 
Lochurd MT U3431 
-0 
0 zehn omglan 
13 00 
Anriual rente (aU eterUng)"ý. 
' 
Hcr*Wrgh NT 304395 except»d 6 13 A 13 4 K-413, a NT 2823a5 a 13 4 6 13 4 6 13 4 Nawby 




7 6 .8 17 6s 
PeRrAWIRE 
Kinnoull No LIMSt 
Pettularm 4 Gannochy NO 12A244 
Pattarlspdo 24 
Tay fianing 13 4 
is 13 4-- 
568 
12 13 36a 




Barchatin NX 609584 
Almorneas NX 825536 
Castlegmer NX 788594 
Chavelt-oups Droaawhlu 
Half of Oreasuchluq 





Maikle Knox NX 797624 
Little Knox NX 803606 
emacredens 
Logan NX 807534 A SIM32 
Potterbuly 
Halkstl@atlld NX 797636 
Toud of Buittle 7NX 807600 
Munches NX 830589 
Corw4rds 
Typneva 
Cullinaw NX 805596 
Mill of Buittle 7NX 413644 
Land* in the barony of 
Kirkmichgol: 
Dalfibble NY 0"860 - 
14 huebandlands 
Plill of Delfibble 
Garral NY 055904 
neiklaholme MY G"891 
Michanakew NY OW915 
Le Knokkis 
iollln NY 052930 
lashills NY 063943 
iannygep NY 043967 
; runyhotatin 
1376-8 l4l9xL4Q 1475-614 L a d Ld L 
1 
6 
a not cited 
1 a 1 34 
la a a no form given 1 aa 
6 a la aa 12 aa 13 4 6 13 4 
aa 3 aa 
aa 3 6 836 
3aa 
13 a a 36a 
a&& 0ouglas , 
6 17 13 4 
4 3 4 43 
5 a a illeg. 4 9 aa 6a 
6 13 A 7 6 13 4 
3 6 a 75 0a not cited 
7 13 4 aaa 2 6 
13 4 
13 4 3 13 4 
,a 
36a 4 aa 
3 a al 2 13 4 a0 
13 not cited 
not cited IM rargus 6 
13 4 
0a Macdonald 
71 16 a >78 16 a > 82 34 
17 is a is 13 4 
a a a 56a 
10 0 a 113 13 4 
sa 2a 
3 13 4 
2 0 a 
2 13 4 not cited 
--3 
5- a 









1. This figure is supplied from the 1376 rental, being the 
sum to which Mordington's form was to rise in the last year 
of a threa-year tacke 
2. The rent was to rise to LB in the second year Of's two-year 
tack. 
3. Inchcolm Chrs.,, 150. 
4. Ibid. 193, 
5. The livestock was the Joint responsibility of the tenants 
of Abardour and West Balbarton. 
This sum was to rise to L5 6s 8d in the second year of a 
twoý-year tack. I 
7. This sum was to rise to Ll in the second year of a two-year 
tack. 
Mart. Req,.,, ip p. li, 
Fourteen marks is given as the old extent: SRO, GD 1509 no. 100a. 
These lands were in the hands of chaplains of Dalkeith 
Collegiate Kirk: Mort. Req., iiq 324-8. 
These figures are given merely as lextentlo The old extent 
may have been 20 marks: ibid. t 325. 
12, SRO, GD 150p no, -234, 
13, The whole of this sum was said to be committed to chaplains 
at Dalkeith Collegiate Kirk, 
" ERg viii, 339-40, 
1S. This sum was to rise to L6 13s 4d in the last year of a 
three-year tack. 
Qn sa &jq&dv&4-&c4cL im t*e 1476 *-wxtta( is. ieakar& & P-e 
17. This sum was probably for only half of Brooch, 
18, This sum was to rise to 0 6s 8d in the last year of a 
three-year tack. 
19. SR09 GD 97/2, no. 209 which shows also that the lands were 
worth 20 marks in January 1460/1, 
-0 
385. 
TABLC VI PROPERTY OF THC EARLDOM OF MARCH 
1456-7 1466-7 1483-6 
La d La d L d 
maiklo dirgh" not cited SO 0 a so a 0 
BiroamehIsIr, ) 
I. ochton (Loctibirghem) 
40 a a 40 a a 40 a 0 




Toun 42 11 a 31 Is a 32 a 
ftil. not cited not cited 4 a G 
'Now landa$ 11 2 
rising (boco-thirds) a la 
Cockburn 20 a 02 20' a a 
barony of Cockburnspeth 40 a a 40 2 43 56 a 2ý 
Doonshi&L not ci ted 
Di inh r MaLnei 
Cast Barns AO a 0 victual 40 a a 
Want Barns 40 13 a 5 40 a 
Dunbar ALlIst 
Cost Barns 5d a 5a a 5 a a 
West Barns a aa Q a a 0 
Ounst, 
Toun is la a 17 19 6 22 a a 
Cotlande not cited not cited 12 0 a 
'Now ISMS, 1 a a 
Park 10 a 0 
forest of Dye 10 a a 10 a a la a a 
lordship of Carlston 50 17 10 47 1.1 a 59 10 a 
Gcoden 10 a a 10 a a 10 a a 
Greenlaws 
Toun 35 10 a 35 12 a 30 19 a Mill 6 13 4 
Greonlawdoen not cited not cited 6 a 
Greenlookelm 0R w 3 a 
Hardens 6 13 4 6 13 4 not cited 
Hirsal 26 * 13 4 26 13 4 26 13 4 
KidshisL 5a 8 56 a 5 6 a 
LaithWat 
Toun 33 a a 59 a a 73 a a Mill not chgd. 
Meraingtons 
Toun 18 a a ) 20 a a 
04611 not chgd. 
20 a a 3 a a 
Newtonlass a 13 A a 13 4 a 13 4 
Oxwelldeen 56 a 36 a 3 6 a 
Little Pinkerton 10 a a 10 0 a 10 a a 
MaLkle Pinkerton 40 a 0 40 0 0 40 0 a 
Pitcox 20 0 0 20 a 0 20 a a 
Plandornathy not cited not; cited 5 0 a 
NIL% & Fluris 3a 0 30 0 3 0 0 
Little Spott is 0 0 13 6 a not cited 
TodrLg not cited not cited is 0 0 
Upmettlington 10 0 a 
WhittLngshass mill 5 6 a 
TOTAL 553 is 2 539 19 1 0 717 9 107 
+ victual + victual 
Swirces [A, vi, 53-55,113-4,429-311 viig 491-3; ixt 427-32. 
Factnotas / 
386. 
Footnotes for table VIII: 
1.196 salmon over three yearst and 72: in, 1486-7g 
ER, ix, 518. 
2. Cockburn was charged at L13 6s 8d until 1460: ER, 
vi, 624.. 
3. Graesums,, worth E40 over three yearsq were introduced 
in 1464: ER, vii, 317. 
The mains of Cockburnspath was set for one chalder of 40 
oats by this time: ERp ix, 432. 
5,10 chalders of wheat, 10 chalders of bere from East 
Barns and 8 chalders of wheatv, B chalders of bore 
,, _, 
from West Barns* 
6. This, sum included rents from Philpstoun. a hitherto 
unmentioned Pendencia of Eariston. 
7. ' This total is fictitious - Dunbar Mains, Meikle 
Pinkertang and possibly Little Pinkerton as well 
were included in the money charge, but were not 
actually set for a cash rent, 
N 
387. 
TABLE IX: PROPERTY OF THE LORDSHIP OF ANNANDALE 
1 1464-5 - ' -- ý2 1500 1 
L a d L 6 d 
Lochmaben Mains NY 088807 10 0 0 10 0 a 
Hightae NY 093788 
Smallholm NY 098774 10 a a 
10 0 a 
fishing of R. Annan 10 a 0 10 a a 
wood of Woodcock Air NY 170722 2 0 0 2 0 (33 
Feryland 3 6 8 6 13 4 
wood of Cocklicks NY 119688 
) 
6 4 
wood of Pishills 
6 a 8 
Nnrthfield 




Brinholm 10 0 




-t- 32 o" ao-t. % 
l.. ERt viiq 308-9a 
2., ERp xil 340*-l*. 
3. Ferms of the foggage and herbage (vert) thereof.. 
4. In the parish of Ruthwell, 





JWA'4-JF 4f IAC j7A#"4-*kC-* Withikg tflC 
tpo-j5ltip of A#sn&*zjgLUc ". 
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